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Gary S. Settles
e-mail: gss2@psu.edu

Department of Mechanical and Nuclear
Engineering, Penn State University,

University Park, PA 16802

Sniffers: Fluid-Dynamic Sampling
for Olfactory Trace Detection in
Nature and Homeland
Security—The 2004 Freeman
Scholar Lecture
Vertebrates aim their noses at regions of interest and sniff in order to acquire olfactory
trace signals that carry information on food, reproduction, kinship, danger, etc. Inverte-
brates likewise position antennae in the surrounding fluid to acquire such signals. Some
of the fluid dynamics of these natural sensing processes has been examined piecemeal,
but the overall topic of sniffing is not well investigated or understood. It is, however,
important for several human purposes, especially sampling schemes for sensors to detect
chemical and biological traces in the environment. After establishing some background,
a general appraisal is given of nature’s accomplishments in the fluid dynamics of sniffing.
Opportunities are found for innovation through biomimicry. Since few artificial (“elec-
tronic”) noses can currently sniff in the natural sense, ways are considered to help them
sniff effectively. Security issues such as explosive trace detection, landmine detection,
chemical and biological sniffing, and people sampling are examined. Other sniffing ap-
plications including medical diagnosis and leak detection are also considered. Several
research opportunities are identified in order to advance this topic of biofluid dynamics.
Though written from a fluid dynamics perspective, this review is intended for a broad
audience.fDOI: 10.1115/1.1891146g

1 Introduction
Sniffing for chemical traces is as old as nature itself. It domi-

nates the lives of most animal species, relegating touch, hearing,
and sometimes even vision to lower status. Animals depend on
olfaction for food, reproduction, kin recognition, and danger alert
f1g. The first three of these require little sniffing in humans, but
recognizing danger is still very important to us in the 21st century.

The study of olfaction is a well-established scientific discipline,
but hardly a stagnant one. Zwaardemaker’s book on vertebrate
olfaction f2g already listed over 200 references in 1895, but at this
writing, researchers R. Axel and L. B. Buck have just been
awarded the Nobel Prize in Medicine for their research on odorant
receptor genetics. Some of the many recent surveys of the field are
given in Refs. 1 and 3–6. These authors discuss olfaction from the
perspectives of neuroscience, psychology, zoology, chemistry,
anatomy, and communication. Few, however, have included the
perspective of fluid dynamics.

But fluid dynamics is central to olfaction, and it is therefore
surprising that sniffing flows have not attracted much attention to
date. Biofluid dynamics has been mainly concerned with the
larger themes of blood flow, respiration, and external locomotion
flows f7,8g, and has left the fluid dynamics of sniffing mostly
unexplored.

Hence the time is right to investigate this topic, especially in
that—until recently—no technology could begin to emulate the
animal nose. Now, however, we have artificial or “electronic”
nosesf9,10g with substantial and growing capabilities. They need
samplers—sniffers—of comparable aptitude.

The closely related issue of chemical trace sampling has like-
wise received little attention. S. F. Hallowell, head of the U.S.

Department of Homeland Security’s Transportation Security Lab,
said “Chemists have been so fixed on detector developmentfthatg
that’s exactly what we got: very well-developed detectors that
have no front ends. We’re going to have to reach out to other
disciplines to develop novel sampling systems”f11g. Fluid dy-
namics is the principal discipline that must fulfill this need.

1.1 Scope.This is an unusual Freeman Lecture: Rather than a
detailed review of a current fluids topic, it attempts to bring to-
gether several diverse fields—some outside the traditional fluids
realm—in order to introduce a novel biofluid dynamics topic.
Rather than the culmination of a career, it is an attempt to strike
out in a new direction.

Of course, not all chemical sensing methods require fluid-
dynamic sniffingper se. An early distinction is made here be-
tween trace and bulk detection, for example. The latter involves
non-olfactory methods to sense significant quantities of a target
material such as a concealed explosive or other contraband. Also,
direct-contact methods like swabbing can acquire trace samples
without an overt fluid-dynamic step.

A similar distinction is made between standoff and point detec-
tion f12g. Standoff detection requires physical separation between
the sensor and the site of interest. In this paper, except for air-
scenting and chemical plume tracing, sniffers are considered to be
point-detection devices.

The well-developed fields—some broader than others—that
bear on the present topic include:

1. Biofluid dynamicsf7,8g.
2. Animal olfaction, neurophysiology, and evolution.
3. Artificial olfaction, often called the “electronic nose.”
4. Airborne particle sampling of the sort used to determine air

quality f13g. sIn f14g more than 1000 such instruments
manufactured by 240 companies were identified.d

5. Inhalation toxicology, where laboratory animals are used to

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL of
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assess human responses to inhaled pollutantsf15,16g.
6. Ventilation, especially inlets and hoods for industrial capture

and local exhaust of fumesf17–20g.
7. Electronics cooling, where high convective heat transfer oc-

curs in confined spacesf21,22g.
8. Aerobiologyf23–25g, “the science of the aerial transport of

microorganisms…together with their transfer to the air, their
deposition, and the ensuing consequences…” C. S. Cox
f23g.

9. Analytical chemistry, the science of identifying and quanti-
fying compounds using laboratory instruments, e.g.,f26g.

1.2 Goals.Lighthill, in the introduction to hisMathematical
Biofluiddynamicsf7g, wrote “The value of seeing any biofluiddy-
namic problem…against the background of a systematic compara-
tive survey of the biological function in question in many different
groups of animals, can hardly be overestimated.” Such a survey of
sniffers is the principal aim of this paper. It is intended for a broad
audience, including zoologists, biologists, environmentalists,
anatomists, and physiologists as well as the fluids community. It
also aims to encourage the fluids community to consider olfaction
and the olfaction community to include fluid dynamics. The role
of sniffers is examined in nature, instruments, and applications,
the state-of-the-art is summarized, and future developments are
projected. It is, in other words, a fluids engineer’s view of
olfaction.

2 Fluid Dynamics of Sniffing and Sampling
A brief overview of some pertinent fluid dynamics is given here

as a resource for nonfluids-oriented readers. This is no substitute
for a basic fluid mechanics course, but it does include some his-
tory and a collection of pertinent—if little-known—fluids issues.
The breadth of the topic and that of the anticipated audience pre-
cludes mathematical rigor in favor of an approach based on physi-
cal reasoning, phenomenology, similarity, and scaling.

2.1 Flow Visualization.As elegantly stated by Klinef27g and
Roshkof28g, solutions of the equations of fluid motion have lim-
ited value without some accompanying phenomenological insight,
usually gained from flow visualizationf29g. This marriage of flu-
ids, optics, and artistry serves research for purposes of discovery,
exploration, illustration, qualitative insight, and nowadays quanti-
tative measurement. Modern flow visualization includes a compu-
tational element and benefits from both computer and laser
technology.

The visualization of olfactory flows apparently began with
Paulsenf30g, who placed litmus paper inside the nasal cavity of a
human cadaver head and caused the head to “inhale” ammonia.
This early surface-flow visualization method revealed elements of
the internal airflow pattern. In the same era, Zwaardemakerf2g
observed the flow of breath from the human nostril by way of
moisture condensation on a cold mirror. This method is still useful
in modern times,f31g and Fig. 1sad.

More modern attempts to visualize the airflow in the human
nasal cavity used transparent plastic models ranging in scale from
1:1 f32g to 20:1f33g. Computational fluid dynamicssCFDd simu-
lations, e.g.,f16,34g, agreed with experiment in that only a frac-
tion of the inspired airflow reaches the olfactory region.

Brueggemann and Jeckstadt also reached that conclusion in
1938f35g following chemical tracer and dust deposition studies in
the nasal cavity of a dog. Dawesf36g used cigarette smoke to
visualize the airflow through a thin slice of a dog’s nose between
clear plastic plates. Such particle visualization is also important in
external airflow studies of chemical plume tracingf37,38g and
ventilation exhaust effectivenessf39g.

Underwater, Teichmann used dye to study the water flow
through the olfactory lamellae of an eelf40g. Similar visualiza-
tions of both the antennule flows of crustaceans and the chemical

plumes they detect are shown inf41–43g. Invoking fluid-dynamic
similarity, humanf44,45g and lab-rat nasal flow patterns were ex-
amined in water models with dye injection.

In contrast, the optical flow visualization methodssschlieren,
shadowgraph, and interferometryf29,46gd were used only once for
olfactory research,f47g and Fig. 1scd. This requires special optics
but has the advantage of imaging air currents without tracer par-
ticles. A National Research Council study recommends Schlieren
imaging for the detection of explosive vapor plumesf48g.

In summary, there is a wealth of resources on flow visualization
f29g that can be used in future olfactory research. Visualization
should always be done first; it defines the flow phenomena and
sets the stage for more quantitative and detailed measurements. It
teaches you the physics of the flow.

2.2 Definitions and Assumptions.Sniffing is sampling the
surrounding fluid by olfaction, and a sniffer is the apparatus—
whether natural or artificial—that sniffs. A sniffer has an external

Fig. 1 Examples of olfactory flow visualization in nature. „a…
condensed moisture traces of a rat sniffing on a Zwaardemaker
mirror, a form of surface flow visualization, courtesy F. Bojsen-
Møller, and „b… tracer particles disturbed by a dog sniffing a
horizontal surface, and „c… schlieren image of the exhalation
from a dog’s nose †47‡
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naris, or nostril, and a nasal cavity containing olfactory sensors in
vertebrates and in artificial nosessthough the latter do not also
breathe.d Invertebrates have their olfactory sensors outside their
bodies, but we consider them to be sniffers as well. Sometimes the
sensor is stationary with respect to a moving fluid, other times the
sniffer transports fluid through a stationary sensor apparatus. Ei-
ther way, mass transfer by fluid flow is required for olfaction.

Olfaction is the sensory detection of an odor or scent, some
chemical signal in the environment. The sources of such chemi-
cals need not be present for olfaction to occur. Moreover, only
trace amounts, not bulk amounts, are required. A trace is a very
small chemical signal—sometimes only a few molecules. W. J.
McGann has defined trace detection as “the process of sample
collection, detection, and identification of targeted substances not
measurable by any other means.” For present purposes we draw
no distinction between trace detection thus defined and olfaction.

Incompressible single-phase fluid flow is assumed throughout
this paper. Solid particles, when present, represent a negligible
mass fraction. Weak odorant concentrations are passive scalars
that do not change the gas properties. Reactions between sensors
and odorants do not alter the energy level of the flow. Three-
dimensionals3Dd unsteady flow occurs in the most general sense,
although lower dimensionality and quasisteady flow are assumed
in many practical examples. The flow may be laminar, transi-
tional, or turbulent, depending upon a Reynolds number that
ranges broadly over the phenomena of interest. Viscosity is ig-
nored in external flows away from surfaces. For internal flows a
lumped friction loss is assumed for simplicity. All body forces are
neglected. Readers unfamiliar with these assumptions should con-
sult a basic fluid mechanics text, e.g.,f49,50g.

The equations to be solved, then, are the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions of continuum fluid motion, generally by numerical compu-
tation and experimental analog. Often, though, the external flows
of sniffers lend themselves to simpler solutions like potential-flow
approximations, where fluid rotation is neglected. Software is
available to do these simple solutions, e.g.,f51g, and some ex-
amples are shown later. The underlying theory is covered in fluids
texts and does not bear repeating here. However, potential-flow
theory is inadequate for the flow inside an animal’s nose or an
artificial nose, where friction is important. Several complete
Navier-Stokes solutions of such nasal flows in rats, monkeys, and
people were done by Subramaniam et al.f16g, Kimbell et al.
f52,53g, Kepler et al.f54g, and Kimbell and Subramaniamf55g.

2.3 Modeling and Scaling.A simple modeling exercise can
help to introduce the key parameters of sniffing. Consider the
rudimentary sniffer sampling the atmosphere in Fig. 2.sMuch of
this paper concerns ingenious ways of sample acquisition by sniff-
ing, the simplest of which is shown in this figure.d A certain mass
mo of odorant is dispersed in the air within an odor cloud of
volume Vo, yielding an average odorant mass concentrationCo
=mo/Vo. A sampler, or nose, approaches the vapor cloud closely
enough that much of the cloud lies within the “reach” of the nose,
i.e., the maximum distance over which it can induce a significant
airflow. By inhaling a volumeVi through the nostril at① over
time intervalDt—“sniffing”—the nose transfers odorant fromVo
to its internal sensor chamber, which has a volumeVsc, at a flow

rateQ=Vi /Dt.
The sniff is caused by a reduction in pressurep2 compared to

ambient pressurep1=pa. The pressure differentialDp=p1−p2 in-
duces the desired airflow. Conservation of mass between stations
① and② requires thatU1/U2=A1/A2, whereU is the airspeed and
A is the duct cross-sectional area. The steady-flow energy equa-
tion between stations① and②, ignoring any heat transfer, is

p1

r
+

U1
2

2
=

p2

r
+

U2
2

2
+ gshf + Shmd s1d

whereg is gravitational acceleration andr is the gas density. This
familiar relation reveals that wall-friction lossesghf and “minor”
lossesgShm occur at the expense of the fluid kinetic energy inside
the nose, and are balanced by the pressure differential according
to

Dp = p1 − p2 =
rKsU2

2 − U1
2d

2
s2d

whereK is a lumped nondimensional loss coefficient expressing
the sum of wall friction plus any duct losses caused by sudden
expansions, contractions, bends, etc.K is not knowna priori for a
complicated nasal passage, but it can be evaluated from Eq.s2d
using basic pressure and velocity data from experiments or
computations.

This textbook material stresses to artificial nose designers the
importance of minimizing the minor losses. Each of these wastes
a portion of the velocity head 1/2rU2, and such flow energy loss
must be made up by the lung or blower or pump that drives the
sniffing processssee Sec. 5.3.2d. Narrow flow constrictions are
also lossyf45g. Inside an animal, too many minor losses overload
the lungs and impede olfaction, if not respiration itselff56g. In an
artificial nose, after the airstream has been sampled and interro-
gated, adiffuser is needed to recapture the potential energy of the
flow before it is discharged to the atmosphere.

Returning to Fig. 2, if no extraneous unscented air is inhaled
andVscøVo, then the odorant concentration in the sensor cham-
ber is simplyCsc=Co. Of course this is unlikely, for in reality the
nose also inhales some extraneous ambient airVa, thus reducing
the concentration of odorant in the sensor chamber by a sampling
efficiency factorhs,Va/Vi. The sensed odorant concentration,
then, isCsc=hsCo. Other inefficiencies can occur, such as signal
loss to the walls of the nasal passages. When particles are present
in the odorant cloud, they may also be lost during sniffing by
settling or impactionf57g. Realistically, then, the odorant concen-
tration Csc in the sensor chamber is often much less thanCo,
which itself is usually tenuous in the environment. In other words
there is an “impedance mismatch” due to poor sampling effi-
ciency, by analogy with the transfer of electrical energy.

Large impedance mismatches in sniffers are often dealt with by
preconcentration, in which a fractionms of the odorant massmo is
sampled, usually by being adsorbed or impacted upon a surface
during the sniff, and the large original volume of airVi is dis-
carded.sThe additional apparatus and ductwork required to do this
are not shown in Fig. 2.d After the capture, artificial noses use a
much smaller volume of carrier gasVp to collect the odorant
mass, which is thermally desorbed from the surface, and convey it
to the sensor chamber. This process takes time, but yields a pre-
concentration factorhp=Vi /Vp as large as 1000 or more, greatly
ameliorating the impedance mismatch. Natural noses have
evolved the ability to sense trace odorants directly via the sensory
tissue upon which they collect: a much-faster and more elegant
approach.

Having arrived at an odorant concentrationCsc in the sensor
chamber by sniffing, noses sense the odorant by way of a chemi-
cal reaction. In nature, odorant molecules interact directly with
receptor cells mediated by a mucous layer, for example. True ar-
tificial noses mimic this, while other man-made detector types
usually interrogate the captured odorant by spectroscopy. The

Fig. 2 Diagram of a basic sniffing process „the actual interior
of a dog’s nose is much more complicated than this …
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natural response to odorant concentration is the psychophysical
power lawsStevens’ lawd R,Csc

n , wheren is less than 1 and is
dependent upon the particular odorant speciesf58,59g.

Now from a different viewpoint, the total odorant massms
sampled during the sniff is given by

ms = hs ·Q ·Co · Dt s3d

This shows that higher sniffing flow rates and longer sniffs in-
creasems. But does that mean greater olfactory sensitivity?
Stuiver f44g reasoned that a higher flow rate reduces odorant
dwell time upon the receptors and thus elicits less olfactory re-
sponse. Mozell et al. and Hahn, Scherer, and Mozellf58,60g fur-
ther noted that increasingQ by raisingDp with fixed Dt in olfac-
tion studies also increasesVi and changes several variables at
once, causing confusion. The design of the sensor chamber also
bears upon this questionsdiscussed in Sec. 5.3d.

A longer sniff at the same flow rate, however, clearly does
expose the receptors to more odorant mass according to this
simple quasisteady-state modelswhich neglectsadaptation, the
loss of sensor response with timed. Dogs can do this in case of
weak or inaccessible scents by taking 1/2 Hz “long sniffs” in
place of their normal,5 Hz sniff ratef47,61–63g.

Finally, the Reynolds number Red=Ud/n governs the nature of
this flow, whered is the nasal passage diameter andn is the
kinematic viscosity of the air. Below Red,2000–3000, laminar
flow is expected in simple ducts, though not necessarily in the
complicated nasal passages ofmacrosmaticanimals—those with
keen olfactory powers. Sincen is roughly constant at about 1.5
310−5 m2/s for air in the near-ambient temperature range, the
Reynolds number varies mainly with airflow rateQ and physical
scaled. The anterior nasal passages of terrestrial vertebrates range
from about 1 mm diameter in the ratf64g to a centimeter or more
in the largest animals. Given rat respiratory flow rates in the
100 ml/min–900 ml/min range, a typical Red is about 350 and
laminar nasal flow is assumedf53g, at least initially. In humans,
however, the issue is controversialf45g.

Underwater,n is an order of magnitude smaller than in air but
the pertinent length scale is also often much reduced. The
chemosensory hairssaesthetascsd of crustaceans, for example, op-
erate with Red,1, where the interplay of fluid viscosity and in-
ertia is delicately balanced,f65g and Chap. 15 off66g.

2.4 Potential-Flow Inlets.The potential flow approximation,
mentioned earlier, naturally describes the flow of ideal fluids into
suction orifices like the nostrils of present concern. We can exam-
ine external sniffing airflows by simple means, so long as Re is
large and both wall friction and flow separation are either avoided
or ignored. Ventilation engineering takes major advantage of this
as is detailed in several referencesf17–19,67,68g.

In brief summary, potential flow theory reveals that a simple
inlet is not directional. Wile E. Coyote’s ACME vacuum cleaner
may suck in all sorts of objects from a distance, but that only
works in the cartoon world. In reality an inlet draws fluid equally
from all available directions, so its influence drops rapidly with
distance. Consequently, except for the case of airborne scent
plumes, sniffing is not a stand-off activity and proximity is essen-
tial for a nose to acquire a localized scent.

Potential flow also explains the inefficiency of a simple free-
standing pipe as an air inlet: Even when aimed at something, it
draws air equally from behind as well as from in front. It further
has a high loss coefficient, 0.93, meaning that it wastes 93% of the
velocity head 1/2rU2. A flanged inlet, Fig. 3sad is an improve-
ment: The forward reach is extended by excluding any suction
from the rear hemisphere. Still, the sharp-edged inlet orifice has a
loss coefficient of 0.49. Whether a nose is powered by lungs or
batteries, such an unnecessary pressure loss is a burden.

Nature abhors sharp edges in favor of smooth, bulbous, aero-
dynamic nostril inlets like the one shown in Fig. 3sbd. Also called
a bellmouth, this inlet has a very small loss coefficient. Here is an

important design principle for artificial noses: avoid the sharp
edge and the step change in area. It is the natural thing to do.

A definition of the “reach” of an inlet is the size of the region
upwind of the inlet from which all of the fluid is ultimately cap-
tured f19g. In Fig. 2, in order for the sampling efficiencyhs to
approach unity, the reach of the sniffer shown must at least en-
compass the entire odorant cloud. Industrial local-exhaust ventila-
tion has the same problem: The exhaust hood must reach out to
collect fumes from welding, for example, and not let any escape.
Given the limited reach of a potential-flow inlet, this is quite a
challenge. For the case of Fig. 2, approximated as a simple sink
flow, the induced airspeedu=Q/pr2 drops linearly with distancer
forward of the nostril inlet.

Potential-flow inlets scale up or down geometrically without
regard for nondimensional numbers like Re, so the reach of an
inlet also grows linearly with its diameterd because Q
=pd2U1/4. This works against the small-diameter tubing used in
wand-type leak samplers, e.g.,f69g. They have little reach even at
the extremeU1 corresponding to choked flow, and must be physi-
cally inserted into an odorant cloud to sample it.

2.5 Turbulent Jets. There is a key distinction between the
behavior of potential-flow inlets just described and fluid jets:
while inlets are omnidirectional, jets can be vectored. Aim an air
jet in a certain direction and it maintains that direction in still air.
The “reach” of a jet, then, is many times longer than the reach of
an inlet having the same flow rateQ. Jets thus project fluid mo-
mentum at a distance.

The turbulent jet literature is vast. Useful surveys of it for
present purposes are found in Chap. 4 off17g and inf70–72g. The
recent discovery of synthetic jets is also pertinentf73g.

A jet entrains fluid from all directions perpendicular to its axis,
which causes it to grow linearly in diameter with increasing dis-
tance downstream. The volumetric entrainment rate of turbulent
jets is approximately 0.25x/A1/2, wherex is the distance from the
nozzle andA is the nozzle cross-sectional areaf70g.

Fig. 3 Streamlines „arrowed … and equipotential lines „solid …

for „a… a flanged, sharp-edged inlet and „b… a bulbous “natural”
bellmouth inlet. „These planar 2D potential flow solutions are
shown only for illustration purposes …
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When a jet impinges upon a solid surface it tends to attach and
to exhibit starting impinging jet behaviorf74g. Free jets impinge
upon surfaces to become wall jetsf75g.

Even though jets seem at first antithetical to the present goal of
sniffing, they can be useful on at least two counts. First there is
jet-assisted olfaction, where jets help to focus the suction of a
sniffer in the forward direction to improve its reach, Secs. 4.3.1
and 5.2.4. Second is the use of jet momentum to stir up the envi-
ronment, resuspending settled particles and making them available
for olfaction as shown in Fig. 1sbd.

Phares, Smedley, and Flagan at Caltech have studied the second
topic at lengthf76g. They explored the effects of Red, nozzle
height, and jet velocity profile on particle removal using both
normalf77g and obliquef78g jets, and found that surface particles
respond to the shear stress imposed upon them by jet impactf79g.
Particle removal depends on particle size and jet duration as well
f80g. With these results in hand, they examined previous resuspen-
sion theories and proposed a new model. Other recent investiga-
tors f81g also studied this topic, and onef82g suggested an anal-
ogy with heat transfer enhancement by pulsed jets.

In applied experiments in the Penn State Gas Dynamics Labo-
ratory f83g, short-duration air jets from round nozzles impinged
upon human subjects whose clothing was contaminated by
10-micron-range trace particles of the explosive cyclo-
trimethylene-trinitraminesRDXd. Dislodged particles were col-
lectedsSec. 6.3.2d and quantified with results shown in Fig. 4. In
addition to the shear-stress mechanism described above, inertial
detachment of particles also occurs due to jet impact ruffling of
the clothing. No matter what the mechanism, though, jet impinge-
ment has become the principal means of liberating trace particles
from people for analysis and detection in a reasonably nonintru-
sive manner.

The quasilinear response shown in Fig. 4 is understandable in
that the nozzle-to-person distance was fixed in the experiments
and the nozzle exit was sonic. Since jet momentum is conserved,
an increase in stagnation pressure thus produces a proportional
increase in jet momentum, which is thought to be responsible for
inertial particle removal from clothing.

2.6 Particles and Stokes Number.Can particles in a flow
follow streamlines, as molecules do by definition? This question is
answered by considering the nondimensional Stokes number, the
ratio of the aerodynamic response time of a particle to the char-
acteristic flow time,

Stk=
rp ·dp

2 ·U

18 ·m f ·Lc
s4d

whererp is particle density,dp is diameter,m f is fluid viscosity,
and Lc is a characteristic length, such as the size of a flow ob-
struction. AsStkapproaches 0, particles have no significant inertia

and they faithfully follow streamlines, but forStk greater than
about 1, impaction of particles upon obstructions is likely. This is
the basis of devices calledimpactorsthat collect particles from
flowing fluids.

Consider airborne particles of unit specific gravity and 10mm
diameter, having masses of about a nanogram each. IfU
=30 m/s andLc=1 m, roughly the speed of a car and the size of
its windshield, thenStk=0.009 and the subject particles will be
likely to flow around the windshield without striking it. But if
Lc=5 mm, the diameter of the radio antenna, thenStk=1.8 and
impaction is much more likely. Calculations like this are useful in
the design of particle collectors, the loss of particles during trans-
port in tubes, particle settling time, terminal speed, and the depo-
sition of inhaled particles in the nose and lungsf57,84–86g.

2.7 Advection Versus Diffusion.Advection is bulk fluid mo-
tion whereas diffusion is the molecular spreading of one fluid into
another without bulk motion. These distinct phenomena are often
confused in the olfaction literature. In Feynman’sf87g classic
classroom example gone wrong, diffusion is taught by opening a
bottle of ammonia and waiting for the student in the back of the
room to say “I smell it.” But if diffusion is the only transport
mechanism, he will not smell it by the end of the class, or even the
end of the semester. In reality, the ammonia molecules are quickly
transported by the advection of air currents around the room and
by thermal convection currents generated by the people in the
room.

This point is often made but the confusion persists, even though
it may be just an imprecise choice of terms. Airborne odor trans-
port in the nasal cavities of vertebrates has been attributed to
diffusion f3,88,89g, but that too is unlikely.

Vogel draws an elegant comparison between diffusion and ad-
vection for a popular audiencesf90g, p. 182d. Diffusion only
works over short distances and thus depends on the size of the
flow in question, “But even in air, diffusion remains glacially slow
for what we regard as ordinary distances.”

The relative rates of advective versus diffusional transport in
fluids are described by the nondimensional Péclet number,
Pé=LcU /D, where D is the diffusion coefficient of an odorant
molecule in the fluid of interest. When Pé=1, the rates are equal.
Returning to the rat’s-nose example of Sec. 2.3, letLc=1 mm and
U,5 m/s f53g. Diffusion coefficients of typical odorant mol-
ecules in air are broadly in the range of 0.1–0.3 cm2/s f91g, yield-
ing a rat’s-nose Péclet number of several hundred. Only at much-
lower airspeeds and length scales can diffusion matter in this
sniffing example. But there are certainly cases where diffusion
matters in olfactory sensing, such as lobster “sniffing”f92,93g.

Griffy f94g calculated the time required for a trinitro-toluene
sTNTd bomb to produce a saturated TNT vapor level in a room by
pure diffusion: hundreds of days. He concluded that airborne ex-
plosive vapor detectors are unlikely to succeed unless they are
orders of magnitude more sensitive than needed to detect equilib-
rium vapor levels. But let us not abandon vapor detection alto-
gether, so long as there are air currents to convey the signal and
sniffers poking their noses into nooks and cranniesssee also Sec.
5.2.2d.

2.8 Vortex Flow. The potential-flow vortex is a rotating flow
with a strength determined by its core singularity. It has no radial
velocity, circular streamlines, and a circumferential velocity field
that dies off as the inverse of radius from the core. Vortex flows
are covered in elementary fluids textbooks, but see also Lugt’s
scholarly bookf95g that appeals to a broad audience.

What relevance do vortices have to sniffing? At least one man-
made sniffer uses an apparent vortex as its operating principle
f96g. The puffs on either side of the dog’s nose in Fig. 1sbd are the
starting vortices of impinging nostril jets. The bellmouth nostril
flowfield of Fig. 3sbd is produced by twin counter-rotating vortices
shidden inside the nostrilsd, and so on. Vortices are everywhere.

One vortex of special interest is theintakeor inlet vortex. There

Fig. 4 Portal results of liberated RDX particle mass as a func-
tion of impinging-jet stagnation pressure †83‡
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are photos of vortex cores extending from the idling jet engines of
parked aircraft, touching the ground like mini tornadoes and suck-
ing up debris. It is a common fallacy that the jet engine creates its
own inlet vortexf97g, but researchers in E. M. Greitzer’s lab at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology have demonstrated that a
cross breeze is also requiredf98g in all cases except those of inlets
with swirl vanesf99g. The cross breeze sheds a line vortex from
the engine inlet lip that turns downward and attaches to the
ground.

The inlet vortex can be duplicated on a tabletop using a vacuum
cleaner and fan according to Stongf100g. This instructive demon-
stration is not difficultsFig. 5d, but its stability is greatly improved
if one places a screen or flow straightener after the fan producing
the cross breeze.

2.9 Frequency of Animal Sniffing. Although dependable
fluid-dynamic data on olfaction are rare, enough exist to estimate
the nondimensional sniffing frequency of at least a few animals.
This is the Strouhal number, Str=fd/U. For the rat, dog, and
human, respectively, the available data are approximately as fol-
lows: dimensional sniffing frequencyf =10, 5, and 2 Hz, charac-
teristic nostril dimensionsd=1, 7, and 13 mm, and characteristic
airspeedU=8, 5, and 3 m/sf33,47,53,89g. These values yield
Strouhal numbers of about 0.008 for the dog and human and
0.0014 for the rat. Thus sniffing is a slow process compared to the
flapping of animal appendages for propulsion, where Strouhal
numbers are up to two orders of magnitude larger. A quasisteady-
flow approximation is justified in the analysis of sniffing airflows
f33g at this low frequency. It may be that animal sniffing rates are
based, at least in part, on the need to provide sharp gradients of
odorant rather than a constant odorant level to the olfactory sen-
sors. Adaptation works against high sensitivity in the limit as the
sniffing rates approaches zero.

3 Traditional Sampling Issues and Methods
Sampling the environment is important to society. So much has

been written on this topic, including several thorough reviews,
that it serves the present purpose only to give a brief overview
with some key references, noting the issues relevant to sniffing.

3.1 Airborne Particle Sampling. The U.S. Clean Air Act
controls particles in the atmosphere in order to protect public
health and prevent environmental damage. Airborne particulates
in the,10 mm sPM10d and,2.5 mm sPM2.5d aerodynamic diam-
eter range are regulated by law according to National Ambient Air
Quality Standards. Compliance is monitored by samplers that
draw in ambient air and collect the airborne particles by any of
several means, including impactors, cyclones, filters, and electro-
static precipitatorsf13,25,101,102g.

The aspiration efficiency of these sampling inlets is one con-

cern, since they must sample a representative population of air-
borne particles. Isokinetic sampling helps to accomplish this. Out-
door samplers also require inlets that are insensitive to the wind
direction. Rooftop inlets are often symmetric about a vertical axis
for this reason, while thin-walled sharp-edged inlet tubes can be
shrouded to make them less sensitive to variable wind direction.
There are many commercial samplers available, from the liters/
min range up to about a 19 liters/s flow rate for large rooftop
modelsf84g.

Aside from filtration f101g, impaction sSec. 2.5d is the most
common means of separating the particles from the airstream in
these samplersf13,84,102g. Multistage impactors further classify
particles into several size ranges. This matters in air pollution
measurement but is not an issue in olfaction; a single-stage im-
pactor can sample all the particles above a minimum diameter
together if purely for chemical detection.

A dog’s nose collects particles by impaction in the nasal vesti-
bule region, where the respiratory mucosa are moist and sticky
f103g. Preventing impacted particles from bouncing or blowing
off is likewise an issue in man-made impactors, where a wide
variety of sticky coatings is usedf13,84,102,104g.

Another approach is the virtual impactor, which preconcentrates
particles in the sampled airstream by a factor of 6:1, 20:1f84g or
even 25:1f105g. The particles remain airborne, which helps trans-
port them to an analyzing instrument. Design rules for virtual
impactors are given inf84g.

Other than inert particles, there are also bioaerosols to be
sampledf12,25,106–108g. With such a bewildering array of spe-
cies already present in the air, detecting a biological warfare at-
tack is a problemf109g. The sampling step must not harm these
live airborne particles, since a culture is often required to identify
them f110g. The analysis step may also require a liquid sample
like that provided by impingers and some cyclone samplers, pu-
rification may be needed, and a high sample concentration is
called for f12g.

3.2 Indoor Sampling. Indoor air quality considers the ad-
verse health effects of smoking, sick building syndrome, insuffi-
cient ventilation, etc.f111–113g. Airborne sampling indoors began
with the realization that the dangerous pollution sources are under
our noses, including chlorinated water, dry-cleaned clothes, moth-
balls, air fresheners, cooking, paint strippers, solvents, radon gas,
and especially tobacco smokef112g. Large government-sponsored
studies like Particle Total Exposure Assessment Methodology
sPTEAMd f114–116g in the United States and others abroad
showed that personal PM10 exposure levels measured by lapel
samplers are significantly higher than either outdoor or indoor
levels measured by fixed samplers.

3.2.1 Personal activity cloud or human boundary layer?
Without questioning the results or significance of PTEAM, here is
an alternative fluid-dynamic interpretation. A “personal activity
cloud” was proposed by PTEAM investigators as the source of the
measured discrepancy in exposure levelsf116,117g. Wallacef118g
explains: “It is almost as if the participants were walking about in
their own personal cloud of particles, a sort of Pigpen effect, after
the character in thesCharles Schulzd Peanutscomic strip.”

The cloud analogy and the comic-strip reference are sadly mis-
leading, though, for what actually happens is not a cloud at all but
rather a rising thermal boundary layer that separates to form the
human thermal plumesFig. 6sad f46gd. It was first shown by Clark
and Coxf24g, Lewis et al.f119g, and Clark and Edholmf120g that
the temperature difference between people and ambient air drives
a natural-convection boundary layer beginning at the feet and
separating from the head and shoulders. Thus the “cloud” analogy
overlooks the strong vertical transportsU,0.25 m/s,Q up to
50 liters/sf121gd in the airflow about a person. This transport not
only presents floor-level contaminants to one’s breathing zone, but
also entrains the surrounding air and its particle burden at all other
levels below the breathing zone. Quotingf122g, “The natural con-

Fig. 5 Inlet vortex into a vacuum cleaner hose with a cross
breeze, visualized by coating the ground plane with talcum
powder
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vection boundary layer around the human body is capable of
transporting particles such as dust, skin scales, pollens, and spores
and provides a link in the chain of airborne infection.”

A second problem with the PTEAM interpretation is its disre-
gard for the role of human skin flakes: “body cloud emissions
are…not considered here as a component of the personal activity
cloud effect” f117g. In fact, human skin is easily the most preva-
lent particulate in the human thermal boundary layer and plume. A
complete layer of human skin is desquamated every 1–2 days
f24g, releasing a million skin scales/min with a 14mm average
diameter and a size range of 5–50mm (see Fig. 6sbd f123,124g).
Most inhaled air comes from the human boundary layer that con-
tains these particles, from which 6000 to 50,000 5–50mm
particles/liter of air enter the human nose. Most clothing is per-
meable to this particle stream. Ordinary house dust is found under
microscopic examination to consist of 70%–90% human skin
flakes covered with microorganisms. According to Syrotuckf125g,
if you walk at 1 1/3 m/ss3 mphd you leave behind 500 skin
flakes/m. The weight of this evidence on the significance of skin
flakes in the human microenvironment ought to be hard to ignore
ssee alsof125–128gd.

Moreover, human skin flakes contain mitochondrial DNA, even
though they have no cell nuclei and thus no nuclear DNAf129g.
We thus continuously shed gross samples of our mitochondrial
DNA into the surrounding air. Anthropologists sequencing tiny
remnants of ancient mitochondrial DNA must be scrupulous to
avoid contamination from their own airborne skin. We cannot sup-

press this shedding of our DNA, and collecting it for analysis is
certainly possible according to principles to be described later
sSec 6.3d. Ethical questions about this possibility remain to be
resolved, however.

Meanwhile note that a thorough study of the airflow in the
human breathing zone, including flow visualization, quantitative
measurements, and CFDf130g has apparently not been done, so
there is much still to learn about the reach of inhalation, the pen-
etration of exhaled nostril jets, particle intake, and the proper lo-
cation of personal samplers. Where to locate a personal sampler
on a breathing person, considering the nose inlet flow and upward
boundary layer motion, still remains an open question. In seeming
proof that nothing is sacred, even intranasal samplers are used to
sample incoming particles inside human nostrils, thus avoiding
this pitfall f131g.

3.2.2 Personal samplers. Referencesf14,15g describe the
state-of-the-art of small battery-powered personal samplers to be
worn by human subjects for particle exposure monitoring in stud-
ies like those just described and in industrial hygiene assessments.
Typically a battery-powered diaphragm pump draws in the
sampled air at a few liters/min through a sorbent tube, filter, im-
pactor, or cyclone. The inlet is usually connected by tubing to the
pump, and is attached to a subject’s collar or lapel to sample
breathing-zone air. A miniaturized five-stage personal cascade im-
pactor is availablef132g to classify particle sizes. The SKC Cor-
poration’s Button Sampler is a collar-clip filter sampler with a
porous curved-surface inlet having low wind sensitivityf133g.

Mannequins are used to test personal samplersf134,135g, but
they do not always properly simulate people. A department-store
mannequin is the worst case, for it has neither body heat nor skin
flakes and it cannot breathef136g. Human subjects are thus pref-
erable to mannequins here and in any experiments involving the
human thermal boundary layer and plume.

3.2.3 Hand vacuums. Hand vacuums are simple, versatile,
filter-type “dustbuster” sniffers. They see regular use in sampling
the clothing and luggage of aircraft passengers. The filters are
made of cellulose fibers, glass or quartz fibers, membranes, poly-
carbonate pore material, or plastic foam. In security screening the
filter is removed and heated in a desorber, driving off collected
traces to be detected, usually, by an ion mobility spectrometer
f137g.

3.2.4 Wand-type sniffer probes. Wand-type sniffer probes
were singled out in Sec. 2.4 for their short reach. Nevertheless a
simple probe or wand at the end of a hose is a popular way to
poke around and sniff for something. Leak detectors often use
wands for gas collection and they are considered prior art in sev-
eral inventions, e.g.,f138g. A search of the technical and patent
literature for the term “sniffers” mostly yields such leak-detection
equipment with long hoses and hand-held, pointed wands in-
tended to pinpoint leaksf69,139g. In one case a filter at the end of
a long hand-held hose samples particles in clean room environ-
mentsf140g, while in another a heated probe tube feeds a portable
gas sampling systemf141g. A person probing with a sniffer wand
is like an elephant exploring with its trunk: Both animals are too
bulky to get into tight places without the aid of an olfactory ex-
tension tube.

3.3 Outdoor Sampling.Sniffing outdoors raises further com-
plicating issues having to do with flight, the weather, and chemi-
cal plumes.

3.3.1 Sampling by flight vehicles. Sampling by flight vehicles
involves a mobile sniffer moving rapidly through a relatively im-
mobile atmosphere. Man-made flight platforms for air sampling
range from miniature unmanned aerial vehiclessUAVsd f142–145g
to full-sized aircraftf146–148g. Beginning in the 1970s, NASA’s
5.5 m-wingspan Mini-Sniffersf149g pioneered UAV sampling of
the atmosphere at high altitudes. Since then the potential of UAVs

Fig. 6 „a… Schlieren image of the rising boundary layer and
thermal plume from a human being „L. J. Dodson … †46‡ and „b…
scanning electron microscopy image of a desquamated human
skin flake, H. A. Gowadia †123,124‡. According to Syrotuck
†125‡, “They are cornflake in shape which gives them an aero-
dynamic characteristic.”
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for biological agent detection has been exploredf144,145g, and a
recent Defense Advanced Research Projects Administration
sDARPAd program spawned microair vehicles that could be simi-
larly employed for sniffingf142,150g.

In contrast, take the current Intercontinental Chemical Trans-
port Experiment-North America as an example of sampling from
full-scale aircraftf151g. Its principal flight vehicle, the NASA-
Dryden DC-8, bristles with sampling probes of all sorts. Five are
shown in Fig. 7f146,147g. Most of these feature shrouded inlets
to minimize flow angularity effects, after Kiel’s original shrouded
Pitot probe from the early days of aeronauticsf152g.

In principle, it appears easy enough to extend a tube through an
airplane window and sample the air. Some further design refine-
ments are obvious, like mounting the probe on a strut to get it
outside the airplane’s boundary layer. For chemical species in the
upper atmosphere, though, there is the concern that they will react
with the walls of the tube. Particle sampling is an even greater
concern: Recalling the Stokes number from Sec. 2.5, whenU is
hundreds of m/s it becomes hard to prevent particles from impact-
ing inside the probe rather than being conveyed to the instruments
inside the aircraft. Likewise the airflow angle with respect to the
probe axis is not well known. These issues combine to make air-
borne sampling probe design challenging.

Wind-tunnel testsf153g are often used to verify that new probe
types can achieve isokinetic sampling and deliver a true particle
sample. A good reference summarizing inlet probe design for air-
craft samplers isf154g. The topic is revisited in Sec. 4.3.13, where
we will see how birds solve this problem.

3.3.2 Micrometeorology. In nature, sniffing must take place
outdoors under all manner of weather conditions. Sun or clouds;
calm, steady, or gusty winds; moisture levels; the temperatures of
the air and terrain, all play a role. The broad field of micrometeo-
rology f155,156g is not reviewed here, rather just a few issues
pertinent to sniffing.

First, consider the windf157g. The lowest atmospheric level is
a turbulent planetary boundary layersPBLd that we perceive as
wind. Meteorological calm, 2.2 m/s or 5 mph, is still a significant
breeze for bioaerosolsf107g, insects, and even people, whose ther-
mal plumes become wakes at a much-lower airspeedsSec. 6.3d.
Sniffers operate in the smallest local regime of micrometeorology,
the bottom 2 m or so of the PBL’s roughness layerf156g. Even so,
ill winds readily disrupt sniffing by dispersing chemical traces
f158g. Moths, for example, cannot track pheromone plumes when

the breeze is too stifff159g. On the other hand wind interactions
with obstacles offer opportunities for olfaction, such as sniffing
the recirculating flow downstream of a buildingf160g.

Moisture levels are still another matter. Although the effect of
temperature and humidity on human olfaction is controversial
f59g, various investigatorsf161,162g show that an increased soil
moisture level generally aids olfactory trace detection by animals,
whether of buried food or land mines. Extreme aridity, on the
other hand, may so dry the mucous membranes of a dog’s nose as
to inhibit olfaction.

Also there is the issue of the buoyant odor-bearing thermal
plume f70,155,163–165g. As an example, consider the following
landmine detection scenariof125,166g: The surface temperature
of the soil varies some 30°C daily, depending on local conditions.
This desorbs some trace explosives—where present—from the
soil surface over a buried landmine, creating an airborne vapor
signal. What becomes of this signal, however, depends on mi-
crometeorology. On sunny days a strong temperature gradient de-
velops above the soil, which can be 40°C hotter than desert air.
This produces unstable thermal convection, transporting any des-
orbed explosive vapor upward and away. Measurements show that
typical thermals arise from surface areas of 1 or more m2, rise at
speeds of about 1/4 m/s, and occur at frequencies in the range of
4/min f155g. Visualized thermalssFig. 8 f167gd show typical
mushroom-shaped convection cells. Under such adverse microme-
teorological conditions no stable layer of trace explosive can be
expected above a buried landmine.

The situation improves, though, from sunset until morning. A
stable boundary layer often forms above cool soil in the summer.

Fig. 7 Sampling inlet probes on the NASA-Dryden DC-8, „a…
heated, Teflon-lined PANAK probe, „b… U. Hawaii shrouded
probe †147‡, „c… nacelle-mounted ATHOS probe †146‡, „d… wing-
tip mounted aerosol scattering spectrometer probes, and „e…
shrouded POPS probe „NASA photos …

Fig. 8 Schlieren images of high-Rayleigh-number thermal
convection from a suddenly heated horizontal surface, simulat-
ing the earth at sunup on a windless day, courtesy J. C. Mol-
lendorf †167‡. „a… Early thermals, „b… a forest of starting thermal
plumes develops, with both their crowns and stalks visible, and
„c… fully developed thermal convection field. These pictures
compliment those in the literature using tracer-particle visual-
ization. Here an integrated view is shown, though one can
imagine the depth effect
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Through the night, explosive vapor from buried landmines can
accumulate in this layer. Thus mines are most detectable during
the evening, night, and early morning in calm weather when the
ground is moist.

Given a prevailing wind, however, the situation is dramatically
complicated by mixed free and forced convection, both unstation-
ary and fully turbulent. In sunny weather, thermals are sheared
horizontally and mixed out by turbulence. A light horizontal
breeze, less than 1 m/s, is enough to tilt the thermals over signifi-
cantly. For higher wind speeds, forced convection dominates and
any explosive vapor from a minefield is quickly diluted and trans-
ported away in the PBL. Not even trained dogs can locate land-
mines under such adverse weather conditions.

3.3.3 Chemical plume tracing. This naturally leads to a recent
“hot” research topic, chemical plume tracing. The ability to follow
tenuous outdoor plumes in nature rewards many animals with
food or sex. The fluid dynamics of plumes and how to follow
them is thus a part of sniffing as we define it here. It was also the
subject of a recent DARPA/Office of Naval ResearchsONRd pro-
gram that funded multidisciplinary studies to understand chemical
plumes in nature and to develop artificial plume tracing systems.
More details are available inf41,92,168,169g.

Briefly, much of the research to date concerned insects in the
atmosphere and crustaceans in the ocean. The small-scale plumes
these creatures track are nonetheless large enough that the Rey-
nolds number dictates fully turbulent flow. They are highly inter-
mittent, having large scales comparable to the plume width and a
cascade of finer-scale eddiesf41,170g. They spread downstream
and contain streamwise and cross-stream chemical gradients in
their mean structuref43,171–174g.

An animal’s response to this intermittent stimulus is compli-
cated. Insects and crustaceans have sensory appendages that pro-
vide them with plume informationf42,175,176g. Lobsters, for ex-
ample, flick their antennules to sample the environment
f92,93,177g. Both chemical orientationschemotaxisd and flow ori-
entationsanemotaxisd are invokedf175,178,179g. Generally up-
wind progress toward the plume source is modulated by turns and
sometimes by “casting”f168,180g. Weissburg takes an overall
view of the fluid dynamics underlying this animal behaviorf170g.

Robots employ such natural plume-tracing principles with vary-
ing degrees of success. Man-made chemosensors are currently
inferior to natural ones in terms of speedf169g, but nevertheless
several robotic plume tracers have been developed and tested
f41,181–185g, including the “Robolobster”f186g.

Standoff detection of small localized chemical plumes is a cur-
rent security concernf48g. Understanding explosive vapor plume
dynamics, for example, is helpful in the development of spectro-
scopic standoff detectors. Such plumes may have very low con-
centrations of chemical vaporssee Sec. 2.6d, but they can be
sought and interrogated based on their buoyancy or momentum,
which drives the trace chemical transport.

These small-scale plumes are in stark contrast to the huge natu-
ral and man-made plumes that have grave environmental and se-
curity implicationsf187g. They are sometimes visibly tagged with
particles, as in Fig. 9, but also sometimes quite invisible. Several
horrific plume accidents now serve as case studies, including Bho-
pal and Chernobylf188–190g. Large-scale computational plume
modeling, e.g.,f191g, is driven by the knowledge that plume-
generating weapons of mass destruction are within the grasp of
terrorists. Plume dispersion in cities, driven by convoluted local
meteorology due to buildings, is especially challengingf192,193g.

4 Nature’s Sniffers and Biomimicry

4.1 Narial Morphology and Evolution. Almost no one ex-
cept Negusf194g and Bangf195g has shown enough interest in
the external animal nares—the nostrils—to do a morphological
study. It cannot be done justice here for several reasons, but at
least one can take a peripheral look and open a prospectus for

further study. In that the few fluid-dynamic studies of sniffers
conducted to date have yielded interesting results, e.g.,
f16,32–34,47,65,92,93,176,196g, there is clearly more to learn
from nature’s broad range of sniffing systems. What man-made
sniffers have to offer thus far is paltry in comparison.

Here we will examine an abridged but representative phylo-
genic cross section of the animal kingdom, with at least one ex-
ample from each vertebrate classsmammals, birds, reptiles, am-
phibians, and fishd, but only examples from the arthropod phylum
of invertebrates. Special emphasis is given to the morphology of
mammalian snifferssFig. 10d. Taxonomic and phylogenic infor-
mation is obtained fromf197–200g, and anatomical terminology
f201g is adopted except for a few common-usage lapses.

Nature, over some 300 million years, has explored animal
sniffing systems quite thoroughly. Fossil animal DNA was re-
cently recovered and studied up to about 100,000 years ago;
enough to address some far-reaching evolutionary questions and
shake up the old phylogeny in placesf202g. For example, from
fossil mitochondrial DNA and other evidence, theCanidaeappear
to have arisen as a distinct family of carnivores some
50 million years agof199,200g. Within this family the wolf, dog,
fox, raccoon, bear, weasel, and jackal have nearly identical nos-
trils. TheHyaenidaeappeared separately about the same time, and
are more closely related to theViverridaeandFelidaethan to dogs
according to the DNA recordf200g. Hyenas nonetheless sport
very dog-like muzzles and nares.

Despite all her diversity, though, nature never developed one of
our most clever man-made devices: the turbomachine. Bellows
action remains the natural way to pump fluidsf203g. On this ac-
count a small, low-power pump or fan gives artificial olfaction a

Fig. 9 Satellite photo of the ash plume from the eruption of
Mount Etna on October 29, 2002. The plume direction is SSE
over eastern Sicily, the city of Siracusa, and the Mediterranean
Sea. The lateral scale is roughly 200 km, and the scale of the
largest visible eddy „i.e., the plume width … is perhaps 10 km.
Photo PIA03733 by the NASA GSFC/LaRC/JPL MISR Team

Fig. 10 An abridged phylogeny of mammals for the study of
external nares evolution. For brevity the common name is
given in place of the scientific species name. Time progresses
nonlinearly from left to right for compactness, and branches
indicate evolutionary divergences of a group „the lower arm …

from the general mammalian stock
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certain advantage over nature’s devices: It can inhale air continu-
ously and efficiently, and exhale it somewhere else. Even so,
when it comes to mimicking nature’s olfactory sensors, their fluid-
dynamic sophistication and their direct connection to the brain, we
are still far behind.

4.2 Biomimicry. T. H. Huxley said “Sit down before fact as a
little child, be prepared to give up every conceived notion, follow
humbly wherever and whatever abysses nature leads, or you will
learn nothing.” Biomimicry is innovation inspired by observing
nature, learning her lessons and deliberately copying them in man-
made devicesf204g. Here, for example, the study of narial mor-
phology may lead to better sniffers for the new generation of
artificial noses now becoming available. This dual need for fun-
damental studies of mammalian olfactory systems has been rec-
ognized by funding agencies including the U.S. National Science
Foundationf205g.

4.3 Internal-Flow Noses of the Vertebrates.In mammals
and many other vertebrate species, nasal passages lead from the
external naris through a maxillo-turbinate region, past the olfac-
tory mucosa—nature’s sensor chamber—to the nasopharynx and
thence to the lungsf3,206g. Olfaction is further aided in some
species by a dedicated olfactomotor systemf63g that drives nostril
motion during sniffing by way of elaborate musculature.

Every species shown in Fig. 10 is macrosmatic except humans.
In two cases, mammals of the same order are compared in order to
emphasize diverse narial evolution in closely related species. All
species shown are also of the infraclassEutheriasplacental mam-
malsd except the opossum, a marsupial, who belongs to the infra-
classMetatheria.

One must beware here, given nature’s penchant for multiple
functionality, not to confuse other roles with olfaction. Respiration
is intimately connected with olfaction in all of the considered
species. Nasal turbinates, for example, are not “turbulators”smix-
ing devicesd, but rather air-conditioning devices for heat and
moisture exchangef36,206–209g. They provide additional olfac-
tory surface area and generate vorticity even so. Further concern
arises in using the fossil record to trace olfactory evolution, since
fossils do not preserve the soft nasal tissues.

4.3.1 Dog. The dog’s nose is recognized as the gold standard
of olfactory acuity. There are many good sniffers shown in Fig.
10, but dogs are easiest to train for olfactory detection. Our closest
animal companions, they are the cheerful butt of endless sniffing
humor because we cannot appreciate the rich olfactory environ-
ment as they can. They are the ultimate mobile, instinctive, intel-
ligent sniffing platforms.

A brief history of canine olfaction research begins in 1938,
when it was shown experimentally that the majority of inspired air
bypasses the olfactory epithelium, which is offset from the main
airway of the nasal cavityf35g. Dawes’ experimentsf36g then
revealed that currents from the main airstream pass freely into the
olfactory region during expiration as well. Becker and Kingf210g
likewise found different pathways for inspired and expired air.
Neuhausf211–213g, however, was the first to carry out extensive
research on canine olfactory acuity in the 1950s. He found that a
dog can detect 1 mg of butyric acid dispersed throughout 108 m3

of air, i.e., the volume of an entire town. Negusf194,206g made a
broad comparison of olfaction among many species with the dog
as chief sniffer. Syrotuckf125g examined canine scenting and
tracking in terms of physical and chemical phenomena. He esti-
mated that the detectable “ground scent” left by a human might
last 8–16 h. Zuschneidf61g discovered the long canine sniffs.
Neuhausf89g further examined the anatomy of the nasal passages
and the role of sniffing in olfaction. Schreider and Raabef64g
showed 29 transverse sections through a beagle’s nose, revealing
the elaborate scrollwork of the turbinates. Recently Johnston et al.
f214,215g and Williams et al.f216,217g developed laboratory ol-
factometry for dogs and measured the dog’s response to trace

chemicalsssee also Sec. 6.1d. Thesen et al.f218g and Steen et al.
f219g studied canine olfaction in outdoor tracking experiments.
Morrison f62g and Johnston et al.f103g reported basic experi-
ments on the canine olfactory system, including tomography of
the nasal cavity and a particle deposition study. Most recently,
Settles et al.f47g visualized the airflows associated with the ca-
nine external nares during sniffing. Based on this historical record,
modern anatomical references now reveal the detailed internal
structure of the dog’s nosef220,221g.

The canine external nares are shown in Figs. 11sad and 11sbd.
Negusf194g first noted that mammalian nostrils give direction to
the inspired air, then Stoddartf3g found that the nasal swell body
salar foldd just inside the nostril controls the direction of the air-
flow into the nose. The high-speed video observations underlying
Figs. 11sad reveal the opening of an “upper orifice” above the alar
fold during the inspiration phase of sniffing. Upon expiration,
however, this pathway closes, the nostril flaresfFig. 11sbdg, and
air is ejected ventrally and laterally through the midlateral slits
snasal sulcaed f47g.

Figure 11scd f62g shows the upper and lower airwaysdorsaland
ventral meatusd leading from the external naris into the maxillo-
turbinate region of the canine nasal cavity. The external naris mo-
tion just described, driven by several olfactomotor musclesf220g,
causes the dorsal meatus to receive inspired air and the ventral
meatus to deliver the spent air for expiration. The dorsal and cau-
dal direction of the inspired air channels it directly toward the
olfactory region of the dog’s nose.

The expired air jets, on the other hand, are vectored by the
shape of the “nozzle” formed by the alar fold and the flared nostril
wings snasal alad, Fig. 11sbd. Thus the external naris acts as a
variable-geometry flow diverterf47g. This has three advantages:
s1d it avoids distributing the scent source by expiring back toward
it; s2d it stirs up particlesfFig. 1sbdg that may be subsequently
inspired and sensed as part of the olfactory process; ands3d it
entrains the surrounding air into the vectored expired jetsfFigs.
1sbd, 1scd, and 12g, thus creating an air current toward the naris
from points rostral to it. This “ejector effect,” shown in Fig. 12, is
an aid to olfaction: “jet-assisted olfaction,” in other words.

We also observed that the “reach” of the canine nares during
sniffing is up to about 10 cm, though the dog always narrows this
distance essentially to zero if allowed. Since the nostril inflow is
omnidirectionalsSec. 2.4d, the detailed spatial distribution of a

Fig. 11 External nares of a Golden Retriever „a… during inhale
and „b… during exhale portions of sniffing cycle †47‡, and „c…
solid cast of the nasal cavity of a dog reconstructed from CAT
scans †62‡ „cast provided courtesy T. S. Denny Jr., Auburn
University …
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scent source is only discernable when the nose is brought into
very close proximity with itf47g. Caninesf218,222g and other
macrosmatic animalsf223,224g need to “read” detailed olfactory
“messages” such as scent overmarks left by other animals. Their
ability to do this requiresproximity sniffing, and is analogous to
our visual reading of text. So, in order to properly interrogate
chemical traces it really is necessary for a dog to poke its nose
into everyone’s business.

Proximity, however, is not required in air scenting of chemical
traces borne by plumes, another canine specialtyf125g. Steen et
al. f219g discovered that an air-scenting bird dog can maintain
continuous nasal inspiration for up to 40 s. They propose that
open-mouth respiration produces a low nasopharyngeal pressure
to induce this continuous olfactory airflow.

Negusf194g suggested that macrosmatic mammals sight down
their long snouts to focus upon food they are about to seize. We
observed, however, that a dog approaching a scent source on the
ground first scanned its vicinityf47g. Instead of aiming directly at
the source, the nose was instead lowered to close nostril proximity
with the ground before reaching the sourcefFig. 12sadg. Then the
dog advanced toward the scent source, pausing when the nostrils
were directly overhead, sniffing all the while. Often the dog

scanned past the scent source, allowing the expired air jets to
impinge directly upon it. Finally the nose returned to a position
directly above the source for a few more sniff cycles. This behav-
ior promotes visual as well as olfactory inspection and provides a
local survey of the spatial scent distribution. It also disturbs par-
ticles in the vicinity of a scent source by the impingement of the
expired air jets.

Syrotuck sees this environmental disturbance during sniffing as
an aid to olfactionf125g. Morrison examined the uptake of fine
s0.5 mm–5 mmd charcoal powder inside the dog’s nasal cavity
following sniffing f62g. Particles were found predominantly in the
anterior nasal cavity ventral to the maxilloturbinates. However,
upon vigorous sniffing, particles reached as far into the nasal cav-
ity as the olfactory ethmoturbinates. Moist mucosa are important
here, since moisture is the solvent that carries both vapor and
particle-borne chemical traces to the olfactory receptorsf125g.
When the dog’s nose is wet and cold, it can act as both a particle
and a vapor trap.

Finally, the warmth of the expired canine air jets may act to
volatilize latent chemical traces on surfaces. Many biological
odors vaporize at or near body temperature, and the vapor pres-
sure of TNT, for example, increases by a factor of 4 between 20
and 30°Cf225g.

4.3.2 Cat. The cat’s nose, Fig. 13sad, is in stark contrast with
that of its canine relatives. Though macrosmatic, the entireFel-
idaefamily socelot, domestic cat, panther, puma, lynx, Asian leop-
ard cat, caracal, and bay catf226gd appears to lack the variable
geometry and multifunctionality of the canine external nares.
While a proper aerodynamic study has not been done, almost no
nostril motion is observed when the domestic cat sniffs. Clearly a
sophisticated canine-type nostril is not a prerequisite for olfactory
ability, even among carnivores.

4.3.3 Horse. The horseEquus caballusand its relatives are
odd-toed ungulates and prey animals. They have wide oval nos-
trils and long straight nasal passages allowing a high respiratory
airflow rate while running, when dilator muscles cause the nostrils
to flare. The nostrils contract upon expiration to produce promi-
nent ventrally-expired jets that are visible due to moisture conden-
sation in winter. Horses sniff to identify food, kin, and sexual
status, and to acquire olfactory warnings of the predators that they
suspect are lurking behind every bush. Unlike dogs, horses and
their relatives have dry rhinaria.

4.3.4 Pig. The swine nose is spade shaped and has several
uses. Moultonf207g considers it to be a “chemotactile” organ.
Like elephants, pigs use their snouts for tasks that their feet cannot
accomplish. The pig nostril inlet orifice, Fig. 14sad, is well
rounded according to the discussion of Sec. 2.4. In fact, it is a
simple flanged bellmouth inlet with a hint of an inverted-comma
shape.

4.3.5 Cow. Like pigs, cows are members of the great ungulate
prey orderArtiodactyla, which also includes the antelope, deer,

Fig. 12 „a… Schlieren image revealing the “ejector effect” of
expired air jets during canine sniffing that draws in air from a
warm forward scent source and „b… diagram illustrating the re-
gion of expired jet impact upon a ground plane „dotted line …

and the induced airflow caused by jet entrainment †47‡. See
also Fig. 1 „b…

Fig. 13 External nares of „a… a domestic shorthaired cat and
„b… a burro, Equus asinus , photo by L. J. Dodson
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goat, sheep, camel, caribou, moose, giraffe, and hippopotamus.
Many of these animals have opposed, laterally oriented, inverted-
comma-shaped nostrils as seen distinctly in the cow, Fig. 14sbd.
The inverted-comma nostril shape, upon constriction, narrows the
air passage to a crescentf194g. This suggests some distant con-
nection with the canine midlateral nostril slit, but in fact none of
the prey animals has a nostril of sufficient mobility to modulate
the airflow in a canine fashion. At least two ungulates, though,
have variable-geometry nostrils for other purposes: The camel’s
nostrils close to keep out the sand, while the moose’s nostrils
close underwaterf227g.

4.3.6 Bat. The bat’s naris is some two orders of magnitude
smaller than that of theBovidaejust discussed. The insectivorous
Little Brown Bat, Myotis lucifugus, common in North America,
has broad nostrils with an inverted-comma shape. The elaborate
nose “leaves” of some bat species are for ultrasonics, though, not
olfaction. The bat’s forwardly oriented nostrils aid olfaction in
flight by ram-air sampling. Some bats can discern the edibility of
insects they pursue by using “wake olfaction”f3g.

4.3.7 Elephant. The elephant’s trunk is a unique and cel-
ebrated multipurpose chemotactile organ. Elephants are quite
macrosmatic even though their external nares and olfactory mu-
cosa are separated by a considerable length of trunk. The trunk not
only explores proximity scents but also acts as a periscope for
directional air scentingf228g. Other trunk functions include grasp-
ing food, drinking, spraying water, respiration, greeting, hand-like
tactile operations, trumpeting, and fightingf228g. Its cross section
shows two oblong central nasal tubes formed of connective tissue
and lined with mucosa. These open into the elephant’s nasoturbi-
nates at their posterior extremityf229g. As noted earlier, the el-
ephant is a natural prototype for hand-held wand-type sniffer
probes.

4.3.8 Rabbit. Glebovskii and Marevskayaf230g found that
rabbit nostril motion, driven by the narial muscles, is directly
connected with high olfactory brain activity. Inspiration is accom-
panied by nostril dilation, reducing airway resistance. “The tip
andalae nasimove upward while the floor of the nostril sinks.” A
sharp rise in airway resistance then signals the onset of expiration.
Glebovskii and Marevskaya further describe the rabbit narial
muscles as “the propriomotor apparatus of the olfactory analyzer.”
Zwaardemaker mirror tests by Bojsen-Møller and Fahrenkrugf31g
showed that expired air is directed ventrally and laterally in the rat
and rabbit, as in the dog. The rabbit’s nose, Fig. 15sad, resembles
a cap over a vectored duct. Little else is known about the mobile
nostril function of this macrosmatic mammal. A rabbit nostril
aerodynamics study along the lines off47g is certainly called for.

4.3.9 Human. Our nose is retrograde and microsmatic, but
heavily investigated. Sources on human nasal airflow include both
popularf231g and scholarlyf232g accounts, historically significant
works f2,233g, and recent review articlesf5,234–236g. The de-
cline of the primate olfactory genes leading up to humankind is

also well documentedf237,238g. Though less elaborate than the
other animal noses, our nosefFig. 15sbdg is still sensitive, inter-
esting, and comparatively well studied.

Section 3.2.1 described the rising human boundary layer and its
particles. We stand erect and our nostrils are directed downward
so they inevitably sample this boundary layer, unlike the case of a
four-legged animal with a long snout. Expired air jets are directed
ventra–rostrally and are usually fast and turbulent, allowing al-
most no rebreathing of the exhaled airf239g.

Keyhani et al. carried out a steady laminar Navier-Stokes solu-
tion of airflow into the human nasal cavity with Re=610 based on
the external-naris hydraulic diameterf240g. Results show that the
internal path taken by inspired air depends upon its entry point at
the nostril, with only the anterior tip of the orifice supplying the
air that eventually reaches the olfactory epithelium. Because of
this, 90% of the inspired air is not sampled for olfactory content,
as already known from work cited earlier. The flowfield computed
by Keyhani et al. was then used to derive an olfaction modelf240g
that yields the odorant mass flux sensed by the nose and addresses
some of the questions raised in Sec. 2.3.

Subramaniam et al.f16g did a similar CFD solution at Re
=1360 for an inhalation toxicology study. Here, recirculating flow
in the nasal vestibule and nasopharynx produced a more-intricate
overall flow pattern with even less airflow to the olfactory region.

In vitro flow visualization experiments on human nasal aerody-
namics were described in Sec. 2.1. The appearance of turbulence
in some of the resultsf241g, however, raises questions about the
laminar-flow CFD simulations just described. A low nostril inlet
Re does not guarantee laminar flow throughout, especially in such
contorted passages, but no turbulent or unsteady CFD results are
currently available.

Finally, Sobel et al.f242g study the neurophysiology of human
olfaction in vivo, finding that it is not the movement of nose
muscles that primes the human brain for olfaction, but rather the
rush of air up the nose. Differences in the airflow rate between
nostrils cause each nostril to be sensitized to different odorants, so
each nostril conveys slightly different olfactory information to the
brain f242g. Further, sniffing for a scent and actually smelling it
activate different brain regionsf243g, and sniffs are modulated in
response to odor content, higher odorant concentrations inducing
lower-volume sniffsf63g.

4.3.10 Rat. The laboratory rat holds a unique position in sci-
ence. For reasons similar to those given for humans, we know a
lot about rats although, unlike humans, rats are macrosmatic. Lab
rats have perhaps 1500 olfactory genes of which only some 20%
are “junk” DNA f237g.

Human carcinogen response is assessed by two-year, 1/2
million-dollars-each rat studies carried out by the U.S. National
Toxicology Programf112g. Extrapolation of the results from lab
rats to humans to assess human health risks is problematic,
though, given large interspecies differences in nasal respiratory
physiology and airway anatomyf16g. Inhalation toxicology nev-
ertheless uses live rats or their nasal molds to measure the depo-

Fig. 14 External nares of „a… a piglet and „b… a calf, photos by
L. J. Dodson Fig. 15 External nares of „a… cottontail rabbit, Sylvilagus ob-

scurus and „b… human, Homo sapiens
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sition of respirable particulatesf244–246g. The albino lab rat is
thus the key to determining safe levels of human exposure to toxic
inhalants.

A CFD solution of the Navier-Stokes equations for the airflow
in the passages of a lab rat’s nose yields some insight into this
process, Fig. 16sad andf53,247g. As in dogs and humans, most of
the inspired air bypasses the rat’s olfactory zone and exits via the
nasopharynx. However, the airstream that actually reaches the
sensory ethmoturbinates enters dorsally, reverses direction medi-
ally, and finally exits ventrally through the nasopharynx as indi-
cated by arrows in Fig. 16sad. Of course CFD only approximates
the convoluted geometry of an actual rat’s nose, Fig. 16sbd f248g.

Like the rabbit and dog, the rat has active, variable-geometry
external nares. In both ground and air scenting the nose pitches
and the nostril twitchesf249g. In some rats the external nares flare
and the nose hairssvibrissaed move rhythmically, projecting dur-
ing inspiration and retracting during expirationf3g. The inverse-
comma-shaped narial orifice directs expired airflow ventrally and
laterally, causing relatively little anterior air exchangef250g and
forming two fan-shaped areas of condensation on the Zwaarde-
maker mirror, Fig. 1sad f31g. A bout of sniffing grows to yield a
maximum airflow rate at its conclusion. Youngentob et al. suggest
a “sniffing index” describing many characteristics of the rat’s
sniffing strategyf251g. During a discrimination task, rats suddenly
switch from a low s2–5 Hzd sniffing rate to a high rate of
8 Hz–10 Hz for unknown reasonsf252g. Here, too, a proper aero-
dynamic study of external nostril airflows is needed.

4.3.11 Opossum. While dogs and cats diverged from a com-
mon ancestor some 50 million years ago, the opossum has not
changed significantly in 90 million years. He is both ancient and
modern, since he continues to compete effectively with placentals
today. His chief current challenge is to stay out of the road.

The opossum has the long, well-equipped snout and multiple
turbinates of a macrosmatic animalf194g. The external naris ap-
erture, Fig. 17sbd, is laterally oriented and not obviously variable
in geometry, although there are no known studies of it. Moulton
f207g notes that olfactory structures are most prominent among
older animals like the opossum, not in the higher primates and

aquatic mammals.

4.3.12 Fish. Here we leave the mammalia to consider other
vertebrates, many of whom have simple immobile external nares
compared to those of the dog, rabbit, and rat. Like mammals, fish
need their sense of smell for habitat and kin recognition, food,
reproduction, and predation avoidance. Detailed accounts of fish
olfaction are given by Negusf194g, Kleerekoper f253g, and
Stoddartf3g.

The key issue in fish olfaction for present purposes is its sepa-
ration from the respiratory gill flowfield. Anterior and posterior
naris holes or slits supply through flow to a chamber filled with
lamellae that provide a large sensory surface areassee also Sec.
5.3.1d. To overcome the internal olfactory pressure drop, fish use
either passive or active water circulation. The former requires
relative motion between fish and water, where sometimes a ridge
or scoop just aft of the anterior naris assists olfaction by recover-
ing dynamic pressure there while the flow vents to local static
pressure downstream. Active olfactory water circulation may be
driven by cilia or may occur as an accessory to respiratory jaw
motion.

Some fish feature highly specialized naris adaptations.
Polypterus bichir, for example, has a fluted Pitot-tube-like ante-
rior naris extensionf3g, while in moray eels both anterior and
posterior nares may be extended. SomeTetraodonspecies have
their entire olfactory apparatus out on a stalkf253g.

Shark olfaction is almost as adept as their ability to generate
interest and fear in people. The Great White and many other shark
species have flush anterior nares located on the underside of the
snout, feeding water to an olfactory chamber of spectacular sen-
sitivity. Sharks track prey wakesf254g by the chemical plume
tracing methods described in Sec. 3.3.3. Here is yet another op-
portunity to study, for the first time, the fluid dynamics of shark
olfaction.

4.3.13 Birds. Birds sometimes have only rudimentary sniffing
apparatusf3g, but in other species olfaction is key to their feeding
and nesting behavior, and even to navigation. Airborne sniffing,
for example, allows scavengers like the turkey vulture to locate
their malodorous meals. Atmospheric trace gases also provide ol-
factory navigational cues to some birdsf255g, the young learning
prevalent trace gradient patterns at homef256g and then using this
knowledge to navigate by olfactory detection of natural airborne
volatiles f257g.

Many birds have simple round or oval nostril holes in the pos-
terior region of the beak. They also have turbinatesf209g that
function much like those of mammals. Sometimes the naris is
covered by skin or feathers, and often the anterior turbinate pro-
trudes into the orificef195g. Such obstructions suggest that these
species are not keen sniffers.

Only one bird, the highly specialized kiwi, has its nostril orifice
at the tip of a long beak like a wand-type sniffer. It probes the soil
for worms, so a posterior naris location would be worthless. The
beak tip, Fig. 18sad, consists of an anterior probe, a longitudinal

Fig. 16 „a… CFD solution of airspeed in the F344 rat’s nasal
cavity †53,247‡, courtesy J. S. Kimbell and „b… sectional
anatomy of an albino rat’s nasal cavity with darkened olfactory
epithelium †248‡, courtesy J. S. Kauer

Fig. 17 „a… External nares of a Sprague-Dawley lab rat pro-
vided by M. J. Kennett, Penn State University and „b… external
nares of the opossum Didelphis virginiana
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slit nostril, and a lower mandible. One wonders if naris plugging
by soil and olfactory signal deposition in the long nostril tubes are
worrisome to the macrosmatic kiwi.

TheProcellariiformesf195,258g are seabirds that include petrel
and albatross species, all with highly developed olfactory systems
and distinct tubular nostrils. They can follow the trace odor of a
food source for many km over the ocean. Following the discus-
sion of airborne sampling in Sec. 3.3.1, it is hard for a fluid dy-
namicist to see such nostrils, Fig. 18sbd, without thinking “Pitot
tubes.” These nostril protrusions recover the impact pressure or
velocity head 1/2rU2 during flight, automatically providing a
pressure boost to overcome losses in the olfactory system, and
doing so without additional effort from the bird. Pennycuick also
suggests a related Pitot-tube function—that of an airspeed
indicator—allowing the bird to sense and take advantage of gust
energy in the separated flows downstream of oceanic wave crests
f259g. Procellariiformes tap this unlimited energy source in order
to soar almost effortlessly over long distances.

4.3.14 Reptiles and amphibians. Reptiles and amphibians gen-
erally have rudimentary olfactory apparatus. Most have only a
simple pair of external naris holes flush with the front or top of the
head f3g. Olfactory power varies among species, though, and
some lizards, snakes and crocodilia are macrosmatic. Waterproof
naris closure and “snorkel” nostrils adorn the newt, crocodile,
salamander, and frogf3,260g. Frogs even have flap-separated an-
terior and posterior olfactory regions suited for sniffing in water or
air, respectivelyf237g.

Not much is known about dinosaur olfaction, but Witmerf261g
places theT. rexexternal naris well forward of its usually-depicted
location in order to provide room for a more significant internal
olfactory apparatus. AlsoRhomaleosaurusis believed to have had
National Advisory Committee for AeronauticssNACAd-scoop-
type naris inlets inside its mouth, venting externallyf262g.

4.4 External-Flow Noses of the Invertebrates.Here the sen-
sor chamber of the vertebrates is turned inside out: no chamber at
all, just sensor-bearing antenna stalks extending into the surround-
ing fluid. Treelike sensor structures have evolved in both air and
water to present a large surface area for olfaction. The fluid dy-
namics of theseaesthetascshas received a lot of recent attention
f93,170,176,196,263g.

For brevity we consider here the morphology of only a few
invertebrate sniffers from the phylumArthropoda.

4.4.1 Crustaceans. Lobster “sniffing” was introduced in Sec.
2.7 in terms of diffusion and in Sec. 3.3.3 in terms of chemical
plume tracing. Lobsters have twin antennae with lateral flagella
bearing fine sensory aesthetascs, Fig. 19. There are differences in
speciesf41g, but in general the antennae are flicked in order to
sample the environmentf92,93g. This sniffing behavior is gov-

erned by the aesthetasc Reynolds number Re which determines
“leakiness,” i.e., how much water passes between them. This Re
tends to be near unity, so the lobster can sample with a fast down-
stroke and hold the signal with a slower upstrokef176,264g. Pé-
clet numbers are large for these motions, but diffusion acts when
the antennae are still.

Similar principles apply to other crustaceans, including the
crayfish, crab, and Mantis shrimpf41,65,177,196g. These sought-
after species take advantage of zones of high mean flow speed,
which increases turbulence and degrades a predator’s ability to
track a chemical plume. Thus fast flows provide a hydrodynamic
refuge from olfactory-mediated predationf179g.

4.4.2 Insects. Chemical plumes are as important to insects in
the air as to crustaceans underwaterf168,265,266g. Moths tracing
a pheromone plume are the classic example. The same Reynolds
number effect on the apparent porosity of branched antennae
f90,267,268g arises, though the comblike moth antennae do not
flick and are spectacularly different in appearance than those of
the lobstersFig. 20d. Some moths respond to pheromone signals
by flapping their wings to induce airflow through their antennae
without flying f268g, an aspect of insect behavior that has already
attracted biomimicryf182g.

Here briefly consider mankind’s worst enemy, that supreme ter-
rorist and chief vector of biological warfare, the mosquitosFig.
21d. With a human death toll of over one million/year, mosquitoes
as killers easily outrank all the worst human tyrants combined
f269g.

Mosquito host location is known to be an insect-sniffing and
chemical-plume-tracing issuef168,270,271g. Humans give off a
variety of kairomones, chemical signalssCO2, lactic acid, etc.d
that attract mosquitoesf272g. The thermal convection currents
produced by vertebrates carry these trace chemicalsf270,273g,
and mosquitoes fly upwind to locate their sourcesf180g. Anoph-
eles gambiae, for example, flew an upstream zigzag path in a
wind tunnel odor plumef272g. In another study, smelly human
feet were a noteworthy mosquito attractantf274g.

An important human goal is to interrupt mosquito-host interac-
tions, thus inhibiting the spread of diseasef275g. The host-
location sensilla are on the mosquito antennae, Fig. 21, and palps
f272,276,277g. At normal flight speed a 1-mm-diameter mosquito
sensillum hair has a Reynolds number of about 0.06.

An outsider needs extra caution around this intricate topic.
There are many mosquito species with different behaviors, for
example f272g. Nonetheless some fluid dynamics seems to be
missing here, namely:s1d a proper understanding of the human

Fig. 18 „a… Close-up image of the Great Spotted Kiwi’s beak
tip, copyright Chris Smuts-Kennedy, reproduced by permis-
sion. „b… The upper beak of the tube-nosed Dove Prion, Pachyp-
tyla desolata , redrawn from †258‡

Fig. 19 Lateral flagellum of one antennule of the clawed lob-
ster Homarus americanus . Proximal diameter shown is 1.4 mm.
Hairlike projections are aesthetascs and guard hairs „out of
water and in disarray …. See †92‡ for electron microscopy images

Fig. 20 „a… Giant silkworm moth, Antheraea polyphemus ,
wingspan 8 cm and „b… closeup of feathery antennae
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thermal plume and wake behaviorsSecs. 3.2.1 and 6.3.3d and s2d
a knowledge of the mosquito’s flight envelope and limitations. For
example, in one popular book on mosquitoes the human scent
plume is said to be heavier than the surrounding airf269g. Normal
flight speed is quoted at 1 m/s and maximum speed at 1 1/3 m/s
f269,278g, yet there is little information on the inhibition of mos-
quito bites as a function wind speed or host motion. Finally, al-
though our knowledge of insect aerodynamics has benefited
greatly from studies of the innocuous dragonfly, where are the
parallel studies of mosquito aerodynamics? The mosquito appears
to be a fragile insect, all rickety and strung out like a Wright Flyer.
If we knew more about her aerodynamics, it might suggest ways
to push her beyond her flight envelope.

4.5 Directional Olfaction. Von Békésy claimed directional
odor perception if as little as a 10% concentration difference was
presented to the left and right human nostrilsf279g. Later research
questioned thisf280g, but there is still considerable evidence that
at least some animals practice and depend upon “stereolfaction”
f3,242,281g. In addition tochemotaxisandanemotaxis, described
earlier, the termsklinotaxis, swinging the head from side to side,
andtropotaxis, stereolfaction via widely-separated naris inlets, are
used.

Stoddart f3g suggests that nostril adaptation goes with neck
stiffness, and that stiff-necked fish need tropotaxis more than
supple-necked land species. Tube-nosed bats appear to use tropo-
tactic olfaction in flight, where turning the head would produce
unwanted aerodynamic forces. Dogs practice klinotaxis, moving

their heads while tracking or scenting, and probably also anemo-
taxis based on the differential wind cooling of their wet noses
f125,218g. Moulton f207g, on the other hand, notes that the close
narial spacing of many mammals does not apparently provide a
sufficient lateral signal difference to discern an odor gradient by
tropotaxis. The myth of tropotaxis due to the widely spaced nares
of hammerhead sharks was debunked by Kajiura et al.f282g, who
found that an anterior groove on the shark’s cephalofoil integrates
the olfactory input, thus providing no more tropotactic separation
than that of any other shark species.

Finally, Atemaf42g demonstrated that the lateral separation of
lobster antennae is sufficient for “eddy chemotaxis” in turbulent
odor plumes. He also found that the sharpness of odor peaks in
passing eddies can provide “odor landscape” information about
the lobster’s location relative to the plume’s source.

5 Artificial Olfaction

5.1 Artificial (Electronic) Noses.Artificial noses are devices
featuring several nonspecific odorant sensors interrogated by a
pattern-recognition system in order to identify a broad range of
odorantsf9g. This definition excludes specific sensors like gas
leak detectors and mass spectrometers, but these will also be con-
sidered later. Still very much a work-in-progress since they were
introduced a few decades ago, artificial noses already augment
limited human olfactory skills by being less subjective, and they
may even supplant the trained canine sniffer someday by having
similar sensitivity but being willing to work longer hours.

5.1.1 Overview of current artificial noses. Gardner and Bar-
tlett f9g give a brief history of electronic noses and a discussion of
current commercial devices. Similar overviews are found in
f283,284g, while Yinon f285g summarizes “e-noses” for explosive
detection. Artificial noses currently have nonspecific sensors
based on a variety of principles including quartz microbalances,
surface acoustic wavesSAWd technology, capacitance, metal ox-
ide semiconductors, calorimetric or amperometric sensors, and
photopolymers.

Most of the present commercial devices are ponderous bench-
top analytical instruments that do not sniff and are not considered
further here. A few portable or handheld noses deserve further
attention, but most of them also lack any real ability to sniff. Only
the Smiths Detection Cyranosef286g has both an internal sam-
pling pump and a wand-type inlet with a flared end that can be
considered a sniffer. The Applied Sensor VOCcheck and Mi-
crosensor Systems Vaporlab handheld e-noses have pumps but no
sniffers sapparently only fittings are provided for direct connec-
tion to an odor sourced.

The Nomadics “FIDO” artificial nose can be either handheld or
wand-mountedsfor landmine detectiond f287g. Ambient air is
drawn through the sensor, after which there is a clean-air purge. A
similar prototype device employs a small vacuum tank to sniff air
at ground levelf288g. The Z-nosef289g uses SAW and gas-
chromatograph technology in a hand-held sensor with a 10 s sam-
pling time. Gelperin’s e-nosef290,291g inhales the air surround-
ing an object through a perforated platform located over a sensor
array.

The Tufts Medical School/CogniScent Inc. Scentinel
f6,292,293g is not yet a commercial device, but is nonetheless
notable for the biological inspiration behind its sensors and its
pattern matchingf294g. Moreover it is a true sniffer with a snout,
a flanged inlet and a through-flow sensor chamber. It can even
inhale and exhale like an animal.

5.1.2 Related nonartificial-nose handheld detectors. A popular
and useful nonartificial-nose detector for explosives, drugs, and
chemical agents is the ion mobility spectrometer or IMS
f295,296g. At least two commercial handheld devices are avail-
able, the GE Security VaporTracer, Fig. 22, and the Smiths Detec-
tion Sabre 2000. Both have internal pumps to acquire air samples,

Fig. 21 „a… Mosquito feeding on a human hand. Courtesy
Philip Myers, http://animaldiversity.ummz.umich.edu. One an-
tennal flagellum is visible. „b… Microgram of a mosquito anten-
nal flagellum, about 20 mm in diameter, showing two complete
segments, the long sensilla chaetica , and the numerous
shorter sensilla trichodea , photo by J. M. Listak
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but the volume of air that an IMS can directly accept is only some
ml/min. A third IMS device, the Implant Sciences Quantum
Sniffer, takes a different approach discussed in Sec. 5.2.4.

The Sandia Microhoundf297g uses a micro-IMS and a SAW
sensor, and inhales air through a flanged inlet. The Mesosystems
Biocapturef298g impacts and liquefies samples for analysis, but
details of its sniffer are not available. Finally, two Thermedics Inc.
patentsf299,300g describe handheld shrouded sampling guns that
apply heat and air-jet puffers to surfaces, then inhale air across
a preconcentrator. These devices are without any known
commercialization.

5.1.3 Desired characteristics of sniffers for artificial noses.
Ideally an optimum sniffer ought to:

1. Have sufficient “reach” to acquire the desired explosive
trace signal without physical contact,

2. Localize the scent sourcesexcept for those special sniffer
types designed to sample broad areas like the sides of
vehiclesd,

3. Display immunity to ambient conditions, especially the
breeze,

4. Have simplicity, mobility, light weight, small size, and rea-
sonable power requirements, and

5. Have the ability to disturb surface environments enough to
dislodge and collect particles as well as vapor traces.

5.2 Airborne Trace Sampling for Artificial Olfaction.

5.2.1 Headspace sampling versus sniffing. In most benchtop
instruments of analytical chemistry, including the majority of
commercial e-noses, the saturated vapor above a sample in a con-
tainer is drawn by carrier gas through tubing into the input of the
instrument. This is headspace samplingf301g, and while it is es-
sential in laboratory practice, it is distinct from aerodynamic
sampling—sniffing—as defined here. Few animals have the
luxury to squat on a lab bench, have odor samples delivered to
them, and suck the samples through a straw.

5.2.2 Particles versus vapor. There is a controversy in explo-
sive detection circles over whether one actually detects particles
or vapor traces or both. A key paper on this topic is Davidson and
Stott f302g, who draw a distinction between volatile explosives
svapor pressure higher than nitroglycerind and nonvolatiles: vapor
detection of nonvolatiles usually depends upon solvents, impuri-
ties, or breakdown products, whereas the vapor of volatile explo-
sives like tri-acetone-tri-peroxidesTATPd is directly detectable.
Such volatile vapors are readily adsorbed, however, by such
things as the packing materials found inside cargo containers.

In general we should be ready to sniff and detect both particles
and vapors, since they provide complimentary information about
the odorant source. Particle sampling is the more difficult of the
two, but it has the advantages of larger signal levels and of indi-
cating the actual chemical species, not just its vapor byproducts.

Approaches to resuspend particles from surfaces include me-
chanical agitation and vacuuming, swabbing, vibration, thermal

desorption, shock waves, pulse-pressurization, and jet puffers
sSec. 2.5d. Wrapping and handling an improvised explosive de-
vice, for example, is likely to generate a particle field that may be
detectable even if the vapor of the explosive is notf303,304g.

Griffy’s calculationf94g was mentioned in Sec. 2.7 with a cau-
tion about giving up on vapor detection. Vapor diffusion is a slow
process, but some sniffers can get in such close proximity to an
odorant source that they can get a good sniff even so. Further,
vapors are readily transported in thermal plumesf48g.

On the other hand, given the extremely low vapor pressure of
explosives like pentaerythritol-tetranitratesPETNd and RDX, it is
certain that particles, however small, play a role in the detection
of these substances by sniffing. Nonvolatile explosives strongly
adsorb to solidsf305g, including the ever-present airborne par-
ticles in the human thermal plumesSec. 3.2.1d.

5.2.3 Preconcentration. Preconcentration and the “impedance
mismatch” were introduced in Sec. 2.3, while impactors were de-
scribed in Sec. 3.1. How it is done in practice, though, deserves a
little further elaboration.

Traditional preconcentration methods of analytical chemistry
involve passing an air sample through a permeation tube filled
with a sorbent material, such as activated charcoal, silica gel or
Tenax™. That material is subsequently thermally desorbed to re-
lease trapped chemical tracesf306–309g. Personal samplers, Sec.
3.2.2, often work this way. But given the small size and high
pressure drop of a typical sorbent tube, this approach is slow and
ineffective for high-flow-rate sniffing.

Membrane filters can serve the same purpose as permeation
tubes and can be desorbed in a similar fashionf13,101,310g, but
are likewise not suited for high flow rates.

A third approach, more adaptable to rapid sniffing of larger air
volumes, is to collect the trace odorant on a metal surface in a
flow-through preconcentratorf310–313g. Depending upon the
odorant, various treatments can be applied to the metal to enhance
molecular or particle deposition. The metal can then be heated
electrically to quickly desorb captured traces. A secondary carrier
gas flow is needed during desorption, when the main airstream
either stops or is shunted away. Cold metal surfaces especially
attract trace chemicals like explosives, but moisture condensation
is an associated problemf314g.

When the desired airborne trace material is in particulate form,
impactors or cyclonessSec. 3.1d make suitable preconcentrators.
For example, biological pathogens like spores and bacteria are
usually impactable, as are explosives or chemical agents attached
to human skin flakes or textile fibers. Virtual impactors precon-
centrate such particle-laden airstreams by discarding most of the
airflow while keeping the particles.

5.2.4 Jet-assisted olfaction. One of nature’s lessonssSec.
4.3.1 and Figs. 1 and 12d is to put exhaled air jets to work assist-
ing the sniffing process. Thus the dog and probably the rat and
rabbit can disturb surface particles, inhale them, and desorb odor-
ants from them in the nasal mucosa—a natural preconcentration
system.

How can we use this knowledge in a man-made sniffer? Since
respiration is unnecessary, auxiliary air jets adjacent to the sniffer
inlet are required to disturb surface particles, as first suggested by
McGown, Bromberg, and Noblef299g. Beyond that, though, it
was also shown in Sec. 4.3.1 that the dog’s exhaled jets produce
an ejector effect that can improve the reach of the sniffer. Ex-
tended reach is just as important for man-made sniffers, since
proximity sniffing is not always possible and is occasionally even
dangerous.

At least two schemes are available to extend the reach of a
sniffer, the first borrowed from the field of ventilation. C. P. N.
Aabergf315g invented an elegant inlet reach extender using aux-
iliary jets, Fig. 23. The central inlet, facing downward in the fig-
ure, takes in flow rateQi while an additional airflow 2Qj at above-
ambient pressure discharges laterally forming turbulent jets. The

Fig. 22 The GE Infrastructure Security VaporTracer sniffing a
briefcase
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jet entrainment makes this device appear to be a much larger inlet
with an extended reach, but only the central streamtube between
the vertical dashed lines is actually taken into the inlet. Thus the
otherwise-omnidirectional potential-flow inlet is effectively fo-
cused toward the forward direction by jet assistance.

The ventilation community has embraced this concept for local
fume exhaustsusually axisymmetric rather than planar as in Fig.
23d, and several studies are reportedf316–319g. The ratio of the
jet to inlet momentum flux is found to control the reach, which
can be several times that without jetsf320g. This jet assist is not
free, but is well worth it in the exhaust of welding fumes, where
the extended reach avoids having the inlet in the welder’s face.

The Aaberg principle has never been applied to chemical trace
sniffing and is suggested here for the first time. It has the advan-
tage that the large volume of air that must be moved in order to
achieve a long reach is not all inhaled, thereby reducing the pre-
concentration chore.

The second jet-assisted sniffer scheme is that of Motchkine,
Krasnobaev, and Bunkerf96g. Here the auxiliary jet flow is passed
through tangential nozzles or vanes to produce swirl between the
inlet srightd and the surface being sampledsleftd in Fig. 24. On the
centerline of this “cyclone” a sampling orifice withdraws a flow
rateQi. According tof96g “The cyclonic motion…creates a tube
consisting of a wall of moving gas that behaves like an extension
of the tube that formed the external sampling orifice.” No mention
is made of a vortex core, but data are shown indicating a favorable
pressure gradient along the centerline from the sampled surface to
the sampling orifice over separation distances up to 15 cm. This
jet-assisted inlet is used in the Implant Sciences Quantum Sniffer,
a commercial IMS detector that was developed under U.S. Navy
funding.

5.2.5 Isolation from ambient wind. All of the sniffing inlets
discussed thus far, whether jet assisted or not, are subject to dis-
ruption by a lateral breeze. The effect is shown qualitatively in
Fig. 25, where a mild breeze interrupts the sampling of a bound-
ary layer by a simple flanged inletf47g.

In the animal world, the only remedy for this is proximity: If
your nostrils are touching the sampled surface, then the wind is

not an issue. However, practical considerations require man-made
sniffers to have a finite standoff distance and no hard contact
sespecially in landmine detectiond.

No real solutions to this problem are available, just a few ideas.
Baturin,f17g Chap. 6, for example, describes a method to estimate
inlet streamlines in a crossflow. No remedy is given other than
increasing the inlet suction. Likewise shrouded probes are effec-
tive against cross flows in flight and wind tunnels, Sec. 3.3.1, but
are not a cure for the present difficulty.

One approach that might work is a “soft” shroud made of rub-
ber, brush fibers, screen, or porous filter material. To succeed, the
lateral pressure drop across it must balance the dynamic pressure
of the crossflow. Experiments by Cant, Castro, and Walklatef321g
reveal that high-porosity screens have little effect, whereas low-
porosity screens act like solid surfaces to the crossflow. Near 50%
porosity, interesting things happen.

An air curtainf322g has also been suggested for this purpose. It
might succeed if its entrainment can be made to serve the purpose
of jet-enhanced olfaction described above; otherwise it is likely to
exacerbate the problem.

In any case, aerodynamic sniffer isolation from the effects of an
ambient breeze is an important topic for further research.

5.2.6 Signal loss in sampling tubes. Signal loss in sampling
tubes is an analytical chemistry concern that carries over to the
present topic. Most animals have short sampling tubes, the el-
ephant and kiwi excepted. Man-made tubes cannot be inert to all
trace chemicals, and explosive molecules, for example, adhere to
Teflon, glass, Pyrex, quartz, nickel, stainless steel, gold, platinum,
copper, fused silica, aluminum, and plasticf307,310g. Heated
transfer lines are used to avoid such deposition except when par-
ticles are being transferredf302g. In that case there is also the
concern that particles will impact and stick to tubing walls down-
stream of bends, etc.f13,57,323g.

5.3 Sensor Chamber Fluid Dynamics for Artificial
Olfaction. Sensor chamber fluid dynamics is virgin territory: only
one previous investigation is knownf324g. Insofar as all present
artificial noses carry their olfactory sensors internally like verte-
brates, we consider only that case here. Further, we avoid the
confusing multifunctionality of the mammalian nasal cavity
solfaction+respiration+air-conditioningd by examining the sepa-
rate olfactory chambers of fish. Reynolds number scaling allows
us to move freely between air and water in this regard.

5.3.1 The eel as a role model. Specifically, consider the com-
mon freshwater eel,Anguilla anguilla, as a role model for sensor
chamber fluid dynamicsf3,40,253,325g. As shown in Fig. 26, a
simple anterior naris on the left leads directly onto the medial
passage of a chamber packed full of olfactory lamellae. Acting as
flow turning vanes as well as sensor surfaces, the lamellae direct
the water laterally and ventrallysinto the paged. Cilia induce ro-
tation between the lamellae as shown, bringing the flow up along
the sides of the chamber to its roof, where it is collected and
discharged out the posterior naris.

This highly three-dimensional flow encounters a large sensory
surface, ensures that the entire flow is thoroughly sampled, and

Fig. 23 2D potential-flow simulation of an Aaberg inlet

Fig. 24 Diagram of a cyclone sampling nozzle for an ion mo-
bility spectrometer, from †96‡

Fig. 25 Schlieren photos of a flanged inlet sampling a thermal
boundary layer „a… in still air and „b… with a light lateral breeze
from the right †47‡
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does it all in a compact volume.sThe scale shown is at most a few
centimeters, but could be an order of magnitude larger in air at the
same Re.d This compactness is an asset to the animal and it pro-
vides a quick olfactory response time. Artificial nose designers
can scarcely find a better natural example than this.

Though air-breathing vertebrates favor turbinates over lamellae,
this sort of olfactory sensor chamber is nonetheless broadly char-
acteristic of all vertebrates. According to Stoddartf3g, “There is
an inlet to, and an outlet from, a chamber in which is held a thin
sensory membrane of sometimes immense area.”

5.3.2 Pressure losses, fans, and pumps. In Sec. 2.3 the flow
losses in a sensor chamber and the energy required to overcome
them were introduced. These pressure losses need to be frictional,
as required by the analogy described below, not due to flow sepa-
ration. Separation losses do not arise from effective olfaction, just
bad design. Principles of good design can be found, for example,
in f326,327g.

In artificial olfactory systems a pump or fan supplies the motive
power to overcome losses and induce a flow through a sensor
chamberf14g. Such a device produces its maximum overall pres-
sure differentialsheadd when there is no flow, thus no loss through
the sensors. As the flow ratescapacityd Q through the sensors
rises, the pump or fan’s ability to sustain a given pressure differ-
ential drops. Where the two curves meet is the operating point of
the olfactory system. Every undergraduate fluids engineering stu-
dent learns to draw such head/capacity curves for pumping sys-
tems. Designers of artificial noses should learn to draw them too
ssee, e.g.,f49gd.

5.3.3 Expansion of a sensor chamber from a small inlet. What
limits how fast the eel’s olfaction chamber in Fig. 26 expands in
area downstream of the tiny anterior naris? Lighthillf7g first con-
sidered this issue in terms of the branching of the arteries and
bronchial tubes. Briefly, the area increase slows the flow and
raises the static pressure, so except at low Reynolds numbers there
is a danger of flow separation. Lighthill’s rule-of-thumb to avoid
this allows no more than a 20% increase in flow cross-sectional
area per channel bifurcation. At least in the arteries, nature seems
to obey this rule. Cross-sectional area data are not available for
the eel’s olfactory chamber, but are available for the comparable
case of a beagle’s nosef64g. These data show that the maxillotur-
binate region expands about linearly in cross section to seven
times its initial area over a downstream distance of only 35 mm.
According to Lighthill’s rule, a bifurcation should occur initially
every mm or so to prevent separation. This is hard to check with
the available data, but it is clear that the maxilloturbinates burgeon
with branching complexity in this region. Thus separation preven-
tion goes hand-in-hand with the need for large heat-exchanger
surface area in the beagle’s maxilloturbinates.

5.3.4 Heat and mass transfer analogy. Osborne Reynolds
s1842–1912d recognized that mass, heat, and momentum are
transferred by similar physical mechanismssmolecular motion in
laminar flow, eddy motion in turbulent flowd. The analogy be-
tween these fluxes—Reynolds analogy—is useful in sensor cham-

ber design, where a high mass transfer rate of odorant molecules
to olfactory surfaces is desired. Concomitant momentum transfer
by friction is required by the analogy, and heat transfer may also
occur. Thus odorant mass transfer is related to the fluid power
required to overcome sensor-chamber friction losses. The empiri-
cal relations describing Reynolds analogy are well-known and
readily available, e.g.,f91,327,328g, and do not bear repeating
here.

The utility of Reynolds analogy in sniffing for chemical traces
was first recognized by Fraim et al.f311g, who designed an ex-
plosives preconcentrator based on heat exchanger technology. In
modern microelectronics, strong thermal generation occurs in a
small confined space and must be removed by a fluid flow. The
analogy with an olfactory sensor chamber is obvious from the
above, so we can learn design principles from the volumes that
have been written on electronics cooling, e.g.,f21,22,327,329g.

Finned heat exchangers expose large surface areas to the flow
for efficient heat transfer, a principle already in use in nature in
the nasal turbinates, as well as in the air-conditioning industry
f91g. One must make sure the flow is along the fin channels and
not across them, or the process becomes stalled. For flow in odd-
shaped ducts the Reynolds number is based on the hydraulic di-
ameterDh=4A/P, whereA is the cross-sectional area andP is the
duct perimeter. Loss coefficients are known for many situations,
e.g., discharging the flow abruptly from a small tube into a large
chamberswhich dissipates one velocity head, Sec. 2.3d. Loss for-
mulas are likewise known for screens, grids, protuberances, and
rough channel walls.

In particular, the stacked eel lamellae of Fig. 26 are strikingly
similar to the finned heat sinks used to cool electronicsf21g. Heat-
sink design principles encourage low flow speeds to minimize the
pressure loss for a given performance level. Straight fins are
shown to outperform other fin shapesse.g., cylindersd f327g. Fins
and lamellae should also be aerodynamic, with rounded leading
edges and tapered trailing edges.

6 Homeland Security Applications
Down through the ages, civilization only flourished in enclaves

sufficiently well-defended to prevent the ravages of barbarians.
The terms “homeland security” and “terrorism” were not popular
then, but the results of a security failure were nonetheless devas-
tating. Fluid mechanics has been important in homeland security
all along, providing standoff barriers against invasion, weapons
technologies, mobility, etc.f330g.

Many believe that the modern solution to the asymmetry of the
terrorist threat lies in technology. Here we discuss a piece of that
technology that concerns gaining information by detecting chemi-
cal traces in the air or water. Like the prey animals discussed
earlier, we need constant environmental awareness but, unlike
them, we cannot sleep standing up.

Homeland security thus requires continuous environmental
monitoring. The unusual, however minor, can be a crucial warning
of an impending attack. For example Carranza et al.f331g, while
monitoring the atmosphere for heavy metal traces, noticed a mag-
nesium spike on the July 4th holiday—not terrorism that time, but
it could have been.

6.1 Canine Detection.So much has been written about train-
ing dogs for chemical trace detection that it serves present pur-
poses merely to cite some key references and give a brief
commentary.

Much of the scientific basis of canine detection was learned
recently at the Auburn University College of Veterinary Medicine,
Auburn, Alabamaf66,332,214–217g. There, operant conditioning
experiments yielded sensitivity curves like those of Fig. 27, that
quantify the threshold levels of specific trace chemicals that dogs
can detect. These data also set the sensitivity standard for artificial
noses, a standard that has already been exceeded in at least one
casef292g.

Fig. 26 The path of water through the olfaction chamber of an
eel, top view, redrawn from illustrations in †40,253,325‡
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Extraneous odors present while sniffing can interfere with a
dog’s ability to detect a scent and can therefore raise the thresh-
olds shown in Fig. 27, but to do so requires a comparatively
enormous extraneous odorant levelf217g.

Dogs respond to the most-volatile compounds present in an
explosive, not necessarily to the explosive species itself. For ex-
ample in detecting C-4 plastic explosive, the dog is not likely to
respond directly to the explosive component RDX, which has a
very low vapor pressure, but rather to compounds like cyclohex-
anone, a solvent used in RDX productionf215,216,333g.

Gazit and Terkel reportf334g that heavy exercise interferes with
a dog’s olfactory ability, since the dog cannot sniff while panting.
They also use a microphone to pick up the sound of sniffing,
which provides useful feedback to the dog handlerf335g.

While handlers have commented on the most desirable traits of
their dogsf336g, the desirable traits of handlers appear to need
more workf332,337g. Being the brains of the team, the dog han-
dler has a responsibility to be aware of the issues discussed here,
such as human skin flakes, chemical plumes, micrometeorology,
and the aerodynamics of air and ground sniffing. Syrotuckf125g
should be required reading. Thermal plumes can also sometimes
be visible to the unaided eye of the handlerf46,48,338g. These
fluid-dynamic issues might well be illustrated in a training video
for dog handlers.

Despite the issues of expense and limited duty cycle, canine
trace detection is a trusted mainstay of homeland security that will
not soon be replaced by artificial nose technology. Furton and
Myers f333g found that detector dogs still represent the best ex-
plosive detection means available, since artificial sniffers suffer
from poor sampling systems, interference from masking odorants,
and limited mobility.

6.2 Cargo Screening.Cargo screening has become politi-
cized because of the high cargo volume crossing national borders
and the extreme measures that are needed to screen a significant
fraction of it for explosive, chemical, or biological weapons. Air,
sea, rail, and truck cargo are all at risk. Methods that rely upon
radiation to probe cargo containers are cumbersome and expen-
sive, detection dogs do not have access to cargo interiors, and
manual unloading for inspection requires far too much time and
labor to be practical.

Still, sniffing the air inside cargo containers—without opening
them—for trace contraband is an approach that can be both effec-
tive and affordable, and there is a precedent for it. Fine et al.
f339g, for example, patented a method to do this by injecting
compressed air into a cargo container, applying suction, collecting
the sampled air in a hood, and interrogating its contents for trace
chemicals.

Another example is the MDS Sciex CONDOR system, which
searched cargo containers for explosive traces using a suction
probe fitted with a brush that fed an adsorption cartridge with an
airflow flow rate of 25 liters/sf340g. The interior of containers or
the exterior of cargo pallets was sampled by contact with the
brush for about 30 s, whereupon the cartridge was removed and
desorbed into a mass spectrometer. Cargo containers were also
sampled through their ventilator ports or through a 10 cm array of
drilled holes that ended up not being acceptable to the cargo in-
dustryf302g. This substantial system employed a 9 m heated sam-
pling line and applied mechanical agitation even to full-sized sea
containers. Inside the container they found a gradient of particle
dispersion leading up to the sourcef302g. Trace contamination
was even detected in some containers not holding any bulk explo-
sives: Once upon a time Kilroy had been there.

Still another approach to cargo sampling is the British Remote
Air Sampling for Canine OlfactionsRASCOd systemf341,342g. A
probe inserted into a cargo container pumps out a volume of air
through a polymer mesh sample canister that is later presented to
a detection dog for analysis. Sixty liters/min are drawn through
the canister for 2 min. Success appears to depend upon a signifi-
cant explosive vapor headspace inside the container. A related
general discussion of collecting and transporting chemical traces
in evacuated flasks, canisters, sampling bags, and sorbent canis-
ters is given inf306g. If you cannot get the proboscis to the signal,
take the signal to the proboscis.

Jenkins f343g patented a method to interrogate baggage by
placing it in a compartment provided with vacuum and vibration.
Airborne chemical traces thus liberated are drawn into a detector.
A recent adaptation of this approach to cargo trace detection is the
Ray Detection Discovery CERT systemf344g, which uses heat,
pressurization, vibration, and gas jets to dislodge explosive traces
from palletized air cargo in an airtight enclosure.

Finally, research on cargo trace detection is currently under way
at Penn State, University Park, PAf345g, funded by the U.S.
Transportation Security Administration. The goal is to understand
the internal airflows of cargo containers and to sample these flows
for trace detection without opening the containers.

6.3 People Sampling.People sampling is a unique topic in all
of chemical trace detection. Aircraft passengers are aware of the
danger of terrorism, but are also very sensitive to the invasion of
their personal space. A NRC study of passenger screening found
that there is a strong relationship between public acceptance and
the perception of riskf346g. It nonetheless irks passengers to wait
in long lines, parcel out their belongings, and take off their shoes.
Being sniffed by a dog is particularly offensive. People-sniffer
developers need to be aware of these issues, just as terrorists are
surely aware of them. But despite all this, the total U.S. annual
people-screening outlay is expected to grow from $590 million in
2001 to $9.9 billion in 2010f347g.

Hallowell f348g reviewed the available technology for people
screening in 2001. Since then several approaches have seen fur-
ther development. One study recommended that research into the
“vapor space” surrounding a suicide bomber might lead to im-
proved means of detectionf48g. Misconceptions about that space
and its true nature—the human thermal plume—were described in
Sec. 3.2.1. Here we discuss recent people-sampling developments
in light of what is now known about the aerodynamics and heat
transfer around people.

6.3.1 Human olfactory signature. The human olfactory signa-
ture was pioneered as a topic of study by Dravnieksf314,349g.
Human scent arises from bioeffluents and from bacteria acting
upon the skin and its secretionsf125g. People also carry with them
an olfactory image of their recent environmentf222,314g. Any
successful scheme to detect trace chemicals on people must take
account of this olfactory signature and its conveyance by the hu-
man thermal plume and wake.

Dravnieks developed a “body tube” sampler to acquire chemi-

Fig. 27 Canine olfaction sensitivity curves measured at Au-
burn University, redrawn from http://www.vetmed.auburn.edu/
ibds/. Except for methyl benzoate, a cocaine derivative, all
trace chemicals shown are explosive-related
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cal trace signals from peoplef349g. Bethune et al.f350g and May
and Pomeroyf126g used similar “dispersal chambers” for bacte-
riological studies of human subjects. Such enclosures are only
practical for people-sampling in the lab, but they have been in-
strumental in contamination studiesf351,352g and in aviation se-
curity research leading up to the present portal technology
f123,124,353,354g.

There is anecdotal evidence that artificial noses were deployed
to detect troops in the Vietnam jungle, and more recently in the
caves of Afghanistan. Building upon genetic research with mice,
the current DARPA Unique Signatures program seeks an exploit-
able chemosignal corresponding to an individual’s genetically de-
termined odor type. If found, it will be used to develop a detector
for the presence of “high-level-of-interest individuals within
groups of enemy combatants.”

6.3.2 Portals for screening people. Portals for screening
people have generated many patents, e.g.,f355–358g, but only a
few practical devices. Some of the approaches that failed include
“wind-tunnel” portals that moved massive amounts of air,
“saloon-door” portals that required physical contact with subjects,
and “telephone-booth” portals that were too confining or too slow.
During the development of these devices a goal of 6 s/person
sampling time was set by the U.S. Federal Aviation Administra-
tion sFAAd, but was difficult to achieve.

General reviews of people-screening portals are given in
f348,310g. The role of air jets was described earlier in Sec. 2.5,
and related material on explosive trace standards and computa-
tions of the human thermal plume is found inf130,359–363g.

The first published investigation of portal aerodynamics is
probably Schellenbaumf364g, who examined various airflow di-
rections in tube-type and booth-type portals. He used a
department-store mannequinssee Sec. 3.2.2d, so his results take
no account of the human thermal plume. He recommended a
downward airflow over the subject with collection at foot level.

Hobbes and Condef365g studied the aerodynamics of an
“open-clamshell”-type portal by CFD simulation. This portal drew
a large flux of air—350 liters/s for 10 s—horizontally across the
human subject and into inlets for subsequent interrogation. The
induced airspeed was up to 2.4 m/s, more than ten times the
commonly accepted maximum for comfortable room ventilation
f366g. Vortical recirculation was generated on the lee side of the
subject. Air-jet puffer effects and the release of explosive vapor as
a passive contaminant were also simulated. Although this portal
design lacked sophistication, it was the first study to apply the
tools of fluid dynamics to people sampling.

Sandia National Laboratories developed a vertical-downflow
portal in the 1990sf356,368,367,358g, a version of which is now
commercialized as the Smiths Detection Sentinel II. A human sub-
ject enters the portal and turns 90 deg, whereupon an array of
air-jet puffers and two ceiling slot-jets sweep the body for chemi-
cal traces. The cross-sectional area of the open portal is reduced
near the floor, where a portion of the induced downflow is col-
lected for analysis by an IMS detector. This is purely jet-assisted
sniffing, since thermal convection from the human subject cannot
play a significant role. It bears a similarity to air-shower or air-
douche devices used for particle removal from clothing in clean
room practicesf17g Chap. 14, andf369gd.

Quite a different approach is taken in the GE Security
EntryScan3, Fig. 28, which uses the natural upward motion of the
human thermal plume to collect and preconcentrate the plume
overhead for IMS interrogationf357g. This is convection-assisted
sniffing, but air-jet puffers also play a role in both ruffling the
subject’s clothing to release particles and in encouraging the up-
ward airflow. An aerodynamic contractionssee, e.g.,f370gd is used
overhead to capture the human thermal plume at a flow rate up to
50 liters/s and pass it through a 10310 cm metal-mesh
preconcentrator.

Several years of research on this portal at Penn State
f83,124,353,354,371g have yielded the following results, summa-
rized briefly:

1. The human thermal plume is a natural whole-body sampling
system, from the toes to the top of the head.

2. As shown in Fig. 4,brief puffer-jet impingementse.g.,
50 msd is the principal means of liberating trace particles for
detection.

3. Most of the readily-available signal from a human subject
can be had in a few seconds of overhead sampling time.

4. The detectability of 10mm-range explosive particulate
traces originating beneath the clothing is affected by cloth-
ing porosity only when the porosity is less than about 4%.

5. Layered clothing reduces the chemical trace signal level, but
the signal remains measurable.

6. Trace explosive sources beneath the clothing transfer to both
the clothing and the skin, but remain highest in the vicinity
of the source.

7. Human skin flakes do not figure prominently in the transport
of dry crystalline explosive traces in the human thermal
plume.

8. Lateral air currents in the range of normally acceptable ven-
tilation drafts do not substantially affect the performance of
an open portal such as the one tested here.

9. When pure explosive vapor was released inside the portal,
up to 25% of it was captured and detected by the present
metal-mesh pre-concentrator.

6.3.3 Human aerodynamic wake. For a lateral airspeedU
sor walking speed in still aird of more than about 0.2 m/s the
human thermal plume ceases to exist. Instead, the thermal bound-
ary layer of a person is swept downstream to form a wake. This
can be seen by comparing the Reynolds number Re and the
Grashof number Gr=gbDTL3/n2, whereb is the volumetric ther-
mal expansion coefficient,DT is the temperature difference, andL
is the characteristic width of the human bodyf372g. Without lat-
eral airspeedU, Re→0 and Gr/Re2@1, meaning that the flow is
dominated by free convection. On the other hand, for ordinary
walking speeds in theU=1 m/s range, Gr/Re2!1 and the flow is
dominated by forced rather than free convection. SinceDT no
longer matters in the latter flow regime, we use the expression
“human aerodynamic wake.”

Several investigators have studied lateral airflow effects on the
flow about stationary humans, mostly motivated by air pollution
control and the reduction of worker exposuref135,373–377g. In a
different reference frame, however, a person walking with speed
U in still air produces an aerodynamic wake in which the wake

Fig. 28 „a… The author standing in a prototype version of the
GE Infrastructure EntryScan 3 explosive detection portal „Penn
State photo by Greg Grieco … and „b… schlieren image of portal
with subject „L.J. Dodson … and with air-jet puffers firing
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flow follows the person. The human chemical trace signature, for-
merly in the human boundary layer, becomes distributed in this
wake. It is common experience that a walking person’s scent in
still air is noticeable to a fixed observer only after that person
walks by.

This has been exploited as a means of “sniffing” human chemi-
cal traces by sampling the wakes of walking people
f372,378,379g. The advantage over the portal technology de-
scribed above is that people are already walking in security sce-
narios such as airports and, by not making them stop and stand,
the sampling time can be reduced substantially. For example, ex-
periments f378g have shown that the wakes of two walking
people, one following the other, are aerodynamically independent
for separation times greater than about 2 s.

The Penn State workf372,378,379g, still in progress, has char-
acterized the human aerodynamic wake as the unsteady vortex
shedding from an irregular 3D cylindrical bodysFig. 29d. The
irregularity mostly concerns the legs, which act as individual
shedding cylinders with through-flow between them. This causes
the wake to dissipate more rapidly downstream of the legs than
downstream of the torso, where a large recirculation zone occurs.
There is also a downwash component that causes the lower wake
to interact with the ground and to spread laterally. Despite these
several complicating aspects, the human wake nevertheless shows
unmistakable Kármán vortex shedding in the dorsal plane shown
in Figs. 29sbd and 30sbd.

A CFD solution of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tionsf372g, despite a simplified representation of the human body,
is able to portray all the significant aspects of the human wake
flow that are seen in the experiments. For example, a scalar con-
taminant representing a chemical trace from the human body de-
cays exponentially with distance downstream as the wake mixes
out with the surrounding air. Thus one should sample the early
wake just downstream of a walking person in order to acquire the
maximum trace signal strength.

The design of a portal to sample the human aerodynamic wake

was first suggested inf357g. It appears possible to take advantage
of the wake’s momentum in this regardf378,379g. However, com-
pared to the case of the human thermal plume, sampling a much
larger volume of air over a shorter time interval will be a severe
test of pre-concentrator technology.

6.4 Landmine Detection.Landmine detection is another se-
vere test for sniffers, as described in Sec. 3.3.2, because of weak
trace signals outdoors in the weather and terrain. At the same time
the global landmine crisisf380–383g extracts a shocking human
and economic price and demands solutions.

Dogs are the principal detectors of buried landmines, even
though it puts them and their handlers at risk. The DARPA Dog’s
Nose program in the late 1990s sought to produce artificial noses
of similar sensitivity, and several of such were actually developed
f287,288,292,384g, though none has supplanted the dog so far.
Yinon f310g and Pamulaf384g have both surveyed this topic in
more detail than present space allows.

Briefly, as part of the mentioned DARPA program an Explo-
sives Fate and Transport Team characterized the trace signal level
that one can expect to find above a buried landmine
f162,385–387g. Trace explosives and related mine compounds en-
ter the surrounding soil, collect below the mine, and percolate to
the surface in a “halo” pattern about the mine location. Moisture
and daily variations in soil temperature aid this process. For the
ubiquitous 2,4,6-TNT mine, the prevalent trace signal is from 2,4-
DNT, which is more volatile than TNT and is present in the
military-grade explosive as a contaminant. It is this “odor signa-
ture” that a dog actually detects, rather than the bulk explosive
f215g.

The mass of explosive-related compounds in contaminated soil
above a buried mine was found to be on the order of tens of

Fig. 29 Diagrams of motion in the human aerodynamic wake
from smoke flow visualization experiments †372,378‡, „a… me-
dian plane and „b… dorsal plane

Fig. 30 Corresponding to Fig. 29, computed instantaneous
motion of a scalar contaminant in the aerodynamic wake of a
simulated human †372‡, „a… median plane and „b… dorsal plane
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micrograms/kilogram of soil. 2,4-DNT vapor is also present in the
boundary layer directly above a typical anti-personnel mine, but
only at a concentration of perhaps 100 picograms/ liter at equilib-
rium under ideal atmospheric conditions, and such conditions are
not usualf387g.

Overall, then, the chances are bleak of sniffing explosive-
related vapor in the air above a buried mine. Anecdotal evidence
from dog handlers that their dogs air-scented landmines at 5 m
must describe extraordinary rather than usual circumstances.

Soil particles, though, are another matter, since they carry a
thousand-fold higher concentration of explosive-related signal. A
dog’s ability to stir up, inspire, and probably desorb trace chemi-
cals from such particles was discussed in Sec. 4.3.1 and in
f103,166g. Some developers of landmine sniffers also attempt to
take advantage of soil particles by thermally desorbing traces
from the soil using laser radiation before sniffingf388g, by dis-
turbing loose particles using air jetsf310,384g or ultrasonics
f389g, or by collecting particles electrostaticallyf390g.

Finally, Mineseeker.comf391g floats a mini blimp over a min-
efield and uses radar to locate landmines. One could lower an
elephantlike sampling trunk with assisting air jets almost to
ground level and sniff for them as well.

6.5 Biohazard Detection.The topic of sniffing for bioaero-
sols was introduced in Sec. 3.1, including some unique sampling
and detection problems and the issue of distinguishing biowar
agents from the natural airborne background. Chemical plumes—
one way of dispersing biowar agents—were likewise covered in
Sec. 3.3.3 and aerobiology was introduced in Sec. 1.1. Further
references are also available on sampling biological aerosols
f106,108g, biosensorsf392g, and chemical and biological terror-
ism f12g.

Consider the anthrax letters that were mailed in the United
States in late 2001. Finely powdered anthrax spores in ordinary
paper envelopes became airborne due to handling, costing several
lives and contaminating two large mail-handling facilitiesf393g.
Postal delivery-bar-code sorters squeezed the air and spores out of
the envelopes by belts and rollers. 1mm–3 mm anthrax spores
can pass easily through the 20mm pores of a typical paper enve-
lope even if it remains unopened. Tearing open an anthrax-filled
envelope was found to cause massive airborne contamination.

The Northrop-Grumman Corporation, Baltimore, MD, subse-
quently developed a biohazard detection systemsBDSd for the
U.S. Postal Service to detect any such future attacks upon the
postal system. BDS compresses mail to force the air out of enve-
lopes and captures it in a sampling hood positioned over the first
pinch point in the mail processing operation. From the sampled
airflow a Spincon high-volume liquid-based cyclone collector ac-
quires biological particles and uses the polymerase chain reaction
and DNA matching to detect the trace presence of such species as
Bacillus anthracisin the mail. BDS is a fully automated system
that sounds an alert when a biohazard is detected.

7 Other Applications

7.1 Medical Diagnosis.Since the beginning of medicine, hu-
man body and breath odors have been used to diagnose disease
f394,395g. Dozens of diseases are known by their characteristic
odors, such as acetone breath from diabetesf396g, the putrid odor
of scurvy, and the sour odor that precedes mononucleosisf397g.
Also included are characteristic odors due to chemical poisoning
and substance abuse, and even schizophreniaf398g. The popular
press has made much of pet dogs purportedly sniffing out cancer
in their owners. However, lacking quantification and in the face of
modern laboratory analysis, olfaction in medical diagnosis has
languished.

One reason for this is that most methods of artificial olfaction
for medical diagnosis are intrusive and slow. Dravnieks et al.
f314,349g and Distelheim and Dravnieksf399g used a “body tube”
sampler sSec. 6.3.1d and gas chromatographsGCd-mass-

spectrometric analysis. Cotton swabs, breath bagsf400,401g, and
skin headspace collectorsf402,403g all work without the need for
actual sniffing.

Gardner and Bartlettf9g speculated that “Perhaps in the future
the electronic nose will be able to sniff the human body di-
rectly…” That future has already arrived in the form of portals
that sample the human thermal plume, Sec. 6.3 and
f83,120,124,357,371g. However, modern nonintrusive portal tech-
nology has yet to be applied outside the realm of explosive trace
detection for security screening.

Nonetheless there is considerable recent activity in artificial ol-
faction for medical diagnosis, mostly using only intrusive sam-
pling methods. Applications include staph, strep, and e-coli infec-
tions, breath signals for uremia and liver cirrhosis, urinary tract
infections, tuberculosis, and airway inflammationf9,404,405g.
Continuous e-nose monitoring of disease stages and global disease
surveillance have been suggestedf406g but not yet realized.

Clearly, modern sniffing for medical diagnosis still has many
hurdles to overcome, as described by Persaud, Pisanelli, and
Evans f407g. Despite its enormous potential, this application is
presently more driven by sensor research and developmentf392g
than by sampling issues, and there is not yet a commercial real-
ization even of a breath analyzer. The medical arena is a difficult
one; human variations can produce different odors from the same
disease, misdiagnoses are bad news, and chemical interference is
common. Also the funding tends to favor therapeutic rather than
diagnostic instrument development. Finally, even though current
lab analyses of blood samples and cultures take days, any replace-
ment technology must at least achieve the accuracy of the current
methods.

7.2 Leak Detection.Wand-type leak-detector sniffer probes,
Fig. 31 f408g, were discussed in Sec. 3.2.4 and elsewhere. They
have very broad industrial applications in leak-testing turbines,
condensers, heat exchangers, tanks, refrigerant systems, and pipe-
lines. Explosive rocket propellant leaks must be found, as must
leaking solvents or fuels that pose fire, explosion, or environmen-
tal hazards. Natural gas leaks are expensive as well as dangerous.

Usually a hand-held sniffer probe acquires a sample by suction
and conveys it to a sensor such as a helium or flame-ionization
detector. The sampling time rises rapidly with the hose length, and
for long hoses of typical 1-cm-or-less diameter it becomes pro-
hibitive. Example calculations for sensitivity, standoff distance,
linear speed of probe motion, response time, and calibration are
given in f139g.

Some other sniffer types are not hand held, but rather vehicle
mounted. In one case, Boreal Laser’s aircraft-mounted GasFind-
erAB system is flown over natural gas pipelines, sampling and
analyzing the air for leaks. Dogs are also trained to sniff for gas

Fig. 31 „a… Schlieren image of an acetone vapor leak cascad-
ing downward and being inhaled „arrow … by the snout of the
Cogniscent artificial nose „b… a hand-held, wand-type sniffer
probe is used to search for a natural gas leak, visualized by
large-field schlieren optics †46,408,411‡
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leaks.
Hand-held sniffer probes are accurate and sensitive, but search-

ing is slow and coverage of large areas is labor intensive. Broad-
field standoff optical methods can supplement probe detection by
covering large areas quickly at reduced sensitivity levels. At least
three such approaches have been suggested:s1d IR thermography
f409g, which depends upon a thermal difference between leaking
gas and the ambient air and usually only examines ground signa-
tures;s2d Schlieren imagingf46,410,411g, which requires a small
refractive-index difference but images the air itself rather than the
ground; ands3d laser absorptionf412g, which can detect isother-
mal airborne leak plumes but requires expensive and cumbersome
equipment.

8 Summary and Future Directions

8.1 Summary. For convenience, the high points of this tour
of the world of sniffers are repeated in list form:

1. Little previous effort has been spent on the biofluid dynam-
ics of sniffing or on the design of sniffers for artificial olfac-
tion.

2. Nature favors energy-efficient faired bellmouth-type inlets
rather than sharp-edged holes.

3. Brief air-jet impingement is the principal means of liberating
trace particles from surfaces for detection by sniffing.

4. The proper model for airflow about the human body in still
air is the human thermal boundary layer and plume, not the
“personal activity cloud.”

5. Plumes bearing chemical traces can be classified and under-
stood based on their buoyancy and momentum.

6. Nature teaches proximity sniffing, but the most advanced
natural nostrils, such as the variable-geometry dog’s nose,
also use exhaled air jets to enhance the reach and particle
uptake of the process.

7. A vertebrate does not require variable-geometry external
nares in order to be macrosmatic, but several of those exam-
ined here do have them. We know something of their func-
tion in dogs, but almost nothing in the case of other animals.

8. The natural narial sampling orifice of terrestrial vertebrates
is typically either round, inverse-comma shaped, or slit
shaped.

9. A proboscis, nostril, and mobile platform are required for
vertebrate sniffing, but proboscis length is only weakly con-
strained by nature, as demonstrated by the elephant and
kiwi.

10. Small turbomachines can move fluids for olfaction more
effectively than nature’s usual bellows action.

11. Macrosmatic terrestrial vertebrates usually have large nos-
trils for high airflow rates and long straight snouts to pro-
vide enough space for both the olfactory and the air-
conditioning apparatus.

12. None of the animals can afford the time to collect and later
desorb odorants. They acquire the odorant by sensor cells
generating neuronal signals that are sent directly to the
brain in real time.

13. The peak mammalian sniff rate of a few hertz ignores
higher-frequency information, such as some of that con-
tained in chemical plumes. This suggests that a man-made
continuously-inhaling sniffer could gain an advantage in
frequency response by not having to accommodate respira-
tion.

14. For olfactory sensor chamber design the best model is the
fish: simple, elegant, and not complicated by dual use.
Mounting the sensor chamber off to the side, as in the dog’s
nose, appears just to be nature’s way of accommodating
olfaction with respiration.

15. Reynolds analogy plays an important role in olfactory sen-
sor chamber design.

16. Mankind’s worst enemy, the mosquito, has received little
attention from fluid dynamicists.

17. Invertebrates who track chemical plumes use the Reynolds
number to control the effective porosity of their antennae
sensor hairs during sniffing.

18. We can understand a lot about natural sniffers but not all,
because biomimicry is a sort of reverse engineering: The
final product is available, but no logical path is revealed to
get there.

19. Compared to nature, the sniffers now used in man-made
detectors and artificial noses are almost devoid of sophisti-
cation. Several possibilities are suggested for their im-
provement.

20. Vapor and particle sampling are both important in nature as
well as in artificial olfaction.

21. In people sniffing, the human thermal plume is a natural
whole-body sampler, from the toes to the top of the head.

22. The human aerodynamic wake has been characterized, at
least initially, by both experiments and computations.

23. Modern nonintrusive portal technology for sniffing people
has yet to be applied to medical diagnosis or anything else
outside the realm of explosive trace detection for security
screening.

24. This paper has collected scattered information and has as-
sociated diverse fields in the hope of establishing a “new”
topic in biofluid dynamics.

8.2 Future Directions. Future directions for the further un-
derstanding and development of sniffers are summarized in the
following list:

1. Study the nostril aerodynamics of the rabbit, rat, and opos-
sum in order to broaden the present knowledge of natural
sniffing systems.

2. Carry out an experimental and computational fluid-dynamic
study of an eel’s or shark’s olfactory capsule as a primary
example for sensor chamber design in artificial olfaction.

3. Study the internal aerodynamics of the dog’s nose by par-
ticle image velocimetrysPIVd measurements and CFD simu-
lation as another important example for artificial olfaction
sensor chamber design.

4. Carry out flow visualization, PIV velocity measurements,
and a CFD simulation of the airflow around the upper hu-
man body, breathing zone, exhaled jets, cough, and sneeze.

5. Perform turbulent and unsteady-flow CFD simulations of the
flow inside the human and dog’s nose.

6. Gain a better understanding of mosquito aerodynamics, the
effects of ambient wind, mosquito plume tracing, and poten-
tial aerodynamic strategies to defeat mosquito host location.

7. Beginning at the fundamental level, examine current and
prospective new artificial sniffer types in terms of practical-
ity, efficiency, proper use of fluid-dynamic principles, and
the performance criteria stated in Sec. 5.1.3.

8. Conduct research to better understand jet-assisted olfaction.
9. Study more effective means of aerodynamic sniffer isolation

from the effects of an ambient breeze.
10. Develop ways to replace the present adsorb-desorb-

analyze-detect cycle with more direct olfactory sensing, as
in nature.

11. Develop flexible, controllable “elephant trunk” snouts for
land-based robot sniffers in order to improve their olfactory
mobility and performance by aiming their trunks at local
regions of interest.

12. Apply modern nonintrusive portal sampling technology to
human medical diagnosis.

13. Produce an educational film on the fluid mechanics of scent
plumes, skin flakes, and the aerodynamics of scenting for
the dog handler and the artificial nose user.
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Finally, various studies and working groups have made similar
suggestions for future research, including more study of mamma-
lian olfaction, sampling, and preconcentrationf205g, biomimetic
sensing focused on distributed low-cost sensorsf48g, factories of
the future filled with cheap tiny olfactory and other sensorsf413g,
rapid wristwatch-sized biodetectorsf414g, low-power, distributed,
unattended, miniaturized remote sensors, robotic “insects” with
onboard sampling and sensors, and rat packs with global position-
ing system transponders trained to detect explosives in city sewers
f48g. Some of this speculation is far fetched, but we can reason-
ably expect that sniffers will eventually no longer bead hocaf-
terthoughts in artificial olfaction, as they are now in almost every
case. Small, portable, inexpensive e-noses with integral sniffers
will eventually become common useful tools, although trained
canine detectors will not soon become obsolete. The genetic de-
tectives, e.g.,f237,415g, will also have more to say about the
origin and function of the various noses reviewed here. Mean-
while fluid dynamicists have a lot of interesting work to do on this
topic.
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Experimental Investigation of the
Turbulent Boundary Layer of
Surfaces Coated With Marine
Antifoulings
Turbulent boundary-layer measurements have been carried out on flat surfaces coated
with two different new generation marine antifoulings. The coatings were applied on
1-m-long test sections that were fitted in a 2.1-m-long flat plate setup. The measurements
were carried out in two different recirculating water tunnels by means of two-component
laser Doppler velocimetry and were compared with measurements of a smooth steel
reference surface and a surface covered with sand grit. Both coatings exhibited an in-
crease in frictional resistance compared to the reference surface, but the increase was
significantly smaller for the Foul(ing) Release coatings than for the Tin-free SPC coating.
The coatings did not significantly affect the boundary-layer thickness. When expressed in
inner variables, the coatings did not have an effect on the turbulence intensity profiles,
but when expressed in outer variables, the coatings affected the near-wall turbulence
intensities.fDOI: 10.1115/1.1891148g

1 Introduction
At present, the most widely applied marine antifoulings are

Tributyl-Tin Self-Polishing Co-PolymerssTBT-SPCd, which can
keep a ship free of fouling for 5 years by means of a steady
release of the TBT toxin. Due to environmental side-effects re-
lated with TBT, the International Maritime OrganisationsIMOd
decided in October 2001 to phase out the use of TBT-SPCs by
2008. There are currently two alternatives on the market that can
also offer 5 years of satisfactory antifouling performance. The first
alternative, Tin-free SPC, uses the same chemical principle but,
instead of TBT, gradually leaches copper-based toxins which are
complemented by so-called “booster biocides.” The second type,
Foulsingd Release coatings, work by an entirely different prin-
ciple. Instead of killing marine organisms that have attached to the
hull, they try to prevent the attachment of the organisms alto-
gether. This is possible by their specific material characteristics.
The Foul Release coatings described in this paper are silicone
elastomers based on polydimethylsiloxanesPDMSd. Experimental
studies on the attachment of fouling organisms to different types
of materials have shown that silicones are least prone to foulf1,2g.
Eventually, all surfaces will foul, but experiments have also
shown that the strength of attachment of the organisms to sili-
cones is an order of magnitude lower than to other materials.
Kovach and Swainf3g towed a plate, which was coated with a
Foul Release system and covered by fouling, at different speeds
and showed that the organisms started to release at speeds above
12 knots. These antifoulings are therefore particularly suited for
ships which spend a short time in port and travel at sufficiently
high speeds.

When Foul Release coatings were commercially introduced in
the 1990s on a high-speed catamaran ferry, lower fuel consump-
tion was recorded at the same service speed, implying lower drag
characteristicsf4g. A Ph.D. research project was therefore set up
with the objective of collecting data on the drag and boundary-
layer characteristics of both Foul Release and Tin-free SPC coat-
ings, and to compare them systematically. Within this framework,

drag measurements were obtained from towing tank tests with two
friction planes of different lengthsf5,6g. The experiments demon-
strated that the Foul Release coating exhibited between 2 and 20%
less frictional resistance than the Tin-free SPC coating, depending
on the quality of application. The difference in resistance has been
related by Candriesf6g to the respective differences in roughness,
sample measurements of which are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The
difference in texture particularly may have an effect on the
boundary-layer characteristics.

An experimental investigation was therefore carried out to
study the structure of turbulent boundary layers that develop over
surfaces coated with this new generation of marine antifoulings.
To accomplish this, boundary-layer measurements were made on a
replaceable flat test section coated with Tin-free SPC and Foul
Release systems. The experiments were conducted in two differ-
ent water tunnels using four-beam two-component Laser Doppler
Velocimetry sLDV d. The mean velocity profiles and flow param-
eters as well as the turbulent normal and shear stresses are com-
pared with flows over smooth and sand-grit rough walls. This
paper reports the details and main findings of this experimental
investigation.

2 Experimental Facilities
The first part of the experimental work was carried out in the

Emerson Cavitation TunnelsUKd, and the second part was carried
out in the CEHIPAR Cavitation TunnelsSpaind.

The Emerson Cavitation TunnelsECTd at the University of
Newcastle-upon-Tyne is 7.69 m high and 10.79 m long. The rect-
angular measuring test section is 1.22 m wide by 0.81 m high and
3.10 m long. Flow management devices include turning vanes
placed in the tunnel corners and a honeycomb flow straightener in
the entrance to the contraction sectionf7g. The free-stream veloci-
ties in the test section can be adjusted from 1 to 8 m/s, although
the maximum velocity was restricted to 6 m/s for the present
setup. The mean velocity can be maintained constant at between
+1.5% and −2.5% throughout the range and the resulting free-
stream turbulence intensity in the test section is,2% f8g.

The Cavitation Tunnel at the Canal de Experiencias Hidro-
dinámicas de El PardosCEHIPARd has a parallel test section
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which is 0.9 m in width and height and 4.7 m long. The maximum
free-stream velocity in the test section is 11 m/s but was re-
stricted to 8 m/s for the present setup.

Five different test specimens were tested in the Emerson Cavi-
tation Tunnel: a smooth unpainted reference surfacesdesignated
as STEELd, a surface coated with a Tin-free SPCsSPCd, a surface
coated with a Foul Release system applied by sprayingsFRd, and
a surface coated with a Foul Release system applied by rollering
sROLLd. The different application methods of the Foul Release
system were compared because towing tank experiments had in-
dicated that this may influence the drag characteristicsf6g. A sur-
face partially covered with sand gritsSANDd was also tested to
examine the fully rough flow regime. In the CEHIPAR Cavitation
Tunnel, where experimental time was restricted, only two surfaces
were tested, a Tin-free SPC and a Foul Release surface, both
applied by sprayingsdesignated as CSPC and CFR, respectivelyd.
The thickness of each of the coating schemes was 350mm.

The average roughness of each of the test specimens was mea-
sured with a BMT Hull Roughness Analyser, which is described
by, e.g., Thomasf9g. This stylus instrument, widely used to mea-
sure the roughness of marine surfaces, measures the highest peak
and the lowest valley perpendicular to the mean line of a 50-mm-
long roughness profile at a sampling interval of 1.25 mm. An
average of 270 readings was measured for each surface. In order
to take the effect of surface texture into account, additional rough-
ness parameters were measured with a UBM optical measurement
system that uses the focus detection principle of a 3 mW semi-
conductor laserscf. f6,9gd on 200 mm by 250 mm sample plates

that were painted alongside and were representative of the coated
test specimens. A description of the test specimens, along with
their reference names and some roughness parameters, is given in
Table 1.

The test specimens were bolted to a flat plate mounted verti-
cally in the Emerson Cavitation Tunnel and horizontally in the
CEHIPAR Cavitation Tunnelsdue to reasons of accessibilityd. The
plate, made of mild steel, was 0.80 m wides0.895 m for the
experiments in the CEHIPAR Cavitation Tunneld, 2 m in length as
two 1-m-long sections attached together, and 12 mm thick. The
15-mm-thick leading and trailing edges of the plate were tapered
and the forwardmost 300 mm of the plate was covered with #40
sand grit to hasten the development of a turbulent boundary layer.
The use of a strip of roughness to artificially thicken the boundary
layer was proposed by Klebanoff and Diehlf10g. The forward
edge of the test specimen was located 1050 mm from the leading
edge of the plate. In the Emerson Cavitation Tunnel, the plate was
mounted 700 mm from the front side of the water tunnel and was
held in place with 6 corner brackets which supported the plate in
pairs stop and bottomd at the front middle and end. The brackets
have a certain degree of freedom until the bolts are fixed firmly,
which allows adjustments to the free-stream pressure gradient. Six
thin plates, 1 m long and 0.8 m wide, were fabricated from 3-mm-
thick mild steel. One thin plate was used to cover the front section
of the 12-mm-thick plate and the other five thin plates were used
as the test specimens. The thin plates were held on the 12-mm-
thick plate by five magnets. At the edges 18 countersunk screws
were employed to fix the thin plates. Ten extra countersunk screws

Fig. 1 Roughness measurements taken on a Foul Release coated surface

Fig. 2 Roughness measurements taken on a Tin-free SPC coated surface
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were drilled 250 mm below and above the centerline. A schematic
sketch of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.

For the experiments in the CEHIPAR Cavitation Tunnel, the
plate was mounted horizontally at 0.45 m from the bottom of the
water tunnel and was held in place with 6 supports 0.21 m in
length, which supported the plate in pairs at the front, middle, and
end. Three thin plates were fabricated from 3-mm-thick mild steel
and were held on the 12-mm-thick plate similar to the setup
shown in Fig. 3. One thin plate was used to cover the front section
of the 12-mm-thick plate and was partially covered with grit as
mentioned. The other 2 thin plates were used as test specimens.

The velocity measurements were made with a four-beam two-
component fiber-optic DANTEC laser Doppler velocimetry
sLDV d system. The LDV system consists of a laser light source, a
beam separator, fiber-optic couplers, a multi-color receiver, a sig-
nal processor, a personal computer, a fiber-optic probe, and a

three-axis computer-driven traverse. The laser beam is separated
into greensl=514.5 nmd and bluesl=488 nmd light. The optical
elements include a 40 MHz Bragg cell to remove directional am-
biguity and a 600 mm focal length lens. The measurement pro-
cess, data acquisition, and data processing are controlled by a
software package called “PDA Flow and Particle Software” devel-
oped by DANTEC. The traverse allowed the position of the probe
to be maintained to ±12.5mm in all directions in the Emerson
Cavitation Tunnel, and ±50mm in the CEHIPAR Cavitation Tun-
nel. In order to obtain more accurate near-wall data, the probe,
capturing from the bottom window of the Emerson Cavitation
Tunnel and from the side window of the CEHIPAR Cavitation
Tunnel, was tilted toward the plate by 5° and 2.9°, respectively.
Corrections of the measurements for these tilt angles were made
in the signal processor software. Silver coatedssoda lime borosili-
cated glass spheres with a mean particle size of 16.3mm sranging
from 8.4 to 24.8mmd were used for seeding the flow. About 2 g of
seeding was put in per week. More seeding was initially required
in the CEHIPAR Cavitation Tunnel. The system was set up with a
600 mm focal length lens and a signal to noise ratio for the col-
lected data of 1 dB in the Emerson Cavitation Tunnel and −3 dB
in the CEHIPAR Cavitation Tunnel.

The velocity measurements were conducted in backscatter
mode over 20 s or until 4096 validated samplesswhichever came
firstd were collected per location. The measurements were transit
time averaged. The probe volume diameter was 276mm for the
sblued wall-normal channel and 291mm for the sgreend stream-
wise channel, while the probe volume length was 8.725 and 9.199
mm, respectively. The probe volume contained 35 fringes spaced
7.709 and 8.128mm, respectively. The frequency bandwidth for
the streamwise channel was set at 1.2 MHz for the first part and 4
MHz for the second part of the experiments, whereas for the wall-
normal channel it was set at 0.12 MHz for speeds of 2 and 3 m/s
and at 0.4 MhZ for the higher speeds.

The validation and validated data rate measured in the Emerson
Cavitation Tunnel increased from very low values near the wall to
higher values in the range of 65–98% and 180–300 Hz, respec-
tively, further away from the wall. In the CEHIPAR Cavitation
Tunnel, the values away from the wall did not exceed 65–80%
and 35 Hz, respectively, most likely due to poor coincidence of
both channels and non-optimal alignment of the optics. The vis-
cous lengthn /Ut varied from a minimum of 2.3mm for the
SAND surface to a maximum of 17.1mm for the STEEL surface.

Table 1 Description and roughness characteristics of the test specimens. AHR „mm… is the
average Hull roughness measured with the BMT stylus instrument; Ra „mm… is the center-line
average roughness height and Sa „°… is the mean absolute slope angle both over a cut-off
length of 2.5 mm and a sampling interval of 50 mm; FD is the fractal dimension. The latter three
parameters were measured with a UBM Optical Measurement System, except for the SAND
surface, which fell outside the measurement range of the instrument.

Fig. 3 Schematic sketch of the flat plate test fixture and ex-
perimental setup in the Emerson Cavitation Tunnel. For the ex-
periments in the CEHIPAR Cavitation Tunnel, the plate was
mounted horizontally.
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The diameter of the probe volume therefore ranged from 127 vis-
cous lengths for the SAND surface to 17 viscous lengths for the
STEEL surface.

3 Methods Used to Determine the Friction Velocity
A critical part of the investigation is the determination of the

friction velocity Ut . The use of direct force measurements using a
floating element gauge was considered but not applied because it
would be difficult to avoid edge effects and let the gauge mimic
the surrounding surfacef11g. Three alternative methods were
therefore applied to determine the friction velocity: two wall simi-
larity methods, whereby the measured velocity profile is fitted to a
standard profile, and the Reynolds stress method.

The first method, which is an inner-layer wall similarity
method, assumes that the velocity profile follows a logarithmic
form, i.e.,

U+ = k−1 ln y+ + C s1d

wherebyk andC were taken according the Stanford conventions
as 0.41 and 5.0. This method was introduced by Clauserf12g and
is better known as the “Clauser chart method.” Perry and Joubert
f13g later modified the method for rough surfaces by the introduc-
tion of the error-in-origine. This method requires the determina-
tion of four parameters,Ut , DU+, P, ande by iteration, and has
been used for surfaces that display a fairly high roughness func-
tion, e.g.,f14,15g, but in this investigation the modified method
did not work well for the coated surfaces. At this point, it may
perhaps be added that two other methods did not work well for the
coated surfaces: the momentum methodswhich proved to be in-
accurated and the sublayer slope methodsdue to lack of sufficient
data points measured in the viscous sublayerd.

The second method used in this study is an outer-layer similar-
ity method, which was applied to all surfaces. This method has the
advantage that the number of parameters to be determined can be
reduced by one since the velocity defect law, as initially formu-
lated by Hamaf16g, is valid for both rough and smooth surfaces
and does not contain the roughness functionDU+. Following the
arguments of Bandyopadhyayf17g, Perry et al.f18g, Krogstad et
al. f19g, and Tachie et al.f20g, a formulation of the velocity defect
law was used which allows the optimization of the wake strength
parameterP:

wssy + ed/dd = 1/2Pfs1 + 6Pd − s1 + 4Pdssy + ed/ddgssy + ed/dd2,

s2d
which is substituted in the velocity defect law,

Ue
+ − U+ = 2P/kfws1d − wssy + ed/ddg − 1/k lnssy + ed/dd s3d

and fitted to the measured data. In the present investigation, the
procedure involved optimizingUt andP first with e=0, and when
the near-wall data showed a premature departure from the fit in
the log-law region, a virtual origin was introduced to straighten
the data. This had a limited effect on the values ofUt andP and
one extra iteration loop generally sufficed. One advantage of this
method over the Clauser chart method is that the profile matching
covers virtually the entire boundary layer as opposed to matching
the profile in the logarithmic region, which is thin and for which
there is only a restricted amount of data points to work withf17g.

The third method used in this investigation and which was ap-
plied to all surfaces is known as the “Reynoldssor totald stress
method” and is founded on the observation that at sufficiently
high Reynolds numbers, the total shear stress is entirely made up
of the Reynolds stress near the wallsi.e., in the constant stress
regiond, so that a plot of −u8n8 /Ut

2 versussy+ed /d should ap-
proach a maximum that is equal to unityf14,15,19,21g.

The three methods have been abbreviated to the Clauser
method sCd, the Hama methodsHd, and the Reynolds Stress
methodsRSd, respectively.

4 Uncertainty Estimates
Since it was anticipated that the differences between the coated

surfaces would be relatively small, extra care was taken to keep
the experimental uncertainties as low as possible. This involved
trying several experimental configurations and the measurement
of a large number of data points for each velocity profile to cal-
culate the friction velocity accurately.

Uncertainty estimates of the measurements were made using
repeatability tests. Ten replicate profiles were taken on both a
smooth and a rough platesi.e., on the STEEL and SPC specimen,
respectivelyd. The standard error for each of the measurement
quantities was then calculated for both samples. In order to esti-
mate the 95% confidence limits, the standard error on each mea-
sured quantity was multiplied by the two-tailedt value st
=2.262d for 9 degrees of freedom, as given by Coleman and
Steelef22g. In the Emerson Cavitation Tunnel, the resulting un-
certainties over a region 50,y+,0.8d+ in the quantities
U , V, urms8 , vrms8 , and −u8n8 were ±1.4% , ±12.1% , ±4.5% ,
±3.8%, and ±11.2%, respectively. The higher uncertainties onV
are due to the fact that automatic recalibration of the measurement
software during data acquisition had larger repercussions on the
streamwise than on the wall-normal channel and occasionally
caused relatively large adjustments to the mean wall-normal ve-
locity. Due to time constraints, the uncertainty analysis in the
CEHIPAR Cavitation Tunnel was limited to profiles consisting of
half the number of data points collected for the measurements.
The resulting uncertainty values were ±4.7% , ±26.6% ,
±29.4% , ±29.9%, and ±144.2%, respectively.

In the Emerson Cavitation Tunnel, the uncertainty incf for the
smooth walls was ±1.4% for the Clauser method, ±4.5% for the
Reynolds stress method, and ±2.4% for the Hama method. The
uncertainty incf for the rough walls was ±2.5% for the Reynolds
stress method and ±3.1% for the Hama method. The uncertainty
in d was ±5.7%. In the CEHIPAR Cavitation Tunnel, the uncer-
tainty in cf for the rough walls was ±4.8% for the Reynolds stress
method and ±6.7% for the Hama method. The uncertainty ind
was ±17.7%.

5 Results And Discussion of the Experiments
In order to study the boundary-layer development and the effect

of Reynolds number on the flow, velocity profiles were taken at
different locations and for different free-stream velocities. The
profile locations in the Emerson Cavitation Tunnel were at 1.302,
1.4545, 1.607, 1.7595, and 1.912 m from the leading edgesx/L
=0.620, 0.693, 0.765, 0.838, and 0.910, respectivelyd and the five
free-stream velocities were 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 m/s. These locations
have been numbered sequentially and each boundary-layer profile
is identified by a code where the letters designate the test speci-
men while the following two numbers designate the free-stream
velocity and the location number, respectively. For example,
FR4.3 corresponds to the boundary-layer measurements taken on
the sprayed Foul Release surface at 4 m/s and at the third down-
stream location. In order to repeat the measurements with the
plate in a horizontal position and to make measurements at higher
free-stream velocities, a surface sprayed with Foul ReleasesCFRd
and Tin-free SPCsCSPCd were also tested in the CEHIPAR Cavi-
tation Tunnel. The profile locations were at 1.4545, 1.607, and
1.7595 m from the leading edgesreferred to as numbers 2, 3, and
4d and the three free-stream velocities were 3.2, 5.3, and 7.5 m/s
sreferred to as 3, 5, and 7 in Tables 2 and 3d.

The boundary-layer parameters for the test specimens are given
in Tables 2 and 3 . The coatings did not have a significant effect
on these flow parameters. The shape factorH, however, was sig-
nificantly larger for the SAND surface, as shown in Fig. 4. Figure
4 also shows the equation forH derived by Hamaf16g and Hinze
f23g based on the velocity defect law and experimental data. Fig-
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ure 5 shows the velocity profiles at 5 m/s and 1.607 m from the
leading edge for the surfaces tested in the Emerson Cavitation
Tunnel. The STEEL profile follows the smooth wall log-law well
in the overlap region. The other surfaces also display a linear log
region that is shifted byDU+ below the smooth profile.

The friction velocitiesUt , wake strength parametersP, fric-
tional resistance coefficientscf, and roughness functionsDU+ are

shown in Table 4sonly for location 3d and in Table 5. Compared
to smooth walls, the wake strength parameter generally increases
for rough wallsf19,20,24g, but Tables 4 and 5 show thatP de-
creased slightly for the coated surfaces. Significantly lower wake
strength values were recorded for the measurements at 7.5 m/s.
This can be attributed to slight bending of the plate due to a
Venturi effect which occurred at this velocity. The wall-normal

Table 2 Boundary-layer parameters measured in the Emerson Cavitation Tunnel at location 3
„d ,d1 and u in mm …

Table 3 Boundary-layer parameters measured in the CEHIPAR Cavitation Tunnel „d ,d1, and u
in mm …
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hydrodynamic force, associated with the Venturi effect caused by
the accelerated flow between the plate and the tunnel wall, was
strong enough to bend the thin test-plates which affected the de-
termination of the error in origine.

The friction velocities were calculated by three different meth-
ods for the STEEL plate: the Clauser methodsCd, the Reynolds-
stress methodsRSd, and the Hama methodsHd for which good
agreement was found. Only the latter two methods were retained
on the coated surfaces and good agreement was found there as
well.

The frictional resistance coefficients of the STEEL surface cal-
culated with the Reynolds stress method were on average 2%
higher than when calculated with the Clauser method, and 1.6%
higher than when calculated with the Hama method. The frictional
resistance profile matched well with the equation given in Monin
and Yaglomf25g:

1
Îcf

=
1

kÎ2
lnsRed1d + B4. s4d

The empirical constantB4 was determined by least-squares regres-
sion analysis and was found to be 2.67 for the Hama method, 2.51

for the Reynolds Stress method, and 2.71 for the Clauser method
swith respective correlation values ofR2=0.918, 0.908, and
0.905d. It is of note that these regression lines average 4–5%
higher than the original line proposed by Monin and Yaglomf25g
si.e., with k=0.40 andB4=2.60d, but 10–11% lower than the line
recently proposed by Tachie et al.f26g for open channel flows.

Figure 6 presents the skin friction coefficients of the STEEL
surface and the three coated surfaces tested in the Emerson Cavi-
tation Tunnel, plotted against Red1 for the values obtained with the
Hama and Reynolds stress methods. Regression lines of the form
of Eq. s4d have been included to indicate the average increase in
cf. The values forB4 andR2 for the coated surfaces are listed in
Table 6. Figure 6 shows that the three coated surfaces all exhibited
significantly highercf values compared to the smooth STEEL
surface. Figure 6sad shows that in comparison with the STEEL
surface, thecf values obtained by the Hama method increase on
average by 14.7% for the SPC surface, by 10.1% for the FR
surface, and by 12.4% for the ROLL surface. Figure 6sbd shows
that with the Reynolds stress method the increase is 13.4%,
10.0%, and 12.8%, respectively. In comparison with thecf values
measured in the Emerson Cavitation Tunnel for the STEEL sur-

Fig. 4 von Karman shape factor H plotted against Ue/Ut „uncertainty in
H: ±3.17% for STEEL, ±0.58% for SPC; uncertainty in Ue/Ut : ±1.07% and
±1.56%, respectively …

Fig. 5 Comparative velocity profiles at 5 m/s and 1.607 m from the leading
edge †uncertainty in U+ for 50 < „y +e…+<0.8d+ : ±1.72% for the STEEL surface,
±1.94% for the rough surfaces …
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face, thecf values calculated with the Hama and the Reynolds
stress method increased on average by 12.8% and 14.0%, respec-
tively, for the CFR surface and by 22.2% and 23.5%, respectively,
for the CSPC surface, which is a significant difference within the
experimental uncertainty. There is a also significant difference be-
tween ROLL and SPC when calculated with the Hama method but
not when calculated with the Reynolds stress method. These find-
ings are in agreement with the findings from towing tank and rotor
experimentsf6g and indicate that rollering instead of spraying
may jeopardize the drag benefits that newly applied Foul Release
systems may offer over Tin-free SPCf6g. If these increases in

frictional resistance are compared with the roughness measure-
ments of the coatings given in Table 1, it is clear that there is no
correlation if only the parameter AHR is taken into account to
characterize the roughness, as is the usual practice in naval archi-
tecture. The authors found that a correlation between roughness
and drag is found if, in addition to a height parameter, a texture
parameter is taken into account to characterize the roughness. The
best correlation was found with a characteristic roughness mea-
sure that is the product of height parameter Ra and texture param-
eter Saf27g. The values for the average increase of the roughness
function for the coated surfaces, which are listed in Table 6, can

Table 4 Friction velocities and related parameters for the Emerson Cavitation Tunnel mea-
surements at location 3

Table 5 Friction velocity and related parameters for the CEHIPAR Cavitation Tunnel
measurements
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be derived from the regression lines ofcf shown in Fig. 6. Equa-
tion s4d was used to calculatecf,STEEL and hence the roughness
function for the different surfaces evaluated at the same Red1 val-
uesf28g:

DU+ = sÎ2/cf,STEELd − sÎ2/cfd . s5d
The obtained values are listed in Tables 4 and 5. Figures 7sad–7scd
showDU+ against Red1 for each of the three coated surfaces tested
in the Emerson Cavitation Tunnel respectively. A rise ofDU+ with
increasing Reynolds number is expected and forms the basis for
formulas which interpolate between the hydraulically smooth and
fully rough flow regime like the well-known Colebrook–White
law for “engineering roughness”f29,30g. Whether or not coated
surfaces obey the Colebrook–White law has been a topic of dis-
cussion in the past but it is not suggested by the present dataf6g.

When the flow regime is fully rough, the frictional resistance
becomes invariant with Reynolds number. While the coated sur-
faces have been measured in the transitional flow regime, the
SAND surface was largely measured in the fully rough flow re-
gime which is generally regarded to set in from equivalent sand

roughness valueshs
+.70 to 90. The equivalent sand roughness

was calculated from the average Hull roughness value with the
approximation given by Canhamf31g ashs=465mm. This value
is comparable to the average sand grain size of sand grit #40si.e.,
40 holes in a standard sized screend of 425 mm as given by the
Federation of European Producers of Abrasives. Thus,hs

+ is ap-
proximately 60 at 2 m/s and larger than 85 for all the other
SAND measurements. Nikuradse’s form of the roughness function
x is constant in the fully rough flow regime and written asf32g:

x = C +
1

k
ln hs

+ − DU+ s6d

It was found thatx is indeed fairly constant for the SAND surface
over the tested Reynolds number range and approximately equal
to 7.08.

The turbulence intensitiesÎu82/Ut andÎn82/Ut are shown in
Figs. 8 and 9 in inner and outer variables, respectively, for all the
surfaces at 5 m/s and 1.607 m from the leading edge. Figure 8sad
indicates that over the region 220, sy+ed+,1110, which is

Fig. 6 The frictional resistance coefficients of the STEEL and coated sur-
faces as obtained with „a… the Hama and „b… the Reynolds stress methods
„uncertainties in cf : ±3.1% for the Hama method; ±2.4% for the Reynolds
stress method …. Least-squares regression lines of the form of Eq. „4… are
included.
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equivalent to 0.02, sy+ed /d,0.11, the SAND surface displays a
small flat “hump” in the streamwise turbulence intensity. Accord-
ing to Ligrani and Moffatf21g, such humps are characteristic for
fully rough surfaces and they are regions where the production of
longitudinal turbulence energy is important. This is in accordance
with the observations made with regards to the roughness function
of the SAND surface. Figure 8 also indicates that at the equivalent
values ofsy+ed /d=0.1, i.e.,sy+ed+=762, 846, 726, 713,1111,
945, and 1040 for STEEL, SPC, FR, ROLL, SAND, CSPC, and
CFR, respectively, the values forÎu82/Ut and În82/Ut are
2.1±0.2 and 1.1±0.1, respectively. This is in agreement with the
values reported by Raupach et al.f33g. The near-wall regionsy+

,30d and in particular the peak values, which are higher than
reported elsewhere, e.g.,f33g, have to be considered with great
precaution in view of the large experimental uncertainties fory+

,50. When expressed in inner variables, all data collapse within
the experimental uncertainty, in agreement with, for example, the
channel flow experiments of Grassf34g. Kutlar and Lewkowicz
f35g observed an increase in the wall-normal and spanwisesbut
not in the streamwised turbulence intensities for a coarse surface
when compared against a coated surface with lower roughness
function. Similarly, Krogstad et al.f19g observed a significant
increase in the wall-normal intensities for mesh roughness and
concluded that the major effect of this type of roughness was to
tilt the large-scale flow structures toward the wall-normal direc-
tion, leading to a higher degree of isotropy. Muskerf36g observed
increases both in the streamwise and in the wall-normal intensities
over coated surfaces when compared against a smooth surface.
Schultz and Swainf14g and Gangadharan et al.f37g also mea-
sured increases in both components over fouled surfaces, although
there was a large degree of variability in these results due to the
nature of the biofilm. In a comparison of two different types of
roughnesssstreamwise rods and a mesh screend for which the
roughness functionDU+ was the same, Antonia and Krogstadf38g
measured significant differences between the wall-normal intensi-
ties, and a smaller difference in the streamwise intensities. The
differences in the wall-normal intensities persisted throughout the
boundary layer in contradiction to the wall similarity hypothesis,
which states that turbulent motions are independent from the wall
roughness outside the roughness sublayerswhich is of the order of
a few roughness heights away from the walld f33g. This apparent
invalidity of the wall similarity hypothesis was also noted by Ta-
chie et al.f20g in channel flow experiments with three different
types of roughnesssperforated plate, sand grain, and wire meshd.
Recent wind tunnel experiments over grooved surfaces by Keir-

bulck et al.f23g indicated that bothÎu82/Ut andÎn82/Ut profiles
are increased compared to smooth-wall data, but that the effect is
confined to the near-wall region, in support of the wall similarity
hypothesis.

When expressed in outer variables, which is the scaling derived
by George and Castillof39g, Fig. 9 shows that all data collapse
from sy+ed.0.7d within the experimental uncertainty. Figure
9sad shows that for the SAND surface the roughness effect clearly
shows up forsy+ed,0.7d. Despite the relatively large uncertain-
ties for the CEHIPAR measurements, the higher drag increases
observed on CFR and CSPC seem to confirm the observations
made regarding the effect of increasing roughness on the near-
wall turbulence intensities, as seen in Fig. 9scd. Because of the
higher free-stream turbulence levels at CEHIPARs3.7% as op-
posed to,2.3% in the Emerson Cavitation Tunneld, Fig. 9scd also
shows that the turbulence intensities over the CFR and CSPSC
surface decay more slowly and remain higher in the outer layer.

Figure 10 compares the turbulent shear stresses of the different
surfaces atx=1.607 m andUe=3 m/s. The near-wall measure-
ments are a direct indication of the agreement between the Hama
method and the Reynolds stress method. It was found that the
Reynolds shear stressessnon-dimensionalized byUt

2d seem to col-
lapse for all the surfaces, except for SAND at location 1, where
the shear stresses decay more rapidly in the outer layer. This may
be the influence of the change from smooth to rough, which ac-
cording to Antonia and Luxtonf40g may extend over a length
,10d. At streamwise positions further away from the leading
edge, all profiles collapse within the experimental uncertainty.
This is in agreement with Ligrani and Moffatf21g, who did not
notice an influence of roughness on the Reynolds shear stresses in
a zero-pressure gradient boundary layer over a flat plate. Simi-
larly, Grassf34g observed no differences in open channel flow
experiments. Krogstad et al.f19g and Tachief41g found a moder-
ate increase in the Reynolds shear stresses over mesh roughness,
which was further evidence that the wall similarity hypothesis did
not hold for that type of surface. The fact that the wall similarity
hypothesis is supported by the present data justifies the use of an
outer-layer wall similarity technique to determine the friction ve-
locity.

6 Conclusions
The present study extends the available database of rough-wall

turbulent boundary layers toward irregularly rough surfaces and,
to the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time LDV measure-

Table 6 Average roughness functions for the different surfaces and parameters of the regres-
sion lines
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ments for marine coatings have been published in the open litera-
ture. The velocity measurements indicated that the coatings gen-
erally did not have a significant effect on the boundary-layer
parameters such as the boundary-layer thickness and shape factor.
The friction velocity, on the other hand, was significantly in-
creased by the coatings. Depending on the type and quality of
application, the average increase was between 10% and 14% for
the Foul release system, and between 13.4% and 23.5% for the

Tin-free SPC. Overall the increase in frictional resistance was less
for the Foul Release coating applied by spraying than for the Foul
Release coating applied by rollering. These findings are in agree-
ment with findings from towing tank and rotor experiments.

No significant differences were found between the surfaces for
the turbulence intensities and Reynolds shear stress when normal-
ized by the friction velocity. However, when normalized by the
free-stream velocity, increasing roughness had an effect for the

Fig. 7 Roughness function DU+ versus Re d1 at each location for „a… the
surface SPC, „b… FR, and „c… ROLL „uncertainty in
DU+: ±14.74% ,Red1 : ±9.86% …
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Fig. 8 Turbulence intensity profiles at Ue=5 m/s and 1.607 m from the lead-
ing edge expressed in inner variables for „a… STEEL and SAND, „b… SPC,
ROLL, and FR, „c… CSPC and CFR †uncertainties for the rough surfaces and
for „y +e…+>30: urms8 : ±4.66% , vrms8 : ±4.00% in the Emerson Cavitation Tun-
nel, ±29.4% and ±29.9%, respectively, in CEHIPAR ‡
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Fig. 9 Turbulence intensity profiles at Ue=5 m/s and 1.607 m from the lead-
ing edge expressed in outer variables for „a… STEEL and SAND, „b… SPC,
ROLL, and FR, „c… CSPC and CFR †uncertainties for the rough surfaces and
for „y +e… /d>0.02: urms8 /Ue: ±4.54% , vrms8 /Ue: ±3.85% in the Emerson Cavita-
tion Tunnel, ±29.5% and ±30.0%, respectively, in CEHIPAR ‡
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near-wall turbulence intensities. In addition, it was found that the
free-stream turbulence affected the rate of decay in the outer layer.

7 JFE Data Bank Contribution
Due to space restrictions, Tables 2 and 3 only list the measure-

ments at location 3, but the other locations are available in the
Data Bank.
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Nomenclature
AHR 5 average Hull roughness

Cs=5.0d 5 smooth-wall log law constant
cf

=2tw/ srUe
2d 5 local frictional resistance coefficient

FD 5 fractal dimension
h 5 a characteristic measure of roughness

H=d1/u 5 shape factor
hs 5 sand grain size

nmean 5 mean data-rate
Rex=Uex/n 5 Reynolds number

Red1
=Ued1/n 5 displacement thickness Reynolds number

Reu=Ueu /n 5 momentum thickness Reynolds number
Ra 5 center-line average roughness height

rms 5 root mean square
Sa 5 mean absolute slope angle

Tu

=
Îsu82+n82d/2

Ue
5 free-stream turbulence

Ue 5 free-stream velocity
Ut 5 shear velocity

U ,V 5 average velocity componentssstreamwise and
wall-normald

ù, v̀ 5 instantaneous velocity components
−u8n8 5 Reynolds stresssdivided byrd

w 5 wake function
x 5 streamwise distance from the leading edge of

the plate
y 5 normal distance from the wall

ZI 5 ith height reading of a surface profile
a 5 statistical significance level

d=d0.99 5 boundary-layer thickness
D 5 Clauser’s boundary-layer thickness parameter
d1 5 displacement thickness

DU+ 5 Hama’s form of the roughness function
e 5 distance from virtual to actual origin at the wall

serror in origind
ks=0.41d 5 von Karman constant

n 5 kinematic viscosity
u 5 momentum thickness

P 5 wake strength parameter
r 5 density

rstd 5 autocorrelation function
tw 5 wall shear stress
+ 5 non-dimensionalized in wall units: multiplied by

Ut /n for length parameters and by 1/Ut for
velocities

x 5 Nikuradse’s form of roughness function
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Modeling of Wall Pressure
Fluctuations Based on Time Mean
Flow Field
Time-mean flow fields and turbulent flow characteristics obtained from solving the Rey-
nolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations with a k-« turbulence model are used to predict
the frequency spectrum of wall pressure fluctuations. The vertical turbulent velocity is
represented by the turbulent kinetic energy contained in the local flow. An anisotropic
distribution of the turbulent kinetic energy is implemented based on an equilibrium tur-
bulent shear flow, which assumes flow with a zero streamwise pressure gradient. The
spectral correlation model for predicting the wall pressure fluctuation is obtained through
a Green’s function formulation and modeling of the streamwise and spanwise wave num-
ber spectra. Predictions for equilibrium flow agree well with measurements and demon-
strate that when outer-flow and inner-flow activity contribute significantly, an overlap
region exists in which the pressure spectrum scales as the inverse of frequency. Predic-
tions of the surface pressure spectrum for flow over a backward-facing step are used to
validate the current approach for a nonequilibrium flow.fDOI: 10.1115/1.1881698g

Introduction
Pressure fluctuations on the wall under a turbulent boundary

layer result from turbulent velocity fluctuations throughout the
layer. These wall pressure fluctuations could theoretically be pre-
dicted directly by either a direct numerical simulationsDNSd or a
large eddy simulationsLESd. Both DNS and LES are very com-
putationally intensive, require a large amount of computer re-
sources, and are used generally for low-Reynolds-number
canonical-type flows. For applications with complex geometries it
becomes unrealistic to apply either calculation method in a time-
driven design environment.

On the other hand, steady-state flow analysis by solving Rey-
nolds averaged Navier-StokessRANSd equations with either an
isotropic or an anisotropic turbulence model is quickly becoming
a standard procedure in designing complex fluid systems. RANS
simulation provides a great deal of useful information regarding
the flow characteristics. In this paper, a computationally efficient
wall-pressure-spectrum prediction method is introduced using
time-mean flow fields predicted by RANS simulation.

Most of the literature investigating wall pressure characteristics
deals with the equilibrium turbulent boundary layer, which as-
sumes flow with a zero streamwise pressure gradient. These ef-
forts include the work performed by Willmarth and Wooldridge
f1g, Corcosf2g, Blakef3,4g, Olivero-Bally et al.f5g, and Abraham
and Keith f6g and analyses by Lilley and Hodgsonf7g, Landahl
f8g, Panton and Linebargerf9g, Chasef10g, Blake et al.f11g, and
Smol’yakov f12g. Even given the difficulty and uncertainty in
measuring and predicting surface pressure fluctuations for equilib-
rium shear layers, studies of the wall pressure fluctuations for
nonequilibrium turbulent boundary layers have started to emerge
in the literature. Among these efforts, Farabee and Casarella
f13,14g made wall pressure measurements for flows past
backward- and forward-facing steps and tried to characterize the
spectral contents of the reattachment flows. Although the flows
upstream of the steps are in equilibrium, the reattached flows need
to travel a long distance before again reaching equilibrium. Inter-
est in understanding unsteady surface pressurse beneath nonequi-

librium turbulent flows also extends to more complex geometries.
Simpson et al.f15g investigated the characteristics of wall pres-
sure spectra under strong flow separation. Brooks and Humphreys
f16g measured and analyzed wall pressure spectra over an airfoil
with a finite-span flap under NASA’s airframe noise program.
They used the measured surface pressures to help analyze and
characterize side-flap noise, which dominates the entire airframe
noise. Guo et al.f17g characterized the noise from an airfoil simi-
lar to that used inf16g and also used measured surface pressure
spectra as the source term in their noise-modeling efforts.

In this paper a methodology of predicting turbulent boundary
layer wall pressure spectra is presented. The method uses the pre-
dicted mean flow field obtained from RANS calculations and a
spectral correlation model, and integrates across the turbulent
boundary layer. Validation of the present method is demonstrated
for both an equilibrium flow and a nonequilibrium flow resulting
from flow over a backward-facing stepsBFSd.

Methodology
We deal with turbulent boundary layers at low Mach numbers

over a smooth, stationary, rigid surface. A weak coupling between
the mean flow field and the acoustic field is assumed to provide a
means of solving the mean flow field independently from its
acoustic field.

Mean-Flow Prediction. The mean flow field is obtained by
solving the incompressible RANS equations as follows:

]Ui

]xi
= 0, r

DUi

Dt
= −

]P

]xi
+

]ti j

]xj
s1d

where Ui and P are mean-flow velocity and pressure fields;ti j
=m]Ui /]xj −ruiuj is the effective shear stress, which includes the
laminarsfirst termd and the turbulentssecond termd shear stresses;
and ui is the fluctuating velocity. The turbulentsor Reynoldsd
shear stress is further formulated using a two-equation isotropic
turbulence model as
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Dt
=
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]xl
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where k=uiui /2, «=ns]ui /]xlds]ui /]xld, and the following con-
stants are defined asCk=0.09, C«1=1.45, andC«2=1.92. The
RANS equationss1d and the turbulence equations2d are dis-
cretized with a cell-centered finite-volume spatial approximation,
which employs a second-order upwind scheme for the convection
terms and a second-order central difference scheme for the diffu-
sion term. An implicit numerical flux linearization with the Block-
Jacobi Gauss-Seidel relaxation is used to solve the discretized
difference equations.

The RANS equations with thek-« turbulence model are inte-
gratedf18,19g with a scalable parallel algorithm and the message
passing interfacesMPId to solve the flowfield in a multiprocessor
computational environment. The computational grids, generated
by the commercial softwareGRIDGEN, are multiblock surface-
fitted structured grids with arbitrary block connectivity.

Prediction of Surface Pressure Spectrum.The equation for
pressure fluctuations in turbulence is derived by taking the diver-
gence of the momentum equation, using the continuity equation to
drop terms, performing a Reynolds decomposition into mean and
unsteady terms, and then subtracting the time-averaged equation,
to yield

¹2p = − 2r
]Ui

]xj

]uj

]xi
−

]2

]xi]xj
rsuiuj − uiujd s3d

Equations3d is a Poisson equation for the fluctuating pressurep in
a turbulent flow. The source terms on the right-hand side of Eq.
s3d represent the mean shear-turbulencesMTd interaction sfirst
termd and the turbulence-turbulencesTTd interaction ssecond
termd. Lilley and Hodgsonf7g estimated the relative importance of
these interactions and concluded that the TT terms were only
4–6% of the mean-square pressure. However, Hodgsonf20g, Cor-
cosf2g, and Panton and Linebargerf9g indicated that the TT con-
tribution becomes comparable to the MT contribution in the low
frequency range, i.e.,vd* /U`ø0.02 whered* is the displacement
thickness. The most interesting work in this regards is perhaps that
of Changf21g who conducted an intensive study of source terms
by examining velocity field statistics and partial wall pressures
computed from a database generated by a DNS of a fully devel-
oped channel flow. One of Chang’s major findings is that the MT
and TT terms are of the same order of magnitude throughout the
wave number range examined and that both have the same spec-
tral shape as the total pressure. Although Chang’s calculations
were for a low Reynolds number flow, it is assumed that the above
finding is applicable to higher Reynolds number flows and the TT
terms are not explicitly considered in the present analysis.

Equations3d without the TT source terms can be solved in the
spectral domain, i.e., in terms of the spectral variables wave num-
ber and frequency. Adopting standard boundary layer approxima-
tions and the assumption that the flow in planes parallel to the
wall is homogeneous and stationary, Eq.s3d can be Fourier trans-
formed in the two directions on these planes and over time. With
these assumptions the MT source term becomes
−2r(]U1/]y)s]u2/]xd, whereu2 is the vertical fluctuating veloc-
ity. Furthermore, since the intent is to predict the frequency spec-
trum of wall pressure fluctuations and since these pressures are
dominantly generated by convected turbulence activity, the wave
number spectrum is converted to a frequency spectrum by assum-
ing a frozen turbulence field that convects with a velocityUcskcd.
Following the derivations of Kraichnanf22g, Panton and
Linebargerf9g, Blake f4g, and Chasef10g and further applying a
boundary condition of zero normal pressure gradient at the wall,
the frequency spectral density of the fluctuating pressure can be
written

Fppsvd =
4tw
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E
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d/d* E
0

d/d*
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DISy,y8,
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where, for convenience, terms within the integrals are expressed
in nondimensional form. TheIsy,y8 ,vd* /Ucd term in Eq.s4d is
modeled, and all the other terms are calculated from the RANS
solution described in the previous section. This modeled term rep-
resents an integration in the spanwise wave number with a
Green’s function and a spectral correlation functionf22 for the
vertical fluctuation velocity between two positionsy andy8 of the
boundary layer. It is written explicitly as

Isy,y8,vd* /Ucd =E
−`

`

dk3S kc
2

kc
2 + k3

2De−Îkc
2+k3

2sy+y8df22sy,y8,k3,v/Ucd

s5d

wheref22 can be further decomposed in terms of the autospectrm
of u2

f22sy,y8,k3,v/Ucd = Îf1sv/Uc,ydf1sv/Uc,y8dE22
N sy,y8,k3,v/Ucd

s6d
The last term in Eq.s6d is an interplane correlation function be-
tweeny andy8 and modeled using Chase’s formulationf10g. The
wave number spectrum ofu2 is approximated using Farabee’s data
f23g as

f1skc,yd =
ypp

Uc

0.18

1 + skcypp/1.7d2

with
ypp

d* =
2.5y/d*s0.9 + 2.5y/d*d

1 + s2.5y/d*d2 s7d

where the convective wave number iskc=v /Uc.

Modification for Anisotropic Turbulent Flows. The RANS
calculations previously described use the isotropick-« turbulence
model. This model expresses the wall normal velocity as

u2
2 =

2k

3
with 2k = u1

2 + u2
2 + u3

2 s8d

In order to account for the anisotropy of the turbulence field, a
modification of Eq.s8d is used for predicting the normal fluctuat-
ing velocity, i.e.,

u2
2 =

2k

3
faniso s9d

where faniso is an anisotropic factor, which is derived from equi-
librium flow data by averaging Klebanoff’s smooth data and
Corrsin’s fully rough dataf24g as shown in Fig. 1. Since this
anisotropic factor is developed based on an equilibrium flow, a
generalized form for nonequilibrium flows would require addi-
tional knowledge of the subject turbulent fields. Certainly a RANS
solution obtained with a solved normal Reynolds stress turbulence
model would provide the required information for the present
prediction.

Results
The proposed computational scheme for predicting the spec-

trum of wall pressure fluctuations is applied first to an equilibrium
shear layer, and the predicted results are compared to several mea-
sured data. It is then validated for a nonequilibrium flow, i.e., flow
over a backward-facing step with flow recirculation and a reat-
tachment zone. It is recognized here that application of this analy-
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sis approach to a nonequilibrium flow may be counter to the initial
assumptions of in-plane homogeneity. However, it is felt that
these comparisons provide a test of the robustness of the predic-
tion approach.

Equilibrium Flow. The prediction model is first applied to a
zero streamwise pressure gradient boundary layer flow. RANS
calculations from the zero streamwise pressure gradient region of
flow over an airfoil are used for this purpose. Comparisons of the
wall pressure spectra predicted for both the isotropic and aniso-
tropic cases are made in Fig. 2 to measured spectra provided by
Blake f3g, Farabee and Casarellaf25g, and Goodyf26g. Figure
2sad provides a comparison for the case in which the spectra are
scaled on the lengthsd*d, time sd* /Ued, and pressuresq
=1/2rUe

2d scales formed using outer-flow variables. Similarly,
Fig. 2sbd provides a comparison using mixedsinner- and outer-d
flow variables for the lengthd, time d /ut, and pressuretw. A final
comparison is provided in Fig. 2scd using the inner-flow variables
based scales ofm /ut, m /ut

2, andtw for the length, time, and pres-
sure, respectively. It is noted that the predictions are derived from
calculations at a momentum thickness Reynolds number Reu of
3582, which is in the lower range of the Reu for the measured data
and is close to the lower Reu data of Farabee and Casarellaf25g.
The comparisons in Fig. 2 clearly show that adopting the aniso-
tropic correction factorfaniso results in far better agreement be-
tween the predicted and measured pressure spectra. Using the iso-
tropic k-« turbulence model results in a pressure spectrum that
overpredicts the measured spectra by 6–8 dB.

Included in Fig. 2scd for visual reference are lines representing
slopes for spectra that scale as specific powers of frequency. All
three of these spectral dependenciessv−1, v−7/3, and v−5d have
been suggested to exist by various investigatorssf5g, for ex-
ampled. Detailed discussions of the scaling behavior of wall pres-
sure spectra are provided elsewheresf25g, for exampled and will
not be repeated here beyond the following comments. The scaling
used in Figs. 2sad and 2sbd is based on outer-flow variables and
results in excellent collapse of the measured spectra at lower fre-
quencies. Similarly, the scaling used for Fig. 2scd is based on
inner-flow variables and results in excellent collapse of the mea-
sured spectra at high-frequencies. These observations are consis-
tent with the argument that near-wall turbulence is the source of
high-frequency wall pressures and outer-flow turbulence the
source of low-frequency wall pressures. A further evaluation of
the distribution of sources of wall pressure fluctuations across the
boundary layer is provided next.

As Eq. s4d indicates, unsteady wall pressures come from turbu-

lence fluctuations across the entire shear layer. In order to distin-
guish the contributions from various parts of the shear layer, we
divide the turbulent boundary layer into innersId, middlesMd, and
outersOd regions with each region defined in Eq.s10d. A graphical
representation of this division is shown in Fig. 3sad and follows
that used by Panton and Linebargerf9g.

Inner: y+ ø 33

Middle: y+ . 33 andy/d ø 0.2 s10d

Outer:y/d . 0.2

Contributions from each region to the fluctuating wall pressure for
the equilibrium layer are calculated by independently integrating
the double integrals of Eq.s4d for each region and are plotted in
Fig. 3sbd as functions of frequencyvd* /Ue. The regional contri-
butions are categorized into those that originate from and affect

Fig. 1 The function for the anisotropic factor

Fig. 2 Comparison of spectra for equilibrium flows using „a…
outer; „b… mixed; and „c… inner variables
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the same regionssII, MM, and OOd, and those that originate from
and affect different regionssIM, IO, and MOd. For high-frequency
pressure fluctuations the spectrum is dominated by the II region.
This dominating feature drops quickly forvd* /Ueø0.5, where
the II, IM, and MM contributions are almost equal. Note that the
low-frequency contribution from MO is larger than that from IO
for the entire frequency range even though regions M and O are
farther away from the wall than regions I and O.

Nonequilibrium Flows. The present modeling scheme for pre-
dicting fluctuating wall pressure is also applied to a backward-
facing stepsBFSd flow. Complex flow over a BFS, as shown in
Fig. 4, consists of an inflow with an equilibrium turbulent bound-
ary layer, a recirculation region starting at the step, a free shear
layer between the recirculation region and the outer flow, a reat-
tachment region with a fluctuating reattachment point, and a rede-
veloped region that reconciles the reattached boundary layer back
to the equilibrium layer. When the flow transitions from the recir-
culation region to the reattached boundary layer, highly unstable
flow disturbances produce a rapid growth of vortical structures,
which convect far downstream. These coherent structures domi-

nate the momentum transfer between flow regions and have a
significant impact on the magnitude and spectral characteristics of
the resulting wall pressure fluctuations. Although the flow recir-
culation produces all of the complex flow features for the BFS, the
focus of this paper is to investigate the applicability of the current
model for predicting wall pressure fluctuations from the flow in
the reattached flow region.

Data from the BFS study of Farabeef23g are used for this
analysis. The measurements were performed in a wind tunnel with
an opening height of 47h, whereh is the step height of 1.27 cm.
The expansion ratio at the step is 1.0213. The test wind tunnel
speed is 15.36 m/s with a Reynolds numbersbased onhd of
13,043. Since the data at the farthest measured stationsi.e., x
=72hd indicate that the reattached shear layer has not completely
recovered yet, the RANS computational domainsshown in Fig. 5d
has a dimension of 48h in height and extends from −12h to 150h
in the streamwise direction with the BFS located at the origin. The
two-dimensionals2Dd RANS calculation uses a grid of 401 nodes
in the streamwise direction and 261 nodes in the transverse direc-
tion. The near wall grid hasy+>1.

The boundary condition at the wind tunnel walls is a nonslip
condition. The inflow conditions atx/h=−12, shown in Fig. 6,
employ the measured velocityUx and turbulent kinetic energyk
distributions with a shear layer profile thickness ofd /h=1.75.
Since measured values ofk from crosswire measurements tend to
be low, single-wire data were used to estimate the totalk at the
inlet station. The dissipation rate is estimated based on Goldberg’s
formulation f27g. The outflow condition atx/h=150 is set for a
zero back pressure.

The RANS prediction results with thek−« model agree well
with the measured mean velocitysFig. 7d and the turbulent kinetic
energy sFig. 8d. Although the measured reattachment location
fluctuates aroundx=6h, the steady RANS calculation predicts the
location for the reattachment point atx/h=6.0. Since we are in-
terested in investigating the applicability of the current methodol-
ogy for reattachment flows, we will focus on the comparisons
made atx/h=10, as shown in Figs. 7 and 9. Figures 7sbd and 9sbd
indicate that the RANS solution underpredicts the velocity in the
logarithmic region and slightly overpredicts the turbulent kinetic
energy.

Measured and calculated values of the anisotropic factor de-
fined in Eq.s9d are plotted in Fig. 10 for variousx/h locations.
Calculated values for the profile used in predicting the wall pres-
sure frequency spectra are labeled as the SM profile. Measured
values were taken at four stations:x/h=−12, 10, 16, and 54. It is
interesting to note that the SM profile fits well with the upstream
sx/h=−12d and downstreamsx/h=54d profiles, but underpredicts
the values for the other two intermediate stations. The predicted
wall pressure spectra are plotted in Figs. 11 and 12. Comparisons
with the measured spectra in the reattachment regionsx/h=10d
and the re-developed regionsx/h=72d are also shown in Fig.
11sad and 11sbd, respectively. The predicted spectrum for the
downstream section agrees well with the measured spectrum. For
the upstream section in the reattachment region, the calculated
spectrum underpredicts the wall pressure fluctuation in the middle
and high-frequency portions of the spectrum. This underprediction
is associated with the combined effects of the underpredictions of
the anisotropic factor, shown in Fig. 10, and the mean velocity

Fig. 3 Regional contributions of equilibrium flows

Fig. 4 Flow field over the BFS

Fig. 5 Computational grid for BFS
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shown in Fig. 7sbd. Furthermore, the anisotropic factor seems to
play a more important role in the prediction of the spectrum than
the mean velocity. This observation is consistent with the fact that
the integrand in Eq.s4d contains only the gradient of the mean
velocity, which exhibits only weak variations away from the near-
wall region of the boundary layer. Predicted spectra for three lo-
cations along the streamwise directionsx/h=10, 16, and 72d are
shown in Fig. 12 along with a spectrum measured beneath an
equilibrium boundary layerf13,14g, which is provided for refer-
ence. The predicted spectra indicate that, starting from the reat-
tachment point, the shear layer gradually recovers from the strong
vortical structure. As reported by Farabeef23g even atx/h=72,
the flow has not completely recovered to the equilibrium stage. It
is noted that since the predictions of pressure spectra for the BFS
case are made for the same flow conditions as the experimental
data the set of scaling variables used to compare predicted to
measured pressure spectra is immaterial. For convenience the BFS
pressure spectra comparisons are made based on flow-field length,
time, and pressure scales ofd* , d* /Ue, andtw, respectively.

An examination of the regional contributions to the predicted
wall pressures atx/h=72 is provided in Fig. 13, which provides
further evidence of the importance of turbulence activity in vari-
ous regions of the boundary layer. To distinguish between the
equilibrium layer and the shear layer atx/h=72, the regional con-
tributions according to the definition in Eq.s10d are again used.
The obvious difference between the two shear layers lies in the
contributions from the MM, MO, and IMsparticularly MMd
terms, which implies interactions in the midlayer and between the
midlayer and the outer and inner layers. On the other hand, the
free shear layer effect between the outer layer and the recircula-
tion region still dominates the spectrum and slows down the re-

covery process for the middle- and high-frequency contents. In the
comparisons of the regional contributions made betweenx/h
=10 andx/h=72 sas shown in Fig. 14d, the dominant contribution
of MM from the free shear layer is further pronounced for the wall
pressure fluctuations in the low and mid frequencies.

Conclusions
A methodology of predicting the frequency spectrum of fluctu-

ating wall pressure is developed based on time-mean flow charac-
teristics of turbulent flows obtained by solving the Reynolds av-
eraged Navier-StokessRANSd equations. The RANS solution is
coupled with a spectral modeling scheme for predicting the fluc-
tuating wall pressures using the vertical turbulent fluctuating ve-
locity and gradients of the streamwise mean shear velocity. The
turbulence model used in the RANS calculations is an isotropic
two-equation model. The anisotropic feature of turbulence is ac-

Fig. 6 Inflow conditions for the BFS calculations

Fig. 7 Velocity comparisons for the BFS calculations

Fig. 8 Comparisons in turbulent kinetic energy for the BFS
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counted for with an anisotropic factor, which is a modification to
the calculated turbulent kinetic energy and is derived based on
smooth and rough data of equilibrium flows. The spectral corre-
lation model for predicting the frequency spectrum of the wall
pressure fluctuation is obtained through a wave number integra-
tion of the Green’s function and modeling of the streamwise and
spanwise wave number spectra.

Predictions for equilibrium flow agree well with measurements
and reveal an overlap region that scales as an inverse of the fre-
quency. Calculation of regional contributions of the wall pressure
fluctuation indicate that the spectrum is dominated by the contri-
bution from the near-wall region for the high-frequency spectra.
The contributions are nearly evenly distributed among the parts II,
IM, and MM for vd* /Ueø0.5. The contribution from MO ex-
ceeds that from IO for the entire frequency range.

Evaluation for a backward-facing step demonstrates the
strength of the developed methodology in predicting the wall

Fig. 9 Comparisons in velocity and turbulent kinetic energy
for BFS at x /h =10

Fig. 10 Comparison in the anisotropic factor for BFS

Fig. 11 Predicted and measured spectra for BFS at x /h =10
and 72

Fig. 12 Predicted spectra at three streamwise locations for
BFS
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pressure spectrum for a complex flow. The flow, with recirculation
and a reattachment region, generates fluctuating vortical structures
in the reattachment region that convect downstream a long dis-
tance before recovering back to an equilibrium flow condition.
The predicted spectrum agrees well with measurements in the
redeveloped boundary layer region downstream of the reattach-
ment region. Both the prediction and the measurement indicate
that the flow atx/h=72 has not yet recovered to an equilibrium
flow state. In the reattachment region, however, the predicted
spectrum is lower than the measured spectrum in the middle and
high frequencies due to underpredictions of the vertical turbulent
fluctuating velocity and the mean streamwise velocity obtained by
the RANS calculations. The calculation of regional contributions
reveals that the structure of the turbulence near the reattachment
point, which contribute to the wall pressure fluctuations, is very
different from that of the equilibrium layer.
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Nomenclature
Ck,C«1,C«2 5 constants

E22
N 5 interplane correlation function used in Eq.s6d

faniso 5 anisotropic factor defined in Eq.s9d
h 5 height of backward facing step
k 5 turbulent kinetic energy

kc 5 convective wavenumber
ki 5 wave number alongith direction

P,p 5 mean and fluctuating pressure
q 5 1/2rUe

2

Reu 5 Reynolds number based onu
t 5 time

Uc 5 convective velocity
Ue 5 velocity at the edge of the boundary layer

Ui,ui 5 mean and fluctuating velocity components
Ux 5 free-stream velocity as function of streamwise

location sstep flowd
U` 5 reference velocity
ut 5 friction velocity
u+ 5 u/ut

xi,x,y,z 5 Cartesian coordinates
ypp 5 coordinate transformation used in Eq.s7d
y+ 5 yut /n
d 5 boundary layer thickness

d* 5 displacement thickness
« 5 turbulent dissipation rate
u 5 momentum thickness

m,n 5 dynamic and kinetic viscosity
r 5 density

ti j 5 effective shear stress

Fig. 13 Regional contributions for BFS at inlet and x /h =72

Fig. 14 Regional contributions for BFS at x /h =10 and 72
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tw 5 wall shear stress
I 5 spectral correlation function defined in Eq.s5d

Fppsvd 5 frequency spectral density of the fluctuating
pressure

f1 5 autocorrelation function for the vertical fluctua-
tion velocity

f22 5 spectral correlation function for the vertical
fluctuation velocity

v 5 rotational frequency
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Vortex-Induced Vibration
Characteristics of an Elastic
Square Cylinder on Fixed
Supports
The vortex-induced structural vibration of an elastic square cylinder, on fixed supports at
both ends, in a uniform cross flow was measured using fiber-optic Bragg grating sensors.
The measurements are compared to those obtained for an elastic circular cylinder of the
same hydraulic diameter in an effort to understand the effect of the nature (fixed or
oscillating) of the flow separation point on the vortex-induced vibration. It is found that
a violent vibration occurs at the third-mode resonance when the vortex-shedding fre-
quency coincides with the third-mode natural frequency of the fluid-structure system,
irrespective of the cross-sectional geometry of the cylinder. This is in distinct contrast to
previous reports of flexibly supported rigid cylinders, where the first-mode vibration
dominates, thus giving little information on the vibration of other modes. The resonance
behavior is neither affected by the incidence anglesad of the free stream, nor by the
nature of the flow separation point. However, the vibration amplitude of the square
cylinder is about twice that of the circular cylinder even though the flexural rigidity of the
former is larger. This is ascribed to a difference in the nature of the flow separation point
between the two types of structures. The characteristics of the effective modal damping
ratios, defined as the sum of structural and fluid damping ratios, and the system natural
frequencies are also investigated. The damping ratios and the system natural frequencies
vary little with the reduced velocity ata50 deg, but appreciable ataù15 deg; they
further experience a sharp variation, dictated by the vortex-shedding frequency, near
resonance.fDOI: 10.1115/1.1881693g

Keywords: elastic cylinder, vortex-induced vibration, flow separation, damping ratio

1 Introduction
Flow-induced vibrations are complex and complicated, involv-

ing coupling between structural and fluid dynamics. Since the
vibrations have a significant impact on the fatigue life of struc-
tures and may even have disastrous consequences, interest in
documenting and predicting these vibrations is rapidly growing.
Past research has largely focused on flow-induced vibrations on
relatively “rigid” cylindersf1–6g. Here, a rigid cylinder is defined
as one with infinite structural stiffness. Engineering structures are,
strictly speaking, elastic, that is, having finite structural stiffness.
There are, however, few investigations carried out on the flow-
induced vibrations on elastic structures on fixed support. The dy-
namic characteristics of an elastic cylinder on fixed supports can
be quite different from a rigid one. For example, in elastically
mounted rigid cylinder cases, the first-mode vibration is predomi-
nant. Thus, it would be difficult to identify other modes. This is
perhaps why the previous studies of vortex-induced vibration have
mostly focused on the first-mode motion only. For an elastic cyl-
inder fixed at both ends, the vibration modes other than the first
mode are also importantf7g and need to be better understood.

It is well known that, in vortex-induced vibrations, the excita-
tion force originates from vortex shedding. Naturally, the nature
sfixed or oscillatingd of the flow separation point could affect the
dynamics of a vibrating elastic cylinder. In the case of a circular
cylinder, the separation point oscillates on the cylinder surface.

The excursion of the separation point varies from 75 to 85 deg,
measured from the leading stagnation point, for Reynolds number
Re=1.063105 f8g. The separation point location and oscillation
range may vary with Ref9–11g and structural vibrationf12g. On
the other hand, vortex shedding from a square cylinder is charac-
terized by a fixed separation point and is dependent ona f13–15g.
Evidently, the separation behavior differs from that of the circular
cylinder. It is of fundamental interest to see how this difference
would impact on the vortex-induced vibration of an elastic cylin-
der on fixed supports in a cross flow.

The damping ratio models the energy dissipation of the system
during vibrations and plays an important role in determining the
vibration amplitude and the stability of a structure. Damping
arises from the fluid surrounding the structure as well as from the
structure itself. Although structural damping is related to the prop-
erties of the structure alone, fluid damping originates from viscous
dissipation and fluid drag, i.e., resulting from flow separation and
viscous shearing of the fluid on the surface of the structure. Evi-
dently, fluid damping is motion dependent and not so easy to
estimate. Using an autoregressive moving averagesARMA d
analysis techniquef16g, Zhou et al.f17g estimated the fluid damp-
ing ratio based on the displacement time series obtained from a
numerical simulation of a flexibly supported rigid circular cylin-
der in a uniform cross stream. The same technique also enabled
Zhou et al.f7g to deduce the effective damping ratio, defined as
the sum of structural and fluid damping ratios, from the measured
strain signal of two side-by-side elastic circular cylinders in a
cross flow. It would be interesting to see how the flow separation
from a cylinder affects the effective damping ratio.

In a forced vibration situation, the imposed vibration may
modify the vortex-shedding frequency, resulting in the lock-in
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phenomenon. However, in the vortex-induced vibration case, vor-
tex shedding is responsible for the excitation forces. Zhou et al.
f7g demonstrated that the system natural frequencies of two side-
by-side elastic circular cylinders on fixed support are dependent
on Ur and can be modified up to 10% by vortex shedding when
resonance occurs. The same can be anticipated for the system
natural frequencies associated with an elastic square cylinder. In
this case, one additional question is how these frequencies are
dependent upona.

This work aims to study experimentally the effect of the flow
separation point on the vortex-induced vibration of an elastic cyl-
inder on fixed supports. Both circular and square cross-sectional
cylinders were investigated. While a single hot wire was used to
monitor the fluctuating flow velocity, two fiber-optic Bragg grat-
ing sFBGd sensorsf18,19g were deployed to measure the struc-
tural responses in the longitudinal and lateral directions, respec-
tively. Based on the measured data, the system natural frequencies
and the modal damping ratios are examined in detail.

2 Experimental Details

2.1 Experimental Setup.The experiments were conducted in
a suction-type wind tunnel with a square cross sections0.35 m
30.35 md that is 0.5 m long. In the free stream, the longitudinal
turbulence intensity was 0.2%. The same tunnel was used by Zhou
et al. f18g, So et al.f20g, and Zhou et al.f7g. Interested readers
may refer to these studies for more details. An acrylic cylinder
was vertically mounted in the midplane of the test section at
0.20 m downstream of the exit plane of the contraction section
sFig. 1d. Both square and circular cross sections of the cylinder
were investigated, which were associated with fixed and moving
flow separation points, respectively. The hydraulic diameterd of
both cases was 6.0 mm. The structural characteristics of the cyl-
inders are given in Table 1. The mounting of the cylinders was
designed to provide a fix-support boundary condition at both ends,
implying a zero cylinder deflection at the supports. The Re inves-
tigated varied from 800 to 10,700, and the corresponding reduced
velocity Ur s;U` / f0

s1dd, where f0
s1d is the first-mode structural

natural frequency of the test cylinderd was 4–51. The blockage of
the circular cylinder or the square cylinder with one of its faces
normal to U`, namely,a=0 deg, was 1.7%, but increased to a
maximum of 2.4% fora=45 deg. The blockage effect on the
mean drag was relatively small for the Re range investigated. A
total of four values ofa were investigated for the square cylinder
si.e., a=0, 15, 30, and 45 degd. Great care was taken during the
experiments to minimize the variation inf0

s1d resulting from
changinga. Consequently, thef0

s1d values of the square cylinder
were found to be 90.2, 89.8, 89.2, and 88.7 Hz, corresponding to
a=0, 15, 30, and 45 deg, respectively.

2.2 Dynamic Strain Measurements.The experimental ar-
rangement is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Two optical silicon
fibers of diameter 125mm built with FBG sensors were used to
measure simultaneously the structural responses in the longitudi-
nal and lateral directions. The FBG sensing system was built in-
house. Zhou et al.f18g and Jin et al.f19g have given a thorough
discussion of the sensing principle of the FBG sensor. In the cir-
cular cylinder case, one optical silicon fiber built with the FBG
sensor was buried in a groove along the trailing stagnation line of
the cylinder and the other fiber along a line 90 deg from the stag-
nation line. The two fibers, installed flush with the cylinder sur-
face using nail polish, measured the dynamic strain«x due to the
drag and«y due to the lift, respectively, at the midspan of the
cylinder. With a finite length of about 10 mm, the sensor grating
measured the average strain over this length. In the square cylin-
der case witha=0 deg, the two optical fibers were buried in a
groove along the cylinder midway on the downstream surface and
on one side surface of the cylinder, respectively.

The sensors, labeled sensor 1 and sensor 2, simultaneously
measured the strains«1 and«2 sor «x and«yd at the midspan of the
cylinder. In principle,«1 and «2 are independent of each other.
Note that the optical fiber is extremely light and has a homog-
enous mass distribution. Therefore, its attachment to the cylinder
will not change the structural stiffness of the cylinder. Measure-
ments of the streamwise fluctuating velocityu and cross-flow
fluctuating displacementY carried out by Zhou et al.f18g indi-
cated a negligible effect of the attachment of the optical fiber on
flow separation andY. In the present experiment, the effect has
been further minimized by burying the optical fiber in the cylin-
der. A major source of experimental errors comes from the non-
linear relationship between the output voltage and the dynamic
strain. Strictly speaking, this relation, depending on the character-
istics of the selected tunable optical filtersTOFd and FBG sensors,
follows a sinusoidal curve. However, given appropriate operation,
the operating point occurs in the approximate linear range of the
curve, thus minimizing possible errors. Based on repeated mea-
surements, the experimental errors were determined to be
±0.15 m« for dynamic strain measurements and ±0.8mm for dy-
namic displacement measurementsf18g. More details about the
FBG sensing principle and how to operate the system can be
found in Zhou et al.f18g and Jin et al.f19g. The experimental
uncertainties are summarized in Table 2.

Since the test cylinder was mounted on the working section of
the tunnel, it was important to minimize tunnel vibrations, which
largely originated from the fan and motor. The working section
was isolated from the motor and fan through vibration absorbers.
Zhou et al. f18g measured the tunnel vibrations using a Laser

Fig. 1 Experimental arrangement

Table 1 Structural characteristics of cylinders.

Cylinder Material
d

smmd
m

skg m−1d
EI

sNm2d M*
f0

s1d

sHzd

Square Acrylic 6.00 0.0421 0.4739 970 a=0 deg a=15 deg a=30 deg a=45 deg
90.2 89.8 89.2 88.7

Circular Acrylic 6.00 0.01926 0.224 565 94
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vibrometer. Their measurements indicated that the natural fre-
quency of the working section was in the range of 20–30 Hz and
the maximum vibration amplitude was only 1–2mm. Further-
more, the tunnel vibration caused a maximum variation of 1.1% in
the spectral energy of the measured fluctuating strain around the
first-mode natural frequency of the fluid-cylinder systemf7g, in-
dicating a negligible tunnel vibration effect on the strain measure-
ments.

2.3 Fluctuating Velocity Measurements. The streamwise
fluctuating velocityu was measured using a single Tungsten wire
of 5 mm diam placed atx/d=2 andy/d=1.5. The hot wire was
operated at an overheat ratio of 1.8 with a constant temperature
anemometersDISA Type 55M10d.

The signals«x, «y, andu or «1, «2, andu were simultaneously
measured and offset, amplified and then digitized using a 12-bit
A/D board and a personal computer at a sampling frequency of
6 kHz per channel. The duration of each record was 20 s, which
has been verified to be sufficiently long for the rms values«x,rms
of «x, «y,rms of «y, «1,rms of «1 and «2,rms of «2 to reach approxi-
mately their stationary state, with a variation smaller than 1%.

3 Bending Displacement Estimate
Zhou et al.f18g and Jin et al.f19g used the FBG sensor to

measure the dynamic strain induced by the unsteady lift on a
circular cylinder, which was identical to the circular cylinder pres-
ently used. The strain thus obtained was compared withY mea-
sured using a laser vibrometer. They found that the spectra de-
duced from the two signals were in agreement with each other in
terms of the vortex-shedding frequency and the natural frequen-
cies of the fluid-cylinder system. Furthermore,Yrms and «y,rms
were linearly related for small«y,rms but nonlinearly for large
«y,rms. Their data were presently fitted to a nonlinear relationship
sFig. 2sadd

Yrms= FCs«rmsd = 0.182 + 2.1548«rms− 0.187«rms
2 + 0.00626«rms

3

s1d
In order to determine the strain-displacement relationship for

the square cylinder,Y at a=0 deg was measured, simultaneously
with «y, using a Polytec Series 3000 dual laser beam vibrometer.
One laser beam was used to measure the displacement at the mid-
span of the test cylinder; the other was used to monitor the tunnel
vibration at the same cross section. The differential signal from
the two beams significantly reduced contamination from tunnel
vibrationsf20g. The measurement covers the wholeUr range pres-
ently investigated.Yrms and «rms were presented in Fig. 2sbd and
fitted to

Yrms= Fss«rmsd = H5.47«rms¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ «rmsø 2.4

9.916 + 1.289«rms− 0.04045«rms
2 + 0.00052«rms

3
¯ «rms. 2.4

J s2d

The nonlinearYrms-«rms relationship for«rms.2.4m« is probably
due to a different mixture of vibration modes asUr increasesf18g.
Theoretically, the strain-displacement relationship of a beam is
independent of the cross-sectional geometryf21g. The «-Y rela-
tionship should be essentially the same for differenta. Neverthe-
less, the axial loading may vary at differenta, which could indi-
rectly affect the«-Y relationship. This effect is by no means
expected to be significant in the present investigation as indicated
by the very small differentiation in the natural frequencies for
different a sTable 1d. On the other hand, it is very difficult to
measureY if aÞ0 deg. Therefore, Eq.s2d is used to estimate
approximately the bending displacement based on measured dy-
namic strain signals for the square cylinder ofaÞ0 deg as well as
a=0 deg, whereass1d is used to calculate the bending displace-
ment for the circular cylinder.

In the circular cylinder case, the dynamic strains«x and«y were
measured using two FBG sensorssSec. 2d; the time series was
given by

«xs1d,«xs2d, . . . ,«xsid, . . . ,«xs120,000d

«ys1d,«ys2d, . . . ,«ysid, . . . ,«ys120,000d

The bending displacements are approximated by

Xsid = FCf«xsidg

Ysid = FCf«ysidg, i = 1,2, . . . ,120,000

Similarly, the bending displacementsX8sid and Y8sid for the
square cylinder can be approximated by

X8sid = FSf«1sidg

Table 2 Uncertainties of the measured or calculated quantities

Yrms, Xrms «x,rms, «y,rms

Effective damping
ratios Natural frequencies

±7.5% ±8.0% ±12.0% ±0.35 Hz

Fig. 2 Empirical correlation between Yrms and «y,rms : „a… circu-
lar cylinder „data from †18‡… and „b… square cylinder at a
=0 deg
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Y8sid = FSf«2sidg, i = 1,2, . . . ,120,000

When the square cylinder is placed ataÞ0 degsFig. 1d, X8sid
is not a displacement in the longitudinal direction, nor isY8sid in
the lateral direction. DecomposingX8sid and Y8sid, the bending
displacements in the longitudinal and lateral directions can be
written as

Xsid = Y8sidcosS3

2
p + aD + X8sidcosa

Ysid = Y8sidsinS3

2
p + aD + X8sidsina, i = 1,2, . . . ,120000

where,a=0, 15, 30, and 45 deg.

4 Vibration Characteristics
Figure 3 presents the variation ofXrms/d andYrms/d with Ur for

the square cylinder at variousa values. Ata=0 deg, the variation
of Yrms/d and Xrms/d shows a similar trend. Both increase for
increasingUr and their local peaks occur at the sameUr, i.e., at
Ur <7.5 and 38, respectively. It is well known that the structure of
noncircular cross sections is susceptible to galloping, which is
associated with a violent vibration. Parkinson and Smithf22g pro-
posed a two-dimensional quasi-steady model of the transverse gal-
loping of a long prism of square section in a normal steady wind.
Presumably, this relationship is also valid in the present studies in
view of small vibration amplitudesFig. 3d. The minimum or criti-
cal reduced velocity for galloping instability could be predicted
based on this model byUr0=U` / sf0

s1ddd=8pM*zs
s1d /A. Here,A is

given by sdCFy/dada=0, where the lateral aerodynamic force co-
efficientCFy, measured on a stationary cylinder, is a function ofa.
In the present investigation,zs

s1d<0.02 andM* <970, andA is
approximately given by 3.147 based on the data ofCFy in f22g.
Ur0 is then estimated to be about 155, grossly greater than the
presentUr ranges,51d. Therefore, theYrms/d andXrms/d peaks
aroundUr <7.5 and 38 cannot be attributed to galloping instabil-
ity.

The Yrms/d peak atUr <7.5 for the casea=0 deg results from
the resonance where the vortex shedding frequencyfs coincides
with the first-mode natural frequencyfy

s1d of the fluid-structure
system. This is substantiated by the spectra ofEY, EX, andEu at
Ur <7.5 snot shownd, which all display a prominent peak atfs

*

= fsd/U`=0.1335, i.e., the Strouhal number of a square cylinder
f23–25g. The first-mode system natural frequency can be calcu-
lated by fy

s1d= f0
s1d /Î1+p /4M* f20g. Since the added mass is very

small compared to the cylinder mass in an airflow and the mass
ratio M* is quite larges<970d, fy

s1d is essentially identical tof0
s1d

=90.2 HzsTable 1d or approximately equal tofs.
In order to understand theYrms/d peak atUr <38 for the a

=0 deg casessee Fig. 3sadd, the spectraEY, EX, and Eu at Ur
<40 are shown in Fig. 4. The most pronounced peak inEY occurs
at fs

* <0.1354 or fs=480 Hz, approximately equal to the third-
mode natural frequencyfy

s3d* of the fluid-cylinder system, which
can be estimated fromfy

s1d* using fy
s3d* / fy

s1d* =s121/22.4d=5.402 or
fy
s3d* =0.1354f7g. Therefore, the peak atUr <38 results from the

third-mode resonance. The spectra atUr <7.5 and 40 fora=15,
30, and 45 degsnot shownd were quite similar to those shown at
a=0 deg, indicating the occurrence of the first- or third-mode
resonance.

The peak inYrms/d at Ur <40 sFig. 3d is far more pronounced
than that atUr <7.5, irrespective of thea value, suggesting a
more violent vibration at the third-mode resonance. A number of
factors may contribute to the observation. First,Ur corresponding
to the third-mode resonance is about 5.4 times that for the first-
mode resonance. Flow energy associated with vortex shedding is
proportional toUr

2, implying a much higher flow excitation energy
at the third-mode resonance than that at the first-mode resonance.
Second, the structural damping ratio associated with the third-
mode motion is less than one-fifth of that associated with the
first-mode motionf7g. Since fluid damping is presently very
small, the effective damping ratio corresponding to the third-mode
motion is thus very small, compared with that associated with the
first-mode motion. This means that the energy dissipation, when
resonance occurs atfs

* = fy
s3d* , could be quite small. Finally, the

fifth harmonic of fy
s1d* s53 fy

s1d* =0.124d is quite close tofs
* s

<0.135d. This could feed additional energy to the system at reso-
nance. The combined effect leads to a strong response in the third
mode. This observation points to a significant impact that a flex-
ural structure may have on its dynamic stability.

At a=15, 30 and 45 deg,Yrms/d displays a similar variation to

Fig. 3 Dependence on Ur of the vibration amplitude of the
square cylinder: „a… Yrms /d and „b… Xrms /d

Fig. 4 „a… Y spectrum EY, „b… X spectrum EX, „c… u spectrum Eu
„square cylinder, a=0 deg, UrÉ40. The hot wire was placed at
x /d =2 and y /d =1.5.…
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that ata=0 deg. The peak atUr <38 in Yrms/d for a=0 deg shifts
slightly to Ur <36.2, 41.4, and 42.8 fora=15, 30 and 45 deg,
respectively. The peak atUr <7.5 for a=0 deg shifts toUr
<6.34, 7.54, and 7.94 for 15, 30 and 45 deg, respectively. The
shift is ascribed to the variation infs

* at differenta values. Chen
and Liu’s measurementf15g for a square cylinder showed a de-
pendence ofSt= fd8 /U` on a and Re, whered8 is the cross-flow
dimension of the cylinder, given byssina+cosadd. For example,
at Re=8000, St is 0.135 fora=0 deg, 0.1814 fora=15 deg, but
changes little with any further increase ina. The fact thatf0

s1d

varies little for differenta sTable 1d and is in general very close to
the system natural frequency because of a small contribution from
flow sSec. 6d implies that the third-mode resonance, wherefs

< fy
s3d, will occur at f0

s3d and Ur =U` / f0
s1dd= f0

s3dd8 /Stf0
s1dd. Noting

that f0
s3d=5.402f0

s1d f7g and d8=ssina+cosadd, St=0.135 fora
=0 deg and about 0.1814 fora=15, 30 and 45 deg, the third-
mode resonance is predicted to occur atUr =40.01, 36.47, 40.68,
and 42.11 fora=0, 15, 30, and 45 deg, respectively. The shift of
the peak corresponding to the first-mode resonance may be simi-
larly explained.

Xrms/d at a=15, 30, and 45 degsFig. 3sbdd behaves rather dif-
ferent from that ata=0 deg, exhibiting only one tiny peak atUr
<7.5. The small peak, as compared withYrms/d, is consistent
with the observation that the fluctuating drag of a bluff body is far
smaller than its fluctuating lift. For a square cylinder, the mean
drag coefficient is minimum ata<13 deg and increases for fur-
ther increasinga f26g. Fluctuating drag is also likely to increase
f27g, thus increasingXrms/d for a largera sFig. 3sbdd.

For the purpose of comparison, theYrms/d andXrms/d measure-
ments of the circular cylinder were presented in Figs. 5 and 6. A
detailed discussion has been given in Zhou et al.f18g about the
vibration characteristics of a circular cylinder in a cross flow and
need not be discussed further. The following comments will focus
on the difference in the vibration behavior between the circular
and square cylinders.

First, three peaks are discernible atUr <4.2, 10.5, and 26.0 in
Yrms/d of the circular cylinder, which are identified with the oc-
currence of the first-, second-, and third-mode resonancef18g,
respectively. In contrast, the square cylinder data do not show the
peak corresponding to the second-mode resonance. One possible
reason for this observation is that the flow separation point from a
square cylinder is fixed, implying a spanwise in-phase shedding of
vortex rolls, which enhances the two-dimensional nature of vortex
shedding. Presumably, the vortex excitation is spanwise uniform.
The second-mode vibration could then hardly be excited. In the
circular cylinder case, however, the separation point oscillates
over a range of 75–85 degf8g. The oscillation is unlikely to be
spanwise in phase, thus partially responsible for the three-
dimensional nature of vortex shedding. The vortex cell has a typi-
cal spanwise extent of 1–3d f11,28g. Therefore, the vortices shed
from a circular cylinder is less two-dimensional than those from a
square cylinderf1,25g. This will induce spanwise asymmetrical
excitation force, thus exciting the second mode of vibration.

Second, both cylinders show the most pronounced peak in
Yrms/d at the third-mode resonance, but the peak atUr <40 sFig.
3d for the square cylinder is about twice that atUr <26 sFig. 5d for
the circular cylinder even though the flexural rigidity of the square
cylinder is largersTable 1d. As earlier discussed, this cannot be
attributed to the galloping instability associated with a noncircular
cross section. Rather, since vortex shedding from the square cyl-
inder is more likely to be spanwise in-phase than that from the
circular cylinder, vortices generated by the square cylinder are
more coherent in the spanwise direction, thus resulting in a strong
excitation force and subsequently a more violent resonance.

5 Effective Damping Ratios
The vortex-induced vibration of an elastic structure on fixed

supports includes multiple modes. The ARMA modeling tech-
nique f16g is presently used to evaluate effective modal damping
ratios based on the measured signals. Figure 7 presents the first-
and third-mode effective damping ratios of the fluid-square-
cylinder system along they direction si.e., zy,e

s1d and zy,e
s3d, which

were calculated from theY signal. The ratioszx,e
s1d and zx,e

s3d along
the x direction are given in Fig. 8. The second-mode effective
damping ratios,zy,e

s2d, andzx,e
s2d, exhibited relatively large scatter and

therefore were not shown. A few observations can be made based
on Figs. 7 and 8.

First, the effective damping ratios rise, though slowly, asUr

increases beyond 15. The structural damping ratiozs
s1d was esti-

mated from plucking tests using the log-decrement method in a
cross flow with aUr range of 0–40snot shownd as well as in still
air. The ratiozs

s1d was almost constants0.02d except near the first-
mode resonancesUr <5d, where a slight dip was observed, indi-
cating little effect ofUr on zs

s1d. Apparently, the increase in the
effective damping ratio is due to the rising fluid damping. It is
pertinent to point out that the measured structural damping ratio is
probably overestimated due to the presence of some fluid damping
during measurement.

Fig. 5 Dependence on Ur of Yrms /d and Xrms /d of the circular
cylinder

Fig. 6 „a… Y spectrum EY, „b… X spectrum EX, „c… u spectrum Eu
„circular cylinder, UrÉ26. The hot wire was placed at x /d =2
and y /d =1.5.…
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Second, asUr increases, the fluid damping ratioszy,f
s1d and zx,f

s1d

increase little ata=0 deg but appreciably ata=15, 30, and
45 deg, especially whenUr .23, up to about 200%. Thea effect
on zy,f

s1d andzx,f
s1d could be related to the manner the flow separates

and whether reattachment occurs. Ata=0 deg, flow separates
from the upstream corners and will not reattach on the side sur-
faces of the cylinderf13,14g, regardless of theUr value. When the
square cylinder is rotated toa=15, 30, and 45 deg, the flow may
reattach on the side surface of the cylinder, separating from one
upstream corner and one trailing corner of the cylinderf15,29g.
Meanwhile, the boundary layer may be accelerated, leading to a
higher velocity gradient and hence a larger shear stress near the
surface of the structure than that ata=0 deg. Since fluid damping
results from viscous shearing at the structure surface and flow
separationf30g, the higher shear stress might give rise to higher
fluid damping.

Third, the first mode effective damping ratio drops below struc-
tural damping, implying a negative fluid damping, when reso-
nance occurs atUr <7.5, but the thir-dmode effective damping
ratio approaches only the third-mode structural damping, instead
of zero, atUr <40. The third-mode structural damping ratio in
Figs. 7 and 8 is estimated byzs

s3d=zs
s1dsf0

s3d / f0
s1dd f7g. The Y spec-

trum atUr <7.5 snot shownd shows the presence of the first mode
structural vibration only. Fluid motion acts to drive structural mo-
tion due to their synchronization, thus resulting in negative fluid

damping. On the other hand, when the third-mode resonance oc-
curs, both the first- and the third-mode structural vibrations are
present, as evident in Fig. 4sad, the former in fact being rather
strong. Note that the frequency of the third-mode motion is pres-
ently about 5.4 times that of the first-mode motion; it is impos-
sible for fluid motion to synchronize with the first- as well as the
third-mode of structural motion. This could be responsible for the
observation thatzy,e

s3d or zx,e
s3d does not drop belowzs

s3d.
Finally, zx,e

s1d is generally larger thanzy,e
s1d for Ur ,12, implying

larger inline fluid damping. This observation agrees with Granger
et al.’sf31g report for a small gap flow velocity. Based on a linear
assumption that the structural vibration velocity was small rela-
tively to the free-stream velocity, Blevins’f30g analysis indicated
that the inline fluid damping was twice that of the cross-flow
direction for a fluid-cylinder system. The analysis is expected to
be valid for small values ofUr only. When 12,Ur ,20, zy,e

s1d and
zx,e

s1d are nearly the same. For a higherUr, zy,e
s1d and zx,e

s1d increase.
However,zx,e

s1d increases faster and becomes larger thanzy,e
s1d. On the

other hand,zx,e
s3d is comparable in magnitude with its counterpart in

the lift direction, probably due to the relatively small contribution
from the fluid damping.

The effective modal damping ratios of the circular cylinder
along thex andy directionsnot shownd behave quite similarly to
the square cylinder ata=0 deg. For example,zy,e

s1d varies little with
Ur and approaches zero when the first-mode resonance occurs at
Ur <4.2, implying a negative fluid damping. The similarity could
be expected since, as resonance occurs, flow separation from the
circular cylinder is likely to be more two-dimensional, thus ap-
proaching the square cylinder case.

6 Natural Frequencies of the Fluid-Cylinder System

The natural frequencyfy
s1d of the fluid-square-cylinder system is

88.7 Hz ata=0 deg andUr <7.5, as determined from theY spec-
trum snot shownd, below f0

s1d=90.2 HzsTable 1d. This frequency
further decreases to 86.9 Hz atUr <40 sFig. 4d. The spectra were
deduced using a conventional fast Fourier transformsFFTd pro-
gram with a frequency resolutionDf fixed by the sampling rate
and the record length used in the FFT calculation. ThisDf was
estimated to be 0.35 HzsTable 2d. Therefore, the variation infy

s1d

could not be attributed to experimental or calculation errors. It is
more likely a genuine change in the system natural frequency
because of different flow conditions.

It is evident in Fig. 9 thatfy
s1d / f0

s1d or fx
s1d / f0

s1d exhibits a decrease
with increasingUr, which is more appreciably ataÞ0 deg than at

Fig. 7 Cross-flow effective damping ratios of the fluid-square-
cylinder system: „a… zy,e

„1… and „b… zy,e
„3…

Fig. 8 Inline effective damping ratios of the fluid-square-
cylinder system: „a… zx,e

„1… and „b… zx,e
„3…

Fig. 9 Dependence on a and Ur of „a… fy
„1… and „b… fx

„1… associ-
ated with the square cylinder
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a=0 deg. This difference becomes particularly evident whenUr
.20. A number of factors may contribute to this variation. AsUr
increases, the static drag and the axial force begin to rise, thus
increasing the structural rigidityf32g and the system natural fre-
quency. This trend is opposite to experimental observation. Added
mass is another factor that might change the natural frequency of
the system. Sarpkayaf33g measured the added mass for a circular
cylinder, which was forced to oscillate laterally in a steady cur-
rent. His results indicated that the added mass might change with
a variation inUr, contributing to a variation in the system natural
frequency. For the present case, the mass ratio is very largesTable
1d. Therefore, a change in added mass is unlikely to be responsible
for the variation in the natural frequency of the system. Finally, it
has been shown in Figs. 7 and 8 that the first-mode fluid damping
ratio increases appreciably, up to 200% foraÞ0 deg, fromUr

=10–50. Sincefx
snd= f0

sndÎ1−szx,e
sndd2 and fy

snd= f0
sndÎ1−szy,e

sndd2 f7g,
the increase in the damping ratio leads to a slowly decreasing
natural frequency of the fluid-cylinder system. The combined ef-
fect of the three factors could be responsible for the variation in
fy
s1d / f0

s1d or fx
s1d / f0

s1d. The fluid damping ratio ata=0 degsFigs. 7
and 8d changes little betweenUr =10 and 50, in distinct contrast
with those ata=15, 30, and 45 deg, especially whenUr .20.
This could partially account for the observation that the variation
in fy

s1d / f0
s1d sor fx

s1d / f0
s1dd at a=0 deg is smaller than that ata

Þ0 deg.
It is interesting to note that, for all values ofa tested, when

resonance occurs nearUr <7.5, fy
s1d / f0

s1d and fx
s1d / f0

s1d fall off
sharply and then increases to a value above 1. The variation is
within ±0.05 f0

s1d in bothx andy directions. A similar observation
is made for the circular cylinder in they direction snot shownd.
The sharp variation infy

s3d / f0
s1d and fx

s3d / f0
s1d also occurs near the

third-mode resonance. The variation is about 11% infy
s3d / f0

s1d sFig.
10sadd and fx

s3d / f0
s1d sFig. 10sbdd betweenUr =27,48. The sharp

variation does not occur at the sameUr for different values ofa,
apparently linked to the occurrence of the resonancesFig. 3sadd, as
discussed in Sec. 4.

When a structure is forced to vibrate in a cross flow, the lock-in
phenomenon occurs asfs approaches the frequency of the external
excitation force. For vortex-induced vibrations, however, it is vor-
tex shedding that excites the structure. In other words, the vortex-
excitation force dominates. To illustrate this, theY spectra of the
square cylinder ata=0 deg are presented in Fig. 11 for selected
Ur values. The variation offy

s3d / f0
s1d is affected byfs/ f0

s1d but not
vice versa. This point is further highlighted in Fig. 12. AtUr

=35.0, fs/ f0
s1d and fy

s3d / f0
s1d are close enough to interact with each

other and the resonance starts to occur. Influenced by the rela-
tively small value offs/ f0

s1d=4.7, fy
s3d / f0

s1d drops from 5.3 to 4.96,
a value approachingfs/ f0

s1d. Note thatfs/ f0
s1d remains linear with

respect toUr, implying that fy
s3d has little influence onfs. Such

interplay betweenfs and fy
s3d continues until they are identical or

synchronize atUr =39.5. Asfs/ f0
s1d further increases with increas-

ing Ur, fy
s3d / f0

s1d follows fs/ f0
s1d until eventuallyfs/ f0

s1d and fy
s3d / f0

s1d

are decoupled from each other atUr <42.0. The interaction be-
tween fs and fy

s1d near the first-mode resonancesnot shownd is
quite similar to that described above forfy

s3d and fs, except thatfy
s1d

varies over a smallerUr range thanfy
s3d apparently because the

third-mode resonance, occurring at a higherUr, is associated with
greater fluid excitation energy than the first-mode resonance.
Clearly, vortex shedding dominates the nonlinear interaction be-
tween the fluid excitation force and the structural vibration in the
vortex-induced vibration case, thus tuning the natural frequency
of the system tofs. This observation contrasts with the lock-in
phenomenon wherefs is dictated by the forced vibration fre-
quency of the cylinder. Similar behavior also exists for the circu-
lar cylinder.

Fig. 10 Dependence on a and Ur of „a… fy
„3… and „b… fx

„3… associ-
ated with the square cylinder

Fig. 11 Power spectra for a range of Ur „square cylinder, a
=0 deg …. The lines are drawn to highlight the trend.

Fig. 12 Variation of fy
„3… and fs with Ur around resonance

„square cylinder, a=0 deg …
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7 Conclusions

The vortex-induced vibration characteristics of an elastic square
cylinder, on fixed supports at both ends, in a cross flow was ex-
perimentally investigated and compared to those of a circular cyl-
inder. The following conclusions can be drawn.

1. The vibration amplitudeYrms/d at a=0 deg increases with
Ur and displays two peaks atUr <7.5 andUr <38, respec-
tively. The peaks were the result of the excitation of the first-
and third-mode resonance. Whena was varied, the two
modes of resonance were again excited, though at slightly
different Ur values because of variation infs at differenta.
In contrast, two peaks inYrms/d are evident atUr <4.2 and
26.0 for a circular cylinder, which are identified with the
occurrence of the first- and third-mode resonance. The
second-mode excitation is discernible atUr <10.5 inYrms/d.
The observation is linked to spanwise nonuniform vortex
shedding, implying an asymmetrical excitation force along
the cylinder span, which excites the second-mode vibration.

2. The peak inYrms/d due to the third-mode resonance is more
pronounced than the others. This is attributed to the com-
bined effect of the higher excitation energy, smaller effective
damping ratio, and possible synchronization of vortex shed-
ding with the higher harmonics of the first-mode vibration
when the third-mode resonance occurs. The maximum vibra-
tion amplitude at the third-mode resonance for the square
cylinder doubles that for the circular cylinder even though
the square cylinder has a larger flexural rigidity. This is as-
cribed to the oscillation of the flow separation point associ-
ated with a circular cylinder, which impairs the spanwise
coherence of vortex rolls and hence the excitation force act-
ing on the structure.

3. The first-mode effective damping ratio ataÞ0 deg in-
creases appreciably faster than that ata=0 deg asUr in-
creases, especially forUr .23. This is likely due to the re-
attachment of the flow on the side walls at nonzeroa, which
is associated with an accelerated shear layer and hence a
higher velocity gradient or shear stress near the surface of
the structure than that ata=0 deg, thus resulting in higher
fluid damping. In the circular cylinder case, the first-mode
effective damping ratio behaves quite similarly to that of the
square cylinder ata=0 deg, changing little asUr varies. The
first-mode effective damping ratio approaches zero when the
first-mode resonance occurs for all values ofa tested, im-
plying a negative fluid damping.

4. The system natural frequencies slowly decrease asUr in-
creases except near resonance where a sudden variation oc-
curs. The sudden variation is dictated by the vortex-shedding
frequency and can be as large as 10% of the structural natu-
ral frequency. The Zhou et al.f7g linear analysis indicated
that thenth mode natural frequencyfy

snd and effective damp-
ing ratio zy,e

snd of the fluid-structure system are related by

fy
snd= f0

sndÎ1−szy,e
sndd2. At resonance, the nonlinear fluid-

structure interaction leads to an appreciable change inzy,e
snd,

as is evident in Figs. 7 and 8 and consequently a change in
fy
snd. The slow variation is more appreciable for the square

cylinder ataÞ0 deg than that ata=0 deg or for the circular
cylinder. This difference is similar to that in the fluid-
damping ratio. It is suggested that the slow decrease in the
system natural frequencies could be at least partially due to
an increase in fluid damping. This system natural frequency
behavior is observed for both cylinders, suggesting that it is
independent of the naturesfixed or oscillatingd of the flow
separation point.
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Nomenclature
CFy 5 lateral aerodynamic force coefficient

d 5 cylinder diameter or characteristics height,
mm

d8 5 cross-flow cylinder dimension,d8=ssina
+cosadd for square cylinder, mm

E 5 Young’s modulus of elasticity of a cylinder
sN/m2d

EI 5 structural stiffnesssNm2d
Egsfd 5 spectrum of fluctuationg, normalized so that

e0
`Egsfddf=1

f 5 frequency in spectrum analysis, Hz
fs 5 vortex shedding frequency, Hz

f0
snd

5 nth mode structural natural frequency, Hz,
n=1,2,3, . . .

fx
snd, fy

snd
5 nth mode inline and cross-flow natural fre-

quencies, respectively, of the fluid-cylinder
system, Hz,n=1,2,3, . . .

I 5 cylinder area moment of inertia, m4

m 5 cylinder mass per unit length, kg/m−1

M* 5 mass ratio=m/rd2

Re 5 Reynolds number=U`d/n
St 5 Strouhal number=fsd/U`

u 5 streamwise fluctuation velocity, m/s
U` 5 free-stream velocity, m/sec
Ur 5 reduced velocity=U` / f0

s1dd
Ur0 5 critical reduced velocity for galloping

instability
x, y 5 coordinates in streamwise and lateral direc-

tions, respectively, measured from the center
of the cylinder

X, Y 5 displacements of the cylinder in thex andy
directions, respectively.X and Y were de-
rived from strain signals measured at mid-
span of the cylinder using fibre-optic Bragg
grating sFBGd sensorssmmd

X8, Y8 5 bending displacements of the square cylinder
estimated from the strain signals«1 and «2,
respectively,mm

Xrms, Yrms 5 root-mean-square values ofX andY, respec-
tively, mm

Greek Symbols
a 5 incidence angle of free stream velocity, zero

when the flow is normal to one face of the
square cylinder

«1, «2 5 dynamic strains of the square cylinder mea-
sured by FBG sensor 1 and sensor 2, respec-
tively, m«

«1,rms, «2,rms 5 root-mean-square values of«1 and «2, re-
spectively,m«

«x,«y 5 dynamic strains of the circular cylinder due
to drag and lift, respectively,m«

«x,rms,«y,rms 5 root-mean-square values of«x and «y, re-
spectively,m«

ze
snd

5 nth-mode effective damping ratios of a fluid-
structure system,n=1,2,3, . . .

zs
snd

5 nth-mode structural damping ratios,n
=1,2,3, . . .

zx,e
snd, zy,e

snd
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5 nth-mode in-line and cross-flow effectivesor
systemd damping ratios, respectively,n
=1,2,3, . . .

zx,f
snd, zy,f

snd
5 nth-mode in-line and cross-flow fluid damp-

ing ratios, respectively,n=1,2,3, . . .
n 5 fluid kinematic viscosity
r 5 fluid density

Superscript
* 5 dimensionless parameter normalized byd

andU` unless otherwise stated
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Effects of Wall Roughness on
Particle Velocities in a Turbulent
Channel Flow
Experimental measurements using a laser Doppler anemometer (LDA) system have been
performed on 150mm dense glass particles in a fully developed downward channel flow
in air. Tests were conducted in smooth, rough development, and fully rough wall condi-
tions with a channel Reynolds number of 13,800, corresponding to a centerline gas phase
velocity of 10.5 m/s with a dilute loading of particles of 15% by mass fraction. Velocities
were measured and statistics compared to see the nature of the effects of the wall rough-
ness in a rebuilt channel facility originally used for important works including Kulick,
Fessler, and Eaton, (1994, “Particle Response and Turbulence Modification in Fully-
Developed Channel flow,” J. Fluid Mech.,277, pp. 109–134) and Paris (2001, “Turbu-
lence Attenuation in a Particle-Laden Channel Flow,” Ph.D. thesis, Stanford University,
Stanford, CA). Wall roughness has a substantial impact on gas phase mean velocities
across most of the channel width, except very near the wall. The turbulence intensity of
the gas phase is enhanced across the entire channel in the presence of fully rough walls.
The rough walls have an even greater impact on the particle phase. Streamwise particle
velocities are reduced up to 40%, and become quite uniform across the channel. Particle
fluctuating velocities are nearly doubled near the channel centerplane. Profiles appear
uniform, due in large part to strong transverse mixing induced by particle-wall collisions.
Much of the data of Kulick and Paris is shown here to be strongly influenced by wall
conditions with poorly defined roughness in the development region, followed by rapid
flow recovery in a relatively smooth test section.fDOI: 10.1115/1.1891149g

1 Introduction
Turbulent, particle laden shear flows in air are commonplace in

a wide range of applications, including industrial conveyance pro-
cesses, pulverized coal combustion, pollution control systems, flu-
idized beds, and the environment. Interphase exchange of mass,
momentum, and energy make these flows more difficult to under-
stand and predict than similar single-phase flows. Wall-bounded
flows are even more difficult because of complex interactions of
particles with nonideal wall conditions.

Documentation of the particular wall-bounded flow studied
herein is extensive and dates back to the work of Kulick, Fessler,
and Eatonf1g, who used the same fully developed vertical down-
flow channel facility studied in the present paper. They studied air
flows laden with several types and sizes of fine spherical particles,
each over a range of mass loadings. They found no change in the
mean streamwise fluid velocities in the presence of the particles.
The gas phase turbulence, however, decreased as the particle
Stokes number and mass loading increased. Additionally, in-
creases in the particle mass loading caused flattened particle ve-
locity profiles across the channel. In a counter-intuitive finding, it
was noted that particles with larger Stokes numbers had smaller
mean velocity than the gas phase in the center of the channel,
despite the influence of gravity. A similar effect has been observed
in a few other downward pipe and channel flows, including a
recent work by Caraman, Boree, and Simoninf3g.

Most recently, Parisf2g, continued the investigation of the same
channel flow using particle image velocimetrysPIVd techniques.
The same levels of gas-phase turbulence attenuation were noted as
in Kulick, Fessler, and Eatonf1g. As before, measured particle
velocities consistently lagged the streamwise fluid phase at the

channel centerline, a feature not supported by several numerical
simulation results of the same channel, c.f.f4–8g. In addition,
particle streamwise RMS velocity profiles were relatively flat, and
exceeded fluid phase turbulence levels throughout the profile ex-
cept near the wall.

Roughness effects have long been considered important in
single-phase flows. Perry, Schofield, and Joubertf8g identified “k”
and “d” type roughness, each with differing effects close to the
surface. Perry, Lim, and Henbestf9g concluded that roughness
effects were generally small at large distances from the surface,
relative to roughness element size. Raupach, Antonia, and Raja-
gopalan f10g reviewed numerous rough wall experiments with
similar conclusions. However, in Krogstand, Antonia, and Browne
f11g, significant effects were seen outside this wall region. Thus,
roughness effects in single-phase flows are still a subject of some
contention.

The effects of roughness in dilute particle-laden flows have
been studied far less. Many recent studies of turbulence attenua-
tion have been conducted without consideration of this potentially
important condition. In an important recent work, Kussin and
Sommerfeldf12g used a horizontal channel with exchangeable
stainless steel wall plates to systematically study roughness ef-
fects. They used two different wall roughnesses, with particles
ranging from 60mm–190mm in size and a variety of mass load-
ings. The higher wall roughness cases showed decreased stream-
wise particle mean velocities and increased particle fluctuating
velocities when compared to the less rough wall cases. These
changes were attributed primarily to the wall roughness increasing
the frequency of interparticle and particle-wall collisions.

The present work is motivated by the poor agreement between
simulations and the particle velocity measurements by Kulick,
Fessler, and Eaton and Paris. These data sets are widely used as
test cases for simulations attempting to predict turbulence modu-
lation by particles, so it is important to understand why the par-
ticle mean velocity is significantly lower than expected. Kussin
and Sommerfeldf12g suggested that wall roughness may play a

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL
OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Divi-
sion May 9, 2003. Revised manuscript received December 13, 2004. Review con-
ducted by M. Plesniak.
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significant role. The wall roughness is poorly defined in the Ku-
lick, Fessler, and Eaton and Pans experiments. The 5 m long
channel-flow development section was made of particle board
which was sanded smooth. However, a layer of particles adhered
to this surface making it effectively quite rough. The flow then
entered the test section fabricated from smooth Plexiglas. Mea-
surements were acquired approximately 30 cms7.5 channel
widthsd downstream of the test section inlet. Therefore, the flow
may still have been recovering from the effects of the rough de-
velopment channel.

The objectives of this work were two fold. The first was to
assess how roughness may have affected the particle-phase veloci-
ties in the Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton and Paris experiments. Ex-
periments were conducted in which the wood development section
was replaced with a smooth plexiglas channel. This was then sub-
sequently replaced by a development channel with a well-defined
roughnesssthe rough developmentcased. The second objective
was to examine the effects of roughness on the particle velocities
in fully developed channel flow by extending the well-defined
roughness all the way to the measurement positionsthe fully
rough cased.

2 Facility and Techniques

2.1 Facility. All experiments were conducted in the facility in
Fig. 1. It is an open-loop, vertical, high aspect ratio, fully devel-
oped channel wind tunnel. It includes a particle feeding apparatus,
a laser Doppler anemometersLDA d, and associated data acquisi-
tion and experimental control devices. Detailed descriptions of its
construction and components are available in Kulick, Fessler, and
Eaton f1g and Bensonf14g, but the critical items are briefly re-
counted here. The flow path begins 7.0 m above the ground floor,
when ambient air is drawn from a 0.3 m3 plenum and goes
through a venturi flowmeter used to monitor and control the gas
phase flowrate. The flow then enters a 3700 Ws5 hpd blower,
exits through a diffuser into a vertical round sheet metal duct,
transitions into a horizontal section that brings the cylindrical duct
into a rectangular cross section oriented downward, passes
through several turbulence grids, and enters the region where the
particles are loaded. The glass particles are loaded uniformly
across the breadth and width of this section using a system con-

sisting of a large number of drainage buckets emptying uniformly
as they are pulled across the channel on belts in four locations.
The particle-laden flow then passes through additional turbulence
grids and enters a 10:1 contraction through a honeycomb section
to reduce the particle cross-stream velocity. The flow then travels
downward through 5.1 m of channel development length, with
inside dimensions of 4 cm345.7 cm. This development length is
constructed of smooth acrylic, replacing an earlier wooden duct
used by Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton. The final 1.7 m long acrylic
section of the development length, corresponding to approxi-
mately 85 channel half heights, is exchangeable, and sufficiently
long to achieve fully developed flow for the Reynolds number
used in this experiment Hussian and Reynoldsf15g. In the smooth
wall condition the final section remains acrylic. In the rough con-
dition, a stainless steel mesh screen of wire diameter 0.25 mm and
1 mm square mesh spacing, is affixed to the inside of the 45.7 cm
wide acrylic walls. Following the exchangeable section is a
63.5 cm long smooth test section, of the same inside dimensions
as the rest of the channel. Glass inserts, at the center of each 4 cm
side and the 45.7 cm face of the test section, provide optical ac-
cess for the LDA system. Measurements were initially taken ap-
proximately half the distance down the length of the test section
for comparison with Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton and Paris, and
then measurements were taken at distances of 5 cm and 1 cm into
the test section. Following the test section is a sheet metal con-
traction, transitioning the rectangular duct flow into 10 cm diam-
eter PVC pipe, which enters a large cyclone separator. The par-
ticulate phase is extracted for weighing and reuse, and the gas
phase is exhausted through the roof of the building.

2.2 Electrostatic Effects.Mitigation of electrostatic effects
was accomplished by running static discharge wires along the
length of the entire channel apparatus and grounding to structural
supports at several locations along the three floors the apparatus
travels. In addition, electrostatic tape was used in the vicinity of
all piping transitions, where charge buildup was significant. It
should be noted that these regions are downstream of the test
section. While it is difficult to ensure thatall static charge was
diminished through these techniques, the relatively large glass
particles have not shown preferential “sticking” to the wall sides
after two years, indicating that the aerodynamic forces on the
particles even deep in the boundary layer are large enough to
dominate the electrostatic attraction at the walls. Only the gas-
phase seedingspolydisperse fog oil droplets less than 1mm diam-
eterd left deposits on the wall sides.

2.3 (LDA) System Description and Uncertainty. A dual
beam, single component, laser Doppler anemometersLDA d was
used to measure both the particle velocities in the particle laden
experiments and gas-phase tracer velocities in single phase flow.
The laser was a Lexel Model 95 Argon-Ion laser operated for the
initial measurements in multiline mode. For the final measure-
ments, an etalon was installed, and the laser was operated in
single-line mode at 488 nm and a power of 1 W. The transmitting
optics was built from several discrete TSI Inc.sShoreview, MNd
components as described in detail by Bensonf14g. The transmit-
ting optics assembly was mounted on an optical rail, traversed in
the wall normal direction by a motorized traverse system. Beams
were oriented in theX-Z plane to measure the streamwise velocity
component and in theX-Y plane to measure the wall-normal com-
ponent. A TSI Model 9182 Bragg cell was included in the trans-
mitting optics for the wall-normal measurements. The measure-
ment volume diameter was estimated at 60mm for the stream-
wise velocity measurements and 200mm for the wall-normal
configuration.

Side scatter collection through one of the 45.7 cm wide walls
was used to minimize the length of the control volume. A Dantec
Corp. sCopenhagen, Denmarkd 80 mm focal length collection op-
tics assembly was used with a photomultiplier tube. After down-
mixing, the signal was processed using a TSI IFA655 Digital

Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental setup
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Burst Correlator.
Statistical uncertainty for the mean velocity was estimated us-

ing the Student-t distribution at 95% confidence interval, and the
statistical uncertainty for the variance was estimated using the
chi-squared distribution, also at 95% confidence. A minimum of
4000 samples were acquired for the particle phase resulting in
statistical uncertainty in the mean ranging from 1.3% at the cen-
terline to 1.6% near the wall. For the velocity variance, the statis-
tical uncertainty varied between 0.8% and 1.1%. In the case of the
gas phase statistics, over 20,000 samples were used and the sta-
tistical uncertainty was negligible. Other contributors to the over-
all uncertainty were the absolute uncertainty of the LDA measure-
ments which was of the order of 1% and the repeatability and
steadiness of the overall flow system. The total uncertainty was
estimated to be 2.3% for the mean and 7% for the root mean
squaresRMSd velocity of the gas phase, and 3.6% for the mean
and 13% of the rms velocity for the particle phase.

2.4 Flow Tracer and Particle Description. Flow tracers
were generated using a ROSCO 3000 fog machine. Fog oil was
vaporized and condensed as polydisperse droplets with a nominal
diameter of 0.7mm. For the particles, 150mm monodisperse
spherical glass beads were utilized. The glass beads were profes-
sionally sieved to obtain a narrow size distribution, with a stan-
dard deviation of 10mm. Pertinent particle and tracer character-
istics are included in Table 1.

3 Comparison with Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton and
Paris: Rough Development Section Only

The first experiments were designed to compare to the Kulick,
Fessler, and Eatonf1g and Parisf2g experiments in which mea-
surements were acquired approximately 30 cm downstream of the
transition from the development duct. After disassembly, the origi-
nal particle-board walls were found to be coated with several lay-
ers of particles producing a total roughness thickness of approxi-
mately 0.25 mm. This roughness could not be characterized
precisely because of its unconsolidated nature. The 0.25 mm thick
screen was selected as an analog for the roughness based solely on
its thickness. Experiments were then conducted with both a
smooth acrylic development section and screen roughened devel-
opment section.

Figures 2 and 3 show the streamwise mean and RMS gas phase
velocity in single phase flow. The new data for both smooth and
rough development sections are in close agreement to the earlier
profiles measured by Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton and Paris. This
indicates that the gas phase flow recovers quickly from the effects
of roughness.

The particle velocity data from Paris are nearly identical to the
Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton data so only the former are shown in
subsequent figures. The particle mean velocity datasFig. 4d show
good agreement between the Paris data and the new data mea-
sured with the prescribed roughness in the development section.
By contrast, the particle velocities average 1.1 m/s higher across
most of the channel for the case with the smooth wall develop-
ment section. This is a clear indication that the rough development
section in the Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton and Paris experiments
caused the unexpectedly low particle mean velocities. Unlike the
fluid velocity profiles, the particle velocities recover slowly after

the change from rough to smooth wall. Near the wall, the smooth
wall particle velocity drops to match the Paris data at the nearest
measurement station to the wall. The flatter particle mean velocity

Table 1 Particle and fluid flow parameters

Particle parameters Fluid parameters

Density skg/m3d 2500 h 20 mm
Nominal diametersmmd 150 Ucl 10.5 m/s
Number mean diametersmmd 147 Reh

13,800
Standard deviation of diametersmmd 10.0 Ut 0.47 m/s
Mean Stokes time constantsmsd 167

Fig. 2 Streamwise single phase mean velocity profile, normal-
ized by the mean gas phase centerline velocity. Smooth wall
and rough development conditions are presented for compari-
son with Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton †1‡ and Paris †2‡ data.

Fig. 3 Streamwise single phase rms velocity profile normal-
ized by the mean gas phase centerline velocity. Smooth wall
and rough development conditions are presented for compari-
son with Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton †1‡ and Paris †2‡ data.

Fig. 4 Streamwise particulate phase mean velocity profile nor-
malized by the mean gas phase centerline velocity. Smooth
wall and rough development conditions are presented for com-
parison with Paris †2‡ data.
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profile for the rough case is the result of higher wall-normal ve-
locity fluctuations. Also, the new rough wall data indicate a slower
particle velocity near the wall than the Paris data. This is an indi-
cation that the screen roughness causes more momentum loss for
a colliding particle than the naturally formed roughness on the
wood walls.

The particle RMS velocity profiles in Fig. 5 show close agree-
ment between Paris and the present data except for a small devia-
tion near the wall. This is likely a result of the different interac-
tions of particles impacting the wire mesh screen versus the
particle-coated inner surfaces of the particle-board wall. The
smooth wall case has a lower RMS velocity near the channel
centerline but rises above the rough development section results
near the wall. The rise is due to the steeper particle mean velocity
profile near the wall for the smooth wall case. The smaller turbu-
lence levels near the centerline are most likely caused by reduced
wall-normal particle velocities.

Overall, the present experiments show that the rough wall in the
development section had almost no effect on the gas phase flow at
the measurement station, but a substantial effect on the particle
velocities. This confirms that the development section roughness
played a significant role in the Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton and
Paris experiments.

4 Fully Rough Case

4.1 Single Phase Results.The results reported in the previous
section showed that at least the single phase velocity field recov-
ered rapidly from the results of roughness. The velocity fields of
both the gas and the particle phases within the fully developed
rough wall region are of interest. However, the rough wall inter-
feres with the laser beams, so new profile data were acquired in
the smooth wall section just downstream of the end of the rough-
ness. While the smooth wall boundary condition at this location
will obviously affect the near-wall velocity field, the turbulence in
the outer layer and the particle velocities are probably almost the
same as in the rough wall section. Most of these data were ac-
quired at a location 5 cm downstream of the end of the roughness,
but some were acquired at a location 1 cm downstream for com-
parison purposes. Single phase mean velocity profiles for the
smooth wall, the rough development, and the fully rough cases are
plotted in Fig. 6. The fully rough case includes three indepen-
dently measured profiles demonstrating excellent repeatability.
Two primary conclusions can be drawn from this representation.
First, nearly the entire gas phase velocity profile is profoundly
affected by the presence of the wall roughness. This contradicts
the results of Raupach, Antonia, and Rajagopalanf10g and others,

where rough wall effects are concentrated in a region extending
approximately five roughness element heights away from the sur-
face. Next, and of particular importance, is the rapid recovery
exhibited by the gas phase from the wall roughness condition.
Note the substantial difference between measurements 5 cm after
the rough wall transitions to test section and the 30 cm location—
the rough wall effects in the gas phase retain little memory of the
wall roughness condition once removed. This rapid recovery at
locations relatively distant from the wall condition represents an
important consideration in the design of channel flow experiments
where nonintrusive measurement techniques are employed. The
RMS velocities of the single phase flow show similar results—
wall roughness effects are evidenced by differences that are most
significant from about five roughness element heights out to the
channel centerline, and the single phase can rapidly recover from
the perturbed wall condition. Figure 7 shows that this effect is
present at more than just the centerline location. The RMS veloci-
ties of the carrier phase are substantially higher and different in
shape in the rough wall case, indicating that the turbulence in the
single phase both in the near-wall region and further from the wall
is augmented and modified by the wall roughness condition. As
the gas phase data for the rough wall were taken at the 5 cm
location, it is likely that the dip exhibited in the wall region near
x2/h=0.1 is influenced by the 5 cm distance traveled in the ab-
sence of the roughness condition. A probability density function
sPDFd of the gas phase at the centerline condition for rough and

Fig. 5 Streamwise particulate phase rms velocity profile nor-
malized by the mean gas phase centerline velocity. Smooth
wall and rough development conditions are presented for com-
parison with Paris †2‡ data.

Fig. 6 Gas phase mean streamwise velocities for the smooth
wall versus fully rough „5 cm … and rough development „30 cm …

wall conditions. Velocities are normalized by the mean gas
phase centerline velocity.

Fig. 7 Gas phase streamwise rms velocities for the smooth
wall versus fully rough „5 cm … and rough development „30 cm …

wall conditions. Velocities are normalized by the mean gas
phase centerline velocity.
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smooth walls is provided as Fig. 8, indicating that while in both
cases the average centerline velocity was identical, the rough wall
case had a wider range of gas phase velocities as one might ex-
pect.

4.2 Particle Phase Results.For the particle phase measure-
ments, two locations in the test section—a distance of 5 cm and
1 cm from the end of the rough walls—were utilized to charac-
terize the flow. Where possible, data from both locations are pro-
vided to show that the changes over this streamwise distance are
relatively small.

The streamwise particle mean velocity profiles are shown for
five different cases in Fig. 9. Here all velocities are normalized by
the gas phase centerline velocity. First, excellent repeatability can
be seen by comparing the two smooth wall cases. These measure-
ments were made at two different positions in the test section with
different LDA setups. Next the effect of transitioning from the
rough development channel to the smooth test section can be seen
clearly. The measurements at 1 cm and 5 cm downstream of the
rough development section show particle velocities that are 30%
to 40% slower than the smooth channel. This is due to the loss of
momentum during impact with the wall and the strong cross
stream mixing induced by wall collisions. The particles accelerate
significantly in the smooth wall test section so they are only about
10% below the smooth wall value at a station 30 cm downstream
of the rough/smooth transition.

Figure 10 shows the particle mean velocity profile for the
smooth wall case compared to the single-phase gas velocity pro-
file. Also shown is the centerline particle terminal velocity calcu-

lated by integrating the equation of motion for non-Stokesian par-
ticles and assuming uniform flow in the centerplane

dVi

dt
= gi −

18m

rpdp
2f1 + 0.15 Rep

0.687gsVi − Uid s1d

Rep =
r fuV − Uudp

m
s2d

The particles move faster than the flow throughout the profile.
While they do not reach their predicted terminal velocity of nearly
11.5 m/s, they do have a maximum velocity at the centerline near
10.9 m/s. This indicates relatively small cross stream mixing of
the particles for this smooth wall case. Further evidence of this
will be shown in the following section.

Figure 11 shows rough wall cases compared to the rough wall
gas phase velocity profile. The particle mean velocity profiles in
this case are very flat, indicative of strong cross stream mixing.
The particles move more than 40% slower than the gas near the
centerline, but the profiles actually cross with the particles moving
faster than the gas near the wall.

Figure 12 shows the streamwise RMS velocity profiles for the
particle phase. The smooth wall particle data measured at two
different locations are quite similar, again emphasizing the low
experimental uncertainty of the results. The rough wall RMS ve-
locities are everywhere significantly higher than those in the
smooth wall profile, indicating that the streamwise oriented par-

Fig. 8 Channel centerline PDF distribution for the streamwise
gas phase velocity for smooth and fully rough walls

Fig. 9 Comparison of streamwise particulate phase mean ve-
locity profiles among smooth, rough development and fully
rough walls. Velocities are normalized by the mean gas phase
centerline velocity.

Fig. 10 Comparison of mean streamwise gas and particle
phase velocity profiles for smooth walls, with particle center-
line terminal velocity. Velocities are normalized by the mean
gas phase centerline velocity.

Fig. 11 Comparison of mean streamwise gas and particle
phase velocity profiles for fully rough walls. Velocities are nor-
malized by the mean gas phase centerline velocity.
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ticle trajectories are modified in the presence of the rough wall.
From streamwise data alone, one can assume that the nature of the
increase is due to wall collisions, the effects of which appear
across the breadth of the channel. Additional insight comes from
comparing the gas and particle phase data for the rough wall case
alone sFig. 13d. While the gas phase rms velocities decrease to-
ward the channel centerline, the particle phase RMS velocities
increase slightly. Near the centerline the particle RMS velocity is
much larger for the particles than the gas phase. This suggests
that, for the rough wall case, the particles would be expected to
transfer energy to the gas turbulence, an effect that is opposite of
what is normally expected. Again, this is due to the strong wall-
normal mixing of the particles in the rough wall case.

Figures 14 and 15 depict probability density functions for the
particle phases. Figure 14, at the channel centerline, shows par-
ticles at each of the two fully rough measurement stationss1 cm
and 5 cm below the end of the roughness sectiond with velocities
ranging from near 0 to the maximum velocity for the smooth wall
case. Smooth wall particles are more narrowly distributed. Figure
15 shows data in the near-wall region, atx2/h=0.0315. Here par-
ticles in the fully rough case again show a slightly wider range of
velocities, with very few traveling with speeds comparable to the
smooth wall case. However, particles in the smooth wall condi-
tion, while faster than those in the rough, display a wider range of
variability than at the channel centerline. In neither case are any
bimodal velocity distribution effects present.

The wall-normal particle velocities were measured for addi-
tional insight into the mechanism of the energy transfers occurring

across the channel. The mean wall-normal velocities for both par-
ticle and gas phase are essentially zero across the channel. The
RMS wall-normal particle velocities for the smooth and rough
wall cases are shown in Fig. 16. For the smooth wall case, the
wall-normal velocity fluctuations are small. This corresponds to
the relatively weak wall-normal mixing evident for the smooth
wall case in the streamwise particle velocity profiles. On the other
hand, for the rough wall case the particle wall-normal RMS ve-

Fig. 12 Comparison of streamwise particulate phase rms ve-
locity profiles among smooth and fully rough walls. Velocities
are normalized by the mean gas phase centerline velocity.

Fig. 13 Comparison of rms streamwise gas and particle phase
velocity profiles for fully rough walls. Velocities are normalized
by the mean gas phase centerline velocity.

Fig. 14 Channel centerline PDF distribution for the stream-
wise particle phase velocity for smooth and fully rough walls

Fig. 15 Near-wall „x2/h =0.0315… PDF distribution for the
streamwise particle phase velocity for smooth and fully rough
walls

Fig. 16 Wall-normal particulate phase rms velocity for the
smooth and fully rough wall conditions. Velocities are normal-
ized by the mean gas phase centerline velocity.
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locity is quite large and nearly uniform across the channel.
Because the RMS velocity component is relatively constant

across the channel width, and always exceeds that of the smooth
wall case, it follows that particles are impacting the wall in such a
manner as to traverse the channel breadth with disparate fluctua-
tion intensity. This is despite the relatively large velocity gradient
in the gas phase in the near wall region. Likely, the particles are
impacting the channel roughness elements frequently and at a va-
riety of angles and not fully recovering their original velocity,
indicating that the collisions are not specular. As particles impact-
ing the wall slow for the loss of streamwise momentum, they
increase their near-wall residence time. However, the lack of a
steep velocity gradient in the near-wall region of the particle ve-
locity profile indicates that the near-wall particles regain some
energy. The only remaining mechanism is additional collisions,
this time between slow and fast moving particles. If particle-
particle collisions are important closer to the channel centerplane
region, as discussed by several authorsf7,13–16g, then their effect
in this experiment must be to enhance particle fluctuating veloci-
ties in the rough wall case. This result is also seen in the report by
Kussin and Sommerfeld, who show RMS velocities as uniformly
higher across the channel in the high roughness casef12g.

5 Conclusions
Rough walls have a dramatic influence on the behavior of both

particle and gas phases in fully developed channel flow. The gas
phase profile is significantly retarded near the wall relative to the
smooth wall case, and the turbulence intensity is enhanced across
the entire channel. The gas flow recovers very rapidly following a
rough to smooth wall transition. Nearly complete recovery of the
mean velocity and turbulence profiles was observed after a dis-
tance of 7.5 channel widths.

Wall roughness effects are even stronger for the particle phase,
at least due to the range of parameters studied here. The stream-
wise particle mean velocity was reduced up to 40% by the ordered
roughness, and became quite uniform across the channel. The
streamwise rms velocity was increased by up to a factor of 2 near
the channel centerplane, and was quite uniform across the chan-
nel. The profile uniformity was due to the strong transverse mix-
ing induced by particle wall collisions. The wall normal particle
fluctuating velocity increased from nearly 0 to more than 12% of
the centerline fluid velocity. Collisions with roughness elements
were also responsible for the loss of particle streamwise
momentum.

The experiments of Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton and Paris exam-
ined a case in which the flow developed in a duct with poorly
defined roughness, then flowed through a smooth channel for a
distance of 7.5 channel widths prior to the measurement position.
The present results measured under the same conditions as Paris
but using a well-defined roughness showed that the particle veloc-
ity statistics measured in the earlier experiments were a conse-
quence of an effectively very rough wall in the development duct.
However, gas phase statistics will rapidly recover from the wall
roughness condition, so that for much of the data obtained in those
experiments, valuable information remains.
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Nomenclature
r 5 Density
m 5 Dynamic viscosity
w 5 Particle mass loading
d 5 Diameter
g 5 Gravitational Constant
h 5 Channel half-width

Reh 5 Channel Reynolds number
Rep 5 Particle Reynolds number

U 5 Fluid velocity
V 5 Particle velocity
x1 5 Streamwise direction
x2 5 Transverse direction
x3 5 Spanwise direction

Subscripts
p 5 particle
f 5 fluid
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Wind-Driven Rivulet Breakoff and
Droplet Flows in Microgravity and
Terrestrial-Gravity Conditions
A study is reported of the wind-driven breakoff of rivulets and subsequent droplet flows
on a horizontal plate subject to different normal gravitational states, ranging from zero-
to terrestrial-gravity conditions (1 g), and including some data for partial gravity con-
ditions (between 0.1 g and 0.38 g). The study entailed experiments conducted in the
authors’ laboratory at the University of Iowa and onboard the NASA KC-135, parabolic-
flight aircraft. The wind-driven rivulets exhibited a breakoff phenomenon over a broad
range of flow rates, in which a “head” at the tip of the rivulet broke off periodically to
form a droplet that advected down the plate. The rivulet breakoff phenomena was sensi-
tive to the normal gravitational force acting on the plate. For instance, the frequency of
rivulet breakoff was nearly an order-of-magnitude greater for the 0 g condition than for
the same flow in the 1 g condition. The droplet shape and behavior were observed to be
quite different between the two cases. It was furthermore found in all cases examined that
wind-driven rivulet and droplet flows are markedly different from gravitationally driven
flows. These differences arise primarily from the role of form drag on the droplets and on
the raised ridge of the rivulet and pool flows near the moving contact
line. fDOI: 10.1115/1.1881696g

1 Introduction

Wind-driven flows of liquid films on a substrate are a common
occurrence in aerodynamics and various vehicular problems as
well as in certain regimes of two-phase pipe and duct flows. In
aerodynamics, water on an airplane wing can significantly affect
the surface roughness and the subsequent wing drag and overall
performancef1,2g. Under freezing conditions, the impact of su-
percooled water on the wing precedes ice accretion, where under
glaze ice conditions the water remains on the wing in liquid form
for some time until freezing occursf3–5g Water runoff on airplane
wings is also a concern following implementation of anti-icing
measures, such as local surface heating, in order to avoid refor-
mation of ice depositsf6–8g. Visual obstruction due to wind-
blown water on a windshield is, of course, a problem familiar to
anyone who has ever ridden in an automobile during a rainstorm.
In two-phase gas-liquid pipe flow, a decrease in the liquid flow
rate from that typical of the annular-flow regime results in a flow
regime in which the gas fills most of the pipe and the liquid is
confined to rivulets and droplets along the pipe wall, which are
carried forward by the gas flowf9g. Many of these applications
occur in configurations where the substrate surface may be
aligned in an arbitrary direction, thus varying the relative compo-
nents of the normal and tangential gravitational force. Other ap-
plications, such as gas-liquid pipe flows, are of interest for space
applications, where the gravitational force may be less than in
terrestrial applications or even absent entirely.

The current paper reports an experimental study of wind-driven
flow of a liquid rivulet on a horizontal substrate subject to various
gravitational fields ranging from microgravity to terrestrial-gravity
conditions. Experiments were conducted in the authors’ laboratory
and onboard the NASA KC-135 parabolic-flight aircraft to
achieve a range of gravitational conditions. Scaling arguments are

presented, based on consideration of the forces acting on the rivu-
let and detached droplets, to motivate correlations that collapse
the experimental data.

Previous experimental studies of rivulet flows focus on gravity-
driven flows down inclined platesse.g.,f10gd. Shear-driven rivulet
flow has been examined from a computational and analytical
viewpoint f5,11g, but these studies employ various simplifying
approximationsssuch as small interface slope, uniform interfacial
shear stress, and steady flowd, which introduce various limitations
on the applicability of the model predictions. The recent paper by
Myers, Liang, and Wettonf11g includes a stability analysis for
splitting of shear-driven rivulets into multiple rivulets; however,
this behavior was not observed in the flow regimes examined in
the current study.

The current experimental study finds that wind-driven rivulets
exhibit completely different behavior from that observed for
gravity-driven rivulets on an inclined surface. In particular,
whereas rivulets on an inclined surface progress through a series
of regime changes, including droplet flow, straight rivulet, mean-
dering steady rivulets, and oscillating rivulets, as the liquid flow
rate or the plate inclination angle increasesf10g, wind-driven rivu-
lets are dominated over a broad range of wind and liquid flow
rates by the periodic breakoff of the rivulet tip to form a droplet,
and by subsequent flow and interaction of the droplets down-
stream of the breakoff point. The difference between the wind-
and gravity-driven rivulet flows appears to result primarily from
the effects of form drag on the thicker region of the liquid film
near the “head” of the rivulet.

A second general observation from the present study is that the
wind-driven rivulet and droplet flows are highly sensitive to nor-
mal gravitational force. For instance, the rivulet breakoff fre-
quency is significantly larger, up to an order of magnitude in some
cases, for microgravity flows than it is for the same flow under
terrestrial-gravity conditions. This difference is again coupled to
the form drag and to the effect of normal gravitational force on the
frontal area presented by the rivulet head region. The downstream
droplet structure and dynamics are also qualitatively different for
the microgravity and terrestrial-gravity conditions.

The experimental model and procedure is described in Sec. 2.
Experimental results for the terrestrials1 gd experiments are pre-
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sented in Sec. 3, together with a simple model for the rivulet
breakoff period. Results for the microgravity and partial-gravity
sbetween 0.1 g and 0.38 gd experiments are presented in Sec. 4.
Conclusions are given in Sec. 5.

2 Experimental Setup
Experiments were conducted in the open-loop “rivulet wind-

tunnel,” shown schematically in Fig. 1. The bottom surface of the
rivulet wind tunnel consists of a flat Plexiglas sheet measuring 0.3
m wide and 1 m long. The top surface of the rivulet wind tunnel is
another Plexiglas sheet mounted parallel to and at a distance of
0.05 m above the bottom surface. Airflow through these two sur-
faces was generated by a blower placed upstream of the channel
formed by the Plexiglas plates. Blower speed is controlled by a
voltage regulator. A honeycomb is placed inside the blower to
help make the exit flow uniform. The maximum velocity that can
be produced by the blower in the wind tunnel is 13 m/s. Wind
speed was measured at different points over the width of the wind-
tunnel exit using a Pitot tube and Rouse manometer. The root-
mean-square variation in wind speed over the middle 75% of the
wind-tunnel width measured about 2% of the mean speed.

Distilled water, used as the working fluid, is stored in a 3.8 l
reservoir and pumped to the test surface using a positive-
displacement pump. The liquid reservoir sides are flexible so as to
allow the reservoir to collapse and avoid air or cavitation bubbles
as the water is pumped out of the reservoir, which is desirable in
the microgravity experiments. A positive-displacement pump is
used because it is less affected by gravity than a centrifugal pump.
Liquid flow rate is controlled using a precision needle valve. The
liquid is injected into the test section through a 2 mmhole cen-
tered on the upstream end of the bottom Plexiglas surface of the
rivulet wind tunnel. At the end of the test section, the liquid is
collected in a trap through a slot in the bottom of the test surface,
which is filled with a highly absorbent cloth material to capture
the water. As additional measures to prevent liquid from escaping
into the surroundings, a honeycomb is added at the end of the test
section and a deflector shield is placed downwind of the honey-
comb. The inner side of the deflector shield is covered with ab-
sorbent cloth to catch any remaining water droplets.

The microgravity experimentsszero and partial gravityd were
conducted on four flights of the KC-135 aircraft, with about 40
parabolas per flight. Each parabola provided about 15 of usable
microgravity conditions for testing. The test conditions were se-
lected to provide data on as many different flow regimes as pos-
sible, and tests with each combination of wind and liquid flow
conditions was repeated between three to five times in order to
ensure repeatable data. The water flow was turned off between
each parabola, but the airflow was left on in order to dry out the
test section and clear it of residual water. The flow was filmed
using digital video both from above the test section and from the
side of the test section. The experimental procedure used for the
terrestrial-gravity experiments was similar to that described
above, with the difference that the experiment was allowed to run
for a much longer period.

Relative gravity data, obtained using an accelerometer, were
provided by NASA. Although most tests were conducted for zero-
gravity conditions, some tests were also performed for partial-
gravity states, including 0.16, 0.25, and 0.38 g. The 0.16 and 0.38
g conditions correspond to the gravitational force on the Moon
and on Mars, respectively.

The wind speed was varied between about 7 and 12 m/s, and
the width of the enlarged rivulet headsor the subsequent droplet
after head detachmentd varied between about 4 and 12 mm.
Choosing nominal values for wind speed and droplet width ofU
=10 m/s andd=8 mm, respectively, the aerodynamic Reynolds
number is Re=Ud/nair=5300, the Weber number is We
=rairU

2d/s=13, and the Bond numbersin 1 gd is Bo
=rwatergd2/s=8.6. For Weber and Bond numbers in this range we
would expect the inertial deformation and gravitational flattening
of the rivulet head and droplets to both be significant.

This flow exhibited a natural variability associated with the
effect of contact angle hysteresis on the rivulet and droplet con-
ditions. The uncertainty due to this natural flow variability is, in
nearly all cases, larger than the measurement uncertainty. Details
of the data uncertainty in 1 g are given in Sec. 3, which describes
the specific data measured. A comprehensive uncertainty analysis
was more difficult to perform for the microgravity experiments
conducted on the NASA KC-135 parabolic-flight aircraft due to
the limited number and short duration of the tests, particularly for
the partial-gravity conditions. Checks on the performance of the
experimental apparatus indicate that similar accuracies of control
and measurement existed for the microgravity conditions as for
the terrestrial-gravity conditions. The uncertainty in averages re-
ported for aspects of the flow exhibiting natural variability were
higher in microgravity than in 1 g, however, due to the necessity
of having fewer test results over which to average the data.

3 Terrestrial-Gravity Results
Rivulet flow experiments under terrestrial gravitys1 gd were

initially conducted for a progression of wind velocity conditions
with a fixed water flow rate. At the extreme condition of zero
airflow, a circular puddle of water formed and spread laterally
from the inlet. For small airflow ratess&4 m/sd the puddle still
spread from the inlet, but began to distort in shape and shift down-
stream of the water inlet pointsFig. 2sadd. As the wind speed
increased to about 6 m/s, the water fanned out as a sheet whose
width increased in a nearly linear manner with downstream dis-
tancesFig. 2sbdd, and with an approximately straight leading edge.
With further increase in airflow rate, the fan angle decreased until,
at about 7 m/s, a nearly straight rivulet protruded from the source
location.

Fig. 1 Sketch of the rivulet wind tunnel showing „A… air inlet,
„B… blower, „C… contraction, „D… honeycomb, „E… test section, „F…
honeycomb water trap, „G… air outlet, „H… collapsible water stor-
age tank, „I… positive-displacement pump, „J… needle valve, „K…

water inlet hole, and „L… water collection box.

Fig. 2 Photographs of experimental runs with low airflow
rates: „a… large puddle spreading downstream for a very low
wind speed case „U=4.5 m/s …; „b… fanshaped structure for a
slightly higher wind speed case „U=6 m/s …. Both experiments
are performed with a water flow rate of Q=5 mL/min.
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3.1 Rivulet Head Breakoff.Concurrent with development of
a straight rivulet emitting from the source outlet, a cyclic process
occurred in which the head region at the end of the rivulet peri-
odically broke from the rivulet and advected downstream as a
detached droplet. A schematic diagram illustrating the different
stages of this process is shown in Fig. 3. In the first stage of this
process, water emitted from the source as a nearly straight rivulet.
After a short distance, the head of the rivulet stopped progressing
downstream and began to enlarge in a pool-like shape with a
raised ridge at its downstream edge. After a certain time, the head
broke from the rivulet to form a detached droplet.

The structure of the rivulet head close to the point of breakoff is
shown in the photographs in Fig. 4. The structure close to the
point of breakoff changed depending on the water and air flow
rates. For some cases, such as that shown in Fig. 4, the head
elongated more in the downstream direction, whereas for low flow
rates the head formed a broad pool and developed a ridge of raised
fluid along its downstream edge. The period of rivulet breakoff is
plotted in Fig. 5sad as a function of airflow rate for different water
discharge rates. The breakoff period decreased with increase in
airflow rate because higher airflow velocity caused greater drag on
the rivulet head, thus requiring the head to achieve a smaller criti-
cal size at the breakoff condition. The breakoff period also de-
creased as the water flow rate increased, due to the fact that the

rivulet head grew faster at higher water flow rates. All breakoff
period measurements are based on an average of ten measure-
ments. The precision error of the time measurements is ±0.5 s;

Fig. 3 Typical sequence of droplet detachment and roller development and
bifurcation for the terrestrial gravity experiments

Fig. 4 Photographs showing breakoff of a rivulet head to form
a droplet in 1 g, including „a… the rivulet at a time where it has
stopped progressing and is beginning to form a large head,
and „b… close-up of the head about to detach from the rivulet.
Grid lines have a spacing of 6 mm.
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however, the data uncertainty is controlled by the natural flow
variability in rivulet breakoff, which fluctuates with a standard
deviation of about 20% of the mean breakoff period.

The breakoff of the droplet at the end of the rivulet is resisted
by surface tension forces acting at the contact line due to the
difference between the advancing and receding contact angles
f12g. This effect has been utilized by several investigators to ex-
amine the critical condition for a droplet to stick to an inclined
surface and to find the terminal velocity of droplets flowing down
an inclined surfacef13–17g. As the aerodynamic drag attempting
to drive the stationary rivulet head forward increased, the receding
and advancing contact angles approached their limiting values at
zero velocity. The surface tension force thus has a maximum
value, which occurs when the two contact angles have reached
their limiting values, and if the driving aerodynamic exceeds this
maximum value, then the rivulet head will detach from the rivulet
and move forward as a droplet.

To motivate estimates for scaling the experimental data with
different parameters, a simplified model for rivulet head breakoff
is introduced based on consideration of the different forces acting
rivulet head. The driving force on the rivulet head is the aerody-
namic drag, which is resisted by surface tension force acting along
the contact line with the substrate. Close to the breakoff point, the
cross-sectional area of the rivulet head is much larger than that of
the feeding rivulet, so the effect of the rivulet on the aerodynamic
and surface tension forces on the rivulet head are neglected. For
estimation of the aerodynamic force, the rivulet head is approxi-

mated as an semi-ellipsoid with semi-axis lengthsh sthe maxi-
mum water depthd, b anda, where the latter two quantities repre-
sent, respectively, the semi-minor and semi-major axes of the
elliptical area covered by the head on the substrate surface. Let-
ting the air speed and density be denoted byU andr, respectively,
the aerodynamic drag on the rivulet head has the form

FD =
1

2
rU2Sp

2
bhDCD s1d

In Eq. s1d, sp /2dbh is the frontal area of the rivulet head andCD
is the aerodynamic drag coefficient. We have performed numerical
computations that indicate that the drag coefficientCD for flow
past a rigid hemisphere lying on a flat surface is nearly constant at
a value of 0.6 for the range of the Reynolds number used in the
experiments; for the current argument, it is sufficient to assume
that CD is constant.

The surface tension force on the rivulet head is approximated
by

FS= 2bsscosuR,0 − cosuA,0d s2d

wheres is the surface tension coefficient anduA,0 anduR,0 are the
limits of the advancing and receding contact angles as the contact
line velocity approaches zero. In writings2d, the contact angle
force is projected in the streamwise direction under the simplifi-
cation that the contact angle remains fixed atuA,0 all along the
downstream contact line of the head and atuR,0 all along the
upstream contact line. The feeding rivulet is again neglected due
to its small width relative to that of the head. The transition from
the advancing to the receding contact angle occurs on the sides of
the head, where the projection of the contact angle force in the
streamwise direction is small.

Equating the forces ins1d and s2d yields an expression for the
critical water depthhcrit within the rivulet head for occurrence of
breakoff as

hcrit =
8s

prU2CD
scosuR,0 − cosuA,0d s3d

The rivulet head is continuously filled by the water flow
through the rivulet until the head reaches a critical volume given
by

Vcrit =
2p

3
bcritacrithcrit s4d

wherehcrit is the critical depth given bys3d. The width 2b and
length 2a of the rivulet head are functions of the depthh, as well
as the water and airflow rates and the gravitational state. For in-
stance, in zero gravity the rivulet head has a nearly hemispherical
shape, soa>b>h. In terrestrial gravity experiments, the length
of the rivulet head tends to be much greater thanh as indicated in
Fig. 4sbd.

The rivulet breakoff periodT is the length of time required for
the volume of the rivulet head to grow to the critical values4d,
such that

QT= Vcrit, s5d

whereQ is the liquid flow rate. IfVcrit is assumed independent of
Q, which implies that the head width is independent ofQ, then the
results5d implies that the rivulet breakoff period will be inversely
proportional to the liquid flow rate. Substitutings3d and s4d into
s5d and assuming that the rivulet head width and length are pro-
portional to its heighth, the rivulet head breakoff periodT is

T =
2p

3Q
S 8s

prU2CD
D3

s6d

where the constantC=sacritbcrit /hcrit
2 dscosuR−cosuAd3 depends

both on the advancing and retreating contact angles and on the
rivulet head shape. As suggested by the results6d, Fig. 5sbd shows
that all of the experimental data for the rivulet breakoff period can

Fig. 5 Data for „a… rivulet breakoff period T and „b… product of
T and the water flow rate Q versus air speed U for the terrestrial
gravity „1 g… case, for values of water flow rate of Q
=10 ml/min „squares …, 15 ml/min „triangles …, 20 ml/min
„circles …, and 40 ml/min „diamonds …. The solid line is the theo-
retical prediction from Eq. „6… for C=0.5.
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be collapsed onto one curve by plottingQT as a function ofU.
The expressions6d infers a data correlation of the formQT
=const3U−6, which is shown in Fig. 5sbd to be in good agree-
ment with the experimental data for 1 g flow.

The average area occupied on the substrate surface by the rivu-
let head at the time of breakoff is plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of
the air speed. As expected, the critical head area at breakoff de-
creased with increase in air speed and exhibited negligible depen-
dence on water flow rate. The error bars plotted on the data in Fig.
6 indicate the standard deviation in the measured head area, which
results from natural flow variability. For low air speeds, the period
of rivulet breakoff became large and the breakoff time and droplet
area exhibited significantly more variability than for cases with
higher air speed. An estimate for area of the rivulet head at brea-
koff can be obtained from the expressions3d by assuming that the
area covered by the head on the substrate surface is proportional
to phcrit

2 , such that

Acrit = pDS 8s

prU2CD
D2

s7d

where the constantD depends only on contact angle and droplet
shape. The prediction froms7d suggests a correlation of the form

Acrit=const3U−4. A data fit based on this scaling is plotted in Fig.
6 and shown to lie within the data uncertainty.

Over many cycles of rivulet head breakoff, we observe a slow
creep of the location of the attached rivulet head down the test
section. This downstream motion is observed to occur through a
series of short discrete downstream motions of the rivulet coincid-
ing with breakoff of the rivulet head. Two mechanisms act to aid
downstream rivulet motion. In the first mechanism, the head im-
parts a downstream force on the feeder rivulet via surface tension
at the rivulet-head attachment point, acting to drag the feeder
rivulet some distance downstream as the head moves forward un-
der the aerodynamic force. In the second mechanism, the detach-
ing head wets the surface directly in front of the feeder rivulet,
making it easier for the rivulet to move downstream. The average
time for the rivulet head to progress a distance of 300 mm down-
stream from the sourceTrivulet is plotted as a function of air speed
for different liquid flow rates in Fig. 7sad. Because the rivulet
progresses downstream only during head breakoff, the time re-
quired for the rivulet to progress a fixed distance increases as the
breakoff period increases. It is shown in Fig. 7sbd that the data for
rivulet creep can be collapsed by plottingQTrivulet as a function of
the head breakoff periodTbreakoff. The approximately linear rela-
tionship betweenQTrivulet andTbreakoff exhibited in Fig. 7sbd sug-
gests that the rivulet springs forward by an approximately con-
stant distance each time that the rivulet head detaches from the
rivulet. Since the breakoff period decreases with increase in air
speed and water discharge ratesFig. 5d, the time required for the
rivulet to progress a fixed downstream distance correspondingly
decreases with increase in air of liquid flow rates, as indicated in
Fig. 7sad.

3.2 Droplet Flows.Following breakoff of the head from the
rivulet, the droplet formed by the detached head rapidly elongated
in the lateral direction to form a “roller” droplet. Roller formation
shortly downstream of the rivulet breakoff point is shown in Fig.
8sad, and the close-up structure of the roller is shown in Fig. 8sbd.
The roller structure is typified by two “lobes” located on either
side of the roller and has a thinner middle section. The roller is
typically somewhat curved with the lobes positioned slightly
downstream of the middle, due to their larger aerodynamic profile.
As the roller moved downstream, it continued to elongate until a
point is reached at which it bifurcated into two droplets. These
offspring droplets typically continued to move downstream, al-
though at a smaller velocity than the parent roller, and may them-
selves elongate to form smaller rollers. In some cases, the off-
spring droplets are so small that they remain fixed to the surface

Fig. 6 Average substrate surface area covered by rivulet head
at time of breakoff versus air speed for terrestrial gravity ex-
periments. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of the
data. The curve represents the theoretical prediction from Eq.
„7… with D=3.

Fig. 7 „a… Average time Trivulet for attached rivulet head to progress 300 mm downstream
from the inlet versus air speed U for the terrestrial gravity experiments, with water flow rates
Q=5 ml/min „crosses …, 10 ml/min „squares …, 15 ml/min „triangles …, 20 ml/min „circles …, and
40 ml/min „diamonds …. The lines are best fit to the data. „b… Correlation, showing all data,
obtained by plotting as a function of rivulet breakoff period.
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without forward movement.
In general, larger droplets have greater aerodynamic drag and

therefore travel faster than smaller droplets. Because of the pro-
cess of roller bifurcation, there exists sufficiently far downstream
of the source a large diversity of droplet sizes and speeds. This
situation gives rise to the occurrence of frequent droplet colli-
sions, in which a larger droplet will overtake and collide with a
smaller droplet. A snapshot of such a situation is shown in Fig.
8scd, where a large roller lies just upstream of two smaller drop-
lets. Just before this photograph was taken, a roller eddy bifur-
cated to produce the two smaller droplets, which traveled at a
slower velocity than the original roller eddy. The large second
roller is moving up behind the two smaller droplets and collides
with the smaller droplets just after the photograph was taken.
Upon collision, the droplets coalesced, forming a single larger
droplet that continued moving downstream at a yet more rapid
speed. This larger droplet gradually elongated and bifurcated, pro-
viding smaller droplets and repeating the cycle. The resulting
droplet flow sufficiently far downstream of the rivulet injection
point was dominated by series of droplet collision, elongation, and
bifurcation events that appeared to occur in a random manner.

The droplet velocity depends on the air speed and droplet size,
and to a lesser extent the droplet shape. While each droplet has an
approximately constant velocity, the different sizes of droplets in
the 1 g experiments, caused by repeated bifurcation and collision
events, led to a wide variation of droplet velocity at a given down-
stream location. The velocity of the initial droplet formed by brea-
koff of the rivulet headsprior to any bifurcation or collision
eventsd is plotted in Fig. 9sfor all liquid flow ratesd as a function
of air speed. The error bars in this plot represent the standard
deviation of the data. Over the range of air speeds considered, the
median droplet velocity increases approximately linearly with the
air speed, with a slope of about 0.006. There is little or no droplet
motion observed for air speeds less than 7 m/s.

For air speeds between 7 and 10 m/s, the droplets generated by
periodic breakoff of the rivulet head did not typically develop into
rollers, but instead maintained a shape covering a nearly circular
region of the substrate surface. At high air speeds,.12.5 m/s, the
separated droplets developed into rollers, but the droplets were
significantly smaller than for the lower air-speed casesssee Fig. 6d
and the rollers did not tend to undergo bifurcation. The generally
low occurrence of roller bifurcation for high air speeds is due to
the stronger effect of surface tension for these smaller size drop-
lets. The average number of droplet bifurcations and collisions as
a function of airflow rate is plotted in Fig. 10sad and 10sbd. While
there is a lot of scatter in these data, we observe a specific range
of airflow rates, ranging from about 10 to 12.5 m/s, over which

the flow most actively exhibits development of rollers that bifur-
cate and subsequently collide with other droplets. For airflow rates
both higher and lower than this range, the droplet velocity is more
uniform and collision of droplets is less frequent.

4 Zero-Gravity and Partial-Gravity Results

4.1 Zero-Gravity Flows. In the terrestrial-gravity experi-
ments described above, the normal gravitational force caused the
rivulet head to expand primarily along the substrate surface, such
that at the detachment point the water depth was significantly
lower than the head length and width. In the zero-gravity experi-
ments, the absence of gravitational force allowed the rivulet head
shape to be set primarily by surface tension, which lead to a
nearly hemispherical shape. This difference in rivulet head shape
significantly increased form drag on the microgravity rivulet, in
comparison to a terrestrial gravity case with the same air and
water flow rates, which profoundly altered the subsequent flow
behavior.

The sequence of rivulet breakoff and droplet flow for the zero-
gravity cases is described in Fig. 11. A rivulet is emitted from the
source, carrying the water downstream. The cross-sectional shape
of the rivulet is nearly semi-cylindrical for the zero-gravity ex-

Fig. 8 Examples of downstream-propagating rollers on a horizontal surface in
1 g: „a… droplet forming a roller shortly after breakoff from rivulet, „b… close-up
view of the elongated, double-lobed structure of the roller, and „c… a larger
roller overtaking two smaller droplets „Q=15 ml/min, U=11 m/s …. Grid lines
have a spacing of 6 mm.

Fig. 9 Average velocity of initial droplet versus air speed U for
data with all water flow rates for the terrestrial gravity experi-
ments. The error bars indicate the first quartile of velocity mea-
surement around the mean.
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periments, whereas the rivulet is more flattened in the 1 g experi-
ments. As in the 1 g experiments, the rivulet head stalls after a
fairly short distance, after which point the head grows due to
water delivered through the rivulet from the inlet. As it increases
in size, the rivulet head maintains a nearly hemispherical shape.
When the aerodynamic drag on the rivulet head becomes suffi-
ciently large, the head detaches from the rivulet to form a droplet,
which propagates downstream with nearly constant speed.

One of the most prominent differences between the zero and
terrestrial-gravity experiments is that the rivulet breakoff fre-
quency is nearly an order-of-magnitude greater in zerogravity than
for the same airflow and water flow rates in terrestrial gravity. The
increase in breakoff frequency for the zero-gravity experiments is
due to the increased form drag experienced by the rivulet head
due to its elevated shape. The predictions from the scaling in Eq.
s6d is indicated by the three curves in Fig. 12, corresponding to air
speeds ofU=10, 11, and 12 m/s, from bottom to top in the figure.
These predictions are obtained using a value of 0.05 for the coef-

ficient C in s6d, which is an order-of-magnitude smaller than the
value of the coefficient in the 1 g experiments. The difference in
value ofC results from the fact that the rivulet head is more nearly
hemispherical for the microgravity experiments, and so the ratios
acrit /hcrit and bcrit /hcrit occurring in the definition ofC are much
smaller than in the 1 g experiments. The experimental data exhibit
much greater scatter than for the 1 g experiments, which is likely
due to the noisy environment on-board the KC-135 and the greater
uncertainty consequent to fewer experimental repetitions.

A plot of the maximum height of the rivulet head at the brea-
koff point is given in Fig. 13 as a function of airflow speed. As
expected, the critical height at breakoff decreases with increase in
air speed and is approximately independent of water flow rate.
The results3d yields the estimate

hcrit =
8s

p rU2CD
A s8d

The scaling estimatehcrit=const3U−2 is plotted in Fig. 13, with
the empirical constant ins8d chosen asA=3.7. This prediction
falls within the data scatter, although the best-fit curve to the data
seems to vary more sensitively with air speedU.

In contrast to the terrestrial-gravity experiments, the detached
droplets do not form rollers in the zero-gravity experiments, but
instead retain an approximately hemispherical shape. The typical
droplet shape is shown in a photograph in Fig. 14, where we
observe two droplets that have broken off the rivulet and are
propagating downstream and one droplet on the right-hand side of
the figure that is just about to detach from the rivulet. Figure 15
shows the average droplet velocity for different air speeds and
water flow rates. Droplets did not bifurcate in the zero-gravity
experiments, and all droplets observed in a given experiment have
fairly uniform size and velocity. The absence of strong velocity
differences makes the occurrence of droplet collisions for the mi-
crogravity cases very rare.

Sometimes as the droplet progressed downstream, a tail of fluid
formed behind the droplet’s trailing edge. This tail occurred with
high wind speed, was quite stable, and did not separate from the
droplet. An interesting phenomenon involving this droplet tail
arose when the droplet momentarily stalled on the test surface,
which we refer to as “inchworm motion” due to its similarity with
the motion of an inchworm. The various steps of the inchworm
phenomenon are illustrated in Fig. 16, which first shows a droplet
with a tail propagating on the substrate surface. The onset of the
inchworm motion is typified by elongation and flattening of the
front lobe of the droplet. Transport of water from the flattened
front lobe into the tail section leads to formation of a large rear
lobe preceded by a small front lobe at the half-cycle point. The
water from the tail then suddenly sloshes back to the front lobe
and the droplet simultaneously lurches forward. The inchworm
motion was found to be more prevalent for higher wind speeds,
.11 m/s, and the inchworm cycle repeated several times before
the droplet returned to a steadily propagating state. The period of
oscillation for the inchworm oscillation varied between 0.6 and 1,
and appeared not to be particularly sensitive to the airflow or
water flow rates.

4.2 Partial-Gravity Flows. Tests were performed with sev-
eral different partial-gravity states, with 0.16 gslunar gravityd,
0.25 g, and 0.38 gsMartian gravityd, and for one controlled high-
gravity maneuver with 1.5 g. The rivulet behavior at partial grav-
ity exhibits aspects of that noted above for both 0 g and 1 g.
Photographs showing the rivulet and droplet from the side view
for 0.38 and 1.5 g are given in Fig. 17. For 0.38 g, the droplets
were similar to those observed for 0 gssee Fig. 14d, with the
difference that the droplets and rivulet head are noticeably flat-
tened. However, for the 1.5 g case, with nearly the same liquid-
and airflow rates, the water flattened out on the substrate surface.
The more streamlined, flattened shape of the rivulet head at 1.5 g
exhibited reduced aerodynamic drag compared to the micrograv-

Fig. 10 Graphs of droplet bifurcations and collisions for the
terrestrial gravity experiments, showing average number of
times a single droplet „a… bifurcates and „b… collides with an-
other droplet as it traverses the test surface for cases with wa-
ter flow rate Q=5 ml/min „crosses …, 10 ml/min „squares …,
15 ml/min „triangles …, 20 ml/min „circles …, and 40 ml/min
„diamonds …
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ity case, and the head was not observed to break off during the
period slasting about 5d over which this enhanced gravitational
state was maintained.

The rivulet breakoff period is plotted for several partial-gravity
conditions in Fig 18 as a function of water flow rate, with the air
velocity maintained at 11 m/s. The shape of the curve is similar
for all cases, but the breakoff period exhibits significant increase
as the gravity is increased from 0 g to0.38 g. The curves in Fig.
18 represent predictions ofs6d using values for the coefficientC

of 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, and 0.11. The partial-gravity data exhibit sig-
nificant scatter about these curves due, at least in part, to the
reduced-gravity experimental conditions.

The dynamics of the detached droplets over this range of
partial-gravity conditions is similar to that observed for the micro-
gravity state. Droplet elongation in the lateral direction, or forma-
tion of roller droplets, was not observed, nor were the droplets
observed to bifurcate or collide with one another. As in the zero-

Fig. 11 Typical sequence of rivulet head growth and detachment for micro-
gravity case

Fig. 12 Period of rivulet breakoff in microgravity versus the
water discharge rate, for cases with Q=10.3 ml/min „squares …,
11.4 ml/min „triangles …, 11.9 ml/min „circles …, and 12.5 ml/min
„diamonds …. The curves give the theoretical predictions from
Eq. „6… with C=0.05 for U=10 m/s „dashed …, 11 m/s „solid … and
12 m/s „dashed-dotted ….

Fig. 13 The average height of the rivulet head at the breakoff
time for all microgravity experiments, where Q=7 ml/min
„squares …, 10 ml/min „triangles …, 12.5 ml/min „gradients …,
18.5 ml/min „right triangles …, 26.5 ml/min „crosses …, 33 ml/min
„circles …. The curve represents the theoretical prediction from
Eq. „8… with A =3.7.
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gravity tests, the droplets in these partial gravity states have a
fairly uniform size and velocity in any given condition.

5 Conclusions
A study is reported of wind-driven rivulet breakoff and subse-

quent droplet flows on a horizontal surface under a variety of
gravitational states, with particular focus on terrestrial-gravitys1
gd and microgravitys0 gd conditions. Large differences were ob-
served between gravity-driven and wind-driven rivulet flows, in
general, as well as between wind-driven rivulet flows under dif-
ferent gravitational conditions. In particular, whereas gravity-
driven rivulet flows undergo a sequence of flow regimes, starting
with droplet flow for small-plate inclination angles and progress-
ing to straight rivulet flow, meandering rivulet flow, and oscillat-
ing rivulet flow as the plate inclination angle is increased, this
same progression of flow regimes is not observed for wind-driven
rivulet flows as the wind speed is increased. Rather, at very low
wind speeds for terrestrial-gravity experiments an emitted rivulet
on a horizontal plate soon forms a broad pool of liquid with slight
downstream inclination. With increase in wind speed the pool
adopts an interesting fan shape with nearly linear edges, where the

Fig. 14 Periodic shedding showing two nearly hemispherical
droplets with a third about to break off from the end of the
rivulet for microgravity case „Q=15 mL/min, U=11.8 m/s …. Grid
lines have a spacing of 6 mm.

Fig. 15 Average droplet velocity versus air speed for the mi-
crogravity experiments, with Q=7 ml/min „squares …, 10 ml/min
„triangles …, 12.5 ml/min „gradients …, 15 ml/min „asterisks …,
18.5 ml/min „crosses …, 26.5 ml/min „diamonds …, and 33 ml/min
„circles …

Fig. 16 Typical sequence illustrating the inchworm phenomenon for micro-
gravity droplet flows

Fig. 17 Photographs of the rivulet head and detached droplets
for „a… 0.38g „Q=10 ml/min, U=11 m/s … and „b… 1.5 g „Q
=10 ml/min, U=12.4 m/s …
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fan angle narrows with increase in wind speed to form a rivulet.
However, the rivulet does not continue indefinitely downstream
but is observed, in all cases examined, to break off into droplets
after a fairly short distance. There is also a slow creep of the
rivulet head downstream, where rivulet forward progression is
observed to occur in steps that coincide with breakoff of the rivu-
let head. This rivulet breakoff regime is maintained for all higher
wind speeds examined, although the dynamics of the droplets ex-
hibits substantial variation with wind speed.

The same qualitative rivulet flow regimes are observed for the
different gravitational states examined, ranging between 0 g and 1
g; however, the details of the rivulet behavior change dramatically
with change in the gravitational acceleration. The most evident
difference is the much smaller rivulet breakoff period, and the
related smaller droplet size, as the gravitational acceleration is
decreased. This decrease in breakoff period is related to the fact
that under lower gravitational fields, the rivulet head has more of
a raised, hemispherical shape, thus producing substantially larger
form drag than the lower-profile head shape typical of higher
gravitational fields. The resulting rivulet breakoff period is about
an order-of-magnitude smaller for microgravity than for the
terrestrial-gravity condition. A scaling argument developed by bal-
ancing form drag with surface tension force is shown to collapse
the experimental data for rivulet breakoff period with different
water flow rate and air speed with reasonably good accuracy for
terrestrial-gravity conditions. For microgravity and partial-gravity
conditions, the data exhibit great scatter about these scaling esti-
mates, which is perhaps caused by the noisy environment onboard
the KC-135 and by the greater measurement uncertainty associ-
ated with a more limited number of experimental repetitions.

The droplet dynamics downstream of the rivulet breakoff point
also exhibit important differences with gravitational acceleration
and with air speed. For the terrestrial gravity experiments, the
droplets adopt a “roller” form, in which the droplet shape is ex-
tended in the cross-stream direction for air speeds above a critical
value. There is a range of wind speeds for which these roller
droplets gradually extend until they bifurcate to produce two
smaller, slower-moving droplets. Droplet bifurcation creates a
situation with a wide range of droplet sizes and speeds, leading to
frequent droplet collisions. In this regime, the water does not pro-

ceed downstream in a single droplet, as is the case in other re-
gimes, but rather in a stochastic sequence of droplet bifurcation
and collision events.

Roller droplets and droplet bifurcation did not occur in the mi-
crogravity experiments. Instead, under certain conditions the mi-
crogravity droplets exhibit an interesting “inchworm” phenom-
enon, whereby the droplets progress forward in a periodic motion
associated with forward and backward sloshing of the droplet
mass, which appears much like the motion of an inchworm. In this
inchworm motion, the droplets are stationary as the liquid mass
oscillates upstream, but then they lurch forward as the liquid mass
sloshes in the downstream direction. Under other conditions, the
microgravity droplets progress downstream in a steady manner
with a nearly hemispherical shape.

In future research, it would be of interest to repeat these experi-
ments with several different liquids and substrate surfaces in order
to better map the observed flow regimes in dimensionless param-
eter space. There are a number of phenomena observed for droplet
flows, such as development and eventual bifurcation of roller
droplets in 1 g, and the inchworm motion of microgravity drop-
lets, which would benefit from more detailed study and modeling.
It would also be of interest to examine cases where multiple rivu-
lets are initiated at many positions on the substrate surface, such
as would be the case for rivulets developing from droplet impact
on a surface or from breakup of a liquid sheet.
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Numerical Study of Cavitation in
Cryogenic Fluids
Numerical simulations of cavitation in liquid nitrogen and liquid hydrogen are presented;
they represent a broader class of problems where the fluid is operating close to its critical
temperature and thermal effects of cavitation are important. A compressible, multiphase
formulation that accounts for the energy balance and variable thermodynamic properties
of the fluid is described. Fundamental changes in the physical characteristics of the cavity
when thermal effects become significant are identified; the cavity becomes more porous,
the interface less distinct, and it shows increased spreading while getting shorter in
length. The heat transfer model postulated in variants of the B-factor theory, where
viscous thermal diffusion at the vapor-liquid interface governs the vaporization, is shown
to be a poor approximation for cryogenic fluids. In contrast the results presented here
indicate that the cavity is sustained by mass directly convecting into it and vaporization
occurring as the liquid crosses the cavity interface. Parametric studies for flow over a
hydrofoil are presented and compared with experimental data of Hord (1973, ‘‘Cavitation
in Liquid Cryogens II—Hydrofoil,’’ NASA CR-2156); free-stream velocity is shown to be
an independent parameter that affects the level of thermal depression.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1883238#

1 Introduction
Cavitation in cryogenic fluids generates substantial thermal ef-

fects and strong variations in fluid properties, which in turn alter
the cavity characteristics. Understanding and quantifying these
thermal effects are important for the design of liquid rocket tur-
bomachinery systems that pump liquid hydrogen and liquid oxy-
gen. Cryogenic fluid systems, however, are a subset of a broader
class of problems~e.g., refrigerant systems, hot water systems
such as boiler feed pumps, etc.! where the operating temperature
is close to the critical temperature of the working fluid. Here, the
distinction between boiling and cavitation becomes blurred and
thermodynamic effects play an important role. At these operating
temperatures, the ratio of liquid to vapor density is lower and
consequently more liquid mass has to vaporize to sustain a cavity.
Therefore evaporative cooling effects are more pronounced and
result in the lowering of the mean fluid temperature in the cavi-
tating region. Since the fluid thermodynamic properties~i.e., va-
por pressure, density! are a strong function of temperature at these
conditions, thermal effects suppress cavitation and lower the cav-
ity pressure in a mean sense. Typically this results in improved
mean performance of cryogenic pumps; liquid hydrogen systems
being an extreme example where the pump may continue to gen-
erate head even when the fluid is boiling at the inlet. We note this
is not necessarily the case when large scale flow unsteadiness is
present since local temperature increases may enhance cavitation
and cause flow instabilities.

To identify flow regimes where thermodynamic effects become
important Brennen@2# defined two parameters:S(T) a thermody-
namic parameter given by,S(T)5(l2/TCpAa l)(rn /r l)

2, and a

dynamic fluid parameterL, whereL5AU`
2 s/L. Here,T is the

local temperature of the fluid,l is the latent heat of vaporization,
a l is the liquid thermal diffusivity, andrn , r l is the vapor and
liquid density, respectively. Following Brennen@2#, we can expect
thermodynamic effects associated with boiling to dominate if
S.L, and for convenience we can define a critical temperature
T* , at whichS'L. This distinction, however, is qualitative and

for quantitative estimates of temperature and pressure depressions
semiempirical correlations are required as described below.

The thermal effects of cavitation have been studied extensively
by numerous researchers@1,3–6#, among others. Stahl and
Stepanoff @3# estimated head depression (DHn) values due to
thermodynamic effects using the so-called ‘‘B-factor’’ method
based on a quasistatic theory where the temperature depression
was estimated in terms of the ratio of the vapor volume to liquid
volume taking part in the vaporization process. They provided a
graph to evaluate~NPSH! corrections for hydrocarbons based on
this methodology. However applying this theory was not simple
since the B factor is an abstract quantity, similar to entropy in
thermodynamics, and not easily estimated.

The B-factor theory was improved upon and made easier to use
by Ruggeri and Moore@5# and later by Hord@1# who extended the
model to include dynamic effects arising from fluid motion. They
provided semiempirical correlations relating the B factor to a cali-
brated reference condition. An alternate but similar semiempirical
procedure called the entrainment theory was given by Holl et al.
@6# who directly correlated temperature depression to physical
non-dimensional flow parameters. These theories postulated that
the mass convection across the vapor-liquid interface was negli-
gible and that thermal diffusion across the interface was the pri-
mary factor controlling the vaporization. Hence correlations based
on Nusselt number estimates at the interface were derived and
calibrated with experimental data for cavity pressure and tempera-
ture depressions. One of the key findings of our present study is
that this diffusion controlled view of the cavitation process is not
valid for cryogenic fluids. As we discuss later, the cavity appears
to be sustained by the convection of liquid flowing across the
vapor-liquid interface in the cryogenic case where the cavity
spreads out substantially more and contains far less vapor than the
corresponding cavity in cold water. This indicates that inviscid
convective effects are more important than previously understood
in the cryogenic flow regime and the rigorous treatment of ‘‘real’’
fluid properties essential for a correct representation of the
physics.

Few numerical simulations of cavitating flows in cryogenic flu-
ids, where thermal effects and fluid property variations have a
substantial affect on the cavity development, have been reported.
Cooper@7# presented simulations of liquid hydrogen pumps using
a baratropic equation of state; here the energy equation was not
solved but a nondimensional vaporization parameter was incorpo-
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rated into the baratropic equation of state to implicitly define pres-
sure depressions due to thermal effects. Most of the recent works
on numerical simulations of cavitating flows have not addressed
the problem within a compressible framework and by definition
neglect property variations within the liquid phase@8–10#. How-
ever, a detailed analysis of thermal damping effects on individual
bubble dynamics have been reported by various researchers in-
cluding Prosperetti@11#, Matsumoto and Takemura@12#!, and
Delale@13# among others. These fundamental studies analyze the
impact of the heat transfer and bubble interface temperature on
bubble growth and are an important component in the develop-
ment of phase change models that interface with hydrodynamic
formulations. However as the discussion here highlights, there is a
need for more rigorous and generalized hydrodynamic frame-
works to analyze extensive cavitation in ‘‘real’’ fluids.

The focus of this paper is on the development of a compressible
framework that models generalized fluid properties over a broad
range of temperatures and accounts for the thermal effects of cavi-
tation. The vapor/liquid interface is captured as part of the solu-
tion framework and acoustic propagation in the multiphase mix-
ture is modeled rigorously@14#. A detailed study of cavitation in
liquid nitrogen and hydrogen is provided using the experiments of
Hord @1# on a hydrofoil as a model problem; pressure and tem-
perature measurements are used to validate the numerical results,
and in turn numerical simulations are used to better understand the
physical effects driving experimental observations. In particular,
the role of variable fluid properties and thermal effects in altering
the physical characteristics of the cavity is identified. These ef-
fects such as frothy cavitation zones and increased entrainment in
cryogenic cavities have been observed experimentally but were
not well understood. As mentioned earlier, we examine the valid-
ity of some of the key assumptions of the B-factor theory as well
as the applicability of thermal equilibrium criteria for cavitation in
cryogenic fluids. Since the cavitation process couples strongly
with the temperature of the liquid, cavitation in cryogenic system
presents a far richer spectrum of physics; parametric studies for a
range of free-stream temperatures and velocities have been con-
ducted to identify these effects.

2 Multiphase Equation System
The multiphase equation system is written in vector form as

]Q

]t
1

]E

]x
1

]F

]y
1

]G

]z
5S1Dv (1)

Here,Q is the vector of dependent variables,E, F, andG are the
flux vectors,S the source terms for the phase change, andDv
represents the viscous fluxes. The viscous fluxes are given by the
standard compressible form of Navier-Stokes equations@15#. The
vectorsQ, E, andSare given below with a detailed discussion on
the details of the cavitation source terms to follow later

Q5S rm

rmu
rmv
rmw
rgfg

rmhm

rmk
rm«

D E5S rmu
rmu21P

rmuv
rmuw
rgfgu
rmhmu
rmku
rm«u

D S5S 0
0
0
0
mt

mthf g

Sk

S«

D (2)

The equations represented in the system above are in the follow-
ing order in the vectors above:~1! mixture mass continuity;~2!–
~4! mixture momentum~three components!; ~5! vapor phase mass
conservation;~6! mixture energy;~7! turbulent kinetic energy, and
~8! turbulent dissipation rate conservation. Here,rm and hm are
the mixture density and sensible enthalpy, respectively, andfg is
the volume fraction or porosity of the vapor phase~note that the
subscriptg, as well as any references to a ‘‘gas’’ imply the vapor

phase and not an additional noncondensable gas component!. The
mixture energy equation has been formulated with the assumption
that the contribution of the pressure work on the mixture energy is
negligible. The source term for the vapor phase arises due to cavi-
tation wheremt is the net rate of vapor mass generation~or con-
densation!, and the corresponding source term for the energy
equation is given asmthf g wherehf g is the change in enthalpy
resulting from the phase change and is a function of the local fluid
temperature. These phase change source terms are discussed fur-
ther in Sec. 3.

The mixture density, enthalpy, and vapor porosity are related by
the following relations locally in a given cell volume:

rm5rgfg1rLfL (3)

rmhm5rgfghg1rLfLhL (4)

15fg1fL (5)

whererg , rL are the physical material densities, whilehg andhL
are the sensible enthalpy of the vapor and liquid phase, respec-
tively, and in general are functions of both the local temperature
and pressure.

Thus far we have not made any statements defining the tem-
peratures characterizing the liquid and vapor phases. In general,
the liquid and vapor may not be in equilibrium locally and can
have independent temperatures. Examination of temperature and
pressure data for cavitation in Freon@16# ~see Fig. 1! reveals that
the saturation vapor pressure corresponding to the local fluid tem-
perature in fact matches the local pressure measurement. This im-
plies that the phase change process results in local thermodynamic
equilibrium between the phases. The thermodynamic properties of
the liquid and vapor in the cavity may now be defined by a single
variable; the local saturation temperatureTsat. Hence, all thermo-
dynamic properties~density, vapor pressure, viscosity, etc.! of
both the liquid and the vapor phase may be generated as a tabular
function of the saturation temperature. In our study here, these
properties were generated from the standard thermodynamic data-
base 12 available from National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology~NIST! for pure fluids@17#. The thermodynamic properties
of the fluid where specified using the saturation values from the
table corresponding to the local temperature of the fluid.

The equation system as formulated in Eq.~1! is very stiff since
the variations in density are much smaller than the corresponding
changes in pressure. Therefore to devise an efficient and accurate
numerical procedure we transform Eq.~1! to a pressure based
form where we solve for pressure rather than density. An acous-
tically accurate two-phase form of Eq.~1! is first derived, fol-

Fig. 1 Typical pressure and temperature depression within
cavitated region for Freon-119 in a Venturi †Taken from †16‡‡
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lowed by a second step of time scaling or preconditioning to ob-
tain a well-conditioned system. We begin by defining the acoustic
form of density differential for the individual vapor and liquid
phase as follows:

drg5
1

cg
2

dP, dr l5
1

cL
2

dP (6)

Here cg is the isothermal speed of sound (]P/]rg)T in the
vapor phase, andcL is the corresponding isothermal speed of
sound in the liquid phase, which is a finite value. We note that in
Eq. ~6! the variation of the density with temperature has been
neglected in the differential form for deriving the time-marching
procedure. This assumption was made entirely for numerical con-
venience since it considerably simplifies the matrix algebra for the
upwind flux formulation described later, at the potential expense
of numerical stability in a time-marching procedure. However,
more importantly, there is no impact on the accuracy since the
fluid properties themselves are taken directly from the thermody-

namic data bank for each fluid based on the local temperature of
the fluid which may change locally due to phase change.

Following the discussion above, the differential form of the
mixture densityrm using Eq.~6! is written as

drm5~rg2rL!dfg1
1

cf
2

dP

(7)

S 1

cf
2

5
fg

cg
2

1
fL

cL
2 D

Here, cf is a variable defined for convenience and is not the
acoustic speedcm in the mixture, which will be defined later.
Using Eq.~7!, Eq. ~1! may be rewritten as

G
]Qv

]t
1

]E

]x
1

]F

]y
1

]G

]z
5S1Dv (8)

where

G5

¨

1

cf
2

0 0 0 ~rg2rL! 0 0 0

u

cf
2

rm 0 0 ~rg2rL!u 0 0 0

v

cf
2

0 rm 0 ~rg2rL!v 0 0 0

w

cf
2

0 0 rm ~rg2rL!w 0 0 0

fg

cg
2

0 0 0 rg 0 0 0

hgfg

cg
2

1
hLfL

cL
2

0 0 0 ~rghg2rLhL! ~rgfgCp,g1rLfLCp,L! 0 0

k

cf
2

0 0 0 ~rg2rL!k rm 0 0

«

cf
2

0 0 0 ~rg2rL!« 0 rm 0

©
(9)

and

Qv5@p,u,v,w,fg ,T,k,«#T

The numerical characteristics of the Eq.~8! are studied by obtaining the eigenvalues of the matrix,@G21(]E/]Qv)#. The eigenvalues
of the system are derived to be

L5~u1cm ,u2cm ,u,u,u,u,u,u! (10)

wherecm turns out to be the well-known, harmonic expression for the speed of sound in a two-phase mixture and is given as:

1

cm
2

5rmF fg

rgcg
2

1
fL

rLcL
2G (11)

The behavior of the two-phase speed of sound as a function of the gas porosity indicates that at either limit the pure single-phase
acoustic speed is recovered. However, away from the single-phase limits, the acoustic speed rapidly drops below either limit value and
remains at the low level in most of the mixture regime. As a consequence, the local Mach number in the interface region can be large
even in low speed flows.

To obtain an efficient time-marching numerical scheme, preconditioning is now applied to the system in Eq.~8!, in order to rescale
the eigenvalues of the system so that the acoustic speeds are of the same order of magnitude as the local convective velocities. This is
achieved by replacingG in Eq. ~8! by Gp .

Gp

]Qv

]t
1

]E

]x
1

]F

]y
1

]G

]z
5S1Dv
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where,

Gp5

l

b

cf
2

0 0 0 ~rg2rL! 0 0 0

ub

cf
2

rm 0 0 ~rg2rL!u 0 0 0

vb

cf
2

0 rm 0 ~rg2rL!v 0 0 0

wb

cf
2

0 0 rm ~rg2rL!w 0 0 0

fgb

cg
2

0 0 0 rg 0 0 0

S hgfg

cg
2

1
hLfL

cL
2 D b 0 0 0 ~rghg2rLhL! ~rgfgCp,g1rLfLCp,L! 0 0

kb

cf
2

0 0 0 ~rg2rL!k rm 0 0

«b

cf
2

0 0 0 ~rg2rL!« 0 rm 0

m
(12)

Here, the parameterb has been introduced to precondition the
eigenvalues. The modified eigenvalues of the preconditioned sys-
tem are given as

LP5S u

2 S 11
1

b D1cm8 ,
u

2 S 11
1

b D2cm8 ,u,u,u,u,u,uD (13)

where

cm8 5
1

2
Au2S 12

1

b D 2

14
cm

2

b
(14)

Equation~14! indicates that by settingb5(cm
2 /up

2) where up
5max(u,0.01cm) the pseudoacoustic speed is of the order ofu at
all mixture composition values. The well-conditioned eigenvalues
provide an efficient means of converging to steady-state solutions
with minimal round-off and dissipation errors in the numerical
flux calculation.

3 Viscous Transport Properties and Turbulence Model
The laminar viscosity and thermal conductivity for each phase

are obtained from the NIST-12 databank as a function of the local
fluid temperature. In flow regions where a two-phase mixture is
present, a simplified mass-weighted mixing model, consistent
with the homogenous flow model assumption of Eq.~1!, is
assumed

mm
l 5mg

l yg1mL
l yL (15)

km
l 5kg

l yg1kL
l yL

Here, mm
l and km

l are the laminar mixture viscosity and thermal
conductivity, respectively, andyg andyL are the mass fractions of
vapor and liquid, respectively. We note that the laminar viscosity
in cryogenic fluids is substantially lower than that for water. Con-
sequently, most cryogenic flows are characterized by high Rey-
nolds numbers and turbulent conditions.

The effects of turbulent mixing are accounted for by employing
a two-equationk-« model. We are justified in using a turbulence
model since we are limiting our attention to mean predictions of
sheet cavitation solutions where large scale unsteadiness is not

present in the cavity closure region. We recognize that for cloud
cavitation problems, a more advanced unsteady, Large Eddy
Simulation~LES! framework may be necessary. The turbulent vis-
cosity is obtained by solving transport equations for the turbulent
kinetic energy and its dissipation rate as follows:

]rk

]t
1

]

]xi
Fruik2S m1

mT

sk
D ]k

]xi
G5Pk2r«1Sk

]r«

]t
1

]

]xi
Frui«2S m1

mT

s«
D ]«

]xi
G5C1f 1Pk2C2f 2r«1S«

(16)

Pk5t i j

]ui

]xj
, t i j 52

2

3
rk12mT* S Si j 2

1

3

]uk

]xk
d i j D ,

mT5Cm f mr
k2

«

where,sk , s« , C1 , andC2 are the modeling constants, andf 1 ,
f 2 , f m are empirical modeling functions to account for low Rey-
nolds number~near wall!. ~They equal unity in the high Reynolds
number form.!

Low Reynolds number effects in the near wall are accounted
for by using an extension of the near wall model of So et al.@18#.
This model has been shown to reproduce the near wall asymptotic
relations for the Reynolds stress and kinetic energy accurately. In
this model, the damping functions,f 1 , f 2 , f m , are defined as
follows:

f 151.02expF2S Ret

40 D 2G
f 2512

2

9
expF2S Ret

6 D 2G
S«5

1

4
c3 mLF S ]k1/2

]x D 2

1S ]k1/2

]y D 2

1S ]k1/2

]z D 2G
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Ret5
rk2

mL«

f m5~114 Ret
23/4!tanhS Rek

125D
where

Rek5
rAky

m
(17)

The constants for this model are given as follows:

cm50.09, sk51.4, s«51.4,
(18)

c151.44, c251.92, c352.9556

This model has been tested for a number of standard turbulence
test cases to verify that it gives correct boundary layer growth and
reattachment length for recirculating flows. We have also applied
this model to cavitation in water and have obtained good results
for the mean cavity length@14#. We note that the cases reported
here did not exhibit large scale unsteadiness in the cavity closure
region and our focus was on the prediction of mean cavity solu-
tions in the absence of highly unsteady cloud cavitation in the
wake. The use of a Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes~RANS!
methodology for the latter situation of cloud cavitation is less
justifiable and more suited for a LES analysis where the flow
dynamics is not damped by large values of ‘‘turbulent’’ eddy vis-
cosity. However, we do note that there are other efforts reported in
the literature where a variety of turbulence models have been
evaluated for unsteady cavity simulations@19#.

The net viscosity and thermal conductivity are given as the sum
of the laminar and turbulent contributions

m5mm
l 1mT (19)

k5km
l 1

mT•Cpm

PrT

The turbulent Prandtl number was specified to be 0.9 for the
calculations presented here. As we shall discuss later in Sec. 6.0,
the leading edge temperature depression was found to be quite
insensitive to the turbulent Prandtl number probably because the
temperature gradients were not substantial at the outer cavity
edge.

4 Numerical Procedure Overview
The multiphase formulation derived in the previous section has

been implemented within a three-dimensional unstructured code
CRUNCH CFD®@20#. The CRUNCH CFD® code has a hybrid,
multielement unstructured framework, which allows for a combi-
nation of tetrahedral, prismatic, pyramidal, and hexahedral cells.
The grid connectivity is stored as an edge-based, cell-vertex data
structure where a dual volume is obtained for each vertex by
defining surfaces, which cut across edges coming to a node. An
edge-based framework is attractive in dealing with multielements
since dual surface areas for each edge can include contributions
from different element types making the inviscid flux calculation
‘‘grid transparent.’’

The integral form of the conservation equations are written for
a dual control-volume around each node as follows:

Gp

DQvV

Dt
1E

]V i

F~Qv ,n!ds5E
V i

SdV1E
]V i

D~Qv ,n!ds

(20)

The inviscid flux procedure involves looping over the edge list
and computing the flux at the dual face area bisecting each edge.
A Riemann problem is solved for using higher-order reconstructed
values of primitive variables at the dual face. Presently a second-
order linear reconstruction procedure~following Barth and Linton

@21#! is employed to obtain a higher-order scheme. We note that
the inviscid flux as outlined above is grid transparent since no
details of the element type are required in the flux calculation.

The Riemann problem at the dual face is computed with a Roe-
averaged, flux-differenced solver, which defines the fluxFm as

Fm5
1
2 @F~Qm

2 ,nW oi!1F~Qm
1 ,nW oi!1DF2~QI

m ,nW oi!

1DF1~QI
m ,nW oi!# (21)

wherenW oi is the vector area of the dual face crossing edgeeWoi ,
and the subscript ‘‘I’’ denotes Roe-averaged variables. The flux
differencesDF2 andDF1 are given as

DF1~QI
m ,nW oi!5

1
2 ~RI

m~L1uLu! ILI
m!~Qm

12Qm
2!

(22)

DF2~QI
m ,nW oi!5

1
2 ~RI

m~L2uLu! ILI
m!~Qm

12Qm
2!

Here,R and L are, respectively, the right and left eigenvector
matrices, whileL is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix. The Roe
averaged velocities and scalars are defined as

yI5
y1Ar11y2Ar2

Ar11Ar2
, $yP~u,v,w,T,k,«!% (23)

while, the volume fractionfg is defined by doing a simple arith-
metic average

fg,I5
1
2 ~fg

11fg
2! (24)

This average value of thefg is used to define the speed of sound
of the mixture at the dual face.

For efficient computations, a parallel framework for distributed
memory systems has been implemented, along with a time-
marching implicit solution procedure. The sparse implicit matrix
is derived by doing an Euler explicit linearization of the first-order
flux, and a variety of iterative sparse matrix solvers, e.g., Gener-
alized Minimum Residual~GMRES!, symmetric Gauss-Seidel
procedure, are available in the code.

5 Cavitation Source Terms
Development of numerical models for cavitation phase change

is an area of continuing research and we provide a brief review.
For the purposes of our discussion here, these models are classi-
fied into the following two categories:~a! A bubbly framework
using the Rayleigh-Plesset equation and~b! continuum formula-
tion solving for vapor phase transport. There have been numerous
numerical studies using the bubbly closure model@8,9,22#. While
there are significant differences between these studies in the de-
tails of their formulation, they model the phase change in a similar
fashion; the flow field is seeded with bubbles and the change in
bubble mass~and therefore the mixture density in each cell! is
obtained from the Rayleigh-Plesset equations. The advantage of
this formulation is that a physical model describes the cavitation
phase change. However, thekey limitationof these studies arises
from their implicit restriction that the mixture be ‘‘dilute,’’ i.e., the
gas void fraction is negligibly small. For instance, Kubota et al.
@8# define mixture density asrm5(12fg)r l which neglects the
vapor phase. Whenfg'1, the conservation equations for the mix-
ture become singular. This is a severe restriction. In particular,
when extensive cavitation occurs the vapor clouds are dense and
the spatial extent of each distinct cloud large. This requires the
numerical resolution of the vapor phase mass and momentum
within the cloud and a more complete definition of the mixture
density.

The second approach is a continuum formulation that is appli-
cable to dense cavitating flow@10,14,23,24#. Here, a separate
equation for the transport of the gas phase is solved for and there
is no restriction on the volume fraction of the gas-phase being
small. The cavitation process is modeled as a phase change source
term with a rate equation for phase change based on the local
pressure. While the works referenced above use different formu-
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lations to specify this rate of phase change, they are similar in that
they do not integrate the cloud bubble dynamics, since neither the
radius nor the number density of the bubbles in the vapor cloud is
computed. Hence, the specified rate of vaporization and conden-
sation becomes an ad hoc numerical parameter. We note that bara-
tropic formulations~e.g., Song and Qin@25#! are a subset of this
class of models under the assumption of an infinitely fast rate of
phase change.

The continuum formulations listed above provide good results
for mean cavity solutions of sheet cavitation problems where large
scale unsteadiness is not present. For steady attached cavitation
cases, this simplified model may be adequate since the vaporiza-
tion occurs only over a small region at the interface of the vapor
and liquid zone. Therefore for cases where the reentrant jet in the
cavity closure region does not lead to shedding of the vapor cloud,
the vaporization and condensation zone are well defined and the
cavitation time scales and the fluid time scales do not interact in a
significant manner. This is obviously not the case for cloud cavi-
tation where a far more complex and dynamic interaction between
the cavitation process and the hydrodynamics is evident and the
more rigorous bubbly model would need to be integrated within
this framework. For the present study, since our focus of interest is
on the mean solution of quasisteady sheet cavitation problems we
implement this simplified cavitation model. As our results will
indicate, this model performed well for both liquid nitrogen and
liquid hydrogen over a range of flow conditions and accurately
resolved the effects of temperature gradients and fluid property
variation on the evolution of the cavity.

In the present effort, the cavitation source term is defined via a
simplified nonequilibrium, finite rate form as follows:

mt5K frLfL1Kbrgfg (25)

where the constantK f is the rate constant for vapor being gener-
ated from liquid in a region where the local pressure is less than
the vapor pressure. Conversely,Kb is the rate constant for recon-
version of vapor back to liquid in regions where the pressure
exceeds the vapor pressure. Here, the rate constants are specified
using the form given by Merkle et al.@26#.

Kb5F 0 p,pv
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t f5Time constant for vapor formation
tb5Time constant for liquid reconversion

Cavitation Number5
p`2pv

1
2 r`Q`

2

For the present study the baseline vaporization and condensation
rate parameters were set at 0.01 s. The sensitivity of the cavity
solution to the rate constants has been evaluated in Sec. 8.1.

6 Impact of Thermal Effects on Cavity Characteristics
To understand the impact of thermal effects at operating tem-

peratures close to the critical temperature of the fluid, we analyze
cavitation in liquid nitrogen. The critical temperature of nitrogen
is 126.19 K and the triple point is at 63.15 K. The variation of
nitrogen properties along the saturation line for liquid and vapor
densities as well as the vapor pressure are shown in Fig. 2 for an
operating range of 70–100 K. We observe that over this opera-
tional range, the liquid nitrogen density varies from approximately
840–680 kg/m3, while the vapor pressure and correspondingly the
vapor density vary by more than order of magnitude~2–34 kg/m3

for vapor density!. In fact at a representative temperature of 89 K,
the slope of vapor pressure indicates a 16 KPa increase for a 1 K
change in temperature, while the ratio of liquid to vapor density is
only around 50. In contrast, the liquid to vapor density ratio for
water at 298 K is of the order of 40,000. As discussed earlier, it is
the combination of rapid vapor pressure variation and low liquid

Fig. 2 Saturation properties of nitrogen as a function of tem-
perature: „a… liquid nitrogen density; „b… vapor density; „c… va-
por pressure
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to vapor density ratio that generates substantial thermodynamic
effects due to cavitation. As we shall see below, this fundamen-
tally alters the nature of the cavity.

To demonstrate thermal effects on the cavity, we model flow
over a quarter-caliber headform with a diameter of one inch, with
the free-stream liquid nitrogen temperature at 89 K, and a velocity
of 20 m/s. The freestream pressure is 360 KPa, which corresponds
to a cavitation number of 0.2. The Reynolds number based on the
diameter of 1 in. of the headform is 3.63106. The high Reynolds
number despite a small length scale of 1 in. highlights the fact that
viscosity values are substantially lower in cryogenic fluids and the
flow is fully turbulent even for sub-scale geometries.

The effect of evaporative cooling at these conditions is deduced
by artificially altering the heat of vaporization for liquid nitrogen
while keeping all other thermodynamic properties identical to that
provided by the NIST databank. Figure 3 shows the vapor volume
fraction in the cavity for the following three different heat of
vaporization factors:~1! isothermal,~2! hvap50.1* hf g , ~3! hvap
5hf g wherehf g is the latent heat of vaporization obtained from
the databank for the local flow temperature. There is a distinct
change in the character of the cavity as thermal effects become
larger. For the isothermal case, a sharp and distinct cavity is ob-
tained with vapor volume fraction in the cavity being near unity.
As the thermal effects become pronounced the cavity interface
becomes less sharp and the volume fraction of vapor in the cavity
drops dramatically; for the correct heat of vaporization, the vol-
ume fraction at the leading edge is approximately 0.5 with the
volume fraction in the interior being even smaller.

The temperature field for the simulation with full thermal ef-
fects~Case 3 of Fig. 3! is shown in Fig. 4. The largest temperature
depression is close to the leading edge of the cavity where the
temperature has been reduced to 87.3 K from the free-stream
value of 89 K. This also indicates that the bulk of the vaporization
is occurring near the leading edge with subsequent vaporization
downstream along the interface being suppressed due to the tem-
perature depression at the leading edge.

The dramatic change in the shape of the cavity due to thermal
effects is also evident from both Figs. 3 and 4: the cavity length
becomes smaller while the interface itself spreads out more caus-

ing larger entrainment of liquid. These effects have been observed
experimentally. Sarosdy and Acosta@27# compared cavitation in
water and Freon for identical B factors and noted that the cavity in
Freon was ‘‘frothy’’ as opposed to the ‘‘glassy’’ cavity in water.
Furthermore, they also observed the change in cavity shape~i.e.,
shorter but with increased spreading! between the Freon and water
cases as indicated by our results here. We conjecture that the
frothiness may be attributed to the lower volume fraction in the
cavity that reduces the density difference. The lower volume frac-
tion also raises the mixture density within the cavity and the on-
coming liquid experiences a much smaller gradient at the vapor
interface. Consequently, the flow does not turn quite as rapidly
and the low pressure field extends out further radially yielding a
cavity with a larger spread.

The pressure profiles on the head-form surface are plotted in
Fig. 5 for the three cases discussed above. For the isothermal case,
the pressure in the cavity is at a constant value given by the
free-stream cavitation number. With increasing thermal effect
there is depression at the leading edge due to local temperature
drop and a gradual relaxation back to the freestream value as the
temperature rises in the aft region of the cavity where vapor con-
denses back to liquid. Interestingly, the pressure rise in the cavity
closure region is a lot slower in the cryogenic case compared to
the isothermal case even though the condensation rate value is
unchanged. The cavity closure region experiences smaller gradi-
ents in the mixture density due to the reduced vapor content of the
cavity. This weakens the reentrant jet thereby allowing the vapor
phase to continue being convected downstream and providing a

Fig. 3 Sensitivity of vapor volume fraction in liquid nitrogen
cavity to heat of vaporization: „U`Ä20 mÕs, T`Ä89 K, K c
Ä0.2…—„a… isothermal cavitation; „b… heat of vaporization Ä
0.1* h fg ; „c… cryogenic cavitation

Fig. 4 Temperature variations in liquid nitrogen cavity „U`

Ä20 mÕs, T`Ä89 K, K cÄ0.2…

Fig. 5 Pressure coefficient on head-form surface as a function
of heat of vaporization „U`Ä20 mÕs, T`Ä89 K, K cÄ0.2… heat of
vaporization factor: „a…Ä0; „b …Ä0.1; „c …Ä1.0
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slower pressure recovery. Thus, we find that the hydrodynamic
response to the temperature variations resulting from phase
change has a profound impact on the global evolution of the cav-
ity. Quantitative validation of both the leading edge pressure and
temperature depressions as well as the recovery of temperature
and pressure in the closure region is provided in Sec. 8.

7 Comparison of B-Factor Theory With Simulations
We examine some of the basic assumptions postulated in the

dynamic variant of the B-factor theory given by Hord@1# and
compare them to our simulations. In Fig. 6, the heat transfer
model that forms the basis for this theory is shown in schematic
form. The primary assumption is that liquid flows over the cavity
as if it were a solid body i.e., the vapor-liquid surface is a limiting
streamline and no convection of liquid mass is occurring across
this interface. Consequently, the primary factor governing the va-
porization is the viscous diffusion of energy across vapor-liquid
interface, which sustains the continuous vaporization of the liquid.
Hence, the B factor may be defined as follows:

B5Vv /Vl5E
0

x

dvdxY E
0

x

d ldx (27)

wheredv andd l are vapor-liquid interface and thermal boundary
layer thickness, respectively. Assuming that the liquid-vapor inter-
face has a parabolic shape (dv'xp) and employing a correlation
for Nusselt number to define the thermal boundary layer (d l'x
•Rex

2m
•Pr2n) the B factor is defined as

B'xp21 Rex
m Prn (28)

where the coefficientsp, m, n, are determined by correlating the
expression with experimental data We note that the expression in
Eq. ~28! is not a nondimensional expression but rather reflects the
parameters chosen by Hord to calibrate the B factor versus a ref-
erence value. The important point reinforced by Eq.~28! is that
viscous coefficients such as the Reynolds number and Prandtl
number are the critical parameters governing vaporization, and
convection of liquid mass across the interface is neglectedby
definition. It is the validity of this basic premise that interests us.

To compare our results with the B-factor theory, we plot par-
ticle traces of the liquid streamlines in Fig. 7 for the isothermal
case (hvap50.0), and the cryogenic case (hvap5hf g), respec-
tively. For the isothermal case@Fig. 7~a!#, where there is a large
jump in mixture density across the vapor-liquid interface, the bulk
of the oncoming liquid skirts the vapor-liquid interface and flows
around it. In fact the vapor-liquid interface behaves like a limiting
streamline and the isothermal cavity case is reasonably consistent
with the model postulated in the B-factor theory.

The vaporization dynamics for the cryogenic case@Fig. 7~b!# is
entirely different from the isothermal case and the B-factor heat
transfer model breaks down for this case. Since the interface
spreads out further and because the cavity is more porous, the
liquid streamlines flow into the cavity. A small fraction of the
liquid is locally vaporized as it convects into the cavity with the
vaporization being driven by the difference between the local

Fig. 6 Heat transfer model for dynamic variants of B-factor
theory— †Figure taken from Report by Hord †1‡‡

Fig. 7 Fluid streamlines and their interaction with the cavity
for „a… isothermal cavity and „b… cryogenic cavity

Fig. 8 Details of tunnel geometry and hydrofoil used by Hord
„Ref. †1‡… †Figure taken from Hord’s report ‡: „a… tunnel geom-
etry; „b… quarter caliber hydrofoil with a tapered diffuser
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pressure and the saturation vapor pressure corresponding to the
local temperature. While the viscous thermal diffusion does affect
the local temperature via heat conduction, it is by no means the
limiting factor in determining vaporization. Indeed, in the cryo-
genic case, the convective mass flux~i.e., fluid velocity! and the
resulting pressure field from the multiphase hydrodynamics takes
precedence.

The sensitivity of the cavity to both the turbulent Prandtl num-
ber as well as the cavitation vaporization and condensation rates
was assessed. The turbulent Prandtl number was changed from
0.09 ~the default value used for all calculations shown here! to
0.18 as well as 0.04. However, no noticeable change in the cavity
was observed probably because the primary turbulence growth is
within the boundary layer at the body and not at the vapor inter-
face. The effect of the cavitation phase change rates was also
assessed. Results are shown later in Sec. 8.1 for a slightly differ-
ent geometry at three different rate constants. The leading edge
temperature and pressure depression show no change at all despite
the large variation in the phase change rates. As we discuss in
detail in Sec. 8.1, for a given fluid and a given flow geometry, the
primary factor controlling leading edge temperature depression

appears to be free-stream velocity with the fluid temperature and
cavitation number having a secondary effect. These results are all
consistent with the cavitation physics being a convection domi-
nated phenomenon in cryogenic flows and the temperature gradi-
ents were being small except near the wall.

8 Simulations of Cavitating Hydrofoil
Simulations of experiments by Hord@1# on a cavitating hydro-

foil for both liquid nitrogen and liquid hydrogen are presented.
Detailed pressure and temperature measurements in these experi-
ments are used to validate the numerical results. In addition we
have sorted the large number of experimental measurements and
generated a database of appropriate test points that can be used for
parametric evaluation of cavity response to variations in
freestream pressure, temperature and velocity.

Hord @1# performed subscale tests in a blow-down tunnel; de-
tails of the tunnel and the hydrofoil geometry are given in Fig. 8.
The tunnel width is 1 in. while the hydrofoil width is 0.312 in.
Since considerable blockage effects are present it became neces-
sary to model details of the tunnel geometry in the simulations
reported. To verify that these tunnel interaction effects were being
correctly modeled we performed single-phase, noncavitating
simulations and have compared it to Hord’s noncavitating data in
Fig. 9. Excellent agreement is obtained; note that the pressure
coefficient only recovers to20.8 ~as opposed to zero in a flow
without blockage! at the exit of computation due to blockage.
Furthermore, the single-phase solution appears insensitive to Rey-
nolds number variations since both liquid hydrogen and nitrogen
data points show identical pressure profiles.

The numerical grid for the solution consisted of approximately
100,000 grid points for a multiblock hexahedral grid; there were
approximately 300 points along the body of the hydrofoil and
there were approximately 120 points normal to the hydrofoil in
the region between it and the tunnel wall. The boundary condi-
tions imposed were mass flux and free-stream temperature at the
inflow boundary along with free-stream turbulence values. At the

Fig. 9 Pressure coefficient for noncavitating flow over hydro-
foil

Fig. 10 Cavitating flowfield in liquid nitrogen for hydrofoil geometry: „a… flow visualization taken from Hord „Ref. †1‡…; „b… com-
puted vapor volume fraction; „c… computed pressure field; „d… computed temperature field

Table 1 Run conditions for liquid nitrogen cases

Run
number

Free-stream
temp.~K!

Free-stream
vel. ~M/S!

Cavitation
number

289C 88.64 23.5 1.55
290C 83.06 23.9 1.70
293A 77.64 24.0 1.75
294F 77.94 9.8 1.78
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outflow a backpressure was imposed. The grid was decomposed
over 16 processors and solutions were obtained on a Linux PC
cluster.

8.1 Cavitation in Liquid Nitrogen. Simulations at four dif-
ferent tunnel conditions~see Table I! are simulated as part of a
parametric study. The first three calculations~Runs 289C, 290C,
and 293A! were done at a nominally similar freestream velocity of
24 m/s but at different free-stream temperatures and free-stream
cavitation numbers@free-stream cavitation number isKc5(P`

2Pv,`)/(0.5•r`U`
2 )] to ascertain if leading edge pressure de-

pression is a strong function of free-stream cavitation number at a
given dynamic head. The last two calculations~Runs 293A and
294F! were chosen because they have similar free-stream tem-
peratures and cavitation numbers but different velocities. Note
that the labels given to the different tunnel conditions are taken
directly from the nomenclature in Hord’s report.

The general characteristics of the cavitating hydrofoil flowfield
are shown in Figs. 10~a!–10~d! for tunnel conditions correspond-
ing to Run 290C~Table I!. The vapor volume fraction@Fig. 11~b!#
is qualitatively compared with a typical flow visualization@Fig.
10~a!# of the flow. While the overall shape and features of the

cavity appear to be similar, wenote however, that the flow condi-
tions at which this visualization was done are not reported in
Hord’s report and the comparison of cavity shape is only qualita-
tive at best. It is also clear that the numerical simulations are not
capturing the unsteady features in the cavity closure region. This
appears to be due to the RANS turbulence model employed; the
model yields large turbulence viscosity values that dissipate the
reentrant jet. Unsteady LES calculations will be required to fur-
ther examine this issue. The computed pressure field@Fig. 10~c!#
indicates strong interaction between the cavity and the tunnel
wall, which is expected due to the relative scales of the geometry.
Figure 10~d! shows the temperature profile in the cavity. The
strong temperature depression at the leading edge of the cavity is
evident with the gradual temperature recovery due to condensa-
tion in the rear of the cavity; this is similar to the headform result
shown earlier in Fig. 4.

The quantitative comparisons of pressure and temperature de-
pression in the cavity with experimental data are shown in Fig. 11
for Run 290C at a free-stream temperature of 83.06 K, velocity of
23.9 m/s, and cavitation number of 1.70. Note that the pressure

Fig. 11 Computed pressure and temperature depression in
liquid nitrogen compared with experimental data of Hord „Ref.
†1‡… „U`Ä23.9 mÕs, T`Ä83.06 K, K cÄ1.70…

Fig. 12 Sensitivity of pressure and temperature depression to
vaporization and condensation rates
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depression values plotted are (P2Pv,`) whereP is the local pres-
sure, andPv,` is the free-stream vapor pressure. If no thermal
effects are present this value would be zero in the cavity~assum-
ing absence of non-condensable gas!, while values below zero in
the cryogenic case indicate pressure depression due to thermal
effects. The comparison of the pressure depression in Fig. 11~a!
indicates excellent overall comparison with data in the front por-
tion of the cavity and the simulations are within the instrumenta-
tion error bar of 0.69 N/cm2. The predicted cavity length is rea-
sonably close to the experimental value of 0.748 although we note
that the cavity length shows larger errors in other cases modeled.
The leading edge pressure depression of approximately 5 N/cm2 is
a 23.5% reduction in pressure relative to the free-stream vapor
pressure. It further illustrates why thermal effects have a substan-
tial impact on the performance of cryogenic pumps. The experi-
mental data plotted includes both the actual pressure measured
~symbol: circle! as well as the saturation pressure values~symbol:
square! corresponding to the local temperature measurements. The
close match between the actual pressure and saturation pressure
values indicates that the thermodynamic equilibrium within the
cavity is a valid assumption for liquid nitrogen flows.

The experimental measurements of temperature within the cav-
ity are compared with the numerical predictions in Fig. 11~b!.
Good comparison is obtained for the leading edge temperature
depression of approximately 2.5 K; the instrumentation error
given for the chromel-gold thermocouples is 0.20 K and the com-
puted results are within the uncertainty of the experiments in the
front portion of the cavity. The temperature recovery slope within
the cavity compares well with measured profile. However, the
temperature rise in the cavity closure region shows differences;
the computed solution recovers to the free-stream value more
quickly than does the data, which does not quite fully recover to
the free-stream value. The discrepancy in the cavity closure region
was investigated further by evaluating the effect of vaporization
and condensation rates on the temperature recovery. Figure 12
shows the pressure depression and temperature profiles for three
phase change rates: the baseline rate used for Fig. 11, baseline

rate/5, and baseline rate/25.0. Note that both the vaporization and
condensation rates were changed by equal amounts. On examin-
ing Fig. 12, it is striking that even a large variation of phase
change rates had absolutely no impact on the leading edge pres-
sure and temperature. The condensation rate does affect the tem-
perature and pressure recovery particularly in the closure region.
However, here again the overall cavity length appears to be un-
changed with the primary effect being that temperature recovery is
slower within the cavity. The sharper recovery in temperature at
the cavity closure appears to be controlled by the reentrant jet and
is not very sensitive to the phase change rates. In any case, the
experimental temperature profile in the cavity closure is not ob-
tained and this issue may point to the need for unsteady LES
simulation to further investigate unsteady temperature fluctuations
in the closure region which might yield a slower temperature re-
covery for the mean profile.

A parametric study of cavitation response at three different free-
stream temperature and pressure conditions, but at a similar ve-
locity of 24 m/s is examined. In Fig. 13, we compare simulations
at tunnel conditions of Runs 289C, 290C, and 293A from Table I.
The free-stream cavitation numbers are 1.55, 1.7, and 1.75, re-
spectively, therefore the corresponding cavity lengths decrease
with the increasing cavitation numbers. There is also a large varia-
tion in freestream temperature~from 77.6 to 88.6 K! that entails
substantial differences in fluid properties. The comparison be-
tween the simulations and experimental results, particularly the
leading edge value, continue to be good over the range of cavity
lengths. The key point to note is that despite the different cavity
lengths and thermodynamic properties, there are only minor dif-
ferences in the leading edge pressure depression; the pressure de-
pression as a percentage of free-stream vapor pressure ranges only
from 22% for the largest cavity to 26% for the smallest cavity.

In contrast to the results above, the leading edge pressure and
temperature depressions show dramatic variation with the free-
stream velocity~or dynamic head! while keeping other parameters

Fig. 13 Comparison of pressure and temperature depressions in liquid nitrogen as a function of freestream pressure and
temperature conditions at similar freestream velocities. „Conditions given in Table I. …
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the same. To illustrate this effect, we compare simulations for Run
293A and Run 294F in Fig. 14. The free-stream velocity for the
two cases is 24 and 9.8 m/s, respectively. However, the tempera-
ture~577 K! and, more importantly, the cavitation number~51.7!
are the same for the two runs. The temperature and pressure de-
pression~as a ratio of freestream vapor pressure! levels are ob-
served to scale with the free-stream dynamic head. At the larger
velocity of 24 m/s, the temperature depression is about 2.5 K
while it is less than 1 K at the lowervelocity of 9.8 m/s. The
pressure depressions~as a ratio of free-stream vapor pressure!
show the corresponding differences as well with the pressure de-
pression being 26% for the higher velocity case, while only being
12% at the lower velocity.

The variation of pressure depression with fluid velocity can be
qualitatively explained by defining a quantityKc,min , which is the
minimum cavitation number at the leading edge of the cavity and
is given as

Kc,min5~P`2Pmin!/0.5•r`U`
2 (29)

This can be rearranged to give the following expression for
pressure depression,DPv5Pv`2Pmin , at the leading edge:

DPv5~Kc,min2Kc!* 0.5r`U`
2 (30)

whereKc is the free-stream cavitation number. For two cavities to
be self similar in cryogenic fluids, bothKc,min and Kc have to
match, and the pressure depressionDPv at the leading edge varies
proportionally with the dynamic head to preserve the value ofKc .
The value ofKc,min is computed for Run 293A and 294 F to be
1.88 and 2.1, respectively. This indicates that the two flows are not
similar and that the lower velocity case~Run 294F! in fact expe-
riences larger thermal depression as aproportion of its dynamic

head. Paradoxically, this is the reverse of the trend when pressure
depression is normalized by the freestream dimensional vapor
pressure i.e.,DPv /Pv,` has the opposite trend asDPv/1/2r`U`

2 .
The influence of free-stream velocity as an independent param-

eter controlling cavity characteristics is confirmed by doing a
more carefully controlled parametric study for the free head-form
geometry that was described in the previous section. The
freestream cavitation number is maintained at 0.2, the free-stream
temperature at 89 K, and the solution computed at the following
three free-stream velocities:~a! 20 m/s,~b! 25 m/s, and~c! 30 m/s.
The pressure coefficients and temperature distributions on the sur-
face are plotted in Fig. 15. The increased thermal depression as a
proportion of the dynamic head is indicated by the decreasing
value of (Kc,min52Cp) at higher velocities: 0.5, 0.43, and 0.39 for
cases~a!, ~b!, and~c!, respectively. The larger leading edge tem-
perature drop,in absolute terms, at higher velocities may seem
contradictory at first. However, this is misleading since the net
thermal depression effect on the flow is still smaller for the much
larger value of dynamic head. Consequently, the cavity lengths
and volume become larger with increasing velocity~or lower rela-
tive thermal depression!, which is quite apparent from Fig. 15. We
hypothesize that the strong effect of free-stream velocity is indica-
tive of the vaporization process in cryogenic cavities. As dis-
cussed earlier, mass is convected into the cavity and the liquid
vaporizes as it crosses the vapor-liquid interface. Therefore, alter-
ing the mass influx across the vapor-liquid interface appears to
have a first-order impact on the cavitation process.

8.2 Cavitation in Liquid Hydrogen. Simulations of the
cavitating hydrofoil in liquid hydrogen are examined. The triple
point of hydrogen is 13.957 K and the critical temperature is

Fig. 14 Sensitivity of pressure and temperature depression in liquid nitrogen to changes in freestream
velocity
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33.19 K. Therefore, the entire operational range of liquid hydro-
gen systems is only about 19 K. The saturation properties of hy-
drogen are plotted in Fig. 16. While the general trend of variations
is similar to liquid nitrogen, the magnitude of the variations is
much larger, e.g., the slope of vapor pressure variation is about
twice as high as liquid nitrogen~approximately 30 KPa/K as com-
pared to 16 KPa/K for liquid nitrogen!. Hence thermal effects are
more pronounced in hydrogen. The extremely narrow temperature
range and strong variations in properties poses a severe test for
diagnostic techniques and numerical procedures alike. For in-
stance, the thermocouple error bar of 0.20 K reported by Hord@1#
has a relatively larger impact on measurements in liquid hydrogen
than for liquid nitrogen. The comparisons shown below reflect
these difficulties.

Cavitation in liquid hydrogen was investigated for a range of
conditions and our experience is that the trends are in general
similar to what was discussed for liquid nitrogen. However, ex-
amination of Hord’s data indicates the possibility of thermal equi-
librium beginning to break down and we focus on this issue here.
To investigate this three different tunnel conditions were simu-
lated~see Table II! with increasing cavity lengths; the free-stream
temperatures were similar~20 K! but the velocities and cavitation
number were different. The comparisons of the pressure and tem-
perature profiles are shown in Fig. 17. The leading edge tempera-

ture and pressure depressions continue to be predicted very well.
However, temperature profiles inside the cavity and particularly in

Fig. 15 Pressure coefficient and temperature distribution on
headform as a function of freestream velocity; „a… U`

Ä20 mÕs, „b… U`Ä25 mÕs, „c… U`Ä30 mÕs

Fig. 16 Saturation properties of liquid hydrogen as a function
of temperature

Table 2 Run conditions for liquid hydrogen cases

Run number
Free-stream
temp.~K!

Free-stream
vel. ~M/S!

Cavitation
number

247B 20.69 65.2 1.68
249D 20.70 58.1 1.57
231C 20.63 51.4 1.34
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the closure regions are more inconsistent and showing larger dif-
ferences perhaps indicating more significant unsteadiness in the
flowfield. Note that due to increased thermal effects the mean
level of pressure depression is much higher—around 35% as com-
pared to 25% for the liquid nitrogen calculations.

A detailed comparison of the pressure profiles shows excellent
comparison with the saturation pressure values, which is consis-
tent with the thermal equilibrium assumption of the numerical
formulation. However, the saturation pressure levels and the ac-
tual pressure measurements show a distinct~if relatively minor!
difference consistently for all three cases simulated. This indicates
that thermal equilibrium may be beginning to break down in these
cases. We observe that all the liquid hydrogen runs were done at
velocities greater than 50 m/s, which is roughly twice that of the
liquid nitrogen runs. Given the strong dependence of the tempera-
ture depression on the free-stream velocity it is possible that non-
equilibrium effects start having a more pronounced impact. Per-
haps more accurate unsteady data as well as unsteady numerical
simulations will be required to continue further investigations into
this issue.

9 Summary
A numerical study of cavitation in cryogenic fluids, which op-

erate close to their critical temperatures, is presented. The energy
equation for the mixture is solved in conjunction with the mass
and momentum conservation, and the evaporative cooling effects
of cavitation are accounted for. The formulation is based on a
thermal equilibrium assumption between the vapor and liquid in
the cavitating region; fluid thermodynamic properties are specified
along the saturation line as a function of temperature using the
NIST-12 data bank.

Variable fluid properties and temperature effects of cavitation
were shown to substantially alter the nature of the cavity. As ther-
mal effects become more significant, the cavity becomes more
porous with reduced vapor content~experimentally visualized as
being frothy! and the interface between the vapor and liquid is

less distinct. The cavity shape shows a substantial change; the
cavity becomes shorter but spreads out more as thermal effects
increase.

The smaller density differences across the vapor-liquid inter-
face and the increased spreading of the cavity alter the hydrody-
namics in a cryogenic fluid. The cavity is sustained by mass di-
rectly being convected into the cavity with the liquid vaporizing
as it travels across the vapor-liquid interface. In particular, the
heat transfer models postulated in the B-factor model variants
~e.g., Hord,@1#! are a poor approximation since they postulate
mass diffusion into the cavity controlled by the heat transfer
through the thermal boundary layer. They specifically neglect sub-
stantial mass convection into the cavity and treat the vapor-liquid
interface as an internal boundary. In contrast, our results indicate
that convective phenomena that governs that mass flux across the
vapor-liquid interface is the primary factor controlling the cavity
evolution and that viscous diffusion on a macroscopic scale at the
interface has a negligible effect on the temperature and pressure
depression.

The experiments by Hord@1# for a cavitating hydrofoil in liquid
nitrogen/hydrogen are simulated, and the measurements used as a
database to both better understand and validate numerical obser-
vations. For a given free-stream velocity, leading edge tempera-
ture and pressure depression were found to be relatively insensi-
tive to variations in both free-stream temperature as well as
pressure. In contrast, the cavity solutions showed strong sensitiv-
ity to free-stream velocity for a fixed temperature and cavitation
number. As velocity increases, the cavity becomes longer and has
a higher vapor content. Thermal depression is enhanced at lower
velocities; the values of leading edge pressure depression normal-
ized by free-stream dynamic head become larger at lower veloci-
ties. Free-stream velocity is conclusively shown to be an indepen-
dent parameter governing the cavitation solution. This is
consistent with the convection dominated model of vaporization
that we have postulated.

The validity of thermal equilibrium was evaluated for both liq-
uid nitrogen and hydrogen. Thermal equilibrium appears to be a

Fig. 17 Pressure and temperature depression in liquid hydrogen cavities for different freestream conditions. Conditions given in
Table II.
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valid assumption for liquid nitrogen at least over the range of
velocities investigated for the hydrofoil. However for liquid hy-
drogen flows over the hydrofoil there was a distinct, but small,
difference between the saturation pressure and physical pressure
measurement indicating the possibility of nonequilibrium effects.
It is unclear at this point if these nonequilibrium effects are solely
a function of fluid thermodynamic properties or whether the ve-
locity of the fluid also plays a role.
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Cavitation Properties of Oils
Under Dynamic Stressing by
Tension
We report measurements of the effective tensile strength Fc of commercial “multigrade”
oils (in the SAE viscosity grades 5W-30 and 10W-40) over a range of temperatures T,
which are representative of those encountered under their normal operating conditions
(in the range 20°CøTø140°C). Also reported are the values of Fc that are obtained for
Newtonian silicone oils over a range of shear viscosities. In the experiments reported
herein, samples of liquid are subjected to dynamic stressing by a pressure-tension cycle,
this being a feature of the conditions experienced by a lubricant within a dynamically
loaded journal bearing and the method used to estimate Fc avoids reliance on direct
measurements of substantial dynamic tensions using conventional pressure
transducers.fDOI: 10.1115/1.1881692g

Keywords: Effective Tensile Strength, Cavitation, Cavitation Threshold, Dynamic
Stressing

1 Introduction
The term “cavitation” usually refers to the formation of bubbles

in a liquid when it experiences “negative pressure,” or tension. If
the tension exceeds a liquid’s cavitation threshold or effective
tensile strengthFc, at that temperaturef1,2g it changes irreversibly
into a two-phase system of liquid and a mixture of vapor and
dissolved gas, the latter appearing as cavitation bubbles.

During the flow of an oil within a dynamically loaded journal
bearing, the lubricant may experience wide ranges of temperature
and pressure. In such a situation, the effective tensile strength of
an oil is an important consideration in the assessment of flow
boundary conditions within fluid film bearings, their load bearing
capacity, and the cavitation damage potential of liquidsf1–8g. The
subambient pressures that give rise to cavitation in lubricating
films may be eithergaseousor vaporous: the former may arise
due to ventilation from the surrounding atmosphere or by the dis-
solution of gases, whereas vaporous cavitation results if the pres-
sure in a lubricant falls tosor belowd its vapor pressure. It is the
latter phenomenonswhich may occur in the dynamic loading of
engine bearingsd that is the subject of the present paper.

Homogeneous nucleation theory predicts that the formation of
vapor bubbles requires large tensions, some 1.3 kbar for waterf9g.
Cavitation in common engineering liquids, such as lubricants,
usually involves heterogeneous nucleation at lower tensions, and
in the absence of an adequate theory, it is necessary tomeasure
the cavitation threshold of such liquids. To be of engineering rel-
evance, such measurementsswhich are necessarily of the liquid’s
“effective” tensile strengthd must be made under pertinent condi-
tions. These can involve enormous rates of negative pressure de-
velopment s.1 bar/msd and a wide range of temperatures
s,150°C in the case of some motor oilsd.

Addressing such issues in rigorous experiments is difficult and
an important motivation in the present work is the fact that no
single technique has previously been established as a reliable
means of measuring cavitation thresholds under conditions of en-
gineering relevance. Moreover, scant reliable data exists concern-
ing the temperature dependence of the tensile strength of engi-

neering liquids, such as lubricants, under dynamic stressing. In the
case of water, the most commonly encountered liquid in engineer-
ing flows, studies under dynamic stressing have produced disturb-
ingly large discrepancies between theoretical and experimental
values ofFc f10,11g, and in the case of multigrade oils, there is a
paucity of data concerning the temperature dependence ofFc un-
der appropriate conditions of dynamic stressingf12,13g. The main
purpose of this paper is to report on experiments in which such
measurements have been made.

1.1 Previous Related Work.One of the few previously re-
ported studies of the temperature dependence ofFc under dynamic
stressing involved experiments in which a pressure pulse is gen-
erated in a column of liquid by a bullet striking a piston at the
base of columnf10g. The pulse is reflected at the free surface as
tension, and by varying the peak pressureP in the incident pulse
susing different combinations of bullet power and piston lengthd
the values ofP and peak tensionF of the reflected pulse are
recorded. ThesF ,Pd curve shows a limiting value that provides an
estimate of the liquid’s tensile strengthFc.

In this “Bullet-Piston”sB-Pd experiment, cavitation results from
a single tension pulse whose characteristics are relevant to cavi-
tation in engineering flow situations, estimates of the rates of ten-
sile stress development in oils within engine bearings being com-
mensurate with those in B-P works50–100 µsd. Despite these
desirable features, the B-P technique has suffered serious
drawbacks.

First, the means by whichP is variedsusing different combi-
nations of piston mass, piston length and bullet momentumd ne-
cessitates frequent dismantling of the apparatus and removal of
the liquid; this alters the liquid’s nucleation state and is inconve-
nient for work at high and low temperatures. More seriously, the
values ofFc resulting from previous B-P work are anomalously
low, by at least an order of magnitude in the case of water. For the
latter reason, B-P work was little reported after the mid-1970s, but
more recent work involving a development of the technique has
established that its apparent unreliability was due to deficiencies
in transduction rather than any inherent limitationf11,14g. This
recent work eschews conventional measurements of dynamic
negative pressuresswhich rely on transducers designed for posi-
tive pressuresd and has the benefit of allowing dynamic tensions to
be varied while the liquid remains in situ. The present paper re-
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ports the use of this new, improved technique in measurements of
the cavitation threshold of multigrade lubricants over a range of
temperatures.

2 Experimental
The B-P apparatus used in the present workssee Figs. 1 and 2d

consists of a cylindrical stainless steel tubeslength 1.4 m and
internal diameter 0.0243 md, which is closed at its lower end by a
pistons#3d. The piston is coupled to the projecting face of a Mag-
num Model 7000 captive-bolt stun gunsShelby and Vokes, UKd,
whose action generates a pressure pulse in a column of liquid
within the tube. The duration of the pressuresand tensiond pulses
is typically 200–500µs, with a rise time to peak amplitude of
50–100µs. The characteristic time of these pulses is an important
feature of the B-P technique in terms of its application to lubrica-
tion within a dynamically loaded journal bearing. One example of
the relevance of the B-P technique to this area is evident from a

rheological study of multigrade oils in an extensional flow field
conducted by Gupta et al.f15g. In an attempt to relate their results
to the performance of oils at engine operating conditions, the lat-
ter workers estimated the maximum rates of extensional deforma-
tion experienced by an oil within the main front bearing of a
typical automobile engine. For engine speeds between 2000 and
6000 rpm, the characteristic times corresponding to these exten-
sion rates are commensurate with the time scales of stressing as-
sociated with the action of the present B-P apparatuss200–500
µsd.

In the present apparatus, pressure changes within the liquid in
the tube were monitored using two dynamic pressure transducers
sKistler 603B, Kistler UKd mounted in mechanically insulated
ports in the tube wall, the positions of the transducers above the
face of the piston being 33.6 and 77.8 cm. The 603B, which has a
short rise times1 µsd, a high natural frequencys.450 kHzd, and a
200 bar range, has been used in other cavitation studiesf16g. The
603B transducer outputs were sampled at 1 MHz by 12-bit
analog-to-digital convertorssADCsd in a Microlink 4000 transient
recordersBiodata, UKd. In addition, a KP-136 hydrophonesKtech
Corp., USAd was used. The output from the KP-136 was con-
nected via BNC connectors and RF coaxial cables to a Gage
8012A, 12-bit ADCsGage Inc., Can.d and converted to pressure in
the following way.

Assuming one-dimensional planar shock propagation normal to
the transducer’s active area, the pressureskbard is related to the
charge/active area,xsmC/cm2d, of the transducer as follows, after
calibration by Sandia National Laboratories, USA
swww.sandia.gov/psl/d:

Pressureskbard = ax + bx2 + cx3 + dx4 + ex5 + fx6

where a=4.2695164; b=12.413068; c=−13.229975; d
=8.7742958; e=−2.6080845; f =0.27130771; andx=CV/A,
whereC is the total capacitance of the recording circuitscompris-
ing transducers41 pFd+leads178 pFd+CS8012A charge amplifier
input s25 pFd to give a total of 0.000244µFd; V is the voltage
output andA is the active area of the transducers0.0905 cm2d.

The upper steel flange connects the tube tosid a high-pressure
steam line;sii d a vacuum line, andsiii d a regulated static pressure
line, the latter being connected by a valve to an oxygen-free ni-
trogen supply and a pressure gage. The lower flange houses the
piston, which, when removed, provides a connection to a steam
condensation system and a liquid drain point. Prior to experi-
ments, superheateds110°Cd steam is blown through the tube. Pe-
riodically, steel plugs which are screwed into the transducer ports
in the tube walls and whose ends are mounted flush with the inner
tube wall, were removed for inspection and replaced. The walls of
the open tube were subsequently heated and allowed to dry at
100°C. Following this procedure the tube was allowed to cool
prior to being refilled to the required depth with a fresh sample of
liquid, which was subsequently heated to the test temperature. The
liquid was then thoroughly degassed in situ by connecting the
upper flange to a vacuum lines−1 bard. The temperature of the
liquid in the range 20–140°C was regulated by means of a 3 m
heating tapes100 w/m at 230 Vd and an Armourflex-laggedsIPS
Ltd., UKd insulating jacket wrapped around the tube’s external
surface. The temperature at the tube’s inner surface was measured
using three flush-mounted thermocouplessJenway, UKd.

In the present work, dynamic stressing experiments were con-
ducted on samples of degassed deionized water, commercial mul-
tigrade motor oils in the 10W-40sfor petrol and diesel engines:
API SJ/CF, ACEA A3/B3-98, and API CF, ACEA B3-98, respec-
tivelyd and 5W-30sfor petrol engines: API SJ/CF, ACEA A3/B3/
B4-98d categories, and a series of silicone oilssDow Corning 200,
BDH Chemicals, UKd, the latter having kinematic viscosities in
the range 1–350 cS. In each experiment, the free surface was
0.945 m above the face of the piston at the base of the liquid
column. All samples were degassed in situ for 90 min prior to
measurements. In the case of the oil samples, the degassing pro-

Fig. 1 Schematic of the B-P apparatus

Fig. 2 The B-P apparatus „with heating jacket removed …
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cedure was conducted at a temperature of 90 °C due to their rela-
tively high shear viscosity, the samples being subsequently
brought to the requisite test temperature. The shear viscosity of
the liquids was measured using an ARES controlled-strain rheom-
eter sRheometric Sci., USAd fitted with a cone-and-plate geom-
etry.

3 Results

3.1 Primary and Secondary Pressure-Tension Cycles.The
main features of a typical pressure record obtained from a 603B
transducer in an experiment on a sample of silicone oilsshear
viscosity 1 cSd are shown in Fig. 3, in which the data are pre-
sented in terms of transducer output in unscaled analog-to-digital
convertor sADCd units spositive values correspond to positive
pressure and vice versad. A pressure pulsesfeature 1 in Fig. 3d is
followed immediately by a tension pulsesfeature 2d and the cycle

1-2 is referred to herein as the “primary” pressure-tension cycle.
Thereafter, the record comprises “secondary” pressure-tension
cycless3-4, 5-6, etc.d, which are associated with cavitational ac-
tivity ssubsequent bubble rebound-collapse cyclesd and the reflec-
tion of pressure waves from the free surface of the liquid column
f17g.

That the response of a bubble nucleus to a single pressure-
tension cycle, such as that generated in the present experiments,
can result in several cycles of cavitational activity, which may be
illustrated as follows. We begin by considering the collapse of a
cavity in a large mass of incompressible liquid, in which case the
cavity boundaryRstd obeys the relation

R
d2R

dt2
+

3

2
SdR

dt
D2

=
1

rl
SPb −

2s

R
− P` +

4m

R

dR

dt
D s1d

in which r is the liquid density andp` is the pressure in the liquid
at a large distance from the bubble. The generalized Rayleigh-
Plessett equationsEq. s1dd includes the effects of surface tensions
and shear viscositym, and the pressure in the gas at the bubble
wall pi sand p`d may be a function of timef18g. Figure 4 shows
the result of an integration of Eq.s1d susing a fourth-order adap-
tive Runge-Kutta methodd in which p`std is chosen to represent a
primary pressure-tension cycle, such as 1-2 in Fig. 3. The repre-
sentative values ofs ,m ,r, andpi are taken to be those of water at
20°C f19g, the vapor pressure of the liquid at this temperature
representingpi and the initial radius of the cavitysat restd being
10 µm. The resulting change in the cavity radiusRstd in response
to the primary pressure-tension cycle involves a series of oscilla-
tory cycles of bubble growth followed by rapid collapse and re-
bound, as shown in Fig. 4, in which time is made dimensionless
by the appropriate value of the Rayleigh collapse timet f20g,
where

t = 0.915RmS r

p0 − pv
D1/2

s2d

and the cavity radius is represented byR/Rm, whereRm is the
initial radius of the cavitysnote that the pressurep0 is atmospheric
pressure, the values of pressure in the primary cycle being made
dimensionless by the peak pressureP in the incident pulsed. In the
corresponding experiments, the hydrodynamic pressure variation

Fig. 3 A typical pressure record obtained from a 603B trans-
ducer in an experiment on silicone oil. The pressure transducer
output is in ADC units, positive values of which correspond to
positive pressure and vice versa. The record contains the pri-
mary „1-2… and secondary pressure-tension cycles „3-4, 5-6,
etc ….

Fig. 4 Results of a numerical integration of Eq. „1… illustrating the response
of a cavity nucleus „initially at rest … to a pressure variation that represents
the primary pressure-tension cycle generated in the experiments. The re-
sulting change in cavity radius involves several oscillatory cycles of gradu-
ally diminishing amplitude and period.
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produced about the oscillating cavitation bubblessd is recorded as
the secondary pressure-tension cycles shown in pressure records,
such as Fig. 3

3.2 Measurements of Liquid Tensile Stength in the B-P
Apparatus.

3.2.1 Experiments Involving the KP-136 Hydrophone. An ini-
tial series of experiments was conducted on samples of degassed
deionized water that were obtained from a two-stage, reverse-
osmosis, ion-exchange purification systemsElga, UKd incorporat-
ing a carbon filtersfor organicsd, a “nuclear grade” deionization
stage, and a final membrane filters0.2 µmd. In these experiments
the length of the liquid column was 0.95 m, the position of the
free surface being 61.4 cm above the location of a KP-136 hydro-
phone. A typical record of dynamic pressures within the water is
shown in Fig. 5 in terms of the KP-136’s voltage output, which
was recorded at a sampling rate of 10 MHzssolid lined. The cor-
responding record obtained at a simulated 10 kHz sampling rate is
also shown, this sampling rate corresponding to that employed in
previous B-P work. Note that the pulsesF1 andF2 recorded at 10
kHz appear as asingle, broad tension pulse, which corresponds to
descriptions of this feature in previous B-P work. The upward-
traveling pressure pulse is reflected at the free surface as a
downward-traveling tension pulseF1. This is followed, after a
time tF by an upward-traveling tension pulseF2 due to reflection
from the face of the pistonf11g. Using the relationship given
above for the calibration of the KP-136 hydrophone, the maxi-
mum dynamic tension sustained by degassed, deionized water at
20°C was found to be 90 bars±5 bard.

3.2.2 Experiments Involving the Application of a Regulated
Static Pressure. As explained above, the B-P technique used in
previous work has the disadvantage that the means by whichP is
variedsusing different combinations of piston mass, piston length,
and bullet momentumd necessitates frequent dismantling of the
apparatus and removal of the liquid. This was overcome in the
present work by a new method, which allowsFc to be estimated
with the same liquid sample remaining in situ throughout.

This method involves regulating a static pressurePs in the
space above the liquid column,Ps being increased gradually in a
series of dynamic stressing experiments. From the dynamic pres-

sure records obtained in these experiments a record is made of the
time delayti between the peak incident pressurescorresponding
to 1 in Fig. 3d and the first pressure pulse arising from cavitation
bubble collapsescorresponding to 3 in Fig. 3d. It is useful to recall
here that, under tension, cavitation bubbles grow from preexisting
nuclei within the liquid and eventually collapse and rebound,
emitting a pressure wave into the liquid as they do so. Hence the
intervalti, which encompasses the attainment of maximum cavity
radius and its subsequent decrease to a minimum value, is reduced
by increasingPs sti, therefore, provides a convenient measure of
cavitational activityd.

The B-P experiment involves the transmission of a pulse of
tension by the liquid to the face of the piston, and that cavitation
may result from this pulse. It follows that, in the case of experi-
ments in which cavitational activity is detected, the magnitude of
the tension transmitted by the liquid is sufficient to result in the
development of a transient net negative pressure in the presence of
a background static pressurePs. Thus an estimate of the magni-
tude of tension capable of being transmitted by the liquid can be
obtained from a knowledge ofPs.

The results of such experiments on degassed, deionized water
are shown in Fig. 6, in whichti is plotted as a function ofPs
sabsolute, in psid and from whichFc is estimated in the following
way. The time delayt0 between pulses corresponding to 1 and 2
in Fig. 3 represents the time required for the upward-traveling
pressure wave to return, as tension, to the lower transducer’s lo-
cation: it also represents the smallest time interval for which a
cavity growth-collapse cycle could occur given that a bubble
would have to grow and collapse infinitely quickly in order that
ti =t0. ThusFc is estimated by extrapolation of the data in Fig. 5
to that pressurePs at whichti =t0, this condition representing the
complete suppression of cavitation. This procedure yields a value
of Fc of 96 bars±5 bard, in good agreement with the maximum
value of 90 bars±5 bard recorded by the KP-136 hydrophone.

It is clearly appropriate to compare our results to values ob-
tained by other dynamic stressing techniques that do not rely on
the direct measurement of negative pressures using pressure trans-
ducers. Such a technique has been reported by Marston and Unger
f21g and involved a compressive pulse of duration 1.7µs that was
reflected at a flexible membrane to create a pulse of tension in the
liquid. Their values ofFc s100–110 bard for degassed, distilled

Fig. 5 Results of experiments on degassed, deionized water. The pressure-
tension cycles were recorded using the KP-136 at a sampling rate of 1 MHz
„solid line …. The pulses F1 and F2 recorded at 1 MHz appear as a single
tension pulse at a „simulated … 10 kHz sampling rate.
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water are in good agreement with the results of the present work,
which yield a value of 96 bars±5%d. Our slightly lower value
may be attributed to the longer time of stress development in-
volved in the present works50–100µs rather than 1–2µsd. It is
well established that in work involving the dynamic stressing of
liquids by tension, the higher the rate of stress development, the
higher the value ofFc obtainedf12g.

Very few studies of the dependence ofFc on shear viscositym
have been conducted but, among the work reported, pulse reflec-
tion methods have figured prominently, the B-P experiment being
the most widely employed. Bullf22g and Couzens and Trevena
f23g reported that their results could be represented by an expres-
sion of the formFc~mn, the value ofn being 0.2 in the former
study, whereas the latter workers reported a value of 0.1. In work
involving a pulse reflection technique, Carlson and Levinef24g
reported a power-law relationship for samples of glycerol whose
viscosity was varied by changing the test temperature, the value of
n found in their work being 0.3. In the light of the different results
found in the aforementioned studies, experiments were conducted
using the B-P apparatus on a range of Newtonian silicone oils
sDow Corning 200 series, BDH Chemicals, UKd of different shear
viscositiess1, 50, 100, and 350 cSd. For the sake of clarity, the
results obtained in experiments on two silicone oilssviscosity 1
and 350 cS, respectivelyd are shown in Fig. 7, and the values ofFc
obtained for the series of oils are shown in Table 1. The results
may be represented by an expression of the formFc~mn, where
n=0.09s±0.005d. This finding corresponds closely to thatsn
=0.1d reported by Couzens and Trevenaf23g for silicone oils, in a
similar viscosity rangesalthough the absolute values ofFc found
in the present work are significantly higherd.

The relationFc~m0.2 obtained by Bullf22g in pulse reflection
work on samples of water, olive oil, glycerol, and syrup has been
attributed as due more to a coincidental distribution of nuclei in
these different liquids than to other, more basic features of cavi-
tation f25g. In view of the agreement found between the results of
the present study and those of Couzens and Trevenaf23g, it is
noteworthy that both involved a series of silicone oils with a range
of viscosities, rather than a range of different fluids, with different
viscosities, as in the work of Bullf22g.

We now turn to the results obtained in experiments on samples
of commercial multigrade oilss10W-40 petrol, 10W-40 diesel,
and 5W-30 petrold, which were conducted at various temperatures
T in the range 20°CøTø140°C. The values ofti recorded over
a range of pressuresPs at two temperaturess20 and 90°C, respec-
tivelyd are shown in Fig. 8–10 for the different oils. A total of five
sequential repeat dynamic stressing measurements were made at

each value of the applied static pressure at each temperature,
which procedure established the repeatibility of the results as be-
ing within ±5% of the values reported herein, the average values
being indicated by the height of the symbols. An example of the
pressure record obtained in an experiment at a temperature of
120°C sbackground static pressure atmosphericd is shown in Fig.
11.

We attempt to set these findings in the context ofvaporous
rather thangaseouscavitation phenomena, although the latter rep-
resent an importantspossibly dominantd feature of oil cavitation.
Our reasons for choosing to study degassed liquids in the present
work are to introduce a new technique in lubricant cavitation test-
ing and to explain its operation and the analysis of results. In so
doing it is important to compare the results of measurements made

Fig. 6 The time interval ti as a function of applied static pres-
sure Ps „in psi … for degassed, deionised water. Also shown is
the value of the time interval t0 used to estimate Fc.

Fig. 7 The time interval ti as a function of applied static pres-
sure P5 „in psi … for two silicone oils of different shear viscosi-
ties „1 and 350 cS …

Table 1 Tensile strength Fc for Dow Corning® 200 silicone oils
at 20 °C

Shear viscosity of oilscSd Fcsbard

1 69
50 72
100 81
350 125

Fig. 8 The time interval ti as a function of applied static pres-
sure Ps „in psi … for SAE 10W-40 petrol oil at two temperatures,
20°C and 90°C
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on oil samples with those made on other liquids, some of which
have also been studied by other related techniques. In order to
facilitate a meaningful basis for such comparisons the provision of
degassed samples provides a convenient “baseline,” given the
well-documented dependence ofFc on the presence of permanent
gas bubbles within a liquidf11g. Our aim is to explain how the
B-P apparatus enables the cavitation response of a lubricant to an
alternate pressure-tension cycle to be investigated over an appro-
priate range of temperaturessuch a technique has been lacking in
cavitation research until nowd and to establish that the resulting
values ofFc provide reliable, upper-bound estimates for the lubri-
cant’s tensile strength, these being particularly valuable in the case
of comparisons ofFc at different temperaturessand hence gas
solubilitiesd.

As can be seen from Tables 2–4, at 20°C samples of the de-
gassed motor oil are capable of sustaining a substantial transient
tension sù59 bard, the corresponding values being 180 bar for
10W-40 spetrol engine oild, 80 bar for 5W-30spetrol engine oild,
and 59 bar for 10W-40sdiesel engine oild. Moreover, even at the
highest test temperature attained for the 10W-40spetrol engined
samples140°Cd, the oil was capable of sustaining a transient ten-
sion of 10 bar. If the repeated application of tensionsdue to bear-
ing actiond to the recirculating oil were to progressively denude it

of nuclei, then our findings suggest that during an engine’s

Fig. 9 The time interval ti as a function of applied static pres-
sure Ps „in psi … for SAE 10W-40 diesel oil at two temperatures,
20°C and 90°C

Fig. 10 The time interval ti as a function of applied static pres-
sure Ps „in psi … for SAE 5W-30 petrol oil at two temperatures,
20°C and 90°C

Fig. 11 Pressure record obtained in the dynamic stressing of
an SAE 10W-40 petrol oil at 120°C and atmospheric pressure

Table 2 Viscosity and tensile strength data for 10W-40 petrol
oil at various temperatures

Temperatures°Cd Fcsbard Viscosity sPa sd

20 180 0.26
30 113 0.12
50 92 0.05
90 48 0.014
110 38 0.0096
140 30 N/A
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“warming-up” period, prior to the attainment of its normal oper-
ating temperatures following a cold start, the lubricant may be
substantially resistant tosvaporousd cavitation. This may have se-
rious consequences in terms of the load-carrying capacity of fluid-
film bearings, given the stabilizing influence of cavitation on jour-
nal dynamicsf26,27g, e.g., in the absence of cavitation it is well
established that a journal exhibits half-speed whirl for a constant
viscosity lubricant; under fillfilm conditions the journal’s trajec-
tory spirals toward the bearing and, as it does so, the angular
velocity of the path approaches half-speed whirl, resulting in zero
load-bearing capacity and, ultimately, failure of the bearingf8,28g.

The trend of the data suggests far lowersand possibly negli-
gibled levels ofFc at temperatures in excess of 150°C. This leads
us to speculate that the eventual attainment of normal operating
temperatures may correspond to an inability of the lubricant to
resist vaporous cavitation.

We now turn to consider another aspect of the data in Table 2,
which may be represented by an expression of the formFc~mn

sas is the case for the silicone oilsd, with n=0.43. This value ofn
is substantially greater than that obtained for the silicone oils or
other Newtonian fluids in related studiesf12g. We emphasize that
the study of Newtonian glycerol samples reported by Carlson and
Levine f24g is relevant to the present work insofar as it involved
measurements ofFc by dynamic stressing, in which the reflection
principle was used to convert a pressure pulse into a tension pulse
and in which the liquid’s viscosity was varied by changing its
temperaturesas in the case of the present work involving motor
oilsd. However, the value ofn found in that workf24g, in which
the rate of tensile stress development is approximately 104 times
higher than in the present work, is lowersn=0.3d than in the case
of our result for the 10W-40 petrol motor oil but is similar to that
achieved for the 10W-40sdieseld oil sn=0.34, from Table 3d. The
value ofn=0.22 for the 5W-30spetrold oil sfrom Table 4d is com-
parable to that obtained by Bullf22g, however alln values are
higher than then=0.1 value for the Newtonian fluids reported by
Couzens and Trevenaf23g and then=0.09 determined herein for
silicone oils. The differences inn values for the motor oils studied
may reflect differences in formulation in terms of the type of
polymer additives and their relative concentrations in oil treat-
ments, but it is interesting to speculate on the possible influence of
the extensional viscosityhE in these results.

Rheological studies of multigrade oilsf29g, including work at
elevated pressuresf30g, have confirmed that samples of commer-
cial multigrade oils may exhibit an enhanced resistance to exten-
sional deformation, with values of the Trouton ratio, Trs=hE/md,
in excess of that values3d expected for a Newtonian fluid. Many
cavitation techniquessincluding that used in the present workd
yield estimates ofFc based on the detection of pressure waves

resulting from the dynamics of cavitation bubbles in a liquid when
it is subjected to an imposed pressure variation. But the growth
and collapse of a bubble in a liquid is associated with the produc-
tion of an extensional flowf31g and thus, for liquids exhibiting a
high value of Tr, the extensional viscosityhE may influence esti-
mates ofFc. Rheological studies of commercial multigrade oils
have established that such liquids display a high extensional vis-
cosity f30g which, in the context of the present work, would be
expected to increase the estimated value ofFc by increasingti
sdue to the fact that the latter parameter encompasses both the
time required for the growthand the collapse of cavitation
bubblesd. Moreover, cavitation bubble oscillation in liquids with
high values of Tr may be expected to produce pressure waves of
significantly lower amplitudes than in their Newtonian counter-
parts. That this is so may be seen from basic hydrodynamic
theory, in which the generalized Bernoulli equation predicts that
the pressure variationDP about an oscillating bubble will vary as
DP~d2V/dt2, whereV is the volume of the bubble. Thus higher
levels of applied tension may be required to stimulate detectable
levels of acoustic emission in liquids with high Tr. These higher
levels of tension would result in higher estimates ofFc and would
support the idea mooted by Berker et al.f4g in their study of the
effect of polymer on flow in journal bearings of some “mitigating
effects” of viscoelasticity on cavitation.

4 Concluding Remarks
The salient features of the work reported in this paper are as

follows. It describes a technique in which lubricantssand other
common engineering liquidsd may be subjected to dynamic stress-
ing by pulses of tension, at temperatures representative of those
encountered in their normal operation. It is important to note that
the present work does not represent an attempt to recreate the
complicated flow field experienced by a lubricant within a bear-
ing, this being a mixture of shear and extensional flowf15g:
rather, it is concerned solely with isolating, for separate detailed
study, the effectssnonetheless importantd of subjecting a liquid to
a pressure-tension cycleswhich is also a feature experienced by a
lubricant during its passage through a bearingd. Also reported are
values ofFc for degassed samples of several commercial multi-
grade oils which, as far as we are aware, are the first of their kind
to be reported for these lubricants at elevated temperatures. The
results obtained suggest that further experiments should now be
conducted using this technique in order to study the effectssd of
the presence of dissolvedspermanentd gases in the cavitation of
lubricants under dynamic stressing by pulses of tension. Such
work is planned, and the results will be communicated in a future
paper.

Nomenclature
Fc 5 tensile strengthscavitation thresholdd of liquid
F 5 peak negative pressurestensiond
P 5 peak incident pressure
r 5 fluid density
R 5 cavity radius

Rm 5 maximum cavity radius
pi 5 internal pressure of cavity

p` 5 bulk liquid pressure
p0 5 atmospheric pressure
s 5 surface tension
n 5 power-law index

DP 5 hydrodynamic pressure variation
Ps 5 applied static pressure
Tr 5 Trouton ratio
t 5 Rayleigh collapse time
ti 5 time delay between initial pressure wave and

first cavitation pressure peaks
t0 5 minimum time delay in the experiments
m 5 zero-shear viscosity

Table 3 Viscosity and tensile strength data for 10W-40 diesel
oil at various temperatures

Temperatures°Cd Fcsbard Viscosity sPa sd

20 59.4 0.227
40 51 0.073
70 28.9 0.022
90 22.2 0.012

Table 4 Viscosity and tensile strength data for 5W-30 petrol oil
at various temperatures

Temperatures°Cd Fcsbard Viscosity sPa sd

20 80.5 0.131
40 59 0.047
70 50 0.016
90 44 0.009
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hE 5 extensional viscosity
V 5 bubble volume
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Computational Analysis of
Pressure and Wake
Characteristics of an Aerofoil in
Ground Effect
The pressure and wake of an inverted cambered aerofoil in ground effect was studied
numerically by solving the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. Efforts were fo-
cused on the setting up of an accurate numerical model and assessing the abilities of
various turbulence models in capturing major physical features associated with the flow,
such as surface pressure distribution, separation, level of downforce, and wake. A num-
ber of ride heights were studied covering various force regions. Surface pressures, sec-
tional forces, and wake characteristics were compared to experimental data. The k2v
SST and Realizable k2« turbulence models were found to offer good overall simulations,
with the k2v SST performing better for the surface pressure and the Realizable k2«
better for the wake. The simulations at various ride heights correctly captured the trends
in flow-field variations with ride height. The surface pressures, wake flow field, and
region of separation on the suction surface of the aerofoil, at lower ride heights, were all
modeled accurately.fDOI: 10.1115/1.1891152g

1 Introduction

Aerodynamics of wings in ground effect has applications to
high-performance racing cars. The understanding of flow physics
is a relatively recent experience led by wind tunnel model experi-
ments. Despite efforts by various workers, there remain a number
of areas deserving further attentionf1g. Because of the high cost
of wind tunnel model tests, numerical modeling of the flow should
be developed and the best practice assessed.

Computational investigations into inverted wings in ground ef-
fect started in the 1980s. The earliest work was done by Katzf2g
in which a single-element wing in ground effect was modeled
using a panel method. Ground effect was modeled using the
image-plane method. The method does not take into account vis-
cous effects, and as a result, no downforce reduction at low ride
heights was observed.

In engineering applications, numerical solutions of Reynolds-
averaged Navier-StokessRANSd equations, often in steady state,
are generally obatined. The work by Ranzenbach and Barlowf3,4g
studied two-dimensionals2Dd aerofoils in ground effect. In Ref.
f3g, a NACA 0015 aerofoil at zero angle of attack was studied.
The Reynolds number based on the chord was 1.53106. A RANS
solution was sought with the effect of turbulence modeled by a
variant of thek−« model. The multiblock fully structured grids
contained a total of 20,000–30,000 grid points. Force coefficients
were compared to tests. In Ref.f4g, a cambered airfoilsNACA
4412d was employed. Again the angle of attack was zero and the
Reynolds number was 1.53106. In all cases the the ground was
stationary, thus, producing a ground boundary layer and an inac-
curate ground plane simulation. The downforce compared well to
experimental data, obtained by Ranzenbach and Barlow, for a sta-
tionary ground case. The results indicated a sharp reduction in
downforce at ride heights of the order of 0.05 of the chord. Be-
cause of the presence of a thick ground boundary layer, this phe-

nomena, referred to as the force-reduction phenomena, was attrib-
uted to the merging of the aerofoil and ground boundary layers.

Recently in a series of studies into an inverted wing in ground
effect, Zerihan and Zhangf1g and Zhang and Zerihanf5g high-
lighted major physical features of wings in ground effect. A study
was performed in order to establish a numerical modelf6g. The
method used solutions of Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tions with turbulence modeled by the Spalart-Allmaras modelf7g
and thek−v SST modelf8g. Fully structured grids were used
containing up to 30,000 grid points. The results were compared to
measured surface pressures and velocities taken at the center of a
wing span in ground effect. Major features of the flow were cap-
tured. The results yielded good qualitative trends for the aerody-
namic performance, using the one-equation model when the sur-
face pressures were compared at different ride heights. In general,
the wake thickness was predicted reasonably well in the region
near the trailing edge. Further downstream, the wake was pre-
dicted to be thicker than that found in the experiments, with re-
duced velocities. A boundary layer along the ground plane, indi-
cated by the experimental results, was predicted well using the
one-equation model, but was significantly too thick using the two-
equation model. In all cases a moving ground was simulated.

In another study, Lawson et al.f9g conducted a numerical study
of a GAsWd-1 aerofoil in ground effect through solutions of the
RANS equations on a fully structured grid. The total number of
grid points were 48,500. Turbulence was modeled by the Spalart-
Allmaras modelf7g. The computational results were compared to
experimental surface pressures and particle image velocimetry
sPIVd images obtained with a finite wing. A moving ground was
simulated in all computational and experimental cases. The agree-
ment between the experimental and computational data was poor
because of different values of freestream velocity employed in the
experimental and computational studies, thus assuming zero scal-
ing effects. Although the surface pressures were presented, the
computational force variations with ride height were not.

The computational studies conducted thus far have contributed
to the general understanding of flow physics and, in some cases,
supported critical experimental observations. However, few nu-
merical simulations have obtained entirely satisfactory prediction
with a moving ground. Agreement with measurements vary
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among various studies. The differences can be attributed to vari-
ous factors, chief among them are type of grid, grid resolution,
and turbulence models employed with the RANS simulation.
However, there have been no comparative studies between the
performance of different turbulence models. The current study
aims to investigate the influence of individual turbulence models,
using a RANS simulation and wind-tunnel measurements. Al-
though the flow field of a wing in ground effect is inherently
three-dimensional, the center-span flow field has been shown to be
quasi-two-dimensional f1g. Within this study only two-
dimensional cases will be considered in order to decompose the
complex flow field generated by a wing in ground effect and ob-
tain a correct computational method without the additional con-
siderations of wing-tip vortices. The focus of this investigation is
on both pressures and the wake flow field, since practice dictates
that other aerodynamic components follow the front wing of a
racing car.

2 Numerical Method

2.1 Aerofoil Geometry and Flow Condition. The aerofoil
used in this investigation is a derivative of the LSs1d-0413 MOD
profile. A detailed listing of the profile can be found in Zerihan
f10g. The aerofoil is inverted such that the suction surface is clos-
est to the ground. The chordc and incidencea of the aerofoil are
223.4 mm and +3.6 deg, respectively. The profile possesses a fi-
nite trailing edge of 0.007c. The ride heighth is defined as the
vertical distance between the lowest point on the suction surface
of the aerofoil and the ground plane. The origin of the coordinates
is at the leading edge of the aerofoilsFig. 1d. Incidence, defined as
the angle between the chord of the aerofoil and the horizontal, is
positive for a nose-down rotation.

All computations were performed at a Reynolds number of
4.63105, with a freestream velocity of 30 m/s. These conditions
correspond to the experimental conditionsf1,5g.

2.2 Governing Equations.Simulations were performed us-
ing a RANS solver and were calculated on a linux-based cluster.
The numerical solver was set up in a steady-state 2D segregated
configuration, which utilized an implicit formulation. In such a
configuration solutions at each iteration were obtained by solving
the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations
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An upwind discretization scheme was used for all flow vari-
ables, which yielded second-order spatial accuracy. TheSIMPLEC

pressure-velocity coupling algorithm was used. To aid the rate of
convergence V-Cycle and flexible multigrid schemes were used
for pressure and momentum, respectively.

The criteria for convergence was specified using the sectional
forces of the aerofoil, in particular,CL. Typically, simulations
were run until steady-state values of downforce and drag were
observed.

2.3 Turbulence Models.The six turbulence models investi-
gated are the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras modelf7g, the stan-
dardk−« modelf11g, the standardk−v modelf12g, thek−v SST
model f8g, the k−« RNG model f13g, and the Realizablek−«
model f14g. Enhanced wall treatments are used with thek−«
model and corresponding variants.

2.4 Computational Grids. A multiblock hybrid grid design
was used, containing both structured and unstructured blocks. At
various ride heights, the relative grid topology and structure were
maintained. A schematic of the computational domain and grid is
shown in Fig. 2. To capture the boundary layer of the aerofoil
accurately, a hyperbolically extruded structured grid was used. A
conventional structured block was used to capture the ground
boundary layer. A separate structured block was positioned di-
rectly downstream of the aerofoil with the purpose of capturing
the wake. The remainder of the computational domain was un-
structured and refined in areas of importance. Within the ground

Fig. 1 Definition of the terms and coordinate system

Fig. 2 Schematic of computational domain
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and aerofoil boundary layer blocks the initial cell spacing, normal
to the wall, was set such thaty+<1. The exact number of cells
vary according to the ride height. Typically the grids contained of
the order of 350,000 cells with the majority of those located to-
ward the trailing edge of the aerofoil and within the wake block.

The boundary conditions were configured to replicate the ex-
perimental conditions. The upstream boundary was modeled using
a velocity inlet boundary condition. The corresponding inlet ve-
locity was set at 30 m/s in a positive streamwise direction with a
uniform vertical distribution. The downstream boundary was
modeled using a pressure-outlet boundary condition. The gage
pressure was set at zero. The height of the upper edge of the
domain above the simulated ground plane corresponded to the
height of the wind-tunnel test section. A slip wall boundary con-
dition was imposed on the upper edge therefore imposing a zero
cross-flow condition and removing the requirement of additional
boundary layer resolution. This formulation was set in order to
replicate the experimental conditions imposed by the roof of the
wind-tunnel test section.

The aerofoil and ground plane were modeled as solid walls with
a no-slip condition enforced. In addition, the ground surface was
provided with a translational velocity equal to free stream. In
order to model the transition of the aerofoil boundary layers to
turbulent, a laminar zone was used within the boundary layer
domain, extending downstream from the leading edge tox/c
=0.1, in accordance with the experimental dataf1g. The stream-
wise location of the aerofoil is shown in Fig. 2 and was set as a
result of a sensitivity study, which was performed prior to con-
ducting the final simulations.

Initial levels of turbulence within the flow were prescribed via
values of turbulence intensity and turbulent viscosity ratio. The
freestream turbulence intensity level within the 2.1 m31.7 m
wind tunnel facility is 0.3% at a freestream velocity of 30 m/s. A
turbulent viscosity ratio of 10 was used. Further details concern-
ing the design of the moving ground facility within the 2.1 m
31.7 m wind-tunnel facility may be found in the work of Burgin
et al. f15g.

Fine grids were used in this study to isolate other features of the
numerical simulation. A grid sensitivity study was performed at a
ride height ofh/c=0.224. Three grids were constructed: a coarse
grid of 250,000 cells, a medium grid of 350,000 cells, and a fine
grid of 450,000 cells. The medium grid was the one eventually
used in the study. The variations in grid density were focused in
the wing boundary layer block and wake block. Turbulence was
modeled with the Realizablek−« model. The surface pressures
and wake profiles atx/c=1.2 are presented in Fig. 3. Very little
variation in the results was observed.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Turbulence Models.A quantitative study of turbulence
models was conducted. Two cases were selectedsh/c=0.224 and
0.09d. h/c=0.224 represents a typical flow condition where the
ride height of the aerofoil is in the force enhancement regionf1g,
but separation is starting to appear on the suction surface near the
trailing edge. Ath/c=0.09 a large separation region is present on
the suction surface. The suitability of each turbulence model was
quantitatively assessed using the surface flow features and wake
characteristics.

At h/c=0.224 sFig. 4sadd, all the turbulence models captured
the general features of the surface pressures. The leading edge
stagnation pressuresCPstagd was accurately predicted at 1.00 by all
the turbulence models atx/c=0.003 on the pressure surface. Dis-
crepancies were observed in the prediction of the suction peak
sCPsucd and subsequent pressure recovery along the suction sur-
face. The termsuction peakrefers to the value of maximum suc-
tion. No single turbulence model captured the entire surface pres-
sure distribution perfectly. However, specific features were
captured accurately with various models. At this ride height

s0.224cd the surface pressures were most accurately predicted
with thek−v SST model. The quantitative features of the surface
pressures predicted by each turbulence model are listed in Table 1.

Comparisons between the numerical and experimental wake
data atx/c=1.2 are also presented in Fig. 4sbd. The experimental
wake profile was measured by Zhang and Zerihanf5g using the
laser Doppler anemometrysLDA d technique in a separate wind-
tunnel study. Unlike the surface pressures a wide variation in the
prediction of the wake profile was observed. It may be noted that
toward the ground plane the nondimensional velocitysu/U`d de-
creases to approximately 0.89 then sharply increases to a value of
unity. Since the ground plane is provided with a freestream veloc-
ity this trend seems incorrect. However, it must be remembered
that the aerofoil generates an adverse streamwise pressure gradi-
ent because of the recovery of the flow beneath the suction sur-
face. This, in turn, generates a boundary layer along the ground
plane originating from a streamwise location corresponding to the
suction peak. The resulting ground boundary layer velocity profile
is present at all ride heights and is accordingly present in all the
computational wake profiles.

The standardk−« model failed to capture the vertical location
of the lower boundary of the wakesdbottomd and the corresponding
velocity recovery, resulting in an unrealistic velocity profile. The
standardk−v , k−v SST, and Spalart-Allmaras models all cap-
tured the velocity deficitsumind accurately, however, they failed to
accurately predict the velocity recovery at the lower wake bound-
ary. Thek−« RNG and Realizablek−« models provided accurate
predictions of the lower boundary, however, thek−« RNG model
underpredicted the velocity deficit. The most accurate prediction
of the wake profile was obtained with the Realizablek−« model,

Fig. 3 Effect of grid density: „a… surface pressure distributions
and „b… wake profiles at x /c =1.2
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which correctly predicted the velocity deficit, wake thickness, and
corresponding boundaries. Table 2 lists quantitative data concern-
ing the wake profiles predicted by each turbulence model.

At h/c=0.09 sFig. 4scdd, separation occurs well ahead of the
trailing edge and poses an additional challenge to the numerical
model. The surface pressures again suggest that thek−v SST
model gives the best prediction, with the variation between turbu-
lence models observed at the higher ride height amplified. There

are no wake measurements at this height, but we note that the
variations between the turbulence models were similar to those
observed at the higher ride heightsFig. 4sddd.

3.2 Surface Pressures.We now proceed to investigate the
effect of ride height, using thek−v SST and the Realizablek
−« models. Calculations were performed ath/c=0.448, 0.313,
0.224, 0.179, 0.134, 0.112, and 0.09. Quantitative data concerning
the general flow field, surface pressures, wake characteristics, and
sectional forces was extracted.

The calculated surface pressures and the experimentally mea-
sured values are shown in Fig. 5. Only two heights are included
for clarity. The agreement between the computational and experi-
mental pressures on the pressure surface of the aerofoil was good.
The leading edge stagnation point was accurately predicted at
x/c=0.003 for all ride heights with both turbulence models. As
the ride height was reduced, discrepancies were observed in the
pressure surface pressures betweenx/c=0.024 and 0.134, where
the pressures were overpredicted. This was attributed to a spike in
the curvature of the aerofoil atx/c=0.016, which resulted in a

Fig. 4 Effects of turbulence models: „a… surface pressures at h /c =0.224, „b… wake profiles at x /c =1.2 for
h /c =0.224, „c… surface pressures at h /c =0.09, and „d… wake profiles at x /c =1.2 for h /c =0.09

Table 1 Surface pressure information for various turbulence
models, h /c =0.224

Turbulence model CPsuc x/c at CPsuc

Experimental −2.53 0.18
Spalart-Allmaras −2.92 0.19
Standardk−v −2.92 0.19
k−v SST −2.81 0.19
Standardk−« −2.94 0.19
k−« RNG −2.97 0.19
Realizablek−« −2.92 0.19

Table 2 Wake information for various turbulence models at x /c =1.2 and h /c =0.224

Turbulence model umin/U` y/c at umin y/c at dtop y/c at dbottom d99/c

Experimental 0.53 0.06 0.09 0.02 0.07
Spalart-Allmaras 0.55 0.07 0.10 0.02 0.08
Standardk−v 0.53 0.07 0.10 0.01 0.09
k−v SST 0.51 0.06 0.09 0.02 0.07
Standardk−« 0.57 0.07 0.10 0.01 0.09
k−« RNG 0.56 0.07 0.10 0.02 0.08
Realizablek−« 0.53 0.07 0.09 0.02 0.07
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sudden deceleration in the flow. The experimental data illustrated
a gradual increase inCP within this region, possibly because of
the spike in curvature being absent, due to manufacturing
techniques.

The suction surface pressures were slightly overpredicted with
the overprediction increasing with decreasing ride height. A suc-
tion spike was observed atx/c=0.013, the magnitude of which
increased as the simulated ride height was reduced. This leading
edge suction spike was not observed in the experiment because of
the discrete nature of the surface pressure data. Directly down-
stream of the the leading edge suction peak, a decrease in suction
was observed atx/c=0.023. The curvature of the aerofoil at this
location was discontinuous, resulting in a region of decelerated
flow. Disturbances in the suction surface pressures betweenx/c
=0.033 andx/c=0.180 were observed, corresponding to yet more
discontinuities in the curvature.

The suction surface peak was consistently observed atx/c
=0.190, increasing in magnitude with decreasing ride height. The
suction peak was overpredicted for all ride heights. Downstream
of the suction peak existed a region of pressure recovery extend-
ing to the trailing edge. The rates at which the pressures recovered

along the suction surface were accurately captured for all nondi-
mensional ride heights with thek−v SST model. The Realizable
k−« model, however, overpredicted the pressure recovery rate at
h/c=0.09 resulting in an inaccurate finite pressure difference at
the trailing edge.

Overall thek−v SST model gives a better prediction at all
heights, especially lower ride heights mainly in the pressure re-
covery region on the suction surface. The pressures on the pres-
sure surface experience relative small variations over the range of
heights.

3.3 Sectional Forces.The sectional forces generated by the
aerofoil at various ride heights are shown in Fig. 6. The predicted
downforce is compared to the sectional values measured experi-
mentally. The overall trend in downforce variation was captured
most accurately with thek−v SST model. The Realizablek−«
model overpredicted the downforce at all ride heights and failed to
accurately predict the stall of the aerofoil. There is a marked im-
provement with thek−v SST model because of better prediction
of the pressure recovery process. As mentioned previously, the
suction surface pressures were overestimated for all ride heights,

Fig. 5 Surface pressures at various ride heights: „a… k −v SST model and „b…
Realizable k −«
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accordingly the calculated values of downforce were also overes-
timated. This feature is particularly acute near the maximum
downforce ride height. The largest discrepancy occurs at the maxi-
mum force height ofh/c=0.112. At this ride height the value of
downforcesCLd predicted by thek−v SST model is 2% greater
than the measured value and for the Realizablek−« model 19%
greater. The reduction in downforce ath/c=0.09 due to the aero-
foil stalling f1g was correctly predicted with thek−v SST model
whereas the Realizablek−« failed to predict the stall.

3.4 Flow Between Aerofoil and Ground.Figure 7 presents
line contours of nondimensional streamwise velocitysu/U`d for
h/c=0.448 and 0.09. The contours forh/c=0.448 show a slightly
accelerated flow beneath the aerofoil and a thin wake. A small
region of recirculation was observed directly downstream of the
finite trailing edge. Decreasing the ride height caused the flow
beneath the wing to become increasingly accelerated with maxi-
mum values ofu/U`=2.0 achieved ath/c=0.09.

The contours ofu/U` indicated that the flow located between

Fig. 6 Sectional forces at various ride heights

Fig. 7 Contours of u /U` with the Realizable k −« model: „a… h /c =0.448 and „b…
h /c =0.09
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the lower boundary of the wake and ground possessed higher than
freestream values of velocity. This region of flow was seemingly
constrained by the lower boundary of the wake, forming a wall
jet. Decreasing the ride height caused the wall jet to become in-
creasingly accelerated, a trend that was observed experimentally
f5g.

Figure 8 shows the streamwise location of separationsxsep/cd
on the suction surface of the aerofoil. The measured values for a
wing with free transitionf1g are also included since values with
fixed transition were not available. The location of separation
moved upstream along the suction surface as the ride height was
decreased, a trend that was observed in both experiment and com-
putation. This was a direct result of the pressure gradient beneath
the aerofoil becoming increasingly adverse as the ride height was
reduced. When compared to the experimental separation locations
the computed values were overpredicted for all ride heights even
though the surface pressures indicated good agreement. This over-
prediction was attributed to the difference in the location of tran-
sition on the suction surface of the aerofoil between the experi-
mental and computational data. Transition was found to occur
naturally atx/c=0.3 to 0.35f1g, whereas, within this study and
for all other experimental data, transition was fixed atx/c=0.1.
Accordingly, the suction surface boundary layer will be thicker at
a fixed streamwise location for the fixed transition case, therefore,
more prone to separation. A quantitative comparison concerning
the location of separation can therefore not be made because of
the difference between experimental and computational setup.

3.5 Wake Flow Field.The turbulent wake downstream of the
aerofoil is seen in Fig. 7. The size of the wake increases as the
ride height is reduced. The development of the wake is con-
strained by the ground. As the ride height is reduced and the wall
jet is formed by the boundary layer separation on the suction
surface and the ground, the lower boundary of the wake changes.
The velocity deficit in the wake increases as the ride height is
reduced. Further downstream the velocity deficit was slowly re-
covered, which is accompanied by an increase in the thickness of
the wake.

Figure 9 shows the profiles of relative streamwise velocity, tan-
gential to the ground plane at a streamwise locations ofx/c=1.2.
Only three ride heights are included in the figure, corresponding
to ride heights with available experimental data. A summary of the
prediction is given in Table 3.

Unlike the surface pressure prediction where thek−v SST
model gives the best prediction, the Realizablek−« model pro-
duces the most accurate prediction of the wake profile. Both tur-
bulence models accurately predicted the velocity deficit within the
ground boundary layer, associated thickness, and the thickening

thereof with reducing ride height. The velocity deficit within the
wake and top wake boundary were also predicted well by both
models, however, discrepancies were observed within the predic-
tion of the lower wake boundary. Thek−v SST model underpre-
dicted the rate of velocity recovery toward the lower wake bound-
ary, resulting in an slightly inaccurate prediction of the lower
wake boundary, and an overprediction in the wake thickness. The
Realizable k−« model accurately predicted the lower wake
boundary and the corresponding rate of velocity recovery. Accord-
ingly the wake thickness was accurately predicted by the Realiz-
ablek−« model.

4 Further Comments
Accurate, realistic steady-state computations of an inverted

aerofoil in ground effect were obtained, quantifying the effects of
grid resolution, turbulence model, and ride height. A strong de-
pendence of the surface pressures over the suction surface of the
aerofoil on ride height was observed. The channel created be-
tween the suction surface of the aerofoil and the ground plane
resembles a Venturi nozzle. The flow entering between the leading
edge and the ground plane is therefore initially accelerated until
the throat of the nozzlesthe lowest point on the aerofoil suction
surfaced, then decelerated underneath the downstream section of
the aerofoil. The rate of acceleration and deceleration is dependent
on the shape of the nozzle and hence the ride height, with low ride
heights generating greater velocities. The surface pressures illus-
trate this process with reductions in ride height generating suction
surface pressures of greater magnitude, while the pressure surface
pressure remain relatively constant. The streamwise location of
the suction peak was independent of ride height atx/c=0.190,
corresponding to the throat of the channel and, therefore, the lo-
cation of highest velocity. The surface pressures obtained in the
study show improvement over earlier efforts. Thek−v SST
model was found to offer the best prediction of the surface pres-
sures over the entire range of ride heights, from the force-
enhancement region to force-reduction regionf1g.

At high ride heights the accelerated flow underneath the aero-
foil could recover to a freestream value prior to the aerofoil trail-
ing edge. Reducing the ride height created a velocity recovery
rate, which could not be physically achieved. Therefore, a flow
that possessed a greater-than-freestream value of velocity such
that ū/U`.1.0, was generated, i.e., a wall jet.

The flow beneath the aerofoil exists into a region constrained
by the ground plane and the lower wake boundary. Unlike the
surface pressures and sectional forces the Realizablek−« model
was found to produce the best prediction of the wake flow. A jet
flow between the lower boundary of the wake and the ground
plane was observed, especially at low ride heightssh/c=0.09d. It
is well documented that flows with large mean strain rates, such as
jets, are difficult to model using turbulence models. The method
adopted by the Realizablek−« model is to calculate the eddy
viscosity locally therefore allowing the model to remain realizable
even in regions of large mean strain rates. Shih et al.f14g has
shown that this modification results in a much improved simula-
tion of jet flows, in particular, the spreading rates. It could, there-
fore, be hypothesised that improved simulations of the ground jet
flow resulted in improved simulations of the lower boundary of
the wake and hence the entire wake flow.

It was noted that the thickness of the wake increased as the ride
height decreased. However the transverse location of the upper
boundary of the wake remained constant aty/c<0.15, i.e., the
transverse location of the lower boundary of the wake decreases
with ride height. It has been shown that as the ride height is
decreased, the magnitude of the wall jet increases. It is felt that the
downward translation of the lower wake boundary with decreas-
ing ride height is linked to the strength of the wall jet, however,
conclusions cannot be drawn without further investigation.

The numerical investigations conducted were two-dimensional,
whereas in reality the flow field generated by a wing in ground

Fig. 8 Streamwise location of separation for various ride
heights
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effect is intrinsically three-dimensional. Within this study the per-
formance of each turbulence model was based on the two-
dimensional values of surface pressures and wake flow field.
Within a three-dimensional case, the performance of numerical
schemes will, in addition, be based on the predictive capability
concerning the wing tip vortices. More complex schemes, such as
large eddy simulationsLESd and detached eddy simulationsDESd,

may therefore be more suited to the situation of a wing in ground
effect due to the good predictive capabilities concerning vortical
flows.

Fig. 9 Wake profiles at x /c =1.2: „a… k −v SST and „b… Realizable k −«

Table 3 Wake information for various ride heights at x /c =1.2

h/c Expt/CFD umin/U` y/c at umin y/c at dtop y/c at dbottom d99/c

0.448 Expt 0.617 0.071 0.103 0.032 0.071
Realk−« 0.613 0.074 0.110 0.004 0.106
k−v SST 0.591 0.073 0.099 0.037 0.062

0.224 Expt 0.525 0.061 0.090 0.022 0.068
Realk−« 0.529 0.065 0.098 0.024 0.074
k−v SST 0.507 0.063 0.091 0.022 0.069

0.134 Expt 0.350 0.031 0.082 −0.016 0.098
Realk−« 0.405 0.054 0.094 0.004 0.090
k−v SST 0.367 0.049 0.085 −0.001 0.086
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5 Conclusion
A numerical investigation into an aerofoil in ground effect was

undertaken. The effects of turbulence model, grid density, and ride
height were all investigated, and the following conclusions may
be drawn:

1. The two-dimensional flow field generated by an inverted
aerofoil in ground effect can be accurately modeled by solv-
ing the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations.

2. The most accurate predictions of the surface pressures and
sectional forces were obtained with thek−v SST turbulence
model.

3. The most accurate predictions concerning the wake flow
field, in particular, the lower wake boundary, were obtained
with the Realizablek−« turbulence model. The formulation
of this turbulence model provided improved predictions of
the wall jet and hence improved simulations of the lower
wake boundary.
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Nomenclature
c 5 chord

CL 5 sectional lift coefficient,L /q`c
Cp 5 coefficient of pressure,sp−p`d /q`

CPstag 5 coefficient of pressure at the leading edge stag-
nation point

CPsuc 5 coefficient of pressure at maximum suction
h 5 ride height
L 5 lift, positive indicates downforce i.e. force in a

negativey direction
p 5 static pressure

q` 5 dynamic head,12rU`
2

t 5 time
u,v ,w 5 streamwise, traverse and spanwise velocity

components
ū 5 mean streamwise velocity atx/c=1 between the

lower trailing edge and the ground plane
umin 5 minimum u velocity component in wake
U` 5 freestream velocity

x,y 5 Cartesian coorinates,x positive downstream,y
positive upward

xsep 5 suction surface separation point
y+ 5 nondimensional length,yUt /v

Greek Symbols
a 5 incidence of aerofoil, positive for a nose down

rotation
dbottom 5 bottom of wake thickness

dtop 5 top of wake thickness
d99 5 wake thickness as measured by 99% displace-

ment thickness
m 5 viscosity
r 5 density

Subscripts
` 5 freestream
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Experimental and Numerical
Investigation of the Flow Field in
the Tip Region of an Axial
Ventilation Fan
The tip leakage flow in an axial ventilation fan with various tip clearances is investigated
by experimental measurement and numerical simulation. For a low-rotating-speed ven-
tilation fan with a large tip clearance, both experimental measurement and numerical
simulation indicate that the leakage flow originating from the tip clearance along the
chord rolls up into a three-dimensional spiral structure to form a leakage flow vortex. The
mixing interaction between the tip leakage flow and the main flow produces a low axial
velocity region in the tip region, which leads to blockage of the main flow. As the tip
clearance increases, the tip leakage flow and the reverse flow become stronger and fully
developed. In addition, the position of the first appearance of the tip leakage vortex
moves further downstream in a direction parallel to the mid chord line.
fDOI: 10.1115/1.1881654g

1 Introduction
A ventilation fan used in HVACsheating, ventilation, and air

conditioningd industry has characteristics of a low pressure rise
and a low rotating speed. In addition, the tip clearance for a ven-
tilation fan usually is quite large in order to maintain safe opera-
tion and reduce manufacturing cost. The flow in the tip region of
an axial ventilation fan with a tip clearance is quite complex. The
interaction of the leakage flow, the boundary flow at the casing
wall, and the boundary flow around the blade introduce three-
dimensionality to the flow. Therefore, it is very difficult to experi-
mentally measure and numerically predict the detail flow fieldf1g.
It has been found that the flow in the tip region has a big impact
on the fan performance and stabilityf2g. At the present time, little
research work has been done in this area. Most investigations of
tip clearance flow have concentrated on gas turbine compressors,
which have a high pressure rise, a high rotating speed, and a
relatively small tip clearance.

Due to the relative rotation between the blade and the casing
wall, it is very difficult to measure the flow field in the tip clear-
ance region and inside the rotor. Some measurements were fo-
cused on cascades or downstream of the rotorf3–5g. Lakshmi-
narayana et al.f6,7g measured the flow field in the tip region of a
compressor using a triaxial hot wire probe, which rotated with the
rotor. The probe is intrusive, and it is quite complex to have the
probe rotating with the rotor. Inoue et al.f8g first measured the
flow field downstream of the rotor with a hot wire probe. A vor-
tical structure of the tip leakage flow was reported. The general
structure of the tip clearance flow in the tip clearance was then
measured, using a hot wire probing into the tip clearance by his
group f9g. However, the flow field inside the rotor was still not
acquired.

The laser Doppler velocimetersLDV d system provides a useful
nonintrusive tool. In 1973, it was first employed to measure the
flow field in turbomachinery by Wisler and Mosseyf10g. More
recently LDV systems have been widely used to measure the flow
field in turbomachinery. Murthy and Lakshminarayanaf11g ac-
quired the 2D flow field in the tip region of an axial compressor
using a single-channel LDV system. Stauterf12g measured the
three-dimensional velocity flow field in a two-stage axial com-

pressor using a three-dimensional LDV system. The vortical mo-
tion of the tip leakage flow vortex at several axial locations was
examined from different angles.

Numerical and theoretical analyses are valuable tools for inves-
tigating tip leakage flow. A theoretical model that considers a
vortex core as a rotating solid body was developed by Lakshmi-
narayanaf13g. Chen et al.f14g provided a similar model to de-
scribe the trajectory of the leakage vortex. Based on the model,
the locus of the tip vortex trajectory inside the passage does not
depend on the size of the tip clearance region. Storer and Cumpsty
f15g showed that the mixing between the leakage flow and the
main flow is the cause of the loss due to the tip clearance. The loss
can be predicted from the angle between the leakage flow and the
main flow. Other simplified models were derived by Dentonf16g
to obtain overall flow structure of the tip leakage flow.

With the development of computer technology in the past two
decades, CFDscomputational fluid dynamicsd has become popular
in the modeling of a detailed flow field of the tip clearance region.
Hah f17g simulated the flow field of axial turbomachinery with a
tip clearance. The grid in the tip region had the same grid topol-
ogy structure as those in the main flow. A sharp edge of blade tip
was modeled. Using a similar grid topology, Dawesf18g simu-
lated the flow field of a transonic compressor rotor with a round
blade tip. An improved grid topology in which the embedded tip
clearance grid is different from that in the main flow region was
proposed to provide an accurate modeling of the tip clearance
region f19g.

In this research, the performance and detailed flow field of an
axial ventilation fan with three different tip clearances are tested
and measured at the Turbomachinery Laboratory of Shanghai
Jiaotong University, using a three-dimensional phase Doppler an-
emometersPDAd technology. The test fan is designed by Emerson
Electric CorporationsUSAd. The numerical analysis of the tip
clearance flow by commercial softwareCFX-TASCFLOW is con-
ducted. An embedded grid for the tip clearance region, which is
different from the major grid of the fan rotor, is employed. The
structure of the tip leakage flow at various tip clearances is inves-
tigated by the detailed analysis and comparison of experimental
and CFD results. Understanding the detailed flow pattern in the tip
clearance region will help engineers improve the design of an
axial ventilation fan.
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2 Test Facility
The experimental facility is arranged based on Chinese Na-

tional Standard GB1236-2000sTest Methods of Aerodynamic Per-
formance for Fansd. This standard is equivalent to ISO5801
s1997Ed, as shown in Fig. 1. Based on this arrangement, the inlet
flow can be kept steady and uniform. The flow rate can be ad-
justed easily at a range of 0–2.5 m3/s. The cone shape inlet is
used to measure the flow rate. The experiment measurement data
will be corrected to 300 K and 101325 Pa. The static pressure is
measured by a micromanometer with a resolution of 0.5 Pa. The
pressure difference between the inlet and outlet sections is
,300 Pa, so the density and temperature of the air can be consid-
ered as constant values.

The rotor has six blades. The diameter of rotor is 457 mm, and
the ratio of hub and tip diameter of the fan is 0.33. The average
blade spanh is 152.4 mm.h is used for the normalization of the
tip clearancet and the radial distancer. The rotor is driven by a
1 kW motor. The design rotation speed of the fan is 1800 rpm,
and the design flow rate is 1.88 m3/s. Table 1 gives the chord
lengthC, the stagger anglel, and the solidityC/Sof the fan blade
at three radial positions. Because the normalized tip clearancet
for a ventilation fan can be up to 5%, three normalized tip clear-
ances of 0.66%, 1.98%, and 3.96% were selected for this research.
The tip clearance of the blade along the circumferential direction
is quite uniform with a maximum variation of less than 0.1% of
the blade spanh.

The geometry shape of the blade is shown in Fig. 2, which is
also the grid structure used in the numerical simulation. At the
beginning, the casing wall was made of a transparent Plexiglass.
However, it was difficult for the laser beam to transmit through

this casing wall, probably because the casing was too thick and
the refraction index of the Plexiglass was not appropriate. There-
fore, an optics glass window was employed to transmit the laser
beam into the rotor passage. The optics glass window is 296 mm
long, 18 mm wide, and 1 mm thick.

2.1 PDA System.A three-color Dantec Dual-PDA system
was employed to acquire the flow information of the seeding par-
ticle. A PDA system cannot only measure the velocity but also the
diameter of the seeding particle. In this experiment, only the ve-
locity information was of interest, so a PDA system is equivalent
to a LDV slaser Doppler velocimeterd system.

A PDA system consists of a laser source, transmitting optics,
receiving optics, and a signal processor. Due to the geometry con-
figuration of the fan, a three-dimensional orthogonal PDA system
cannot be used. A green lightsl=514.50 nmd beam and a blue
light sl=488.00 nmd beam in one optical rail are introduced into
the flow field to directly sample the axial and tangential compo-
nents of the velocity. This optical rail is perpendicular to the cas-
ing wall. A violet light sl=476.50 nmd beam is arrayed in another
optical rail with an angle away from the perpendicular direction to
get the radial component of the velocity. The radial velocity com-
ponent can be calculated from the following formulationsas
shown in Fig. 3d:

u = V1

v = V2 s1d

w = V3/sinu − V1/tanu

It is shown in the Eq.s1d that sine and tangent terms are critical
in determining the accuracy of the velocity componentw. Based
on experience,u is adjusted to about 30 deg to maintain the sen-
sitivity to the radial velocity. A flow unitsDantecd, which has a
high-resolution control valve and a series of Laval nozzlessa
range of 0.02–300 m/sd, is used to determine the velocity accu-
racy. The seeding particle follows the flow from the flow unit. The
difference between the measured velocity of the seeding particle
and the flow velocity from the flow unit is,0.2 m/s for the flow
velocity ,30 m/s. In other words, the uncertainty of the mea-
sured velocity is,0.2 m/s when the flow velocity is,30.0 m/s.

To resolve the direction ambiguity, one of two crossing beams
is adjusted to pass through a Bragg Cell, through which the fre-
quency is shifted to 40 MHz. A signal processor interfaced with a
computer provides an on-line data processing capability. An auto-
correlation technique is used to process the Doppler signal. When
all three-color beams pass through a hole with a diameter of
0.2 mm, these three velocity components are measured simulta-
neously at the same point. The measured volume is 0.4 mm
30.2 mm30.2 mm.

The transmitting and receiving optics of the PDA system are
mounted on a three-axial traverse system with a calibration factor
of 80 pulse/mmsDantecd. The axial position and radial position
of the measurement are determined by the traverse system, which
can be controlled by the softwareSIZEWARE of the PDA system.
The velocity components are measured at a random circumferen-

Table 1 Main blade geometry parameters

Blade root Mid span Blade tip

R 0 0.5 1
C smmd 87.10 94.53 87.10
l sdegd 41.89 60.52 71.39

C/S 1.092 0.546 0.364

Fig. 1 General schematic of the fan performance test

Fig. 2 General geometry shape of the blade

Fig. 3 Velocity-component definitions
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tial position. To determine a circumferential position, a sign from
the shaft encodes3600 pulses per revolution, clocking 1 pulse per
revolution triggeringd is recorded with the velocity data. All laser
anemometer results are based on the velocity distribution across
an averaged blade passage, which is calculated by an ensemble-
averaged measurement acquired in each individual blade passage.
A blade passage is discretized into 120 bins.

The seeding particles from a water humidifier are injected into
the flow 300 mm upstream of the rotor inlet. The diameter of the
seeding particles is about 1–5mm. Based on our measurements
the seeding particles follow the flow within an acceptable degree
of error.

3 Computational Procedure
The commercial CFD softwareCFX-TASCFLOW 2.09 is used to

solve Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations.CFX-TASCFLOW

uses a modified finite volume method, which retains much of the
geometric flexibility for a finite element method as well as the
conservation properties of a finite volume method. The Multigrid
solver used inCFX-TASCFLOW is an algebraic multigrid method
sAMGd based on the additive correction multigridsACMd strat-
egy, which has been found to be quite robust.

CFX-TURBOGRID 1.4 is employed to generate a grid, and a gen-
eral multiblock grid template is used. An O-grid is created around
the blade and an H-grid is used in the blade passage. The compu-
tation domain consists of 13 blocks of grids. Six of them are in the
blade passage, four of them are around the blade, and the remain-
ing three blocks are in the tip clearance region. The grids in the tip
clearance are embedded in the O-gridsas shown in Fig. 4d. Four
grids with a grid number of 134, 056, 225, 126, 281, 176, and
343,096 are created, respectively, to investigate the grid indepen-
dence of the CFD modeling. Figure 5 shows the global perfor-
mance from CFD modeling at the normalized tip clearance of
1.98%. The static pressure and static efficiency at different grid
numbers are presented to show the grid independence of numeri-
cal simulation. Because it is very difficult for a CFD calculation to
converge at a small flow rate, only results at three different flow
rates near the design flow rate are given. It is founded that the grid
number of 225,126 is fine enough to generate a grid-independent

Fig. 4 Computation grid for the fan

Fig. 5 „a… Static efficiency at different grid number and „b… static pressure rise at different grid number
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solution. Therefore, the result from this grid will be analyzed and
discussed in this paper. In the tip region of this grid, there are nine
cells along the radial direction, 47 cells along the circumferential
direction, and 25 cells between the leading edge and trailing edge.

Based on the experimental conditions, the boundary conditions
are defined as the following: a mass flow rate per blade passage is

specified over the entire inlet area. An averaged outlet static pres-
sure over the outlet area is applied as the outlet boundary condi-
tion. The inlet section is at an axial position, which is about 300%
of the blade chord before the blade leading edge, and the outlet
section lies about 500% of the blade chord after the blade trailing
edge. The casing wall is absolutely stationary, while the hub and
the blade surfaces are rotating. The walls are considered as hy-
draulically smooth. The standardk-« turbulence model with a
standard wall function is employed in the modeling. The conver-
gence condition is set as such that the maximum residual must be
less than 10−4.

4 Results and Discussions
In general, the leakage flow from the tip clearance has a chance

to roll up into a discrete vortexsas shown in Fig. 6d. The over-
turning, underturning, and radial inward and outward flow in-
duced by the tip leakage vortex are illustrated in Fig. 6.

The data are acquired at the design condition for both CFD and
experiment. The global performance of the fan is presented in Fig.
7. To identify the leakage flow, the relative velocity vector and

Fig. 6 Model of tip leakage vortex

Fig. 7 „a… Static efficiency at different flow rate and „b… Static pressure rise at
different flow rate
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radial velocity contour in the blade-to-blade surface for the nor-
malized tip clearance of 1.98% is given in Fig. 8. At the normal-
ized tip clearance of 1.98%, the secondary flow, total velocity
contour, and axial velocity contour on the surface at 100% axial
chord after the leading edge are illustrated in Fig. 9 to get the
overall structure of the tip leakage vortex.

The secondary flow vectors are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 in
order to illustrate the vortical motion of the tip leakage flow. To
quantitatively present the effect of different tip clearances, Fig. 12
shows the distribution of the pressure coefficient on the suction
and the pressure surfaces of the fan blade. Furthermore, the radial
variation of the mass-averaged axial velocity and flow angle are
presented in Figs. 13 and 14.

For the experimental measurement, an ensemble-averaged ve-
locity is employed to show the steady flow of the tip leakage flow.

4.1 Global Performance of Fan.The global performances of
the fan at three different tip clearances are shown in Fig. 7. In the
plot, a fan static pressure is defined as the fan total pressure rise

less the fan velocity pressure. It can be calculated by subtracting
the inlet velocity pressure from the static pressure difference, as
shown in the following:

SP= P̄outlet− P̄inlet −
rV̄inlet

2

2g
s2d

In the experiment, the inlet static pressure is measured directly
sas shown in Fig. 1d. The outlet static pressure is the atmosphere
pressure.

The static efficiency of a fan is defined as

hSP=
Q 3 SP

P
s3d

whereQ andSPare flow rate and static pressure, respectively, and
P is the shaft power.

Both experiment and CFD show that the fan static pressure and
static efficiency drop as the tip clearance increases. An increase in

Fig. 8 Relative velocity vector and radial velocity contour in the blade-to-blade surface at R=101% blade span for the nor-
malized tip clearance of 1.98%
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the tip clearance leads to a stronger leakage flow and a stronger
reverse flow, which attribute to a larger energy loss, as further
illustrated in the following sections. In CFD modeling, there is no
mechanical transfer lossssuch as bearingd, which is included in
the experimental measurement. Therefore, the static efficiency
from CFD is slightly higher than those from the experiment, as
shown in Fig. 7.

4.2 Flow in the Blade-to-Blade Surface.At the normalized
tip clearance of 1.98%, the relative flow vector and radial velocity
contour in the blade-to-blade surface of 101% blade span are
shown in Fig. 8. The relative vectors consist of an axial velocity
component and a relative tangential velocity component. A posi-
tive radial velocity is defined as a radial outward flow, from the
hub to the casing wall. Likewise, a negative radial velocity is a
radial inward flow.

Overall, the flow field from CFD and experiment are in good
agreement. It is shown from the relative velocity directions that
there is an effect of the tip leakage flow at a normalized tip clear-
ance of 1.98%. From the relative velocity vector direction, the
leakage jet flow is weak near the leading edge and becomes stron-
ger in the downstream direction. At the exit of the rotor, the axial
reverse flow has appeared. Due to the relative motion between the
casing wall and the rotor, the affected region of the leakage flow is
far away from the suction surface.

In the affected region of leakage flow, the radial velocity turns
from the radial outward flow to radial inward flow along the pitch-

wise direction; this is consistent to the rollup direction with tip
leakage vortex. Up to 50% chord, there are large radial inward
flows near the suction surface, which is induced by the blockage
of the tip leakage vortex.

4.3 Flow on the Surface at 100% Axial Chord Location
After the Leading Edge.The trailing edge of the blade lies on the
surface at 100% axial chord after the leading edge, which is
bounded by the suction surfacesY=0d at the left-hand side, and
the pressure surfacesY=1d at the right-hand side. In the radial
direction, it is shown from 90% of the blade span to the casing
wall. The blank areas near the pressure side of the blade in the
experimental measurement of Fig. 9 correspond to the areas that
cannot be measured by a laser probe.

Based on experimental data and numerical simulation, the sec-
ondary flow vector, the contours of the total relative velocity, and
the contours of axial velocity component on the surface at 100%
axial chord location are shown in Fig. 9. The contour value is also
normalized by the rotating speed of the blade tip. The total veloc-
ity is defined as follows:

V = Îu2 + v2 + w2 s4d
The secondary flow field is defined as the projection of the

velocity field at the exit angle of the blade tip. The vector consists
of a radial velocity component and a velocity component that is
perpendicular to the exit angle of the blade tip. The whole discrete

Fig. 9 Secondary flow, contour of axial velocity, and total velocity on the surface 100% axial chord location
after the leading edge for the normalized tip clearance of 1.98%
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tip leakage vortex can be clearly observed in Fig. 9. Besides the
distributions of the radial inward and outward velocities, the un-
derturning near the tip region and the overturning near 90% blade
span region can also be shown in the secondary flow field.

Overall the secondary flow provided by both experiment and
CFD are quite consistent. From both experimental data and nu-
merical simulation, the mixing region occupies almost half of the
passage in the tip region. Both experiment and CFD show a simi-
lar flow structure for the total velocity, though experiment shows
a smaller zone of a low total velocity. This discrepancy is possibly
caused by the ensemble-averaged method used in the process of
the experimental data and caused by the standardk-« turbulence
model with standard wall functions in the CFD simulation.

The contours of the axial velocity at the same chord location
are also shown in Fig. 9. The axial velocity is not uniform. The
reverse flow appears in the tip region for both experimental data
and numerical simulation. The low axial velocity means the
blockage of the incoming through flow.

From the numerical simulation, the pressure coefficient on the
surface at the same axial location is also illustrated. The low-
pressure zone coincides with the center of the tip leakage vortex.
This means that the mixing interaction between the tip leakage
flow and the main flow contributes to the energy loss.

4.5 Secondary Flow.Figures 10 and 11 show the secondary

Fig. 10 Secondary flow field at 70% axial chord location
Fig. 11 Secondary flow at 100% axial chord location

Fig. 12 Distribution of the pressure coefficient at the 99% of
the blade span „numerical simulation …
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flow field at two different axial locations. They are shown on
surfaces at 70% and 100% axial chord after the leading edge of
the fan blade, respectively.

At 70% axial chord locationsX=0.7Cxd, vortical motions are
observed at three different tip clearances. However, the vortical
motion does not appear as a vortex at the largest tip clearancest
=3.96%d. This phenomenon demonstrates that a leakage vortex
will be formed at a distance further downstream when the tip
clearance is increased, as shown in Fig 11. Figure 11 shows the
secondary flow field at 100% axial chord locationsX=1.0Cxd. The
plots show a significant vortical motion, and there are vortex cen-
ters at all three tip clearances. The centers of the vortices move
toward the pressure side of the blade due to the rotation of the
blade.

Overall the secondary flow provided by both experiment and
CFD are quite consistent. It is noted that at smaller tip clearances
st=0.66% andt=1.98%d, the vortex centers provided by both
measurement and CFD modeling are quite close. While at a larger
tip clearancest=3.96%d, CFD predicts a position of vortex center
that is closer to the suction surface of the blade than the position
from the experimental measurement, as shown in Fig. 11. In other
words, the leakage flow predicted from CFD migrates toward the
pressure surface more slowly than that measured by the experi-
ment. This may be explained by the fact that a standardk-« model
with a wall function is not adequate for the prediction of turbulent
boundary layers with unsteady and separated flows, etc.f20g. In
addition, the tip clearance flow with a tip vortex of an axial flow
fan is an unsteady and separated flow in a rotating frame.

4.6 Blade Pressure Distribution at 99% Blade Span.The
tip leakage flow is induced by the pressure difference between the
pressure and suction surfaces of the fan blade near the tip region.
Figure 12 shows the distribution of the pressure coefficient on the
blade surfaces from CFD modeling. The definition of the pressure
coefficient is given in the formulation

Cp =
sp − p1d
1/2rUt

2 s5d

Due to the blockage of the tip leakage vortex, the pressure
coefficient on the suction surface side near the leading edge in-
creases with the tip clearance. Except near the leading edge, the
pressure coefficient on the suction side drops substantially when
the tip clearance is increased from 0 to 0.66% of the blade span,
while the values on the pressure side remain almost unchanged.
This means that at a small tip clearancest=0.66%d only the flow
field near the suction surfaces of the blade has been disturbed
because of the tip leakage vortex. As the tip clearance increases to
1.98% and 3.96% of the blade span, respectively, the flow near the
pressure side begins to be disturbed by the leakage vortex. The
corresponding pressure coefficient at the pressure side also de-
creases. At the same time, the minimum pressure at the suction
side moves downstream. This is consistent with the movement of
vortex centers shown in Figs. 10 and 11.

4.7 Radial Variation of Mass Averaged Axial Velocities
and Flow Angles. The radial variations of mass-averaged axial
velocities and flow angles at an axial position, which is 20% of
the axial chord length after the trailing edge of the blade, are
given in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. The presence of the tip
leakage flow results in a low axial velocity in the tip region. As
the tip clearance is increased, the axial velocity decreases in the
tip region. A lower axial velocity increases the flow blockage and
reduces the global flow rate. This also contributes to the decline of
the global performance as the tip clearance increases. Judging
from the velocity triangle, a lower axial velocity leads to the un-
derturning of the flow shown in Fig. 12.

The effect of the tip leakage flow on the averaged flow angleb
is shown in Fig. 14. The flow angle distribution is consistent with
the rotation of the tip leakage vortex. Both experimental measure-
ment and numerical simulation show that the flow underturning is
confined to the tip region, and the overturning happens at a lower
blade span region when the tip clearance increases. There is a
critical span position of about 94% for the flow underturning and
overturning. At the smallest tip clearancest=0.66%d the over-
turning at a lower span region is quite small as the flow angle is
close to the values at a zero tip clearance. However, both CFD
modeling and experiment show a substantial underturning in the
tip region. This means that the flow field in a lower span region is
almost unaffected when the tip clearance is small, whereas the
flow field in the tip region has been disturbed greatly even at a
small tip clearance. As the tip clearance is increased from 0.66%
to 1.98% of the blade span, there is a jump of the flow overturning
in a lower span region, which indicates that the flow field in the
lower span region has begun to be disturbed at this tip clearance.
The global performance drops substantially as shown in Fig. 7sad.
When the tip clearance is further increased fromt=1.98% to t
=3.96%, the underturning in the tip region increases greatly,
whereas the overturning in a lower span region does not change a
lot. The corresponding static efficiency and static pressure also
remain close, which may explain the existence of an optimal tip
clearance for the drop in static efficiency. At the same time, it
demonstrates that the most important region for the energy trans-
fer efficiency is the region below 94% of the blade span, as shown
in Figs. 7 and 14.

A flow angle of.90 deg means that there is a reverse flow in
that region due to the existence of the leakage vortex. As the tip

Fig. 13 Radial variation of mass averaged axial velocity „X
=1.20 Cx…

Fig. 14 Radial variation of mass-averaged flow angle „X
=1.20 Cx…
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clearance increases, more reverse flow is observed near the tip
clearance region as shown in Fig. 14. More reverse flow means
more energy loss at a larger tip clearance.

5 Conclusion
A three-dimensional velocity flow field in the tip region of an

axial ventilation fan with three different clearances has been mea-
sured with a PDA system and predicted by CFD. The correspond-
ing global performance of the fan is also obtained. Based on the
measurement data and numerical simulation results, the following
conclusions can be drawn for low-speed and low-pressure axial
flow fans:

1. The global performance and the general structure of the tip
leakage flow from both experiment and numerical simula-
tion are in good agreement. The global performancesstatic
pressure and static efficiencyd decreases as the tip clearance
increases.

2. The leakage flow originating from the tip clearance rolls up
into a spiral to form a leakage vortex. The magnitude and
intensity of the tip leakage vortex grow as the tip clearance
is increased, and the first appearance position of the tip leak-
age vortex moves further downstream along the chord.

3. The mixing interaction between the tip leakage flow and the
main flow produces a low axial velocity region. This leads to
flow loss and blockage of the main flow in the tip region.
There are underturning zones near and in the blade tip re-
gion and overturning zones in a lower span region with a
critical span-wise position of about 94%.

4. As the tip clearance increases, a reverse flow appears. More
reverse flow at a larger tip clearance leads to a larger energy
loss.

This research involves an unsteady and a separated tip clear-
ance flow. This is the essential reason for the discrepancy between
PDA experiment and CFD. In the next research stage, PIVsPar-
ticle Image Velocimetryd system will be employed to investigate
the unsteady flow of the tip leakage flow.
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Nomenclature
C 5 chord length, mm

Cx 5 axial chord length, mm
Cp 5 static pressure coefficient

h 5 average blade span, mm
N 5 blade numbers6d
P 5 shaft power, W

P̄inlet 5 mass-averaged inlet static pressure, Pa

P̄outlet 5 mass-averaged outlet static pressure, Pa
Q 5 flow rate, m3/s
r 5 radius, mm
R 5 normalized radiussr /hd.
S 5 pitch 2pr /N, mm

SP 5 fan static pressure, Pa
t 5 normalized tip clearancest /hd.
u 5 axial velocity component, m/s

Ut 5 blade-tip speeds43.25 m/sd, m/s
v 5 tangential velocity component, m/s

V1,V2,V3 5 velocity components which are perpendicular to
the beam bisectors in the planes of the beams,
m/s

V 5 flow velocity, total velocity, m/s

V̄inlet 5 mass-averaged inlet velocity, m/s
w 5 radial velocity component, m/s
x 5 axial distance from rotor leading edge, mm
X 5 normalized distancesx/Cxd
y 5 tangential distance from the suction surface, mm
Y 5 normalized tangential distance by the local

blade spacing, Y=0 on the suction surface. Y
=1 on the pressure surface.

b 5 relative air flow angle measured from the axial
direction, deg

u 5 interaction angle, the angle between bisector of
the green laser beam and the violét. laser beam,
deg

l 5 stagger angle; the angle between the chord line
and the axial direction, deg

hSP 5 static efficiency of a fan
r 5 density, kg/m3

t 5 tip clearance, mm
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Periodic Velocity Measurements
in a Wide and Large Radius Ratio
Automotive Torque Converter at
the Pump/Turbine Interface
The unsteady flow field due to blade passing at the pump/turbine interface of a torque
converter was studied. The current geometry is wide and has a large outer to inner radius
ratio. A laser velocimeter was used to measure the periodic velocity components at four
operating conditions determined by the speed ratios between the turbine and pump of
0.065 (near stall), 0.600, 0.800, and 0.875 (coupling point). The flow fields at the pump
exit and turbine inlet planes were visualized and are presented. Using instantaneous
pump and turbine blade positions with the velocity data, animations (“slow-motion mov-
ies”) are generated to effectively visualize and understand the unsteady behavior. The
turbine inlet flow was markedly periodic due to the exiting jet/wake from the upstream
pump passage; however, the pump exit flow field showed little dependence on the turbine
blade positions. The highest unsteadiness was seen for the highest speed ratios. Four
“shots” from the sequences of one cycle for all speed ratios and each plane are presented
herein. The results are also compared to unsteady results for a previously examined
torque converter with a small radius ratio to determine the effect of parametric geometric
changes on the flow field. Generally, the unsteady velocity fields show no significant
difference for the two geometries—the trends are the same.fDOI: 10.1115/1.1891150g

1 Introduction
An automotive torque converter is a very complex “mixed

flow” hydrodynamic turbomachine with three independent com-
ponents that govern the internal flow field. The flow has signifi-
cant radial, tangential, and axial velocity components. The pump
energizes the working oil and is connected to the engine. This
pump operates similarly to a conventional centrifugal pump. The
radial pump blades accelerate the flow in the radial and tangential
directions thereby imparting kinetic and potentialspressured en-
ergy into the flow. The turbine drives the transmission shaft. The
turbine operates like a radial inflow turbine and absorbs the fluid
energy. The function of the stator is to redirect the flow exiting the
turbine to have an ideally incidence free flow into the pump at a
specifically designed turbine/pump angular speed ratio. The stator
also acts as a torque reactor at low pump/turbine speed ratios
sallowing for torque amplificationd, thus differentiating the torque
converter from the conventional fluid coupling. The pump and
turbine rotate at different speeds, while the stator is either locked
or allowed to rotate freely which depends on the application. Due
to the interaction of the pump, turbine, and stator blades, the flow
field in the torque converter is highly periodic at the interfaces.

Furthermore, a torque converter should operate efficiently at
both on-design and off-design conditions. However, the flow field
changes drastically over the typical operating range; namely, inci-
dence angles at the element interfaces can change drastically as
the pump/turbine speed ratio increases from zero to unity. Blade
slip can also be a problem as in any turbomachine. These two
effects also demonstrate periodicity.

2 Previous Studies
A number of papers have been published over the past decade

on internal flows in torque converters. Whitehead and Flackf1g

and Claudelf2g effectively review the literature for average flow
fields. Only the more relevant work will be summarized here.

Browarzik f3g used hot-film anemometry to investigate the un-
steady rotor/rotor interaction in the region between the pump exit
and turbine inlet. A large wake region at the pump exit near the
core-suction side was found which was unaffected by the instan-
taneous position of the turbine.

Marathe and Lakshminarayanaf4g measured pressures at the
exit of a torque converter stator and turbine by using a fast re-
sponse five-hole probe and embedded transducers in the stator
vanes. Large secondary flows were observed at the stator exit.
Also, the separated flow near the stator shell side was observed.

Marathe and Lakshminarayanaf5g also obtained average and
unsteady pressure and velocity data upstream and downstream of
a torque converter pump using the high frequency response five-
hole probe. Separation zones were found near the core at the
0.800 speed ratio and at the shell at the 0.065 speed ratio.

Dong et al.f6g studied the flow fields at the exit of the torque
converter pump and turbine. Four zones were found in the pump
exit flow: free stream flow, blade wake flow, core-suction corner
separation, and mixing zone. A fully developed turbine exit flow
was found with small velocity gradients in the radial direction. At
the turbine core a separation region with high unsteadiness was
found.

Brun and Flackf7g developed the fundamental principles to
organize data with discrete sampling so that the effects of the
pump exit and turbine inlet blade positions on the unsteady flow
field and performance parameters in the pump exit and turbine
inlet planes could be determined. Brun et al.f8g and Brun and
Flack f9g then employed a 230-mm-diam torque converter geom-
etry entirely machined from Plexiglas™ and a laser velocimeter to
obtain detailed periodic velocity profiles in the pump exit and
turbine inlet, respectively.

Whitehead and Flackf1g and Christen et al.f10g utilized the
same setup to test a series of three 245-mm-diam and 75-mm-
wide automotive torque converters with small radius ratios in
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which pump and turbine blade angles varied. Limited unsteady
measurements were taken for 0.065, 0.600, and 0.800 speed ratios
at the pump/turbine interface.

3 Motivations of the Current Research
Great strides have been made in CFD. However, as applied to

the complex torque converter, the analysis has not yet developed
to a level permitting design solely from computational results.
This is especially true for unsteady predictions, for which quasi-
steady approaches are often used. Experimental unsteady velocity
distributions and pressure data for the internal flow are needed to
verify computational results. Benchmark velocity data over a wide
range of geometries are needed to understand the flow mechanics
and to verify CFD predictions. Furthermore, a basic understanding
of periodic mixed-flow behavior is timely for industries outside of
the automotive industry, including such industries as compressors.

4 Particular Objectives
For this paper, a laser velocimetersLV d was used to measure

periodic velocity components in the pump exit and turbine inlet of
an automobile torque converter with a larger radius ratio than
previously studied and at four speed ratios. From the velocity
data, flow non-uniformities and secondary flows were determined.
The data presented herein complements earlier data in that the
designs are different and can be used for further verification and
testing of theoretical models over a wider envelope of geometries
as well as speed ratios. Furthermore, the data have been organized
herein so that the complexities of the unsteadiness are easily ob-
served from visualization. The velocities are compared to results
from previous studies.

5 Experimental Facility
The same basic experimental facility described in Whitehead

and Flackf1g and Claudelf2g was used for this research.

5.1 Torque Converter Rig. A schematic of the experimental
setup is presented in Fig. 1. The rig consists of:s1d an input
dynamometersdriverd to power the torque converter pump,s2d an
eddy current dynamometer to load the turbine,s3d a hydraulic
system to cool, pressurize, and lubricate the rig,s4d a control unit
to adjust shaft speeds and torques,s5d LV system to measure
velocities, ands6d shaft encoders to correlate the LV data with the
pump and turbine angular positions.

The input dynamometer, which controls the pump speed, is a 20
kW unit and the output dynamometer, which controls the turbine
speed, is a 130 kW capacity unit. Both dynamometers control the
shaft speeds with 1 rpm.

The torque converter was constructed of Plexiglas so that all
locations in the flow field could be measured. The index of refrac-
tion of Plexiglas is nominally 1.490. Shell-Flex 6212 oil, which

has a matching index of refraction of 1.489 at 25 °C, was used to
reduce undesired laser beam refraction and scattering. The density
of the oil at 25 ° C is 899 kg/m3 and the viscosity is 1.98 and
1.29310−3 kg/m s at 25 and 40 °C, respectively. The entire
torque converter is in a rectangular oil-filled Plexiglas contain-
ment box as shown in Fig. 2 to minimize the effects of wall
curvature on the LV measurements. Important dimensions are also
shown in Fig. 2. In particular the inner radius width of this con-
verter is 55.3 mm compared to 62.3 mm previously tested by
Whiteheadf11g and Flack and Whiteheadf12g.

In Fig. 3 the pump and turbine geometries are shown. Blades
are 1.1 mm thick; the shells are 2.67 mm thick. The component
blade angles and numbers are presented in Table 1. The geom-
etries UE, QD, and UQsGM notationd are for the current effort.
The geometries NW, LC, NL were used by Whiteheadf11g. Blade
angles are nearly identical for the two geometries. All angles are
relative to the axial direction. At the mid-plane the pumps had
strictly radial blades. The torque converter cylindrical coordinate
system is defined as follows: axial—along the torque converter
shaft, tangential—in the torque converter rotational direction, and
radial—perpendicular to the shaft.

The torque converter was studied in detail for four turbine to
pump rotational speed ratios. The operating conditions are pre-
sented in Table 2.

5.2 Laser Velocimeter System. The system is a one-
directional dual beam back-scatter frequency shifted LV. A one-
directional system was used. Perfect probe volume overlapping
with a two-directional multi-beam system was impossible due to
the small difference of index of refraction between the oil and
Plexiglas and the curvature of the components.

The entire optical assemblystransmitting and receiving opticsd
was mounted on a mill table. The probe volume locationsmea-
surement pointd was traversed in the torque converter in all three

Fig. 1 Torque converter and laser velocimeter system

Fig. 2 Cross-sectional view of torque converter showing con-
tainment box, components, and dimensions
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directions using the mill bed and a digital readout for precise
location of the probe volume. The resulting uncertainty in position
of the digital readout was 0.005 mm in any direction.

A 2 W argon-ion laser operating at 514.5 nm was used. All
three velocity components were obtained by rotating the beam
splitter and realigning the optics for each component. The effec-
tive probe volume is 72mm in diameter and 793mm long. Alu-
minum coated styrene particles 9mm in diameter were seeded
into the flow; the density of the particles approximated the density
of the oil. The scattered light was focused into a photomultiplier
tube sPM tubed. Output signals of the PM tube were amplified,
bandpass filtered, and transmitted to a signal processor.

The signal processor is a burst type processor with a minimum
threshold and a 5/8 count comparator to validate the Doppler
signal. Each valid Doppler signal was recorded with a dedicated
microcomputersFig. 1d. The instantaneous angular position of the
pump and turbine were measured for each valid velocity signal
using 9 bits1024 circumferential positionsd shaft encoders on the
pump and turbine shaftssFig. 1d.

Due to the small difference of index of refraction, the uncer-
tainty of the probe volume position varied depending on the num-
ber of interfaces the laser beams traversed. For the pump exit and
turbine inlet planes the uncertainty of the probe volume location

was 0.2 mm in the direction of the length of the probe volume.
Uncertainties in measured velocities are due to the clock in the

digital processor, uncertainties in the beam crossing angle, and the
finite number of samples used to approximate the true distribution
and the uncertainty is typically ±0.05 m/s. Furthermore, uncer-
tainties in position translate to uncertainties in the velocity when
velocity gradients are present. The total uncertainty due to the
combination of these effects is typically 0.07 m/s.

5.3 Periodic Measurement Procedure.For measurements of
the interactions between the pump exit and turbine inlet flow field,
the stator was considered to have no influence, because it was
either far up or downstream, as was demonstrated by Brun et al.
f8g. Also, because in the pump and turbine the blade passages of
the elements are geometrically identical, a flow cycle in a passage
is not only periodic over one total relative revolution of the oppo-
site element, but also at the blade passing frequency of the oppo-
site element. Now because the LV system takes data samples ran-
domly over the entire 360° of the blade cascade of the pump/
turbine sand not continuously in the same passaged, the samples
must be superimposed and averaged to obtain one representative
blade passage during post-processing. Furthermore, they must be
ordered into subgroups according to their position relative to the
opposite element passage, so that the blade passing frequency is
included in that data.

Ten core to shell positions were accessed and 30 000 samples
per position were collected in each plane. Core to shell measure-
ment locations were determined by using accurate reference
points in the torque converter and the known dimensions. The
grid-resolution was determined in the circumferential direction by
the resolution of the shaft encoders. The resolution of the
pressure-suction direction in the measurement grid depends on the
shaft-encoder resolution and the number of passages. With an en-
coder resolution of 1024 and 32 passages for the pump and 36 for

Fig. 3 Pump and turbine passage geometries

Table 1 Torque converter geometries

Component Inlet blade angle Exit blade angle No. blades

NW pump −30.0° 30.0° 32
UE pump −29.9° 29.9° 32
LC turbine 61.4° −63.0° 36
QD turbine 60.0° −60.0° 36
NL stator 27.0° 70.0° 17
UQ stator 41.6° 55.1° 14

Table 2 Test conditions

Speed ratiosSRd Pump speedsrpmd Turbine speedsrpmd Stator speedsrpmd

0.065 800 52 0
0.600 1100 660 0
0.800 1100 880 0
0.875 1100 962 0
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the turbine, this led to 32 separate measurement points in the
circumferential direction of the pump passage and 28 separate
measurement points in the circumferential direction of the turbine
passage. Thus, the pump data for the rotating planes were resolved
into a 32310 measurement grid for the flow field for the rotating
coordinate system. The turbine data for the rotating planes were
resolved into a 28310 measurement grid.

Furthermore, one complete flow cycle in the measured passage
is explained as the “sweeping-by” of a blade passage of the op-
posite element whose interaction is importantsnamely, Fig. 4d.
For example, each of the 32 pressure-to-suction locations in the
pump passage encounters 28 different flow situations as one tur-
bine passage sweeps by. This is referred to as theD periodic
position. The pump data consists of 28D periodic positions, while
the turbine data consists of 32D periodic positions.

After collection, the data were post-processed into the measure-
ment grid sdisplaying the velocity flow fieldd, and ordered into
temporal subgroups according to their relative periodic position to
the opposite element. The velocity grid is thus generated 28 times
for periodic measurements in the pump passagesand 32 times for
measurements in the turbine passaged for each complete flow
cycle. Data are presented in this paper as typical instantaneous
flow fields for different relative blade positions. Lastly, since more
than 30 000 valid velocity samples were collected for each of the
measured core-to-shell positions, more than 50 valid velocity
samples resulted for each of the time resolved measured grid po-

sitions. Thus, sufficient samples were used for a high confidence
in the calculated velocities at every geometric and temporal
position.

6 Results
In this paper, the pump/turbine interface was examined by ana-

lyzing the interdependencies in the through flow velocity compo-
nent. The fluctuations in the flow field can have significant influ-
ence on the performance of the torque converter largely due to
unsteady incidence angles to the component blades. Therefore, the
unsteady, or periodic flow field at the pump exit and turbine inlet
at four different operating conditions for the current torque con-
verter are presented. The speed ratio, 0.065snear stalld, 0.600,
0.800, and 0.875scoupling pointd again determined these operat-
ing conditions. The turbine, located directly downstream of the
pump, rotates at a lower angular speed than the pump. The turbine
inlet is located 3.28 mm downstream of the pump exit. Conse-
quently, as will be shown, the turbine has a slight upstream influ-
ence on the pump. On the contrary the pump has a significant
effect on the turbine inlet flow field, as the non-uniform pump exit
flow is directly forced into the turbine passages. To create the data
presented herein, a visualization of the transient flow field was
created by setting up an animation of the 28 different pump situ-
ations and 32 discrete turbine flow situations. Due to the wealth of
data, only typical velocity contours are presented herein: 0%,
25%, 50%, and 75% relative pump/turbine positions. These ani-
mations were created using the Tecplot 8.0 commercial plotting
package and can be viewed using the Tecplot movie player
“Framer” scopyright 1991–1998 Amtech Engineering, Inc.d that
supports the presentation of a file format called Rastermetafile
s.rmd. This format was originally developed by NASA and allows
the combination of separate images within one file. The visual
animations provide smooth transitions between the relative pump/
turbine positions.

6.1 Pump Exit Plane—Turbine Influence. In order to
present the interaction between pump and turbine within this pa-
per four distinct and representative relative positions between
pump and turbine blades were chosen for the sake of brevity.
These were at 0%ssame as 100%d, 25%, 50%, and 75% of the
total flow cycle, respectively. The 0% flow cycle position is de-
fined as when the shell corner of the turbine’s pressure side coin-
cides with the suction side of the pump.

As seen in Fig. 5, the turbine blade shows only moderate influ-
ence on the pump exit contour plot for SR=0.065. The average
high velocity region covers almost 50% of the suction to pressure
distance along the shell side. Only a very small velocity gradient
is observed toward the suction side. The location of the down-
stream sweeping by turbine blade causes only a slight reduction of
through flow velocity at the pump exit, exactly “in front” of the

Fig. 4 Turbine inlet plane for one instantaneous pump
position

Fig. 5 Pump exit plane, SR=0.065
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pressure side of the turbine blade that moves into the pump flow
passage. The turbine blade can be seen as an obstacle downstream
of the flow passage. The disturbance has to travel upstream
against the main flow. At the 25% and 50% flow cycle positions
one can see that the high velocity flow area splits into two regions
separated by a zone of lower velocity. The turbine blade loses its
influence with decreasing distance to the pump pressure side. At
the 75% flow cycle position this is already evident and continues
until the end of the flow cycle. This is due to the fact that the
highest velocity values are found on the pump pressure side. The
upstream traveling disturbances are much less effective here as
compared to the lower velocity area close to the suction side.

The same effect of the turbine blade as observed at the 0.065
speed ratio can be found at the 0.600 speed ratio, depicted in Fig.
6. However, a significant difference can be seen due to the aver-
age velocity distribution at this speed ratio. The area of high ve-
locity decreases with increasing speed ratio; it is in general mov-
ing closer to the shell side of the passage, although the suction to
pressure distribution is still very similar to the 0.065 speed ratio.
The velocity deficit caused by the sweeping by turbine blade is
again seen particularly in the suction half of the pump passage and
loses intensity with decreasing distance to the pressure side and
increasing proximity of the high velocity jet at the pressure sur-
face. In the animation of the flow cycle one can clearly observe
how the turbine blade therefore creates an oscillating movement
of the high velocity region in suction to pressure direction.
Namely, the moved jet area spreads out again in direction of the
suction side as soon as the turbine blade has passed by in every
flow cycle.

As presented in Fig. 7, only marginal differences can be seen
between the 0.600 and the 0.800 speed ratio. Since in general the
high velocity area further decreases, moving in the pressure direc-

tion, and the jet is located very close to the pressure side, the
influence of the turbine blade can primarily be seen from the
suction side to about 80% of the suction to pressure distance. At
the present speed ratio again the upstream traveling disturbances
result in a local velocity reduction occurring at the pressure side
of the turbine blade. This causes a periodic pushing back of the
high velocity area toward the pressure side followed by a slight
acceleration on the suction side of the turbine blade having
passed. Again the flow area close to the pressure side remains
relatively steady over the flow cycle.

The turbine inlet blades lose their influence at the 0.875 speed
ratio. There is only a very small high velocity jet remaining close
to the pump pressure surface. A wide area of moderate through
flow velocity, where no velocity reductions or accelerations can be
seen over the flow cycle, dominates the passage. Figure 8 depicts
this cycle again at four different relative pump/turbine positions.

6.2 Turbine Inlet Plane—Pump Influence.Analogous to the
visualization of the influence of the turbine blades on the pump
exit through flow contour, the unsteadiness of the turbine through
flow velocity field is presented. Again, four representative, dis-
crete relative pump/turbine positions were chosen to depict the
transient flow in this paper: 0%sor 100%d, 25%, 50%, and 75% of
the total flow cycle. The 0% flow cycle position is defined as
when the pressure side of the pump passage coincides with the
suction side of the turbine shell edge. As the pump exit is posi-
tioned only 3.28 mm upstream of the turbine inlet, the pump
shows a significant effect on the turbine inlet flow field as shown
on the following contour plots.

The least influence of the pump exit on the turbine inlet can be
found at the 0.065 speed ratio, as depicted in Fig. 9. The velocity
distribution in the pump exit at any time is essentially the instan-

Fig. 6 Pump exit plane, SR=0.600

Fig. 7 Pump exit plane, SR=0.800
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taneous inlet condition to the turbine. Therefore the contour plot
in the turbine inlet clearly resembles the flow contours of two
neighboring pump exit passages, divided by the pump blade. The
pump blade at the 0.065 speed ratio can be detected as a velocity
deficit or wake within the large high velocity area along the shell
stretching out from the suction to the pressure side. This velocity
deficit is due to the lower velocity region on the suction side of
the pump blade. Because a high velocity area covering about 90%
of the pressure to suction direction dominates the pump exit plane,
the flow in the turbine inlet accelerates again quickly after the
pump blade has passed. No influence of the pump blades can be
seen in the low velocity area along the core side of the turbine

inlet.
The same influence as observed at the 0.065 speed ratio can be

found at the 0.600 speed ratio as shown in Fig. 10. At this speed
ratio, the contour of the through flow field is still very similar to
the one at the 0.065 speed ratio although the high velocity area
does not reach as far to the suction side. This is the reason for the
wider band of velocity disturbance one can see sweeping through
the turbine inlet contour plot. The cause for this drastic influence
of the pump blades is again the fact that the pump passages force
the flow into the turbine inlet passages regardless of the relative
position between pump and turbine, retaining the suction to pres-

Fig. 8 Pump exit plane, SR=0.875

Fig. 9 Turbine inlet plane, SR=0.065

Fig. 10 Turbine inlet plane, SR=0.600
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sure velocity distribution within the pump exit planes. As already
seen, no influence of the pump blades along the core side of the
turbine inlet plane within the low velocity region is seen.

In Fig. 11 two typical excerpts from the periodic sequence for
the NL torque converter are shown for the turbine inlet for SR
=0.600 from Whiteheadf11g. These compare to Figs. 10sbd s25%
cycled and 10sdd s75% cycled for the current geometry. The gen-
eral flow field shapes are approximately the same. For example, at
75% cycle, two jets are seen—one near the pressure shell corner
and the other along the shell at about 30% pressure surface-to-
suction surface position. Also, at 25% cycle, only one jet is seen,
directly above the pump pressure surface for both geometries.
Because of the great similarity of the flow fields at other speed
ratios, and because the previous studies were not extensive, more
such figures for NL are not presented for the sake of brevity.

With increasing speed ratio also the influence of the pump exit
on the turbine inlet grows. Figure 12 depicts the excerpts of the
flow cycle for SR=0.800. With increasing speed ratio, the flow in
the pump is more and more forced against the shell side of the
passages; the separation area on the core side grows. This effect
causes the curved shape of the through flow contours in the pump
passages. Namely, for larger speed ratios the flow is less uniform
in the pump exit than for lower speed ratios. Only on the pressure
and suction side of the pump passages positive flow covers up to
90% of the shell to core length. As the flow exiting the pump now
passes the turbine passages the high velocity jet sweeps through
the turbine inlet plane from the suction/shell corner toward the
pressure side. The closer the pump and turbine blades get the
more the pump forces the fluid within the jet, in front of the pump
pressure side, into the pressure/core corner as is seen at the 75%

flow cycle position and in the animation. The flow on the suction
side of the pump blade only accelerates slowly again following
the velocity distribution of the pump exit planes. In another de-
scription, a high velocity region begins in the suction-shell corner,
moves toward the pressure surface and eventually forms two high
velocity jets in the turbine inlet plane before the high velocity in
the pressure-core corner dissipates and the cycle begins again.

In Fig. 13 a typical series of snapshots of the blade-to-blade
profiles are shown at the 50% core-to-shell position for different
relative pump and turbine positions for SR=0.800. For compari-
son, in Fig. 14 a similar series of profiles are shown from White-
headf11g. In general, the shapes of the profiles are similar and
they vary similarly for different pump/turbine positions. Namely,
as the percent cycle increases, the jet progresses from the turbine
suction surface to the pressure surface for both geometries.

The pump influence at the 0.875 speed ratio as presented in Fig.
15 can be seen as an amplification of the effects described at the
0.800 speed ratio. Due to the increased speed ratio, the waist of
the positive flow area in the middle of the pump exit plane has
decreased further and only a small high velocity jet remained
close to the pump pressure surface. The influence on the turbine
velocity distribution is primarily seen in the jet that sweeps
through the turbine inlet plane from the suction/shell to the
pressure/core corner. At the present speed ratio this jet is only a
small, isolated flow area being forced into the turbine inlet. The
flow acceleration following the pump suction side is only moder-
ate as the velocity gradient of the pump exit plane in suction to
pressure direction is very small over about 75% of the suction to
pressure length.

Fig. 11 Turbine inlet plane from Whitehead †11‡, SR=0.600 „scales in m/s …

Fig. 12 Turbine inlet plane, SR=0.800
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For comparison, the time averaged velocity contours are pre-
sented in Fig. 16 for the turbine inlet for the four speed ratios.
Transverse or secondary flows are included on the plots.

The fact that the pump influence on the periodicity in the tur-

bine increases with speed ratio can be explained as follows. As the
speed ratio increases the internal mass flow decreases in both
pump and turbine. As a result, in the pump, the momentum flux
decreases and pressure at the pump exit increases, resulting in
more likelihood of separation. The general behavior is very much
like the flow in a conventional centrifugal pump at part flow.

7 Summary
The flow field at the pump/turbine interface of a torque con-

verter was studied using laser velocimetry for four turbine/pump
speed ratios: 0.065snear stalld, 0.600, 0.800, and 0.875scoupling
pointd. The data presented herein represent the most complete set
of periodic torque converter data available. The current geometry
is wide and has the largest outer to inner radius ratio studied to
date. The flow fields at the pump exit and turbine inlet planes were
visualized and are presented. Instantaneous pump and turbine
blade positions with the velocity data were used to generate ani-
mations to effectively visualize and understand the periodic be-
havior. The turbine inlet flow was markedly periodic due to the
exiting jet/wake from the upstream pump passage. On the other
hand, the pump exit flow field showed little dependence on the
turbine blade positions. The greatest periodicity was seen for the
highest speed ratios, due to reduced momentum flux in the pump
and resulting increased velocity non-uniformity in the pump exit.
The results were also compared to unsteady results for a geometri-
cally different and previously examined torque converter to deter-
mine the effect of radius ratio on the periodic flow field. In general
the unsteady velocity fields show no significant difference for the
two geometries; namely, the trends are the same.
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Slip Factor for Centrifugal
Impellers Under Single and
Two-Phase Flow Conditions
Throughout the history of turbomachines investigators have tried to develop reliable
methods for prediction of centrifugal pump behavior. Among the parameters available to
estimate the performance of this kind of machine is the slip factor. In spite of being
regarded as a variable of great significance in the analysis of turbomachinery, there seem
to be a misconception regarding its concept and application. Indeed, empirical correla-
tions have been widely used to estimate the slip factor, even in the case of two-phase flow
applications, where it has not been investigated. Moreover, these correlations provide a
constant value of the slip factor for a given impeller only at the best efficiency point,
which is an important restriction to the pump performance prediction, considering that
slip factor varies with the pump flow rate. In this study, three-dimensional computational
fluid dynamics simulations were carried out on an impeller of known geometrysNS

51960d from which values of slip factor were calculated for both single- and two-phase
flow (water and water-air). These results include curves of the slip factor as a function of
the specific capacity and the gas-void fraction. Additionally, results for the slip factor in
the case of single-phase flow (water) are given for various centrifugal impellers (NS
51157, 1447, 1612, and 3513) in order to illustrate the influence of the flow rate on this
parameter. Finally, based on the numerical results, a methodology for prediction of the
pump head is presented. Excellent agreement with experimental results has been found.
This paper attempts to contribute to a better understanding of the fluid dynamics within
centrifugal pump impellers and to shed more light on the path that prediction models
should follow in the future.fDOI: 10.1115/1.1891153g

1 Introduction
Euler’s equationsHT`d constitutes the basic relationship for the

analysis of any kind of turbomachinery. It is obtained by applying
the principle of angular momentum to a mass of flow passing
through a rotor, assuming perfect flow conduction

HT` =
U2VU2

g
s1d

or, equivalently,

HT` =
U2

g
sU2 − VM2Ctgb2d. s2d

Even though this equation is based on a hypothesis of a one-
dimensional point of view, inviscid flow, and steady state, it is
considered as an important parameter for the design and predic-
tion of the pumps performance.

Centrifugal pumps are rotodynamic machines that impart en-
ergy to a fluid by means of the change of its kinetics momentum.
Moreover, Euler’s equation represents the theoretical head that a
certain pump is able to produce for a given configuration of the
impeller.

Unfortunately, to satisfy the perfect “flow conduction” hypoth-
esis it would be necessary to have an infinite number of blades,
which has no practical sense because of the increase of the hy-
draulic losses. Given that, in industrial pumps, the flow deviates
from the path imposed for the blades, leaving the impeller with an
angleb28 less than the constructive angle of the bladesb2 ssee Fig.
1d. Therefore, the theoretical head of the impellersHT`d dimin-

ishes toHT stheoretical head for a finite number of bladesd. This
phenomenon gives rise to the concept known as slip factor, which
is defined as follows:

«Z =
HT

HT`

s3d

where

HT =
U2

g
sU2 − VM2Ctgb28d s4d

Much has been written concerning the slip factor, nevertheless,
it seems to remain misunderstood with regards to its concept and
application, particularly in the case of centrifugal pumps handling
two-phase mixtures. As a matter of fact, most of the models pub-
lished thus far, attempting to predict the phenomenon, do not take
into account this parameter. On the other hand, those that have
included it into the analysis consider the slip factor the same for
single- and two-phase flow and, besides, an independent variable
of the pump flow rate. These misconceptions can lead to signifi-
cant errors in the prediction of the performance of centrifugal
pumps and, as a consequence, the analytical models developed to
date have not accomplished satisfactory results.

2 Previous Work

2.1 Slip Factor. First attempts to estimate slip factors were
entirely theoretical. Perhaps the most accepted of these works was
developed by Busemannf1g, who obtained values of the slip fac-
tor by means of potential flow analysis. However, the flow within
a centrifugal pump impeller near the walls is far from potential,
and this analysis could result in bad approximations.

On the other hand, Pfleidererf2g developed a method to calcu-
late the slip assuming a uniform distribution of the pressure
around the blade. This method was strongly influenced by the type
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of diffuser. Another well-known expression for calculating the slip
factor is provided by Stodolaf3g, who assumed a rotating cylinder
of fluid at the end of the interblade channel as the cause of the
slippage. Later, Stanitzf4g proposed a slip factor correlation de-
rived from the results of two-dimensional fluid flow solutions.
Even though there are some results for backward-curved vanes,
most of the work is related to radial blades.

As early as 1967, Wiesnerf5g carried out a comprehensive
review of the literature available up until that time regarding the
slip factor. In this classical paper, Wiesner concluded that the
method of Busemann was still the most accurate. Furthermore, the
author proposed a correlation fitting the Busemann data extremely
well up to a limiting inlet-to-outlet impeller radius ratio. All the
same, an empirical correction factor for conditions beyond this
limiting radius factor was presented. Several other investigators
have studied the slip factor on turbomachines; however, we con-
sider those mentioned above as the most representative.

In spite of its highly empirical origin, Wiesner’s correlation has
maintained great acceptance among researchers aiming to predict
the performance of centrifugal pumps. Nevertheless, there are
some details not clearly stated in these papers and commonly
disregarded by most of the investigators. These details could be
summarized as follows:

• The slip factor does not represent a hydraulic loss. It just
stands for a reduction in the capability of the pump to trans-
fer energy.

• The slip factor is by no means a constant for a given impel-
ler. In fact, it rises as the flow is reduced.

• The slip factor for two-phase conditions has not been inves-
tigated thus far.

2.2 Performance Prediction of Centrifugal Pumps Under
Two-Phase Flow Conditions.Performance prediction of centrifu-
gal pumps handling two-phase mixtures has been an active area of
research in both the nuclear and petroleum industries. The nuclear
industry is concerned with the loss of coolant accidentssLOCAd
in nuclear reactors due to safety purposes. In such accidents, the
reactor centrifugal pumps need to handle two-phase mixtures be-
cause of a rapid depressurization of the coolant. As for the petro-
leum industry, fair amounts of gas are entrained in the oil handled
by electric submersible pump applications.

In both cases, the pump undergoes a decrease in the head de-

livered, which must be estimated. Thus, developing analytical
methods to determine the performance of pumps operating under
two-phase flow conditions is a matter of prime interest.

Several investigatorsf6–11g have undertaken this task with lim-
ited success. Although there are some prediction models including
the slip factor in the analysisf6,7,10g, this parameter is assumed
to be not just constant but equal for one- and two-phase flow
cases. Given that, the results obtained from these studies are nei-
ther satisfactory nor reliable. Needless to say, the models that have
overlooked the slip factor lack physical meaning and are fortu-
nate, indeed, to produce any useful result.

3 Slip Factor Under Two-Phase Flow Conditions

3.1 Problem Formulation. In order to predict the behavior of
the slip factor, three-dimensionals3Dd computational fluid-
dynamicssCFDd two-phase flowswater/aird simulations were con-
ducted in a centrifugal impeller with a specific speedNS=1960.
Liquid flow rate, gas-void fractionsGVFd, and bubble diameter
were chosen as independent variables. The geometry of the impel-
ler is the same as that tested by Añezf12g.

Based on a two-fluid model, the momentum equationssNavier-
Stokesd coupled with the continuity equation were solved using a
commercial CFD package, which employs the finite-volume
technique.

Given the symmetry of the problem, the computational domain
of flow consisted of a single blade-to-blade passage. Total pres-
suresstatic plus dynamicd at the inlet and mass flow at the outlet
were chosen as boundary conditions, according to recommenda-
tions for centrifugal impellersf13g. With regard to turbulence
modeling, the multiphase version of the standardk−« model was
implemented. Additional details in relation to assumptions, mesh
analysis, and mathematical models can be found in Refs.f13,14g.

3.2 Procedure.From the simulations, the actual relative fluid
angleb28 sbased on mass averaged was obtained. Thus, the theo-
retical head for a finite number of blades and the slip factor were
calculated by means of Eqs.s3d and s4d, respectively, for the
whole range of liquid flow and gas-void fraction. In order to il-
lustrate the influence of the liquid flow rate on the slip factor, the
previous procedure was repeated for another four centrifugal
pump impellerssNS=1157, 1447, 1612, and 3513d in the case of
single-phase flow. Details of the above-mentioned impellers are
summarized in Table 1.

3.3 Numerical Results.

3.3.1 Change of Slip Factor Under Two-Phase Flow
Conditions. Results for the slip factor as a function of the specific
capacitysFd for different values of the gas-void fraction can be
seen in Fig. 2. The dashed curve corresponds to single-phase flow,
whereas the solid curves correspond to GVF values of 10%, 15%,
and 17%. The bubble diameter was set to 0.1 mm, as will be
substantiated in Sec. 4.

All the curves depict the same tendency, namely, the slip factor

Fig. 1 Impeller discharge velocity diagrams

Table 1 Characteristics of the simulated impellers

NS N sRPMd NB A2scm2da D2/D1 b2s°d FBEP310+03

1157 1450 4 217 2.69 24 7.65

1447 1450 5 341 2.54 28 12.92

1612 1270 7 322 3.07 26.6 14.15

1960 3000 7 25 2.22 30 16.08

3513 1480 5 620 2.10 32.5 43.32

aA2=sp .D2−NB.Thd .b2
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decreases almost linearly with specific capacity. On the other
hand, it is shown that the slip factor is also influenced by the GVF.
In fact, this parameter diminishes as the GVF increases.

An alternative option to represent the slip-factor significance is
by means of Euler’s theoretical headssHT` and HTd. Figure 3
shows the tendencies ofHT for the same conditions as in Fig. 2,
where the curve ofHT` sdashed lined is included for reference
purposes.

As it was pointed out before, the theoretical head for a finite
number of blades does not represent a hydraulic loss but rather a
diminution in the capacity of the pump for transferring energy.
From Fig. 2 it can be seen that the higher the GVF, the lower the
capacity of the pump to develop headsfor a constant specific
capacityd. Therefore, the presence of gas entrained in the fluid
handled by the pump affects the fluid dynamic within the impeller
in such a way that the kinetic momentum change of the fluid is
impaired.

Thus, implementation of slip-factor results from single-phase
data to analyze the behavior of centrifugal pumps handling two-
phase flow is incorrect. Further investigations are in order.

3.3.2 Effect of Flow Rate on the Slip Factor. Curves of the
slip factor as a function of the specific capacity for different val-
ues of NS are presented in Fig. 4. The slip factor rises almost
linearly asF is reduced. This tendency is repeated in the four
impellers analyzed. In this way, the fluid deviates less and less
from the blades as the flow rate diminishes. On the other hand,
even in the case of the nominal flow rate, values for the slip factor
produced by correlations could have errors as large as 52% as is
illustrated in Table 2.

3.3.3 Fundamental Variables. Computational fluid dynamics
can be used successfully in the analysis of the complex flow in-
side pumps. Indeed, the results obtained from the simulations en-
able the calculation of fundamental variables, such as slip factor,
hydraulic losses, and efficiency, among others.

Caridadf14g and Bastardof15g implemented CFD tools to char-

acterize the impeller and the diffuser of a particular electric sub-
mersible pumpsNS=1960d, respectively. Bastardo also took ad-
vantage of the symmetry of the problem and simulated a single
blade-to-blade passage.

Following the methodology described in the Secs. 3.1 and 3.2,
the slip factor was obtained as a function of the specific capacity
for different gas-void fractionssFig. 2d. Additionally, the impeller
hydraulic losses were calculated as follows:

ZR = HT − HR s5d
where

HR = s1 − xdSP2 − P1

g
+

V2
2 − V1

2

2g
D

L

+ xSP2 − P1

g
+

V2
2 − V1

2

2g
D

G

s6d

Figure 5 shows the rotor hydraulic losses as a function ofF.
The results are presented for different gas-void fractionssinclud-
ing single-phase flowd. The general tendency is that the hydraulic
losses vary approximately as the square of the specific capacity.
This behavior could be explained by the increase of the
slippage—the difference between the velocities of the liquid and
the gas—as the GVF increases.

On the other hand, Bastardo obtained the hydraulic losses in the
diffuser. It is important to mention that the outlet conditions of the
rotor were used as the inlet conditions of the diffuser.

The hydraulic losses of the diffusersZDd as a function of the
specific capacity are presented in Fig. 6, in the case of single-
phase flow and two different GVF, namely, 10% and 15%. Con-
trary to the expected, the hydraulic losses for single-phase flow

Fig. 2 Slip factor for different GVF as a function of the specific
capacity „NS=1960…

Fig. 3 Theoretical head for different GVF as a function of the
specific capacity „NS=1960…

Fig. 4 Slip factor for different specific speeds as a function of
the specific capacity

Table 2 Values of the slip factor obtained from correlations for
the impellers studied „Reference: simulations …

NS Weisnerf5g Stodolaf3g Stanitzf4g Ref.

1156 0.758 0.681 0.505 0.693

Error(%) 9 2 27 -

1447 0.778 0.705 0.604 0.703

Error(%) 10 0 14 -

1612 0.829 0.799 0.717 0.716

Error(%) 14 10 0 -

1960 0.819 0.776 0.717 0.395

Error(%) 52 49 45 -

3513 0.762 0.662 0.604 0.550

Error(%) 28 17 9 -
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are larger than in the case of GVF=10% and 15%, for the whole
range of liquid flow rates studied. As Bastardo pointed out, this
result arises from the fact that each gas-void fraction has associ-
ated a different flow incidence angle upon the diffuser, for a given
specific capacity.

In fact, the flow incidence angle corresponding to higher gas-
void fractions results in a diminution of the size of the flow recir-
culation obtained in the suction side of the diffuser, which is the
main cause of hydraulic losses in the diffuser. For more details,
see Ref.f15g.

4 Performance Prediction by Means of the Slip Factor
Based on the results described previously, it is possible to pre-

dict the pump headHP for the whole stagesrotor plus diffuserd. It
is worth mentioning that this methodology is valid for single- and
two-phase flow.

The procedure is as follows:

• The HT is calculated from Eqs.s2d and s3d, and Fig. 2.
• The impeller headHR is determined from Eq.s6d and Fig. 5.
• The pump headHP is estimated by means of Eq.s7d and

Fig. 6,

HP = HR − ZD. s7d

Thus, HP is predicted based on geometrical variables and
CFD simulations. Figures 7–9 show the results as a function
of the specific capacity for gas-void fractions corresponding
to 0 ssingle-phased, 10% and 15%. For comparison pur-
poses, these figures also include the experimental data taken
from Añez f12g, who tested the same pump as used in this
study.

Figure 7 shows that the predicted head via numerical simulation
scorresponding to single-phase flowd compares favorably to the
experimental data. As for GVF=10% the agreement is excellent.
This justifies the assumption of 0.1 mm as the bubble diameter of
the gassy phase.

Regarding Fig 9sGVF=15%d, the comparison is also good.
However, for larger specific capacities, the simulations tend to
overpredict the pump head. This tendency is expected as larger
gas-void fractions should correspond to larger bubble diameters
and, hence, larger hydraulic losses. Thus, for GVF=15% the
proper bubble diameter should be greater than 0.1 mm.

5 Analysis
Accurate modeling of the turbomachinery performance is chal-

lenging. Complicated geometry, secondary flows, and multiphase
flow, among other variables, have forced the inclusion of experi-
mental parameters to validate the models. Furthermore, the lack of
understanding of the fluid dynamics inside a centrifugal pump
impeller is the main obstacle for developing accurate prediction
tools.

Slip factor is not an exception to these shortcomings. Even
though a constant value of the slip factor can hold certain validity
for radial blade impellersswhere, theoretically, the head is not a
function of the flow rated, investigators have been using empirical
correlations excessively for a large range of diameters and blade
angles.

Fig. 5 Hydraulic losses of the impeller for different GVF as a
function of the specific capacity

Fig. 6 Hydraulic losses of the diffuser for different GVF as a
function of the specific capacity

Fig. 7 Comparison between numerical simulations and experi-
mental results for different gas-void fractions „NS=1960…

Fig. 8 Comparison between numerical simulations and experi-
mental results for different gas-void fractions „NS=1960…

Fig. 9 Comparison between numerical simulations and experi-
mental results for different gas-void fractions „NS=1960…
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From the results stated above, it is clear that considering the
slip factor constant for the whole operation range of the pump is a
remarkable mistake. Moreover, the fluid dynamics of single-phase
flow is quite different from that corresponding to two-phase flow.
Therefore, new approaches to estimate slip factor for centrifugal
pumps need to be developed.

This work does not attempt to develop a new correlation for the
slip factor but aims to clear up some misunderstanding with re-
spect to its application. Likewise, the presented methodology
could be used as a trend to follow for subsequent models.

Even though the pump head prediction was possible for the
presented case, there remains several uncertainties, particularly
concerning the bubble diameter. Thus, further investigations are
necessary in order to establish the variation of this variable along
centrifugal pumps as a function of gas-void fraction, rotational
speed, suction pressure, and specific speed. Needless to say, there
is much to be done to achieve a complete characterization of
turbomachines.

To the authors’ knowledge, there have been no serious attempts
to estimate the slip factor for many years. Computational fluid
dynamicssCFDd emerges as the most appropriate tool to under-
take this task. Indeed, CFD permits the understanding of the flow
physics, which, in turn, is the first step for accurate and reliable
models. Besides, analytical model trends in the future should rely
on flow physics rather than on empirical correlations, thus, ex-
pressions such as Weisner’s have to be avoided in order to obtain
satisfactory results in the prediction of centrifugal pump perfor-
mance.

6 Conclusions and Recommendations
The slip factor for a centrifugal pump impeller handling two-

phase flow was estimated by means of 3D-CFD numerical simu-
lations. Additional simulations were carried out for another four
impellersssingle-phase flowd.

On the other hand, a methodology is proposed in order to
achieve the prediction of centrifugal pumps. The results obtained
are summarized below:

• Slip factor is strongly influenced by the liquid flow rate and
the gas-void fraction. Thus, for a constant GVF, slip factor
increases as the flow rate diminishes. For a constant liquid
flow rate, the slip factor drops as the GVF increases.

• Analytical models developed thus far have applied the slip-
factor concept erroneously.

• On the other hand, there are some other models that have
overlooked the slip. As for these, thorough revisions need to
be done.

• New approaches need to be developed in order to investi-
gate the behavior of the slip factor for two-phase flow con-
ditions.

• Computational fluid dynamics can be used not just to esti-
mate the slip factor but as a tool for designing and predic-
tion of turbomachinery performance.

• The prediction methodology proposed has proved to pro-
duce useful results and can be the starting point of new
characterization models to be developed.

• Further research is necessary in order to investigate the be-
havior of the bubble diameter in centrifugal pumps.

• Empirical correlations need to be disregarded in the future.
Instead, the understanding of the physical mechanism of the
phenomenonsvia CFDd will lead to more reliable and accu-
rate models.

Nomenclature
A 5 area
b 5 impeller width

ESP 5 electric submersible pump
D 5 impeller diameter
g 5 acceleration of gravity

GVF 5 gas void fraction

H 5 head
N 5 rotational speedsrpmd

Nb 5 number of blades of the impeller
NS 5 specific speed of the impeller
P 5 pressure
Q 5 flow rate

Th 5 blade thickness
U 5 tangential velocity
V 5 flow velocity
W 5 relative velocity
x 5 mixture quality
Z 5 hydraulic losses
a 5 absolute flow angle
b 5 relative flow angle

«Z 5 slip factor
k 5 turbulence kinetics energy.
« 5 energy dissipation rate
g 5 Specific Weight.
F 5 specific capacity sQ/vD2

3d sadimensional
parameterd

v 5 angular velocity

Subscript
BEP 5 best efficiency point

D 5 diffuser
G 5 gas
L 5 liquid
M 5 meridional component
P 5 pump
R 5 relative to the impeller
T 5 theoretical for a finite number of blades

T` 5 theoretical for an infinite number of blades
U 5 tangential component
1 5 impeller inlet condition
2 5 impeller outlet condition

sPrime values denote variables with slip considered.d
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Experimental Analysis on Tip
Leakage and Wake Flow in an
Axial Flow Fan According to Flow
Rates
The flow characteristics in the blade passage and in the wake region of a low-speed axial
flow fan have been investigated by experimental analysis using a rotating hot-wire sensor
and a five-hole probe for design and off-design operating conditions. The results show
that the tip leakage vortex is moved upstream when the flow rate is decreased, thus
disturbing the formation of wake flow near the rotor tip. That is, the tip leakage vortex
interfaces with the blade suction surface and results in high velocity fluctuation near the
blade suction surface. From axial velocity distributions downstream of the fan rotor,
large axial velocity decay near the rotor tip is observed at near-stall condition, which
results in a large blockage compared to that at the design condition. Finally, the wake
flow downstream of the rotor blade is clearly measured at the design and off-design
conditions. However, the trough of the high velocity fluctuation due to Karmann vortex
street in the wake flow is observed at a higher flow condition than the design flow
rate. fDOI: 10.1115/1.1881695g

1 Introduction
The present study is focused on the understanding of a detailed

vortical flow and a wake flow inside blade passage and down-
stream of a low-speed axial flow fan operating at design and off-
design conditions. The vortical flow in axial turbomachines has
been studied by many researchers by experiments and numerical
simulationsf1–5g. Murthy and Lakshminarayanaf2g studied the
trajectory of a tip leakage vortex in an axial compressor rotor
according to flow rates using LDV measurements. Inoue and Kur-
oumaruf4g showed the distinctive feature of the rolling-up of a tip
leakage vortex of an axial compressor rotor tip: a leakage jet flow
entering from the pressure side to the suction side of the blade
interfaces with the incoming through flow. Foley and Iveyf5g
reported the behavior of a tip leakage flow in a multistage com-
pressor rotor downstream of the rotor and the stator using a pitot
tube and LDV measurements. Throughout most of the experimen-
tal studies on axial turbomachines, it is found that the tip leakage
vortex has an important role on performance and noise generation.

Fukano et al.f6g tried to measure a periodic velocity fluctuation
downstream of the trailing edge of a rotating flat-plate blade using
a hot-wire sensor. They showed the periodic velocity fluctuation
due to Karman vortex street downstream of the rotating flat-plate
blade. Fukano et al.f7g also reported the generation mechanism of
the tip clearance noise in an axial flow fan by measuring the
real-time velocity fluctuation with rotating hot-wire probe sensors.
They showed that the increase in noise at a lower flow rate than
the design condition is caused by an interference between a tip
leakage vortex and an adjacent blade surface. Recently, the au-
thors also studied the characteristics of vortical flow structure and
velocity fluctuation in an axial flow fan having two different tip
clearances with the help of numerical simulation and experimental
analysisf8g. They showed that an enlarged vortical flow produc-
ing at a larger tip clearance induces the acceleration of through
flow, thus resulting in the increase of broadbandsturbulentd noise.

In the present study, detailed measurements of vortical flow

inside blade passage and wake flow in an axial flow fan designed
recently have been performed by using a hot-wire sensor rotating
with the fan rotor at design and off-design operating conditions.
Three-dimensional velocities upstream and downstream of the fan
rotor obtained by a five-hole probe were analyzed by comparing
the values of the designed fan. In addition, a velocity fluctuation
due to Karmann vortex street downstream of the fan rotor was
measured in relation to the formation of the tip leakage vortex
according to the flow ratessat a design and off-design operating
conditionsd.

2 Axial Flow Fan and Experimental Methods

2.1 Axial Flow Fan. A low-pressure axial flow fan having
2 mm tip clearances1.5% tip chordd was introduced to analyze
the tip leakage vortex and the wake flow for a design and off-
design flow rates. In the design of the fan rotor, velocity distribu-
tions upstream and downstream of the fan rotor were calculated
by a streamline curvature equation. Figure 1 shows the calculated
streamlines on a meridional plane. The streamlines are shown at
11 radial positions, which have a constant flow rate at each inter-
val of the streamlines. NACA 65 series profile sections designed
by a free vortex operation were adopted for the present fan design.
A blade camber and an angle of attack as shown in Fig. 2 were
obtained by using a Carpet plot. The detailed design specifications
of the rotor blade at three radial positions are summarized in Table
1. To avoid a loss production due to flow separation on the rotor
blades, an equivalent diffusion ratio defined by LiebleinDeq was
evaluated. The definition ofDeq used in the present calculation is

Deq=
cosb2

cosb1
F1.12 + 0.61

cos2 b1

s
stanb1 − tanb2dG s1d

whereb1, b2, ands denote inlet flow angle, outlet flow angle, and
solidity, respectively.

As shown in Table 1, theDeq has value below 2.0, which is
critical to produce a large loss rapidly on the rotor blades. The fan
has a design flow coefficientF smean axial velocity divided by
rotor tip speedd of 0.41 and a design pressure rise coefficientCt
stotal pressure rise divided by dynamic pressure at rotor tipd of 0.3
with the rotational speed of the fan rotor of 1000 rpm and the
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number of blade of 9. Figure 3 shows the sectional view of the
rotor blades for 11 radial positions. The origin of a coordinate
represents the position of a blade stacking. The three-dimensional
s3Dd solid modeling of the designed rotor was performed using
the three-dimensional blade surface data. The prototype of the
rotor blades was made by rapid prototyping techniques with ste-
reolithographysSLAd.

Figure 4 shows the total pressure riseCt and the sound pressure
level sSPLd plotted against the flow rate of the test fan. The total
pressure rise was determined using the three-dimensional veloci-
ties and static pressure upstream and downstream of the fan rotor
obtained by the five-hole probe. In the figure, a closed triangle
indicates the design value. It is noted that the design value corre-
sponds well to that obtained by the experimental measurement.
The SPL was measured at 1 m upstream from the test fan. The
SPL is rapidly increased at lower flow conditions than the peak
total pressure as shown in Fig. 4. It is noted that the SPL has a
minimum value at the design flow rate. The authors reported that
the rapid increase of the SPL is caused by the interference be-
tween a tip leakage vortex and an adjacent blade pressure surface
f7g. Reynolds number based on the rotor tip speed and the rotor
tip chord length is 1.13105.

In the present study, the characteristics of a three-dimensional
vortical flow inside blade passage and downstream of the rotor
blades have been analyzed by experimental measurements using a
hot-wire sensor rotating with the rotor blades at three off-design

operating conditionssF=0.28, 0.31, and 0.47d as well as at the
design conditionsF=0.41d as shown in the performance curve of
Fig. 4.

2.2 Experimental Apparatus and Measuring Procedure.
The schematic view of an experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5. It
was an open-loop facility having inner duct diameter of 0.579 m.
A bell-mouth inlet, a fan rotor, and a fan-driving motor connected
by a belt were installed in a circular duct. The downstream end of
the section shown in Fig. 5 was connected to an outlet duct fol-
lowed by a damper and a booster fan. The distance between the

Table 1 Design specifications of axial fan rotor

Hub
Near

midspan Tip

Radiussmmd 150.0 230.0 287.5
Chord lengthsmmd 138.0 132.0 131.0
Camber 1.36 0.69 0.5
Solidity 1.32 0.83 0.65
Max. thick/chords%d 10.0 8.8 8.0
Stagger anglesdegd 35.3 56.5 63.9
Inlet Flow anglesdegd 51.74 62.83 67.91
Outlet Flow anglesdegd 26.13 55.03 64.03
Equivalent diffusion ratio 1.82 1.5 1.36

Fig. 1 Meridional streamlines for the design of an axial flow
fan „mm …

Fig. 2 Distribution of design parameters obtained from the
Carpet plot

Fig. 3 Blade profile of the designed axial flow fan

Fig. 4 Sound pressure level and total pressure rise

Fig. 5 Schematic view of experimental setup „mm …
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bell-mouth inlet and the test fan was 0.43 m.
The schematic view of a measuring system is shown in Fig. 6.

A hot-wire sensor rotating with the fan rotor was introduced for
the present study to obtain relative velocity and velocity fluctua-
tion inside and downstream of the fan rotor. Two kinds of sup-
porter, I-type and L-type, as shown in Fig. 6, were introduced. The
I-type and L-type supporters are used to measure the flow velocity
near the blade pressure and suction surfaces, which will be de-
scribed in more detail later. The I-type sensor of the hot-wire
probe was a tungsten filament wire of 5mm dia. The wire of the
probe sensor was set parallel to the radial direction of the rotor
blades. The probe was controlled by a three-dimensional travers-
ing systemsi.e., radial, axial, and rotational directiond installed
inside of the hub with traverse resolution of 0.3 mm. The maxi-
mum traversing span of the traversing system in radial, axial, and
tangential directions was 45 mm, 60 mm, and 50 degs45 deg for
one blade passaged, respectively. The real-valued velocity fluctua-
tions were measured by using a constant-temperature hot-wire an-
emometer and interfacing technique with an on-line computer.
The output from the hot-wire sensor was carried from a rotating
frame to a stationary frame through a Michigan Scientific Corpo-
ration mercury slip-ring unit installed inside of the hub as shown
in Fig. 5.

The relative velocity and the velocity fluctuation inside and
downstream of the rotor blades were measured by moving probe
and determined by a constant-temperature hot-wire anemometer
and an averaging technique with an on-line computer. The cali-
bration of the hot-wire probe was performed by detaching the
rotor blade from the test fan and by measuring the tangential
velocity for the four different rotational frequencies: 300, 600,
900, and 1200 rpm. The mean standard errors of the tangential
velocity keep below 1% for the velocities greater than 1 m/s. In
addition, the magnitude of the deformation of the probe supporter
caused by the rotor rotation was calibrated prior to the experi-
ments. Ensemble-averaged values of the velocity and the velocity
fluctuation were obtained using 6000 sample data at each measur-
ing position acquired at a sample rate of 10,000 Hz for a total
sample period of 0.6 s. The sample data and the sample rate were
determined by preliminary experiments to minimize the experi-
mental uncertainty. Over the blade passage, the uncertainty of the
velocity component was lower than 5.0% based on the time-
averaged velocity.

Three-dimensional velocity distributions upstream and down-
stream of the fan rotor were measured using a five-hole probe.
The head diameter and hole diameter of the probe are 3.6 and
0.7 mm, respectively. The calibration of the five-hole probe was

performed in a wind tunnel having the potential core diameter of
50 mm. The probe was calibrated over a pitch angle range of
±30 deg using 3 deg increments. A jet velocity in the potential
core was 20 m/s, and a calibration curve is shown in Fig. 7. In
Fig. 7, P1–P5 are pressures obtained from the five-hole probe.
Total pressurePT and static pressurePS were determined by a
standard pitot tube, which was set in the potential core of the wind
tunnel. Throughout the three repeated measurements, the errors
keep below 1% for the three parameters. The five-hole probe was
used to measure the three dimensional velocities upstream and
downstream of the fan rotor. For the careful measurements of the
velocities, measuring time took at least 10 min per one position.
The maximum error showed near the casing due to the flow dis-
tortion resulted from the interference between the casing wall and
the probe head. The maximum uncertainty of the velocity compo-
nent was about 5.0% based on the time-averaged velocity.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Flow Characteristics Upstream and Downstream of
the Fan Rotor at a Design and Off-Design Operating
Conditions. The three-dimensional velocity distributions up-
stream and downstream of the fan rotor were analyzed and com-
pared to the design data at the design and off-design operating
conditions.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of axial and tangential velocity
for the designsF=0.41d and two off-design conditionssF=0.28
and 0.47d, which were measured downstream of the rotor and
obtained using the five-hole probe. The distance between the rotor
trailing edge and the head of the probe was 200 mms150% tip
chordd as shown in Fig. 5. In the figure, the horizontal axis rep-
resents an axial velocityVX2 and a tangentialscircumferentiald
velocity Vu2 normalized by the tangential velocity of the rotor tip
Ut. The radius shown in the vertical axis is a nondimensional
value i.e., 0.0 and 1.0 indicates the blade hub and tip, respectively.
In the figure, the dashed line denotes the design value. As shown
in Fig. 8, experimental data of the axial and tangential velocities
are in good agreement with the design values. High axial velocity
decay is observed above 50% span at near stall conditionsF
=0.28d. This implies that the low-velocity region is rapidly in-
creased near the rotor tip, thus resulting in large blockage. The
increase in tangential velocity near the rotor tip also corresponds
to the large blockage effect at near stall condition. It can be con-
sidered that the rapid increase of the SPL at near-stall condition,
shown in Fig. 4, has a close relation with the larger blockage near
the rotor tip.

Figure 9 shows the distribution of a relative inlet and an outlet
flow angle for the design condition upstream and downstream of
the fan rotor. The measuring position for the inlet flow angle was

Fig. 6 Test blade measuring system

Fig. 7 Calibration curves of five-hole probe
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55 mms42% tip chordd upstream from the leading edge of the fan
rotor. As shown in Fig. 9, the inlet and outlet flow angles obtained
by the flow measurement correspond well to the design ones. This
means that the performance of the axial flow fan has almost the
same value compared to the design one.

3.2 Measurement of the Tip Leakage Vortex by Using a
Rotating Hot-Wire Sensor at the Design and Off-Design
Conditions. The vortical flow in the blade passage and down-
stream of the fan rotor was analyzed by experimental measure-
ments using a hot-wire sensor rotating with the rotor blade at three
off-design conditionssF=0.28, 0.31, and 0.47d and at the design
condition sF=0.41d as well.

Figure 10 shows the contour of relative velocity on the plane of
the 96% span at the design and three off-design conditions, which
is a perspective view from the casing. Two measuring regions, A
and B as shown in Fig. 10sad, are positioned on the blade pressure
and suction sides. The L-type supporter shown in Fig. 6 is used
for measuring the region A, and the I-type supporter is for the
region B. The interval of measuring positions of the hot-wire sen-
sor is about 3 mm for both axial and tangential directions. The
minimum measuring distance from the blade surfaces is about

9 mm. The measuring positions upstream and downstream in the
axial direction are 27% and 121% of axial chord from the leading
edge, respectively. The relative velocityVat obtained by hot-wire
sensor is defined and normalized by the tangential velocity of the
blade tip

Vat =
ÎVa

2 + Vt
2

Ut
s2d

whereVa andVt denote local axial velocity and tangential veloc-
ity, respectively. The plane of the 96% span is selected because
most of the vortical centers of the leakage vortex are distributed
near the 95% span as shown in Fig. 14, which will be discussed
later. As shown in Fig. 10, the trough having a low velocity is
clearly observed at all flow rates. The authors also showed that the
low-velocity region in the blade passage of the axial flow fan
corresponds to the leakage vortexf7,8g. The dashed line in Fig. 10
indicates the trajectory of the vortical center of the leakage vortex.
At F=0.28 and 0.31, it is shown that the leakage vortex interferes
with the adjacent blade pressure surface. However, the leakage
vortex at F=0.47 is moved close to the blade suction surface,
which results in the interference with the suction surface. At the
design condition, the leakage vortex formed on suction side grows
in the downstream direction without interference with the adjacent
blade surface as shown in Fig. 10scd.

Figure 11 shows the trajectories of the vortical center of the
leakage vortex, which are the perspective view from the casing. It
is found that the leakage vortex is moved upstream as the flow
rate is decreased, thus resulting in interference with the adjacent
pressure surface. This is generally acknowledged as described by
Murthy and Lakshminarayanaf2g and Inoue et al.f4g in an axial
compressor rotor.

Figure 12 shows the contour of the velocity fluctuation on the
plane of the 96% span, which is shown in the same manner as that
in Fig. 10. At F=0.28 and 0.31, where the leakage vortex inter-
feres with the adjacent pressure surface as shown in Fig. 10, a
high velocity fluctuation is observed upstream of the leakage vor-
tex and also near the suction surface. It can be considered that the
high velocity fluctuation is caused by the interference between the
leakage vortex and the main flow due to a large variation of the
leakage vortex in time. This also results in high velocity fluctua-
tion on the adjacent pressure surface, thus increasing noise at a
lower flow condition than at the design flow rate as shown in Fig.
4 f7g. High velocity fluctuation is shown around the vortical cen-
ter of the leakage vortex at the designsF=0.41d and the overflow
condition sF=0.47d. It is noted that the high velocity fluctuation
is observed close to the suction surface atF=0.47 as shown in
Fig. 12sdd. From distributions of the velocity fluctuation, the
maximum magnitude of the velocity fluctuation at the design flow
rate is relatively low as compared to that at the off-design
conditions.

To clearly understand the distribution of the relative velocity
and the velocity fluctuation in the leakage vortex, quasi-
orthogonal planes to the leakage vortex are introduced.

Figure 13 shows the contour of the relative velocity and the
velocity fluctuation on the quasi-orthogonal planes to the leakage
vortex at the design conditionsF=0.41d. The positions of five
quasi-orthogonal planes to the leakage vortex are shown in Fig.
13sad. The axial position from the leading edge is located between
27% and 121% axial tip chord. From the distribution of the rela-
tive velocity as shown in Fig. 13sbd, the vortical flow due to the
leakage vortex can be observed clearly. The vortical flow is
formed at the low-velocity region, and it is surrounded by the
main flow. The vortical center is determined by a position having
minimum relative velocity at each plane and indicated by1 as
shown in Figs. 13sbd and 13scd. A dashed line in Fig. 13sad is
obtained by using the vortical center of the quasi-orthogonal
planes. It is found that the high velocity fluctuation is mainly
observed in the interference region between the leakage vortex

Fig. 8 Distribution of an axial velocity and a tangential veloc-
ity downstream of the fan rotor: „a… axial velocity „b… tangential
velocity

Fig. 9 Distribution of relative flow angle upstream and down-
stream of fan rotor at the design operating condition
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Fig. 10 Contour of relative velocity on the plane 96% span: „a… F=0.28,
„b… F=0.31, „c… F=0.41, and „d… F=0.47
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and the main flow.
Figure 14 shows the radial position of vortical center of the

leakage vortex. The horizontal axis represents the axial chord nor-
malized by the axial tip chords=57.6 mmd from the leading edge
at the rotor tip. The axial chord of 1 means the trailing edge at the
rotor tip. The radial position of vortical center is distributed be-
tween 94% and 96% span in the present axial flow fan having
2 mm tip clearance.

3.3 Effect of the Tip Leakage Vortex on the Wake Flow at
the Design and Off-Design Conditions.As mentioned in Sec.
3.2, the tip leakage vortex interferes with the adjacent blade sur-
faces at the design and off-design operating conditions. In the
following, the effect of the leakage vortex on the wake flow will
be discussed at the design and off-design conditions.

Figure 15 shows the experimental grid of the hot-wire sensor.
This is used to measure the relative velocity and the velocity
fluctuation in the wake region. The measuring area in the radial
direction is distributed from 42% span to 98% span. The interval
of each measuring position of the hot-wire sensor is 3 mm for the
spanwise direction. The axial distance between the blade trailing
edge and the first measuring line from the rotor is 3 mm.

Figure 16 shows the contour of relative velocity and velocity
fluctuation in the wake region. The measuring plane is located
3 mm downstream from the trailing edge of the rotor in the axial
direction. Near the 95% span on the blade pressure side, high
velocity fluctuation is observed at the peak pressure condition
sF=0.31d due to the interference between the leakage vortex and
the pressure surface. This phenomenon was also observed in an
axial flow fan having a different blade shapef7g. In f7g the high
velocity fluctuation induces high pressure fluctuation on the blade
surface, which has considerable effect on the noise generation in
an axial flow fan operating at a lower flow condition than that at
the design flow rate. At the overflow conditionsF=0.47d where
the leakage vortex interfaces with the blade suction surface as

shown in Fig. 10sdd, relatively high velocity fluctuation is distrib-
uted near the blade suction side of the rotor tip. The high velocity
fluctuation is observed only behind the blade trailing edge at the
design conditionsF=0.41d.

In Fig. 16sad, a low relative velocity is distributed along the
blade trailing edge above the design flow ratesF=0.41,0.47d.
However, the low relative velocity region distributed along the
blade trailing edge is decreased to the rotor tip direction and van-
ished near the rotor tip where the high velocity fluctuation is
formed at the peak pressure conditionsF=0.31d. This can be
considered as the leakage vortex has disturbed the formation of

Fig. 11 Trajectory of the vortical center of the tip leakage
vortex

Fig. 12 Contour of velocity fluctuation on the plane 96% span
„a… F=0.28, „b… F=0.31, „c… F=0.41, and „d… F=0.47
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the wake flow downstream of the rotor tip.
Contours of the relative velocity and the velocity fluctuation on

the plane of 68% span downstream of the rotor at the design and
the overflow conditionssF=0.31, 0.41, and 47d are shown in
Figure 17, which are the perspective view from the rotor tip to the
hub. The minimum and maximum axial distance downstream of
the trailing edge of the rotor blades is 3 and 30 mm, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 17sad, the wake flow is clearly observed down-
stream of the rotor blade. The dashed line in Fig. 17 indicates the

Fig. 13 Contour of relative velocity and velocity fluctuation on
the quasi-orthogonal plane to the tip leakage vortex „F=0.41…:
„a… positions of the quasi-orthogonal planes to the tip leakage
vortex, „b… relative velocity, and „c… velocity fluctuation

Fig. 14 Radial positions of the vortical center of a tip leakage
vortex

Fig. 15 Perspective view of experimental grid in the wake
region

Fig. 16 Contour of relative velocity and velocity fluctuation in
the wake region: „a… relative velocity and „b… velocity
fluctuation
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position of the trough of the wake flow. The trough of the high
velocity fluctuation is observed at both sides of the trough of the
wake flow excepting the flow condition ofF=0.31 as shown in
Fig. 17sbd. It is noted that the trough of the velocity fluctuation
results from Karmann vortex street. In the present axial flow fan,
Karmann vortex street is clearly observed at design flow rate and
above throughout the flow measurement with the rotating hot-wire
sensor.

4 Conclusion
The validity of the blade design is analyzed by measuring the

three-dimensional velocities upstream and downstream of the fan
rotor using a five-hole probe. In addition, detailed measurements
of the vortical flow and the wake flow in an axial flow fan have
been performed by using a rotating hot-wire probe sensor for the
design and three off-design operating conditions. The results are
summarized as follows:

1. By comparing the inlet and outlet flow angles obtained by
using a five-hole probe, the validity of the design of the
present fan rotor can be confirmed. A massive decay in axial
velocity near the rotor tip is observed at near-stall condition,
which results in a large blockage as compared to that at the
design condition.

2. The tip leakage vortex is moved upstream when the flow
rate is decreased, thus disturbing the formation of wake flow
near the rotor tip. The tip leakage vortex interfaces with the
blade suction surface as the flow rate is increased, which
results in high velocity fluctuation near the blade suction
surface.

3. The investigation of the relative velocity and its fluctuation
on quasi-orthogonal planes to the tip leakage vortex is very
useful to understand the nature of a vortical flow: that is, the
vortical center of a leakage vortex and the distribution of
high velocity fluctuation with related to the position of vor-
tical flow. Although the high velocity fluctuation region is
moved upstream and enlarged as the flow rate is decreased,
the radial position of the vortical center of the tip leakage
vortex is changed only 2% span compared to that at the
design flow rate.

4. The wake flow downstream of the rotor blade is clearly mea-
sured at the design and off-design conditions by using a
rotating hot-wire sensor. However, the trough of the high
velocity fluctuation due to Karmann vortex street is ob-
served at design flow rate and above.
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Hydrodynamic Design of
Rotodynamic Pump Impeller for
Multiphase Pumping by
Combined Approach of Inverse
Design and CFD Analysis
A combined approach of inverse method and direct flow analysis is presented for the
hydrodynamic design of gas-liquid two-phase flow rotodynamic pump impeller. The ge-
ometry of impeller blades is designed for a specified velocity torque distribution by
treating the two-phase mixture as a homogeneous fluid under the design condition. The
three-dimensional flow in the designed impeller is verified by direct turbulent flow analy-
sis, and the design specification is further modified to optimize the flow distribution. A
helical axial pump of high specific speed has been developed. To obtain a favorable
pressure distribution the impeller blade was back-loaded at the hub side compared to the
tip side. Experimental results demonstrate that the designed pump works in a wide flow
rate range until the gas volume fraction increases to over 50% and its optimum hydraulic
efficiency reaches to 44.0% when the gas volume fraction of two-phase flow is about
15.6%. The validity of design computation has been proved.fDOI: 10.1115/1.1881697g

1 Introduction
With developing of petroleum industry and depleting of petro-

leum resources the exploitation of oilfields in remote locations,
such as sandy wastes and underwater grounds, comes to be a real
demand and the transportation of multiphase products of oil and
accompanied natural gas becomes work with much challenge. A
multiphase production system requires transporting multiphase
fluids of petroleum products from the producing well to a distant
processing facility. Conventionally the mixture of oil, water, and
gas are separated into the oil and the natural gas and then pumped
and compressed through separate pipelines, respectively. In many
cases, the natural gas was flared off since its value had not been
recognized for a long time. In order to exploit and utilize the
depleting energy source more efficiently, the new technology of
multiphase transporting has attracted much attention. In a multi-
phase transporting system the mixture of multiphase fluids is
pumped simultaneously, and only one multiphase pipeline is
needed. So, the cost of a multiphase transporting facility is only
about 70% of a conventional separate transporting facility by
eliminating separation equipment and extra pipelinesf1g. How-
ever, the key equipment of multiphase pumps for multiphase
transporting does operate less efficiently than conventional pumps
and compressors.

Multiphase pumps developed for gas-liquid multiphase flow in
the petroleum industry may be mainly classified into two broad
categories of the displacement and the rotodynamic pumps. Dis-
placement pumps, such as the screw pump, are particularly adept
at handling multiphase flow of high gas volume fraction and re-
main functional even at the gas volume fraction of 95%. However,
their manufacturing is required to be very accurate to guarantee
the volume of the pumping chamber. This type of pump is sensi-
tive to sand particles contained in working fluids and easy to be

eroded in high sand production rates. Its volume flow rate is com-
paratively small. Rotodynamic pumps work by transferring the
mechanical input into the kinetic energy of working fluids that is
then converted into working pressure. Early multiphase rotody-
namic pumps were developed based on the electric submersible
centrifugal pump. With great improvements in the geometry struc-
ture of impellers, a kind of multistage helico-axial pump was de-
veloped by the Poseidon groupsIFP, Total and Statoild. The pump
includes a series of pump stages each of that consists of a rota-
tional impeller and a stationary diffuser. This configuration is akin
to the hybrid of a pump and a compressor. Each impeller delivers
a pressure boost with an interstage diffuser acting to homogenize
and redirect flow into the next impeller. This interstage mixing
prevents the separation of the gas-liquid mixture and enables a
stable pressure-flow characteristic. It can also provide a large flow
rate. As the impeller tip clearance is sufficient to allow passing of
small sand particles, this kind of pump is applicable to multiphase
flow containing small sand particles, and the manufacturing re-
quirement is not so strict.

Although the helico-axial pump shows a great advantage to
multiphase pumping, its hydrodynamic design is still difficult
work. Unlike the single-phase pumps and compressors, there is no
generalized model directly applicable to the hydraulic design of
multiphase impeller blades. Rotodynamic multiphase pumps were
usually developed empirically case by case, and a better impeller
of good performance is usually selected through experiments of
many designed impellers. This process is very time-consuming
and costly. The accelerated production development is depriving
the designer of time to carry out so many trial designs and select-
ing experiments for a particular case. A practical method calculat-
ing the blade geometry theoretically is desired to expedite the
hydraulic design of multiphase impeller.

On the other hand, with advancing of computation technology
and rapidly increasing of computing capacity, computational fluid
dynamicssCFDd gets to be used as a common tool of flow analy-
sis in turbomachineryf2,3g. Some numerical methods for model-
ing of two-phase flow in simple form, such as homogenous bub-
bly flow f4,5g, were developed with efforts, and it becomes
possible to calculate the gas-liquid two-phase flow in turboma-
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chinery under certain simplifications. However, the direct flow
analysis of CFD does not directly propose a blade geometry gen-
erating favorable flow pattern. Although it is possible to seek a
feasible blade geometry by iterative use of CFD code for different
geometries, the so-called direct method is inefficient for the diffi-
culty to define a good relation of blade geometry modification and
flow field features. The other way of turbomachinery design is
so-called inverse method by which corresponding blade geometry
is calculated theoretically from specifications of required flow
field features given as input. For the difficulty of inverse problem,
the real viscous flow is usually simplified into an inviscid one
considering the fact that the effect of fluid viscosity mainly domi-
nates in a thin layer near to solid boundaries in actual machines.
Existing practical inverse models may be mainly classified into
two categories of quasi-three-dimensionalsQ3Dd and fully three-
dimensionalsF3Dd methods. The Q3D methods calculate three-
dimensional flow in tubomachinery blades by iterative computa-
tions of a mean hub-to-tipsS2md stream surface and a serious
symmetric blade-to-bladesS1d stream surface based on Wu’s
theory of two-type stream surfacesf6,7g. For its reliability the
Q3D theory were applied to various types of turbomachinery and
came into wide use in engineering practicef8,9g. The F3D meth-
ods calculate three-dimensional flow in tubomachinery by super-
position of a circumferential mean flow and a circumferentially
periodic flow in which the function of blade is replaced by a
blade-bound vortexf10–12g. The F3D theory takes account of the
effect of a circumferential flow twist that is neglected in the Q3D
theory, but its convergence is relatively slow near the blade ends
where the normal gradient of swirl velocity is often great. Com-
pared to the F3D inverse model, the Q3D inverse model has a
feature of quick convergence, and its accuracy is acceptable to
engineering practice since the circumferential twist of flow in hy-
draulic machinery is very small.

The inverse method calculates the geometry of blades accord-
ing to a certain design specification of flow field features. How-
ever, it is not easy to define a well-posed design specification.
Especially for the multiphase gas-liquid two-phase flow pump, the
gas phase and liquid phase may separate, depending on pressure
and velocity distributions. The head and the efficiency of a mul-
tiphase pump may decline and even the pump may be unable to
work for the influence of stagnant air bubbles. The inverse com-
putation of multiphase pump impeller should consider the gas-
liquid fluid separation and the gas blockage carefully, but it is not
clear what type of design specification is most suitable. To solve
this problem a combined approach of inverse method and direct
flow analysis is proposed in this paper for the hydrodynamic de-
sign of multiphase rotodynamic pump impeller. The geometry of
impeller blades is designed for a specified velocity torque distri-
bution on a given meridional geometry by the Q3D inverse
method, and the three-dimensional flow in the designed impeller
is verified by direct CFD analysis employing RANS equations and
the k-« turbulence model. Based on the flow analysis, the design
specification of velocity torque distribution is further modified to
obtain a favorable flow distribution. A high specific-speed helical
axial pump impeller for gas-liquid two-phase flow pumping was
designed by applying the approach. The impeller blade was back-
loaded at the hub side to optimize the pressure distribution in
consideration of the problem of gas blockage. The performance of
the designed pump was investigated experimentally. Experimental
results demonstrate that the designed pump stage has a maximum
hydraulic efficiency of 44.0% when the gas volume fraction of
two-phase fluid mixture is about 15.6%, and it works in a wide
flow rate range until the gas volume fraction increases to over
50.0%.

2 Numerical Approach of Multiphase Impeller Design

2.1 Modeling of Gas-Liquid Two-Phase Flow.The numeri-
cal approach for inverse design of multiphase pump consists of a

Q3D inverse computation and a direct 3D viscous flow analysis.
Under the design working condition, it is assumed that the gas
phase disperses in liquid phase uniformly in the form of small
bubbles and the gas-liquid two-phase fluid mixture is treated as a
homogeneous pseudo-single phase medium. As in the petroleum
industry the content of gas included in the gas-liquid mixture is
defined by GOR, the ratio of gas associated to per volume of
liquid

GOR =Qg0/Ql s1d

whereQg0 denotes the volumetric flow rate of gas-phase medium
under the standard atmospheric pressure denoted byp0. In consid-
eration of its compressibility the volume flow rate of gas phase
may be given as follows under a certain working pressure based
on the assumption of ideal adiabatic gas

Qg = Qg0sp0/pd1/g s2d

whereg denotes the specific heat ratio of working gas. For de-
scribing the two-phase mixture, an average volume fraction of gas
medium is then defined as follows:

GVF = Qg/Q s3d

whereQ=Qg+Ql. According to the relation of Eq.s2d we under-
stand that GVF decreases with the increase of working pressure
under a certain gas ratio to per volume of liquid phase. As the
working pressure in a multistage pump increases gradually from
the first stage to the last stage, the gas volume fraction varies with
the working pressure in different pump stages. The variation
should be considered in hydrodynamic design of different certain
pump stages. In a given pump stage the working pressure varies
also from the inlet to the outlet, but the pressure difference is not
so great in the case of helical axial impeller to be concerned. The
variation of gas volume fraction within a pump stage is very small
and may be neglected. So, the gas volume fraction under the suc-
tion pressure of the pump stage is adopted as the mean gas volume
fraction of representative, and the mean density of multiphase
medium is then defined by the mean gas volume fraction

r = rls1 − GVFd + rgGVF s4d

The mean viscosity coefficient of gas-liquid mixture is estimated
by following relationf13g

m = s1 − GVFds1 + 2.5GVFdml + GVFmg s5d
Although the gas phase included in the two-phase fluid mixture

is compressible its influence is significant mainly in the transi-
tional process of pump working when the flow field varies
sharply. With the aim to develop a practical approach for the hy-
drodynamic design of multiphase impeller the present design
computation is concentrated on the steady flow under the design
working condition, where a local sharp variation of flow field
should be restrained to prevent two-phase flow separation. In ad-
dition, the relative flow velocity in the impeller is far lower than
the speed of sound. So, the influence of compressibility becomes
very small and negligible under the design condition. The two-
phase flow is treated to be incompressible in the hydraulic design
computation of multiphase impeller in consideration of engineer-
ing practices.

2.2 Inverse Design Method.Figure 1 shows the schematic
diagram of the helical axial pump stage to be concerned, where a
right-handed cylindrical coordinate system rotating with the im-
peller is denoted bysr ,u ,zd. The pump stage unit consists of an
impeller to boost the working fluid and a diffuser to convert the
kinetic energy into pressure. When the fluid mixture passes
through the impeller, it is speeded up and its angular momentum
increases for the effect of centrifugal forces generated by the ro-
tational impeller. This momentum is then converted into pressure
energy when the flow is slowed down and redirected through the
stationary diffuser. As the flow through the pump is constrained
into a narrow passage in the radial direction, the twist ofS1 stream
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surfaces in the circumferential direction is thought to be very
small. Therefore, the impeller was designed with the Q3D in-
versed model proposed by Peng et al.f14g. In the inverse model
the 3D flow is calculated by iteration computation of the meanS2m
surface and a serious of axisymmetric flow onS1 surfaces. The
interaction of the impeller and the following diffuser is taken into
account also by simultaneous computation of the meanS2m flow
through the impeller and the diffuser. The shape of the blade mean
surfaceschamberd is calculated by integration of a first-order dif-
ferential equation for blade geometry design along meridional
streamlines. Then, the blade geometry of pressure and suction
surfaces is determined according to the distribution of blade thick-
ness that is given as input data.

Except basic working parameters of pump impeller the input
data of design specifications includes:sad geometry of flow pas-
sage,sbd velocity distribution at the inlet,scd meridional geometry
of blade,sdd blade stacking condition,sed blade thickness distri-
bution, sfd blade number, andsgd velocity torque distribution.
Among these design specifications, the velocity torque distribu-
tion is the most important one for controlling of 3D flow. The
geometry of flow passage and the blade number are specified re-
ferring to the existing knowledge basis of statistical data, and the
inlet velocity distribution is calculated according to the volumetric
flow rate and geometry of flow passage. The blade thickness and
stacking condition are determined in consideration for require-
ments of structural strength and manufacturing technology.

The design specification of velocity torque distribution is di-
rectly relative to the blade loading, which is defined to be the
pressure difference across the blade by the following equation
f15g:

pp − ps = s2p/NbdrWmb]sVurd/]m s6d

wherepp andps denote pressures on the pressure and suction sides
of impeller blade, respectively.Wmb is the meridional component
of mean relative velocity on the blade andVu, the circumferential
component of mean absolute velocity.Vur is called velocity
torque sor swirl velocityd here. Its distribution is defined along
meridional streamlines with the following formula:

Vur = sVurd0,i + f ismdDsVurd s7d

where the subscript 0 denotes the blade inlet andi does a stream-
line. DsVurd denotes the variation of velocity torque from the lead-
ing edge to the trailing edge, and it is determined by the energy
conservation as follows:

DsVurd = hDP/svrd s8d

in which DP denotes the pressure increase from the inlet to the
outlet of the pump stage to be designed.

f ismd included in Eq.s7d is a dimensionless distribution func-

tion of which 0ø f ismdø1 f16g. It is given that f ismd=0 at m
=0 sthe leading edged and f ismd=1.0 atm=1.0 sthe trailing edged.
Concerning the velocity torque distribution, its derivative in the
streamline direction should be zero at the trailing edge in order to
satisfy the Kutta-Joukowsky condition. At the blade leading edge,
the flow attacking angle is dependent on the velocity torque dis-
tribution, and its derivative in the streamline direction should be
zero for a no-incidence inflow. On this consideration theVur dis-
tribution is specified along streamlines with the distribution func-
tion. In order to adjust the distribution function an inner location
denoted asPi is further adopted, so thatf ismPi

d= fPi
, wherefPi

is
a dimensionless parameter andmPi

denotes the relative streamline
coordinate ofPi. Thus, the distribution function is described by a
fourth-order polynomial in the streamline direction whose param-
eters are simply determined with above five constraints. In the
span direction a quadratic function is adopted to describe the dis-
tribution of inner locations on every streamline, and the quadratic
function is determined by three inner locations at the hub, the
midspan, and the tip streamlines. Figure 2 shows the dimension-
less distribution of velocity torque specified for the hydraulic de-
sign of helical axial impeller, wherePh, Pm, and Pt are inner
locations at the hub, the midspan, and the tip streamlines, respec-
tively. Three design parameterssat inner locationsPh, Pm, andPtd
are used to define the distribution function in the inverse
computation.

According to the above we know that the mean density of
working fluid mixture serves as an important parameter to deter-
mine the design specification of blade loading. As shown in Eq.
s4d the mean density is a dependent variable of the gas volume
fraction. So, the blade loading is dependent on the mean gas vol-
ume fraction of working fluid mixture given at the suction pres-
sure and the design specification of velocity torque distribution
should be adjusted accordingly in the design computation of dif-
ferent pump stages.

2.3 CFD Analysis Method.As mentioned previously the gas-
liquid two-phase flow is treated as homogeneous pseudo-single-
phase fluid media and the influence of compressibility is thought
to be negligible under the design condition. So, the relatively
steady Reynolds averaged Navier-StokessRANSd equations for
incompressible flow are employed to evaluate the 3D viscous flow
under the design working condition. The temperature of working
fluid is assumed to be constant, and the conservation equation of
energy is removed from a set of governing equations. The conser-
vation equations of mass and momentum are written as follows in
vector form:

¹ · srwd = 0 s9d

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of helical axial pump stage Fig. 2 Velocity torque distribution along streamlines
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¹ · srww − td = − ¹ p − 2rv 3 w + rv2r s10d

wheret denotes the viscous stress tensor concerning fluid viscos-
ity as well as turbulence viscosity. Its components are written in
following form:

ti j = 2msij − rwi8wj8 s11d

wherei, j =1,2,3represent three directions of a relative Cartesian
coordinate systemsx1,x2,x3d rotating with the impeller.sij de-
notes the strain tensor. −rwi8wj8 represents the turbulent Reynolds
stresses due to turbulent motion, which is linked to the mean
velocity field via a turbulence model. As the Reynolds number of
flow through the impeller to be concerned is as high as the order
of 104–105, the standardk-« turbulence modelf17g for high Rey-
nolds number turbulent flow is adopted to take account of the
turbulence effect. The turbulent Reynolds stress tensor is given in
following form:

− rwi8wj8 = 2mtsij − 2
3rkdi j s12d

wheremt is the turbulent viscosity given as follows:

mt = Cmrk2/« s13d

in whichCm is an empirical coefficient. The turbulence energy and
the turbulence dissipation rate are computed by solving the fol-
lowing conservation equations:

¹ · srwk − sm + mt/skd ¹ kd = mtD − r« s14d

¹ · srw« − sm + mt/s«d ¹ «d = C«1
«

k
mtD − C«2r

«2

k
s15d

where the turbulent production rateD=2sij ·¹w. The empirical
coefficients included in the turbulence model are assigned asCm

=0.09,sk=1.0, s«=1.3, C«1=1.44, andC«2=1.92.
Considering the geometry structure of pump impeller a right-

handed body fitted coordinate systemsj1,j2,j3d is adopted. As
shown in Fig. 3 three coordinatesj1, j2, andj3 are defined in the
streamline direction from the inlet to the outlet, the circumferen-
tial direction from the pressure surface to the suction surface, and
the radial direction from the hub to the tip, respectively. Equations
s9d, s10d, s14d, ands15d are then transferred into differential equa-
tions in the body-fitted system and expressed into following gen-
eralized partial differential equations in conservation form

]

]ji
Frwkq − GqS ]q

]ji

]ji

]xk
DG ]j j

]jk
= Sq s16d

where q=h1,w1,w2,w3,k,«jT, in which the bracket denotes a
vector matrix andT is the transposition of the matrix.i, j , k
=1,2,3 denote the three coordinate directions.Gq and Sq repre-
sent the effective diffusion coefficient and the source term,

respectively.
Above steady flow governing equations are numerically calcu-

lated by the finite difference method. A fully staggered arrange-
ment of dependent variables, in which the velocity components
are taken at the centers of cell surfaces in the same directions of
velocity components, while scalar variables are taken at the cell
center, is adopted in discretization of these equations over all the
individuals of computational cells. The diffusion and source terms
are discretized by the second-order central difference scheme, and
the convection term is approximated by the hybrid scheme with
second-order accuracyf18g. The algebraic equations resulted by
discretization of flow governing equations are solved by the
widely used SIMPLEC algorithm.

3 Numerical Results and Discussions
The described approach was applied to the hydraulic design of

a high specific speed pump impeller. The working fluid was taken
to be the mixture of air and water. The gas volume fraction at the
design condition was given to be 20%. Basic working parameters
of the pump stage were given to be that the total volume flow rate
Q=40 m3/s, the pressure increaseDP=0.2 MPa and the rota-
tional frequencyv=25 s−1. As for the geometry parameters, the
hub diameter at the inlet of impeller was given to bedh1=0.8d,
and the hub diameter at the outlet was given to bedh2=0.9d. The
blade number was selected to beNb=4 in order to reduce the total
pressure load of a single blade. The blade geometry was calcu-
lated for a specified velocity torque distribution along streamlines
on the given meridional geometry by iterative calculation of the
meanS2m surface andS1 surfaces. The convergence criterion for
the inverse calculation was given to be that the relative change of
meridional streamlines is less than 5.0310−4 and the relative er-
ror of blade geometry iteration on theS1 surfaces is less than
1.0310−3. Since the pressure gradient has a great influence on the
flow separation of gas-liquid two-phase flow, which may give rise
to the phenomenon of gas blockage in blade passage, the pressure
distribution was carefully controlled by adjusting the design speci-
fication of velocity torque distribution according to the result of
flow analysis.

Figure 3 shows the computation domain and the body-fitted
grid arrangement employed in the flow analysis. For the compu-
tational domain, a uniform velocity distribution was imposed at
the inlet. The turbulence kinetic energy was given to be thatkin
=0.03win, where win denotes the velocity at the inlet, and the
turbulence dissipation rate was given to be«in=Cmkin

3/2/ l in in
which l in=0.015d denotes the turbulent scale. At the outlet the
normal gradients of velocity components,k and « were given to
be zero, respectively. At two pairs of circumferential boundaries
connected to blade surfaces, the periodic boundary condition was
imposed. At wall boundariessthe pressure and suction blade sur-
faces, the tip and hub wallsd, the nonslip condition of viscous fluid
was imposed by applying the logarithmic wall function in the near
region of wallsf19g. In this way, the need to employ fine compu-
tational cells within wall boundary layers, which is associated
with computing cost, was avoided. For the pressure a reference
pressure was specified at the origin of coordinatessone corner
noded on the inlet boundary and the Neumann condition was ap-
plied to all boundaries. The flow analyses were performed with
the body-fitted grid shown in Fig. 3, and the convergence criterion
for the iterative calculation of velocity and pressure fields was
given to be that the relative changes of velocity and pressure are
less than 1.0310−3 and 0.5310−4, respectively. Regarding the
resolution of computational grids, the effect of cell size was in-
vestigated by adjusting the number of cell nodes. It was shown
that the computation result gets into convergence as computa-
tional cells increase. When the number of cell nodes is increased
to 203341315, the influence of cell size becomes very weak and
the computation accuracy is acceptable. Thus, the computational

Fig. 3 Computation domain and body-fitted computational
grid „203Ã41Ã15… for flow analysis
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grid shown in Fig. 3 whose node numbers are 203341315 in
three body-fitted directions ofj1, j2, and j3, respectively, was
adopted hereafter.

Figure 4 shows pressure and velocity distributions in sections
parallel to the blade surface in the flow passage between two
adjacent blades under the design condition. Figures 4sad–4sed are
pressure contourssleftd and velocity vectorssrightd in sections
wherej2 equals 5%sclose to the pressure surface wherej2=0d,
25%, 50%sthe middle of blade passaged, 75%, and 95%sclose to
the suction surface wherej2=100%d, respectively. The result
demonstrates that the pressure increases overall in both directions
from the hub to the tip and from the blade leading edge to the
trailing edge. The pressure gradient in the radial direction is
greater than that in the axial direction, especially in the area near
to the trailing edge. It may be due to the effect of centrifugal force
that plays a dominant role in this type of impeller. Thus, a narrow
meridional flow passage in radial direction was adopted to sup-
press the radial pressure difference. At the inlet close to the hub
wall a local low-pressure region is formed on the suction side.
Under the effect of high pressure gradient small gas bubbles dis-
persed in water are easily to gather in the local low-pressure area
and thus the phenomenon of gas blockage may be caused. For this
reason the pressure load of impeller blade was concentrated to the

rear part near the hub wall. In order to obtain a smooth pressure
distribution the impeller blade was back-loaded at the hub side
compared to the tip side by defining the dimensionless distribution
of velocity torque as shown in Fig. 2. According to the velocity
vector distributions, we know that a tip vortex sheet is formed
behind the tip clearance near to the casing wall. To reduce the tip
leakage and the tip vortex loss, the tip clearance was given small
as possible, considering the manufacturing requirement. Figure
4sad shows also that a small flow incidence takes place at the inlet
on the pressure side, which may be due to the influence of blade
thickness. So, the pressure rises to some extent along the blade
leading edge for the effect of flow attacking.

Figure 5 shows pressure and velocity distributions in circum-
ferential sections from the hub to the tip, in whichsad, sbd, andscd
are pressure contourssleftd and velocity vectorssrightd in sections,
wherej3 equals 7%sclose to the hub wall wherej3=0d, 50%sthe
middle spand, and 93%sclose to the tip wall wherej3=100%d,
respectively. The result demonstrates that in the main flow area
the pressure increases smoothly from the inlet to the outlet and the
pressure gradient in the crosswise direction of streamlines is rela-
tively small except in a small area at the inlet near to the suction
side close to the hub wall. In consideration of the problem of
gas-liquid two-phase flow blockage, the blade loading was ad-

Fig. 4 Distributions of pressure contour „left … and velocity vector „right … in sections parallel
to the blade surface between two adjacent blades: „a… in section close to the pressure
surface „j2=5% …, „b… in section at j2=25% „c… in section at the middle of blade passage
„j2=50% …, „d… in section at j2=75%, and „e… in section close to the suction surface „j2
=95% …
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justed as uniformly as possible by modifying the design specifi-
cation ofVur distribution so as to suppress the pressure gradient in
the streamline direction and the pressure difference in the cross-
wise direction. Figure 5scd shows that the pressure in a small area
behind the tip clearance varies sharply in the circumferential di-
rection for the influence of tip vortex sheet. However, the pressure
area is so small that its influence on the gas blockage may be very
little. Above results demonstrate that the pressure in the main area
of blade passage varies smoothly and the impeller is expected to
work well for gas-liquid two phase flow.

4 Experimental Validation

4.1 Experimental Apparatus and Measuring Methods.To
verify the validity of design computation with the combined ap-
proach, hydraulic performance of the designed impeller was in-
vestigated experimentally. Figure 6 shows the schematic diagram
of gas-liquid two-phase flow pump performance test apparatus
applied. The system consists of a water supply sectionss1d–s4dd,
an air intake sectionss5d–s8dd, a pump sectionss9d–s11dd, and an
exhaust section of two-phase fluid mediass12d–s13dd. Experiments
were performed with the mixture of air and water. The water
supply section and the air intake section are connected to the

pump section via an air bubble dispersion device in which small
air bubbles are generated with a porous device and the bubbles are
fully dispersed into the water. The gas volume fraction of two-
phase fluid media is controlled by adjusting the air flow rate. The
discharge of the pump is directed to an open water tank so that the
air contained in the two-phase fluid mixture separates and then
exhausts naturally, while the water only flows into the water tank.
The volume flow rates of air and water are measured by a float
flowmeter with accuracy of ±0.5% and a turbine flowmeter with
accuracy of ±0.5%, respectively. The suction pressure and the
difference of the suction and the discharge pressures are measured
by pressure gages with accuracy of ±0.25%. The torque driving
the pump and the rotational frequency of the pump are measured
by a composite torque detector, and accuracies of torque and ro-
tational frequency measurement are ±0.1% similarly. Through un-
certainty analysis of the above system the relative error of pump
efficiency measurement is estimated to be within ±0.91%, includ-
ing systematic and random errors.

4.2 Performance of Designed Pump.With regard to the per-
formance of designed pump stage, its total working head and hy-
draulic efficiency are evaluated experimentally under different
working conditions. For the present gas-liquid two-phase flow
pump, the total differential head is defined in the following way
according to the mass fraction of gas and liquid phases by assum-
ing that the velocity difference between gas and liquid media is
small enoughf20g

H =
Pd − Ps

rlg
+

Vd
2 − Vs

2

2g
+ hds+

1

gE
Ps

Pd Qgdp

Qgrg + Qlrl
s17d

wherePs andPd denote the mean suction pressure measured at the
entrance and the mean discharge pressure measured at the exit of
pump stage, respectively.Vs andVd are mean velocities at corre-
sponding positions, which are estimated according to the total
volume flow rate.hds denotes the geometry altitude from the en-
trance to the exit. Then, a differential head coefficientc is defined
as follows based on the above:

c = gH/u2
2 s18d

in which u2 denotes the circumferential velocity at the tip of im-

Fig. 5 Distributions of pressure contour „left … and velocity vector „right … in circumferential
sections: „a… In section close to the hub wall „j3=7% …, „b… In section at the middle span
„j3=50% …, and „c… In section close to the tip wall „j3=93% …

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of gas-liquid two-phase flow pump
performance test apparatus: „1… water tank, „2… regulating
valve, „3… turbine flowmeter, „4… pressure gauge, „5… air bubble
dispersion device, „6… regulating valve, „7… air compressor, „8…
float flowmeter, „9… multiphase flow pump, „10… composite
torque detector, „11… motor, „12… pressure gage, and „13… regu-
lating valve
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peller in the outlet.
Similarly, concerning the through flow property a total volume

flow rate coefficient is defined as follows:

w = Vm2/u2 s19d

whereVm2 denotes the mean meridional velocity at the outlet of
pump impeller. We know that the total volume flow rate is com-
posed of gas and liquid phase fluid media. So, the total flow rate
coefficient may be divided into two components of the gas-phase
saird and the liquid-phaseswaterd, and it is written to bew=wg
+wl. As stated previously the volume flow rate of gas phase is a
dependent variable of working pressure and the flow rate coeffi-
cient of gas phase varies through pump. For the convenience the
gas volume flow rate coefficient and the gas volume fraction un-
der the suction pressure are taken as representative ones.

First, the performance of designed impeller in pumping single
phase fluid of pure waterswg=0d was investigated. Figure 7
shows hydraulic performance curves for the single-phase flow of
water, where symbolsh, n, ands denote the differential head
coefficientc, the shaft powerN, and the hydraulic efficiencyh
varying with the flow rate coefficientw, respectively. The figure
is, on the whole, similar to the performance chart of a single-
phase axial flow water pump. The differential head coefficient
varies monotonically with the flow rate coefficient, and the de-
signed pump works satisfactorily in the case of small flow rate
also. Under the optimum working condition, the optimum hydrau-
lic efficiency is about 41.3% whenw=0.094 andc=1.56. As the
helical axial pump designed for gas-liquid two-phase flow consists
of a rotational impeller with long narrow flow passage and a sta-
tionary diffuser with strong expansion flow passage, the hydraulic
loss is relatively large. So, the optimum hydraulic efficiency of a
designed pump in pumping pure water flow is relatively low com-
pared to conventional single-phase axial water pumps.

Second, the performance of designed pump in pumping two-
phase fluid mixture was investigated by changing volume flow
rates of liquid phase and gas phase fluids, respectively. Figure 8
presents some examples of performance curves of the designed
pump under a certain flow rate coefficient of liquid-phaseswaterd,
where 8sad–8scd show variations ofc, N, andh with the total flow
rate coefficientw when the flow rate coefficient of liquid-phasewl
equals 0.068, 0.081, and 0.101, respectively. According to the
results we know that the differential head coefficient decreases
quickly with the increase of gas volume flow rate when the flow
rate of liquid-phase is relatively smallsFig. 8sadd. However, when
the liquid flow rate is relatively largesFig. 8scdd, the differential
head coefficient decreases slowly with the increase of gas volume

flow rate. Whenwl =0.081, the differential head coefficient de-
creases nearly linearly with the increase of gas volume flow rate,
and the pump works at a high hydraulic efficiency level in a wide
flow rate range. Under a given liquid flow rate, the shaft power
decreases with the increase of gas flow rate, which may be due to
the variation of the average density of multiphase fluid mixture.

Fig. 7 Hydraulic performance curves in pumping single-phase
flow of water „wg =0…

Fig. 8 Hydraulic performance in pumping gas-liquid two-
phase flow under a certain liquid flow rate: „a… wl =0.068, „b…
wl =0.081, and „c… wl =0.101
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The optimum working condition may be found to be thatwl
=0.081 andw=0.096. Under this condition, the gas volume frac-
tion is about 15.6%. The optimum hydraulic efficiency is about
44.0%, which is higher than that in pumping the single-phase fluid
of water. The reason may be explained that the pump impeller was
designed for the gas-liquid two-phase fluid mixture whose gas
volume fraction is specified to be 20%.

Figure 8 demonstrates that the designed pump works normally
in a wide range of gas volume fraction. As shown in the figure the
gas volume fraction is about 33% whenwl =0.101 andw=0.15
and extends to 46% whenwl =0.081 andw=0.15. It reaches to
61% whenwl =0.068 andw=0.175 although the differential head
coefficient and the hydraulic efficiency decrease greatly. Table 1
shows experimental results of the differential head coefficient
varying with the liquid flow rate coefficient when the total flow
rate coefficient equals 0.1 and 0.125, respectively. From Table 1
we know that the differential head coefficient increases with the
increase of liquid flow rate coefficient when the total flow rate
coefficient is kept to a certain value. However, under a certain
liquid flow rate coefficient, the differential head coefficient de-
creases with the increase of total volume flow rate coefficient.
When wl =0.054 andw=0.125 the gas volume fraction is about
56.8% and the head coefficient decreases to 0.19 as shown in the
table.

Table 2 shows experimental results of the differential head co-
efficient varying with the gas volume fraction when the total flow
rate coefficient is given to be 0.1 and 0.125. The result demon-
strates that the differential head coefficient decreases slowly with
the increase of gas volume fraction under a certain total flow rate
coefficient. Under a given gas volume fraction the differential
head coefficient decreases quickly with the increase of total flow
rate. Experiment results reveals that the designed pump stage
works normally in a wide flow rate range until the gas volume
fraction increases to over 50%. When the gas volume fraction is
greater than 50.0%, the differential head coefficient and the hy-
draulic efficiency decease greatly. The performance of multiphase
pump is affected obviously by the gas volume fraction due to the
change of mean density of multiphase fluid mixture.

Figure 9 presents some examples of performance curves of the
designed pump under a certain gas volume fraction, where
9sad–9scd show variations ofc, N, andh with the total flow rate
coefficientw when the gas volume fraction GVF equals 15.0%,
25.0%, and 35.0%, respectively. According to the results we know
that the optimum working condition changes slightly under differ-
ent gas volume fractions. The optimum hydraulic efficiency keeps
a high level when the gas volume fraction is less than 25%, but
decreases obviously when the gas volume fraction increases to
35%. The above results demonstrate that the designed pump
works satisfactorily in a wide range of gas volume fraction and
flow rate. Its optimum hydraulic efficiency reaches to the maxi-
mum of 44.0% when the gas volume fraction is about 15.6% and
the total volume fraction equals 0.096. Compared to the hydraulic
efficiency of similar pumpsf21,22g, the maximum hydraulic effi-

Table 1 Variation of differential head coefficient c with wl

wl =0.054 wl =0.068 wl =0.081 wl =0.098 wl =0.101

w=0.1 0.60 0.95 1.31 1.43 1.40
w=0.125 0.19 0.47 0.69 0.89 0.91

Table 2 Variation of differential head coefficient c with GVF „%… when w equals 0.1 and 0.125

GVF=0. GVF=5.0 GVF=15.0 GVF=25.0 GVF=35.0 GVF=45.0 GVF=50.0 GVF=55.0

w=0.1 1.4 1.44 1.4 1.2 0.88 0.56 0.41 0.28
w=0.125 0.81 0.91 0.89 0.82 0.69 0.50 0.35 0.22

Fig. 9 Hydraulic performance in pumping gas-liquid two-
phase flow under a certain gas volume fraction: „a… GVF
=15.0%, „b… GVF=25.0%, and „c… GVF=35.0%
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ciency of the present pump is proved to be higher prominently.
The validity of design computation has been proved by experi-
mental results, and the reliability of present approach is demon-
strated by the good performance of designed impeller.

5 Conclusions
A combined approach of inverse method and direct flow analy-

sis has been presented for the hydrodynamic design of gas-liquid
two-phase flow rotodynamic pump impeller. By treating the two-
phase mixture as a pseudo-single-phase homogeneous fluid media
under the design condition, the geometry of impeller blades is
designed for a specified velocity torque distribution and a favor-
able flow pattern is worked out by further modifying the design
specification according to the direct turbulent flow analysis.

The design computation of helical axial impeller for multiphase
flow pumping shows that the centrifugal force plays a dominant
important role in this type of impeller, and a local low-pressure
region is formed at the inlet close to the intersection of the hub
wall and the suction surface where the phenomenon of gas block-
age is easily to be caused. To obtain a smooth pressure distribu-
tion the impeller blade was back-loaded at the hub side compared
to the tip side.

Experimental results demonstrate that the designed pump has a
maximum hydraulic efficiency of 44.0% when the gas volume
fraction of two-phase fluid mixture is about 15.6%, which is
higher than the optimum hydraulic efficiency in pumping the
single-phase flow of water. The pump works normally in a wide
flow rate range until the gas volume fraction increases to over
50%.

Nomenclature
d 5 outer diameter of impeller
f 5 dimensionlessVur distribution function
g 5 gravity

GVF 5 gas volume fraction
H 5 differential head
k 5 turbulence energy

m 5 meridional streamline coordinate
N 5 shaft power

Nb 5 number of blades
p 5 local pressure
Q 5 total volume flow rate of two-phase flow

Qg 5 volume flow rate of gas phase
Ql 5 volume flow rate of liquid phase
r 5 radial coordinate
V 5 mean absolute velocity
w 5 relative velocity
z 5 axial coordinate

di j 5 Kroneker delta function
« 5 turbulence dissipation rate
h 5 hydraulic efficiency
w 5 total flow rate coefficient

wg 5 flow rate coefficient of gas phase
wl 5 flow rate coefficient of liquid phase
m 5 mean viscosity of two-phase medium

mg 5 viscosity of gas phase
ml 5 viscosity of liquid phase
u 5 circumferential coordinate
r 5 mean density of two-phase medium

rg 5 density of gas phase

rl 5 density of liquid phase
v 5 rotational frequency of impeller
j1 5 curvilinear coordinate from the inlet to the

outlet
j2 5 curvilinear coordinate from the pressure to the

suction surface
j3 5 curvilinear coordinate from the hub to the tip
c 5 differentiahead coefficient
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Improvements in Fixed-Valve
Micropump Performance Through
Shape Optimization of Valves
The fixed-geometry valve micropump is a seemingly simple device in which the interac-
tion between mechanical, electrical, and fluidic components produces a maximum output
near resonance. This type of pump offers advantages such as scalability, durability, and
ease of fabrication in a variety of materials. Our past work focused on the development
of a linear dynamic model for pump design based on maximizing resonance, while little
has been done to improve valve shape. Here we present a method for optimizing valve
shape using two-dimensional computational fluid dynamics in conjunction with an opti-
mization procedure. A Tesla-type valve was optimized using a set of six independent,
non-dimensional geometric design variables. The result was a 25% higher ratio of re-
verse to forward flow resistance (diodicity) averaged over the Reynolds number range
0,Reø2000 compared to calculated values for an empirically designed, commonly
used Tesla-type valve shape. The optimized shape was realized with no increase in for-
ward flow resistance. A linear dynamic model, modified to include a number of effects
that limit pump performance such as cavitation, was used to design pumps based on the
new valve. Prototype plastic pumps were fabricated and tested. Steady-flow tests verified
the predicted improvement in diodicity. More importantly, the modest increase in diodic-
ity resulted in measured block-load pressure and no-load flow three times higher com-
pared to an identical pump with non-optimized valves. The large performance increase
observed demonstrated the importance of valve shape optimization in the overall design
process for fixed-valve micropumps.fDOI: 10.1115/1.1891151g

1 Introduction
A variety of micropumps exist including those based on the

combination of a deformable membrane, a piezoelectric bimorph
actuator, and fixed geometry valves, i.e., “No Moving Parts
Valves” sNMPVd. Such valves develop a different pressure drop
in the forward and reverse flow directions due to shape rather than
mechanical moving parts. Orienting inlet and outlet valves in the
preferential flow direction enables pumps based on these valves to
generate net flow. Meso- and micro-scale pumps utilizing a vari-
ety of fix-valve configurations have been reportedf1–3g. Some
positive attributes of fixed-valve micropumps are simplicity of
fabrication, versatility in pumping particle-laden fluidsf4,5g, and
flexibility in designing for resonance, since the frequency of op-
eration is not limited by mechanical valve dynamics.

The three primary steps of the design process investigated in
this study with the goal of increasing the performance of NMPV
micropumps are 1d optimizing valve shape, 2d predicting pump
resonant behavior with a linear dynamic model, and 3d utilizing a
system optimization technique based on the linear model to deter-
mine the best values for all geometric parameters, including valve
size. The first step is entirely new and described in detail herein.
The second step is accomplished by modeling the valves as
straight channels of rectangular cross section, in which the fluid
behavior is governed by the unsteady Navier-Stokes equationsf6g.
Step three, a systematic investigation of multiple design casesf7g,
was enhanced as part of this study by considering factors limiting
performance, including available supply voltage, piezoelectric de-
polarization, and cavitation of the working fluid. In this study new
techniques were used to fabricate plastic pumps, rather than

silicon-based devices reported in the past, which was part of an
overall effort to design small scale phase-change cooling systems
for electronics. The results presented consist of work previously
reported in a proceedings paperf8g with comparisons of compu-
tational and experimental results.

To optimize valve shape, diodicity Di was used as the basic
measure of valve performance. This parameter is the ratio of the
pressure drop in the reverse direction to that in the forward direc-
tion at a given steady-state volume flow rate,

Di =
Dpr

Dpf
. s1d

The use of this steady flow measure of valve performance to im-
prove the design of harmonically driven micropumps is a key
hypothesis of this study. It is partially justified by previous studies
of pump resonance based on the linear dynamic modeling with
straight rectangular channels in the place of valves. Based on such
modeling and experimental verification, maximum pump reso-
nance typically occurs near the corner frequency of the valve fluid
impedance curvef9g, i.e., near a frequency, around which inertial
effects are not dominant. In addition, the complexity of optimiza-
tion based on transient analysis is so high, quasi-steady optimiza-
tion was investigated to determine its value. Furthermore, even
though fluid inertia has a first-order effect on pump resonance,
because its effect is typically greater than that due to the mass of
the pump membranef6g, the directional flow behavior of the
valves is assumed quasi-steady, similar to that of an electrical
diode for which inductance is neglected.

In this paper shape optimization of Tesla-type valves first de-
scribed by Teslaf10g and first utilized in a micropump by Forster
et al. f3g is presented. The basic procedure used is applicable to
any parametrically described valve shape, such as the simple dif-
fuserf2,11g, nozzle-diffuser12, filleted diffuser13, and tesser valve
14.
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2 Methods
The methods utilized in this study are presented in four parts.

First, valve shape optimization using commercial computational
fluid dynamic sCFDd software is described. Valve sizing is then
described based on a linear model of pump resonance. Plastic
pump fabrication methods used to manufacture prototypes are
then described. Lastly, testing methods are described that were
used to examine how valve shape affected pump performance.

2.1 Valve Fluid Dynamics. The FLOTRAN component of
ANSYS version 6.1sANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg, PAd was utilized to
calculate velocity and pressure throughout the Tesla-type valve.
Optimization of valve shape to maximize diodicity was accom-
plished through the use of a parametric description of the Tesla-
type valve based on six geometric design variables. Optimization
was performed to determine the best set of these design variables
with the ANSYS Subproblem Approximation method that utilized
the results of the flow field calculations for each set of design
variables considered.

2.2 Flow Field Calculations.Solutions of the Navier–Stokes
equations were confined to two-dimensional, incompressible, and
steady-state laminar flow. By solving these equations in non-
dimensional form, a universal solution was obtained for any size
valve of a particular shape that depended only on Reynolds num-
ber. The dimensionless quantities used were

ũ ;
u

2U
, p̃ ;

p

rs2Ud2, r̃ ;
r

L
, s2d

whereU is the characteristic velocity, andL is the characteristic
length. For the Tesla-type valveU was chosen as the mean flow
velocity in the inlet channel andL was the channel widthwv. The
dimensionless form of the incompressible steady-state Navier–
Stokes equations is then

ũ · ¹̃ũ = − ¹̃ p̃ +
1

Re
¹̃2ũ, Re =

2rUL

m
=

rUDh

m
, s3d

where the dimensionless operator¹̃;L¹ andDh=2wv is the hy-
draulic diameter. To simplify the assignment of Re in the non-
dimensional computations, for which valve width is unity, i.e.,
Dh=2, velocity and density were chosen such thatU=1/2 andr
=1. With these assignments, the fluid dynamic viscosity in the
CFD model was assigned the value

mCFD = 1/Re. s4d
The computational grid was designed to adapt to changes in

geometry and maintain sufficient grid densities in areas of large
velocity and pressure gradients. This was done by carefully bias-
ing element size. To speed solution time unnecessary elements
were reduced by using course grids in appropriate areas and re-
ducing elements in the streamwise direction along long channel
lengths. Rectangular elements were used, with 16 elements across
each valve channel resulting in 7000 to 10 000 total elements.
Grid independence was checked by doubling the number of ele-
ments and determining that the solution changed less than 4%.

Inlet and outlet boundary conditions were applied to the straight
walls of plenums, which were used to model actual plenums and
pump chambersssee Fig. 1d. The inlet condition was uniform
velocity, and the outlet condition was zero pressure. Finally, the
no-slip velocity condition was applied to valve walls and the
curved walls of the plenums.

Solution options were chosen based on accuracy, stability, and
execution time. The velocity and pressure were calculated using
the semi-direct solvers Conjugate ResidualsCRd and the Pre-
Conditioned Conjugate ResidualsPCCRd methods, respectively.
Solver relaxation was fine-tuned to decrease solution time while
maintaining solution accuracy. Coupling between the momentum
and pressure equations was handled by an enhanced Semi-Implicit
Method for Pressure Linked EquationssSIMPLEd algorithm, the

SIMPLEN method. The advection scheme for the momentum
equation used the second-order accurate Streamline Upwind/
Petrov-GalerkinsSUPGd method while the pressure equation used
the first-order accurate Monotone Streamline UpwindsMSUd
method.

Convergence was controlled with a convergence monitor for
each degree of freedomsDOFd. The convergence monitor was
based on a calculation of the sum of changes in DOF between the
current iteration and previous iteration divided by the sum of the
current DOF. The convergence monitors were relaxed by one or-
der of magnitude from default values to 10−1 for velocity DOFs
and to 10−7 for pressure.

Flow field calculations were performed on a cluster of ten IBM
RS/6000 computers running the AIX operating system. Thirteen
values of Reynolds number over the range 0,Reø2000 were
considered, and at each value calculations were performed in both
the forward and reverse flow direction for each valve shape con-
sidered.

2.3 Shape Optimization.To optimize valve shape based on
solutions for the flow field, valve geometry was described with six
independent non-dimensional design variables as shown in Fig. 1.
Since the non-dimensionalization was based on valve channel
width, that parameter was unity and therefore not one of the de-
sign variables. Special attention was paid to the loop return re-
gion, which consisted of a straight channel segment oriented at the
angleb. This angle was not one of the design variables but was
based on the coordinatesnX2 andY3. Describing the flow loop in
this manner avoided interference with the plenum and yielded a
wider range ofb than was possible with the parametric model
previously investigated15. For comparison a second valve was
modeled based on an empirically designed, commonly used valve
reported previouslyf6g, and referred to as a Tesla-type I valve in
that study and here simply referred to as the reference valve. It
differed slightly from the Tesla-type I valve, for which the con-
stant radius flow loop intersects the main channel at a right angle.
The reference valve flow loop return segments intersected the
main channel at approximately nine degrees from perpendicular.

To maximize valve diodicity an object function to be maxi-
mized was based on the integral over Reynolds number of the
product Di and a weighting function,

Fig. 1 Design variables for the Tesla-type valve: 1 … the length
of the inlet segment in forward flow X2, 2… scale factor n yield-
ing the coordinate nX2, and 3 … coordinate Y3 that defined the
outer tangent location of the return section of the loop seg-
ment, 4 … loop outer radius R, 5… outlet segment length LENOUT,
and „6… outlet segment angle a. The origin of coordinates is on
the centerline of the inlet channel, one-half channel width from
its left end.
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E
Remin

Remax Di

sDp̃fdm
dRe, s5d

where in this study Remin=0, Remax=2000, and m=1. The
weighting function chosen was used to control valve resistance
while maximizing diodicity. The values ofDp̃f andDp̃r in Eq. s5d
were determined from the calculated pressure at the midpoint of
the centerline of each plenum shown in Fig. 1. This location was
not critical because pressure was relatively uniform over much of
each plenum.

2.4 Valve Sizing.Valve size was determined by examining
multiple pump designs with a previously reported linear model of
pump resonancef6g, which was in the form of code written in
MATLAB sversion 6.5, The Mathworks, Inc, Natick, MAd. Starting
with a particular pump chamber diameter, optimization of other
pump parameters was mainly directed toward determining the best
combination of actuator geometryscover plate thickness and pi-
ezoelectric element radius and thicknessd and valve size. This ap-
proach was based on the fact that pump resonance is primarily
determined by driving element stiffness and inertance of the fluid
in the valves.

For this study the existing linear model was extended to include
important voltage-limiting effects. First, cavitation often limits
maximum pump performance. In addition, the voltage applied to
the piezoelectric element must not cause the electrical field across
it to exceed the depolarization levelEdepol. Lastly, Vs,max is the
maximumszero-to-peakd voltage amplitude generated by the sup-
ply amplifier. Based on static cavitation pressurePcav in the pump
chamber, the maximum possiblesor cutoffd voltageVs,c that can
be applied is

Vs,c = minFPcm− Pcav

Pc
, Edepoltp, Vs,maxG , s6d

wherePc is the harmonic amplitude of the pump chamber pres-
sure per volt about the time-averaged mean chamber pressurePcm,
andtp is the piezoelectric element thickness. SincePc is a function
of frequency, so isVs,c. It follows that the outlet valve volume
flow rate harmonic amplitude, like any other model output vari-
able, also has a frequency-dependent cutoff value

Q0,c = Vs,cQ0, s7d

whereQ0 is harmonic amplitude of the outlet valve volume flow
rate per volt.

The effect of reduced static pressure in the valves due to fluid
velocity was also taken into account by replacing the voltage limit
due to static cavitation in Eq.s6d with the solution forVs in the
relation

VsPc = Pcm− 1
2rsQ0Vs/Avd2 − Pcav, s8d

where Av is the cross-sectional area of the valve channels, and
where it is assumed the inlet and outlet valves are identical. The
result is given by

Vs,c = minF…
Av

2Pc

rQ0
2 SÎ1 +

2rQ0
2

Av
2Pc

2 sPcm− Pcavd − 1D,

Edepoltp, Vs,maxG . s9d

For purpose of calculation, Eq.s9d may be an inappropriate form
when the dynamic pressure effect approaches zero, which is
equivalent tor approaching zero. Taking the limit of this expres-
sion asr→0 and using a binomial expansion for the radical, Eq.
s9d reduces to Eq.s6d to orderr2. Thus the two expressions can be
combined based on the value of

e =
rQ0

2

Av
2Pc

Pcm− Pcav

Pc
, s10d

or

Vs,c = HEq .s6d if e , e0

Eq .s9d otherwise,
J s11d

wheree0 is the smallest number that can be differentiated from
unity. UsingMATLAB on a Pentium III PCe0.2310−16.

With the above performance-limiting effects considered, the
linear system model was used to investigate a wide range of mem-
brane thicknesses and valve sizes. As inf6g, the electro-
mechanical parameters of the piezoelectrically driven membrane
were calculated with finite element analysis, and these values
were utilized for the linear system model. A three-dimensional
model was used to capture the effects of the non-axisymmetric
piezoelectric actuator usedssee the next sectiond. The valve
equivalent lengths, or the straight channel lengths used to repre-
sent the valves, were calculated based on an average path between
the forward and reverse directions through the valve, as inf6g.
Based on the results of the linear model, several pumps were
fabricated.

2.5 Pump Fabrication. Pumps with 10-mm-diam chambers
were fabricated by conventional machining techniques using
125 mm and larger end millssKemmer Präzisiond and a miniature
milling machinesModel 5410, Sherline Products Inc., Vista, CAd
modified for computer numerical controlsCNCd sModel 999-
6100-005, MicroKinetics Corp., Kennesaw, GAd. This allowed
rapid progression from CAD design to prototype compared to
silicon-based micro-fabrication.

Pump chamber and valves were machined in acrylic to equal
depths. Polycarbonate membranes were bonded to the housings
using a cyanoacrylate adhesivesLoctite 420 Superbonderd. Piezo-
electric wafers 9 mm in diameter and 127mm thick sPZT-5A,
Piezosystems, Cambridge, MAd were bonded to the membranes
using the same adhesive. Electrical connections were made to a
1.5-mm-wide “tab” on the piezoelectric driver that extended 2.5
mm beyond the pump chamber. A small pocket was cut through
the membrane and into the pump housing below this tab to allow
for electrical lead clearance. The pump inlets and outlets were
made by gluing 2.08 mm inside diameter stainless steel tubes with
a rapid-cure epoxy. Table 1 gives the different geometric param-
eters for the four pumps constructed and tested in this study. Note
that pumps 30 and 31 only differ with respect to valve type.

2.6 Pump Experiments.For comparison with CFD results,
diodicity versus Reynolds number for pumps 30 and 31 were mea-
sured. For each value of Re, a syringe pumpsModel 200, KD
Scientific, Boston, MAd delivered steady flow, and pressure drop
was measured with a water column for pressures below 5 kPa, and
a pressure transducersEPI-127, Entran Sensors & Electronics,
Fairfield, NJd for pressures above that value. The resulting pres-
sure drop was divided by two to arrive atDp across a single valve,
assuming each valve experienced the same entry and exit effects

Table 1 Geometric parameters for fabricated pumps. Addi-
tional parameters common to all pumps are described in the
text.

Pump
ID

Tesla
valve
type

Valve
width

wv smmd

Valve
aspect
ratio

dv /wv

Normalized
valve
length
Lv /wv

Memb.
thick.
smmd

p28 opt 135 2.78 15.5 460
p29 opt 500 2.42 15.5 460
p30 ref 300 2.50 16.7 270
p31 opt 300 2.50 15.5 270
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and negligible pressure drop through the pump chamber. Finally,
Di was calculated from measured values forDpr andDpf accord-
ing to Eq.s1d.

Linear model predictions of membrane velocity resonance were
compared to experimental data by measuring the resonance be-
havior of each pump. First isopropanol alcohol was used for prim-
ing. Then each pump was filled by flushing with 10 ml of de-
ionized water that had been degassed by boiling for 10 min and
cooled to room temperature. Tubes used for filling were discon-
nected so that menisci of water were visible at the ends of the
stainless steel inlet/outlet tubes. The membrane centerline velocity
was measured using a laser vibrometersModel OVF 302, Polytec,
Waldbronn Germanyd, while a signal generatorsModel 19,
Wavetek, United Kingdomd applied a harmonic input voltage to
the pump actuator through an amplifiersEPA-102, Piezosystems
Inc., Cambridge, MAd.

Finally, to compare pump performance, measurements were
made for each pump at two outlet static pressure loads: blocked-
flow, i.e., the pressure at which net flow ceased, and no-load flow,
both with the inlet held at atmospheric pressure. For blocked-flow
the pressure was measured with the pressure transducer, which
was connected to the pump outlet with a 5-cm-long piece of tub-
ing having a compliance of approximately 0.0015 mm3/Pa. Flow
rate at zero pressure was measured by inserting the pump inlet
tube into a petri dish filled with degassed water, and allowing the
outlet tube to discharge to another petri dish on an electronic scale
s1205 MP, Sartorius, Westbury, NYd at the same hydrostatic pres-
sure. The time for a change in mass of at least 250 mg to occur
was recorded, and the flow rate was calculated using the density
of waterstaken as 1000 kg/m3d. Performance measurements for a
particular supply voltage were made at the highest frequency at-
tained, which corresponded to the frequency at which either cavi-
tation or resonance occurred. The ambient temperature for all tests
was 26±1 °C.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Valve Shape Optimization. The optimization calcula-
tions required consideration of up to 40 different sets of design
variables. Approximately 1000 separate flow field calculations
were performed, each taking from 3000 to 8000 cpu-seconds de-
pending on valve shape. The resulting optimized design variables
along with the reference valve geometry are shown in Table 2, and
the corresponding shapes in graphic form are shown in Fig. 2. The
return angleb sdetermined by the design variablesX2,Y3, andnd
was found to be substantially larger for the optimized valve. Vec-
tor plots of the velocity in the loop return region of these valves
shown in Figs. 3 and 4 reveal that by increasingb, flow in the
loop section is directed to oppose flow in the main channel. This
suggests that the losses generated by introducing the fluid with a
velocity component opposite to the pressure gradient in the main
channel may be important for maximizing diodicity. While this
may seem obvious, it should be noted that if this observation is
correct, other details of the loop geometry need to be such that
significant flow occurs in the loop during the reverse flow period.
More work is necessary to understand this more fully, as the op-
timized Tesla-type valve appears to be a subtle balance of channel
lengths and orientations.

Figure 5 shows the CFD results forDpr andDpf dimensional-
ized for the size of the valves used in pumps p30 and p31 in
accordance with Eq.s2d and properties of water at 25 °C. The

optimized valve was found to have a significant increase inDpr
with little difference inDpf compared to the reference valve. For
the optimized valveDpr was over 30% higher for 1000,Re
,2000, whileDpf was consistently within 1–2% of the reference
valve values. This behavior may be the result of the weighting
function used in the object function Eq.s5d, incorporated to mini-
mize losses in the forward direction. Thus, the weighting function
chosen was successful in controlling a specific fluid dynamic char-
acteristic while diodicity was optimized.

The experimental results for forward and reverse steady flow
pressure drop are shown in Fig. 6 for devices p30 and p31. The
qualitative agreement with the calculated values shown in Fig. 5 is
good. And, as was seen with the CFD calculations, the optimized
valves showed a significant increase inDpr with little difference
in Dpf compared to the reference valve.

The graph of diodicity versus Reynolds number for the opti-
mized and reference valves is shown in Fig. 7. Calculated diodic-

Table 2 Optimized and reference Tesla-type valve parameters. Linear dimensions are normal-
ized by channel width.

Valve X2 n Y3 LENOUT R a b Average Di

Optimized 1.60 0.797 0.608 2.94 2.35 41.9° 71.7° 1.50
Reference 1.50 0.990 0.600 2.00 2.50 45.0° 8.53° 1.21

Fig. 2 Optimized and reference Tesla-type valve

Fig. 3 Vector plot of the velocity in the flow loop return region
of the reference valve
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ity increased by a maximum of 37% at Re=2000 and by an aver-
age of 25% over the range 0,Re,2000, and similar results are
apparent from the experimental data. However, while the degree
of improvement is quite similar for both calculated and measured
results, there are distinct differences in the shape of the curves.
The measured values for the optimized valve are significantly
higher than those calculated for Re,500, and a similar behavior
may exist for the reference valve. In addition, the measured diod-
icity for the reference valve does not monotonically increase, a
behavior seen in all three of the other curves.

The primary reason for differences between calculated and
measured diodicity is most likely related to the limitations of the
two-dimensionals2-Dd modeling. A physical argument for the 2-D
calculations predicting higher diodicity than measured is that loss
mechanisms in the Tesla-type valve may be primarily due to out-
of-plane vorticity, which may be overestimated in the 2-D model.
However, this cannot explain the behavior at lower Reynolds
number. Additional three-dimensionals3-Dd modeling is neces-
sary to understand these differences more fully. Nevertheless, the
results shown in Fig. 7 demonstrate the ability of 2-D modeling to
improve valve performance.

It should be noted that in this study the Reynolds number range
was 0,Re,2000. However, depending on pump chamber size

and expected flow rates, the range of Re considered for shape
optimization could be matched to actual values through an itera-
tive process. This may be a fruitful approach since the shape op-
timization process could yield different results depending on the
range considered.

3.2 Valve Sizing.The linear pump model based on reduced-
order parameters allowed for the consideration of multiple design
cases and revealed many interesting results about valve size in
terms of the amplitude of various harmonic output parameters per
unit input voltage and at maximum possible input voltage. Figure
8 shows the membrane velocity amplitude per unit input voltage
versus valve width and membrane thickness for a 10-mm-diam
polycarbonate membrane, with a 2.5 valve depth-to-width aspect
ratio, a chamber depth equal to the valve depth, and a length-to-
width ratio of 16, a value between that of the optimized and ref-
erence valvessee Table 1d. The results in Fig. 8 ignore the voltage
limitation effects. Larger membrane thickness yields larger mem-
brane velocities for a given valve size. This is consistent with past
findings on the importance of stiff membranesf10g. In addition,
larger valve size for a given membrane thickness also yields
higher membrane velocity due to lower valve resistance. All other

Fig. 4 Vector plot of the velocity in the flow loop return region
of the optimized valve

Fig. 5 Calculated reverse and forward pressure drop for the
optimized „opt … and reference „ref … Tesla-type valves, based on
2-D CFD results for wv =300 mm and water at 25 °C. Note the
curves for forward flow are nearly identical.

Fig. 6 Measured reverse and forward pressure drop for the
optimized „opt … and reference „ref … Tesla-type valves, for de-
vices p30 and p31 and water at 25 °C. The dotted curves are
second-order polynomials fit to the data for use in estimating
diodicity versus Reynolds number

Fig. 7 Comparisons of calculated „CFD… and measured „EXP…
Di versus Re for the optimized „opt … and reference „ref … Tesla-
type valves. The dotted curves are calculated diodicity based
the polynominals fit to the data shown in Fig. 6.
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model output parameters followed these two trends of higher val-
ues with thicker membranes and larger valves when considered on
a per unit voltage basis.

Significantly different design surfaces resulted when the voltage
was limited according to Eq.s11d. This is seen in Fig. 9, which
shows membrane velocity harmonic amplitude corresponding to
the maximum input voltage possible, which in general is different
at each design point. Figure 10 shows the corresponding chamber
pressure harmonic amplitude, which exhibits a large “shelf”
across much of the design space at a value of approximately 1
atm. This indicates that pumps built within that region are pre-
dicted to have cavitation as the limiting factor and that the re-
sponse surfaces for all output parameters in that region will be
affected. In the case of membrane velocity the peak value oc-
curred at the edge of the “shelf” where valve size was large and
membrane thickness was low, whereas without voltage limitations
considered it occurred at large valve size and large membrane
thickness.

Figure 11 shows the voltage-limited harmonic amplitude of
valve Reynolds number as a function of valve width and mem-

brane thickness. This parameter was derived from the voltage-
limited valve flow rate harmonic amplitude according to the ex-
pression Re=rQ0Dh/Avm. It should be an important parameter on
which to optimize net pump performance in terms of net flow and
net pressure, given that the results from CFD calculations and
experiment show higher diodicity with increasing Reynolds num-
ber as shown in Fig. 7. The maximum value of Reynolds number
harmonic amplitude shown in Fig. 11 occurs in the region of
larger valve size and smaller membrane thickness. It is reasonable
to expect the maximum value in this region, because the lower
flow restriction of larger valves allows the volume flow rate in-
duced by the membrane motion to be translated into valve flow
rather than compression of compliance elements, such as gas in
the working fluid, and the lower flow resistance results in less
system damping and consequently higher resonant amplitudes.
However, eventually the valves become so large that the resonant
amplitude of membrane motion and the ensuing valve flow rate
falls due, in part, to the lower inertance of larger valves that plays
an important role in system resonance. Additionally, Reynolds
number is inversely proportional to valve size for the same flow
rate. Thus, sizing valves for maximum Reynolds number alone
should lead to good net flow rate performance but only at low net
pressure head.

The above-described situation is reversed for stiffer membrane

Fig. 8 Membrane velocity harmonic amplitude Vm versus
valve width wv and polycarbonate membrane thickness tm for a
10-mm-diam pump with a 2.5 valve depth-to-width aspect ratio,
a chamber depth equal to the valve depth, and a valve length-
to-width ratio of 16. The piezoelectric element size was held
constant at 9 mm in diameter and 127 mm thick. Each point on
the surface corresponds, in general, to a different driving
frequency.

Fig. 9 Voltage-limited membrane velocity harmonic amplitude
versus valve width and polycarbonate membrane thickness for
the same combination of parameters as in Fig. 8. The voltage
limits account for a 180 V supply maximum, a depoling electric
field of 5 Ã105 V/m, and a cavitation pressure equal to vapor
pressure at 25 °C.

Fig. 10 Voltage-limited chamber pressure harmonic amplitude
versus valve width and polycarbonate membrane thickness for
the same combination of parameters as in Fig. 8. The voltage
limits were accounted for in the same way as in Fig. 9.

Fig. 11 Voltage-limited valve Re harmonic amplitude versus
valve width and polycarbonate membrane thickness for the
same combination of parameters as in Fig. 8. The voltage limits
were accounted for in the same way as in Fig. 9. The maximum
is near †tm ,wv‡= †400,200‡ mm.
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and smaller valve size, which are expected to generate a lower net
flow but higher net pressure at the same cavitation-limited cham-
ber pressure amplitude. From Fig. 11 it is seen that the maximum
Reynolds number for any valve size occurs along a ridge that runs
from large valve size and small membrane thickness to small
valve size and large membrane thickness, which corresponds to
the boundary of the cavitation region shown in Fig. 10. Thus,
from the results of the linear system model, it is expected that the
nonlinear effect of valve diodicity for combinations of valve size
and membrane stiffness that lie along the ridge will result in pump
performance in terms of high no load flow, high block load pres-
sure or optimal combinations of these two extremes. In other
words, utilizing the ridge may allow customizing net pressure
versus net flow performance for particular applications. Because
of the potential for optimal pumps in this sense, pumps were built
with different membrane thickness and valve size to investigate
combinations of valve size and membrane thickness between the
opposite corners of the design space.

3.3 Pump Resonance and Performance.The four pumps in
this study were chosen to have a variety of parameter combina-
tions. Figure 12 shows the pump identified as p31. This pump, as
well as each pump from Table 1, was tested at both low voltage
for resonant behavior and at high voltage for pump performance.
The measured resonant behavior at low voltage is shown in Fig.
13 where it can be seen that good agreement was obtained for the
model predictions of membrane velocity for each of the design
parameter combinations. The disagreement in predicted frequency
for devices p30 and p31 was well within reason considering that
model predictions were made entirely based on first principlesf6g.
It is also seen that pumps p30 and p31 had very similar linear
behavior when viewed as pairs of model predictions or measured
results. This was apparently the result of the fact that their differ-
ent shapes caused only a small difference in average path length-
to-width ratio, 15.5 for the optimized valve and 16.7 for the ref-
erence valve.

The measured high-voltage pump behavior is shown in terms of
pump performance Fig. 14. Conclusions may be drawn about the
three pumps with the same valve shape but with different valve

sizes and membrane thicknesses. The behavior of pump p28 rela-
tive to pump p29 indicates that the former did better in net pres-
sure but poorer in net flow, consistent with the argument presented
in the previous section. It was somewhat surprising that p31 pro-
duced a performance curve that equaled the block load pressure of
p28 while producing significantly better no load flow. This may be
an indication that pumps corresponding to the ridge of the Re
surface in Fig. 11 represent good designs, but the trade-off be-
tween pressure and flow performance is not completely under-
stood. Future work should aim to accurately quantify the predic-
tions of net flow and pressure from the linear model, so that a
pump may be more accurately designed for desired performance
in terms of both pressure and flow.

Most notable of the results shown in Fig. 14 is the comparison
between pumps p30 and p31. Pump p31 was nearly identical to
p30 in terms of the linear model parameters characterizing it as
demonstrated in Fig. 13. Yet pump p31 with shape optimized
valves is seen to have nearly three times the performance of pump
p30 at approximately the same driving level in terms of both
pressure and flow developed. This result is qualitatively consistent

Fig. 12 A 10 mm pump chamber with 300- mm-wide optimized
Tesla valves from Table 2. The pump body is acrylic, and a
PZT-5A actuator is bonded to a 270- mm-thick polycarbonate
membrane. The electronic computer chip indicates its intended
application.

Fig. 13 Measured membrane centerline velocity-per-volt „sym-
bols … compared with model predictions „---… for all pumps in
Table 1. Actuation voltage for the measurements was approxi-
mately 3 V peak-to-peak.

Fig. 14 Measured pressure-flow pump performance curves for
the pumps shown in Table 1 at approximately 120 V peak-to-
peak and the highest frequency at which each pump success-
fully operated. Lines are drawn between points for clarity. The
performance enhancement between p30 and p31, made pos-
sible by valve shape optimization, is clearly shown.
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with even the simplest models relating net flow to diodicity, which
show that for values of diodicity less than two, small improve-
ments in diodicity lead to relatively large improvements in net
flow ratesf3g, Fig. 1d. The fact that the improvement was so large
could be due to effects caused by unsteady flow that were not
included in the quasi-steady valve flow calculations. Nevertheless,
the measured improvement validates the approach used in this
study to determinehow to achieve higher diodicity for improved
pump performance.

4 Conclusions
A design process for optimizing fixed-geometry valve shape

and size was accomplished. Optimization of valve shape using
CFD that incorporated automatic search methods was demon-
strated on a Tesla-type valve with a significant increase in calcu-
lated diodicity compared to a commonly used reference valve
over the range Reynolds number 0,Reø2000. The calculated
results compared favorably with experiment. A linear system
model was used to determine valve size and membrane thickness
for best pump performance. Pump fabrication techniques utilizing
CNC machining of acrylic plastic were introduced as a rapid mi-
cropump prototyping technique. Measurements made on the fab-
ricated pumps showed that net pressure and flow for a pump with
optimized valve shape was nearly three times larger than that for
an identical pump but with valves of non-optimized shape.

This study also demonstrated the value of the linear model used
in that it was originally developed for silicon/Pyrex fabrication,
but was used successfully in this study for designs in acrylic/
polycarbonate, which have significantly different material proper-
ties. And the basic simplicity of fabrication for NMPV pumps was
demonstrated by the ease with which we were able to fabricate
pumps using new materials.
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Nomenclature
Av 5 valve cross-sectional areasm2d
Dh 5 valve hydraulic diameter 2swvdvd / swv+dvdsmd
Di 5 steady-state valve diodicityDpr /Dpf
dv 5 valve depthsmd

Edepol 5 peizoelectric depolarization limit f5
3105 V/mg

Lv 5 valve lengthsmd
LENOUT 5 valve outlet segment lengthsmd

n 5 nX2 is a coordinate location for the valve loop
straight segmentssee Fig. 1d

p 5 pressuresPad
Pc 5 amplitude of harmonic chamber pressure about

Pcm sPad
Pcm 5 temporal meansdcd chamber pressuresPad
Q0 5 amplitude of harmonic volume flow rate through

outlet valvesm3/sd
r 5 position vectorsmd
R 5 valve loop segment outer radiussmd

Rp 5 plenum radiussmd
Re 5 valve Reynolds numberrUDh/m
tm 5 cover platesmembraned thicknesssmd
tp 5 piezoelectric element thicknesssmd
u 5 velocity sm/sd
U 5 valve characteristic velocitysm/sd

Vm 5 amplitude of harmonic velocity of membrane
centerline velocitysm/sd

Vs 5 supply voltagesVd
wv 5 valve width smd
X2 5 valve inlet segment lengthsmd
Y3 5 a coordinate location for the valve loop straight

segmentssee Fig. 1d smd
a 5 valve outlet segment angle
b 5 valve loop return segment angle
m 5 absolute viscositysPa sd

mCFD 5 CFD model viscositysPa sd
r 5 densityskg/m3d

s d˜ 5 non-dimensional quantity
s d f 5 forward direction
s dr 5 reverse direction
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Numerical Simulation and
Experimental Measurement of
Pressure Pulses Produced by a
Pulp Screen Foil Rotor
Pressure screening is an efficient means of removing various contaminants that degrade
the appearance and strength of paper. A critical component of a screen is the rotor, which
induces a tangential velocity to the suspension and produces pressure pulses to keep the
screen apertures clear. To understand the effect of key design and operating variables for
a NACA foil rotor, a computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulation was developed using
FLUENT, and the results were compared to experimental measurements. Comparing the
pressure pulses obtained through CFD to experimental measurements over a wide range
of foil tip speeds, clearances, angles of attack, and foil cambers, general trends of the
pressure pulses were similar, but the overall computed values were 40% smaller than the
measured values. The pressure pulse peak was found to increase linearly with the square
of tip speed for all the angles of attack studied. The maximum magnitudes of negative
pressure pulse occurred for the NACA 0012 and 4312 foils at a 5 deg angle of attack and
for the NACA 8312 foil at 0 deg. The stall angle of attack was found to be,5 deg for
NACA 8312,,10 deg for NACA 4312, and,15 deg for NACA 0012. The positive
pressure peak near the leading edge of the foil was eliminated for foils operating at a
positive angle of attack. The magnitude of the negative pressure coefficient peak in-
creased as clearance decreased. Increased camber increases both the magnitude and
width of the negative pressure pulse.fDOI: 10.1115/1.1881672g

Introduction
Pulp screens are used in virtually all pulp and paper operations

worldwide. Pressure screening is the most industrially effective
means of removing oversized contaminants that can degrade the
appearance and strength of paper. Pressure screens are increas-
ingly used to fractionate fibers by length so that the long or short
fiber streams can be processed separately or used in high-value
paper grades. For these reasons, pressure screens are assuming a
special importance in the production of mechanical and recycled
pulps, as well as for the manufacture of high-quality mechanical
printing papers.

Pulp screens divide a contaminated feed flow into an accept
stream of clean pulp and a reject stream laden with contaminants.
During screening, the pulp and contaminants typically enter the
screening zone tangentially. The pulp suspension flows between a
rotor and the inlet side of a cylindrical screen. The fibers flow
through the apertures in the screen cylinder and exit through the
accept port. The oversized particles and a fraction of the long
fibers are retained by the screen cylinder and travel down the
annulus, leaving the screen through the reject port. To prevent the
apertures from becoming plugged by the fibers, foils are passed
over the feed side of the screen surface to create negative pressure
pulses that backflush the apertures. The screen rotor comprises the
foils, or some other pulse-inducing hydrodynamic elements, and
the support structure.

The rotor plays a critical role in screen operation. Despite vari-
ous differences in rotor design, all rotors serve two main func-
tions. One function is to accelerate the pulp suspension on the

feed side of the screen to a high tangential velocity. This induces
turbulence at the surface of the screen plate, which mixes the
suspension and keeps the pulp fluidized. The second, and more
important, function is to create a negative pressure pulse that
backflushes the screen apertures, clearing any fiber accumulations
and preventing plugging of the apertures.

The principal measures of screen performance aresid contami-
nant removal efficiency, defined as the mass percentage of con-
taminants leaving the screen through the reject port relative to that
entering the screen;sii d capacity, the maximum mass flow rate of
pulp in the accept stream;siii d power consumption, the power
consumed by the rotor normalized by the accept mass flow rate of
fibers; andsivd reject rate, the mass flow of fibers rejected with the
contaminants. Achieving high capacity and high efficiency with
reduced power consumption at a low reject rate is the goal of an
optimal screen design.

Although rotor design is critical in determining pulp screen
performance, the mechanism of pressure pulse generation and the
factors that affect the magnitude and shape of the pressure pulse
are not well understood. To better understand the critical rotor
design factors affecting screen performance, computational fluid
dynamicssCFDd was used to analyze the complex flow created by
the rotor. In particular, this study considered how the key design
and operating variablessi.e., rotational speed, clearance, angle of
attack and camber of a NACA foil rotord influence the pressure
pulse at the screen plate surface. The numerical results were also
compared to experimental measurements. This information pro-
vides a basic physical understanding of rotor performance and
provides an experimentally validated computational tool for opti-
mal rotor design.

Literature Review
The pressure pulse generated by a foil rotor has been the sub-

ject of little published research. However, a few studies have
given quantitative information about the effect of rotor design
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parameters. The literature review given here represents the devel-
opment of experimental and computational studies on rotor design
in the pulp and paper industry.

Some experimental studies have been conducted to explain how
screening performance is affected by the pressure pulse generated
by the rotor. According to Niinimaki and Dahlf1g, pressure pulses
influence screening in two ways. First, the suction pressure pulses
keep the screen apertures unplugged by disrupting the fiber mat
and lifting the lodged particles away from apertures into the tur-
bulent zone above the screen plate. Also, the suction pulses move
a considerable amount of water and fines from the accept chamber
back into the screen basket, and thus dilute pulp on the inner
surface of the screen basket. According to Cox and Fredriksson
f2g, dewatering or thickening occurs during the phase of positive
flow through the screen plate. This loss of water is compensated
by filtrate recovered from the accept side of the screen basket by
a long suction pulse. The amount of filtrate recovered can be
controlled by the intensity and duration of the suction pulse.

Further experimental studies have been done on the factors that
influence the shape and magnitude of the rotor pressure pulse and
the effect of these pulse parameters on screen performance. Levis
f3g studied the pressure pulse created by a foil-type rotor for
screening of secondary fibers. He stated that the magnitude and
shape of the pressure pulse were dependent on the foil shape, tip
speed, and clearance between the foil and the screen cylinder.
Levis suggested that as rotor speed was increased, the magnitude
of the pressure pulse increased. Furthermore, he hypothesized that
higher pulse magnitudes decreased the contaminant removal effi-
ciency but increased the maximum capacity of the screen. He
showed that a critical tip speed existed after which no further
increase in capacity was achieved by increasing the rotor speed.
Repo and Sundholmf4g investigated the effect of rotor speed on
separation of coarse fibers in a pressure screen. Their experimen-
tal results indicated that decreasing rotor speed reduced the mass
reject rate and improved separation efficiency compared to a
higher speed. Goodingf5g measured the pressure pulse in an in-
dustrial Hooper PSV 2100 pulp screen. His results showed that
increasing rotor speed strongly increased pulse strength. Although
increased rotor speed shortened the duration of the pulse, the
shape of the pulse was relatively unchanged. Increasing the speed
of the rotor can consume significantly more power. Levisf3g
found that the consumed power increased with rotor tip speed to
the power of 2.5. Niinimakif6g presented the power consumption
measured at different rotor speeds and pulp consistencies. He
showed that power consumption increased as rotating speed in-
creased and consistency had only a small effect on power con-
sumption.

Typical experimental studies on the effects of clearance and foil
angle of attack were reported by Yu and DeFoef7g and Niinimaki
f6g. Yu and DeFoef7g studied the pressure pulse signatures for a
foil rotor and contoured drum rotor. The results of Yu and DeFoe
showed a significant decrease in pulse magnitude for foil-type
rotors when clearance increased. Niinimakif6g reported the ef-
fects of clearance between the foil and screen surface on screen
performance. As the clearance was reduced, the magnitude of the
pulse increased, so screening efficiency decreased and capacity
increased. He found that changes in foil angle of attack had a
significant effect on screen performance. Furthermore, he showed
that a greater angle of attack reduced the screening efficiency
markedly with a corresponding increase in screen capacity. In ad-
dition, Niinimaki suggested that screen performance can be opti-
mized by adjusting the foil angle of attack, especially if screening
at higher consistencies.

The interaction between the fibers makes the flow behavior of
pulp suspensions quite different from water. It was shown experi-
mentally by Gonzalezf8g and Wikströmf9g that the magnitude of
pressure pulses decrease as the consistency increases.

A significant number of CFD studies examined the flow around
a two-dimensionals2Dd foil. Although there are still challenges

for CFD prediction of turbulent shear and separation, computa-
tions can generally predict surface pressures, velocity profiles,
skin friction, lift, and drag with reasonably good accuracy at
angles of attack below stall. Standard CFD methods provide rea-
sonable prediction of flow variations with Reynolds numbers be-
low stall, but predictions of when stall occurs are inconsistent and
the skin friction predictions are often too high. Even with these
limitations, CFD is a powerful technique for industrial equipment
design and optimization.

Despite a rapid and substantial increase in the use of computer
simulation in the pulp and paper industry in recent years, little
CFD research has been done to study the pressure pulse generated
by foil-type rotors. One useful study in this area was made by
Karvinen and Halonenf10g who assessed rotor pressure pulsations
using experimental and computational techniques. They found
that the backflushing action of the pressure pulse was created by
the acceleration of the flow through the gap between the moving
rotor tip and stationary screen plate. This acceleration caused the
local pressure on the feed side of the screen plate to decrease to
the point that the flow through the aperture reversed. The flow
then passed from the accept side of the screen plate to the feed
side and released any plugged fibers. They used numerical meth-
ods to calculate the turbulent velocity field in a clearance between
the rotating foil and screen basket and to simulate the pressure
pulse generated in a screen. Their results showed that the foil
shape greatly affected the form of pressure pulse. In addition, they
found that the peak-to-peak pressure differencesmaximum pres-
sure minus minimum pressured increased rapidly with increased
rotational speed.

Marko and LaRivieref11g used CFD software to model a 2D
slice of an industrial pressure screen. Their results showed that the
pressure pulse signatures had a reasonable correlation between the
measurements and numerical predictions. It was found that mesh
shape and density were very important to provide a good correla-
tion with experimental results. Wikströmf9g investigated the hy-
drodynamics inside a pulp screen using commercial CFD simula-
tion software. Although the general flow behavior was captured
well, pressure pulse data showed a deviation in absolute values
when comparing simulations and experiments for water. CFD
model overestimated the magnitude of pressure pulses, and simu-
lation showed a delay in pressure drop at the beginning of the
pulse.

None of the CFD studies on pressure-pulse generation included
the detailed information required to evaluate the quality of the
CFD analysis. Moreover, while several studies have compared foil
shapes, none has examined a generic foil shape and considered
how parameters affect flow patterns and the pressure pulse.

This work focuses on examining the pressure produced on the
surface of a screen cylinder. We do not include the details of the
cylinder because the geometry of the cylinder varies significantly

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of cross-sectional screen
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between manufacturers and applications. We consider a simple
smooth surface to represent the cylinder. In addition, we assume
that no flow is going through the cylinder for two reasons:sid we
consider the flow through the cylinder to be small with respect to
the tangential velocity andsii d we are specifically interested in the
pressure that can be generated at the point where the cylinder is
plugged with pulp fibers and there is no longer any fluid flow
through the cylinder.

Experimental Apparatus
The pressure pulses induced by foil rotors were measured for a

wide range of design and operating variables. These measure-
ments were of interest in their own right, but also served as a basis
to validate the subsequent CFD solutions.

A laboratory cross sectional screensCSSd was designed to
simulate a slice of an industrial PSV 2100 pressure screen, as has
been done in several experimental studiesse.g.,f8,12–14g. Figure
1 shows a schematic of the flow loop and the principal compo-
nents of this apparatus. The CSS test section has a diameter of
30 cm and depth of 5 cm. A 6 cm wide removable screen cylinder
coupon is located in the bottom wall, with the remaining circum-
ference a solid wall. The flow loop consists of a 150 l reservoir
tank, a mixer, pump, two flow meters, two pressure transducers,
valves, and PVC piping. A flow meter and pressure sensor are
installed in both the feed and reject lines to monitor flow rate and
pressure. The test fluidsin this study waterd flows through a
25 mm diameter round pipe and flow meter and then enters the
CSS through the feed port at the upper part of the CSS. Some of
the suspension flows out through the openings of the slot coupon
si.e., the accept flowd. The accept flow is approximately zero for
this study. The restsi.e., the reject flowd leaves the test section
through the reject port and flows back to the reservoir tank.

A high-speed data acquisition system was used to record the
form of the pressure pulsations. In particular, a high- frequency,
4 mm diameter pressure transducer was installed flush with the
inside sfeedd surface on the top wall of the CSS. This top wall
represents the screen cylinder in an industrial pressure screen.

The pressure sensor was a strain-gage-based transducer with a
specified accuracy of less than ±0.5%. The pressure transducer
was calibrated with a standardized static pressure calibrator to
ensure the measurement bias is less than 0.5% of the maximum
pressure. The measured pressure was fluctuating due to the turbu-
lent motion of the fluid. The standard deviation is 3 kPa, which
corresponds to a pressure coefficient fluctuation of 0.074 at the
lowest rotor velocity of 9 m/s. To more accurately estimate the
mean pressure profile, 120 pulses were averaged to provide a 95%
confidence interval in the measured Cp of ±0.006.

An optical encoder, with a resolution of 2048 signals per revo-
lution, was installed on the shaft of the rotor to precisely measure
the position of the rotor. The rotary position sensor locates the
position of the rotor to within an arc length of 0.5 mm. The re-
sulting foil position is then ±0.25 mm or in terms of chord length
is ±0.625% of chord for the 40 mm long foils used in this study.
The position sensor is continuously recorded by the data acquisi-
tion system to provide a highly accurate rotational speed and foil
tip speed. Tip speed is estimated to have an accuracy greater than
±0.1%

The CSS has been designed to measure the effect of some key
operating and rotor design variables on screen performance and
pulse generation. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the foil and de-
fines the angle of attack and clearance. The rotor is driven by a
7.5 kW electric motor, controlled by a variable frequency drive.
The gap between the outer wall and the foil was set using machine
calipers and is extremely accurate. The estimate of the error is less
than 0.05 mm. The accuracy of the measured angle of attack is
estimated to be approximately ±0.1 deg. Angle was also set using
machined calipers.

CFD Model
CFD evaluations were conducted to extend and support the ex-

perimental measurements and to provide a more complete under-
standing of how some key rotor parameters affect the flow struc-
tures around the foil and the resulting pressure pulse profile.
Numerical results were used to establish the relationship between
the pressure pulse shape and rotor design and operating variables
se.g., rotating speed, angle of attack, foil clearance, and camberd.

Numerical Method. The commercial codeFLUENT 5.4 sFluent
Inc. f15gd was used for the numerical solution of the Navier-
Stokes equations. The numerical method is based on a finite vol-
ume formulation applicable to structured grids. All variables, in-
cluding velocity components and pressure, are averages applied to
a control volume. A second-order spatial interpolation method was
employed to obtain the velocity components and pressure on the
control volume faces from those at the control volume centers.
The control volume face values of the dependent variables are
used to evaluate the convective fluxes.

Fluent’s segregated steady-state solver was used for the numeri-
cal simulations. The numerical method is based on a multiblock,
finite-volume formulation to solve the discretized Navier-Stokes
equations in conjunction with the turbulence model. TheSIMPLEC

algorithm is used to couple pressure and velocity. A second-order
upwind scheme was used for the space discretization of the con-
vection terms in momentum and turbulence equations in all simu-
lations. Also, a second-order accurate scheme was used to inter-
polate the pressure value on the control volume faces from those
at the control volume centers in the momentum equations. The
diffusion terms are approximated by a second-order accurate
central-difference scheme. The stopping criteria for all calcula-
tions were when all residuals were below 10−5.

The standardk−« turbulence model is used for all calculations.
Transport equations fork, the kinetic energy of turbulence, and«,
the rate of dissipation, are solved together with the continuity and
momentum equations.

Mesh Generation. Gambit, the meshing tool packaged with
FLUENT CFD software, was used to generate a 2D multiblock
mesh based on the surface information obtained from models of
the experimental CSS apparatus. Figure 3 shows a structured
multiblock grid typical of those used in this study. A C-mesh is
used around the foil to provide good resolution around the leading
edge of the foil, in the wake, and in the boundary layer. Because
a logarithmic wall law is used to compute the skin friction coef-
ficient, the first grid cell near the airfoil should be in the logarith-
mic region, i.e., the dimensionless distance to wallsy+=Uty/n,
whereUt is the friction velocity,y is the physical distance of the
first centroid from the wall, andn is the kinematic viscosityd for
the first cell center should be between 30 and 60. Near-wall mesh
spacing was checked as a postprocessing step to ensure that this
requirement was met. AnH mesh is used up- and downstream of
the foil to provide good mesh quality elsewhere.

Boundary Conditions for Fluid Flow. A rotating reference
frame was used so that the flow was modeled in a coordinate
system moving at the same speed as the rotating foil. In this case,

Fig. 2 Schematic of foil showing angle of attack and clearance
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the flow was steady relative to the rotating frame. For the wall
boundary conditions, the relative angular velocity was set to zero
for the foil and inner wall, which moves at the speed of the rotat-
ing frame and, hence, are stationary in the rotating frame. The
outer wall is stationary in the nonrotating frame of reference,
therefore the velocity was set to zero in the absolute reference
frame. If the wall velocities are specified in this manner, then only
the rotating speed of the reference frame needs to be changed
when there is a change in rotating speed of the foil.

The simplification of a rotating inner wall allows us to effi-
ciently model the area of interest near the foil. The inner wall is
not a physical wall but is a boundary that represents the portion of
the fluid that rotates as a solid body with the rotor. We chose this
boundary condition so that the fluid is rotating with the same
rotational velocity as the rotor far from the cylindersouter walld.
This simplification allows us to only model the area of interest,
around the foil near the wall.

Due to symmetry of the flow domain, calculations were per-
formed for a sector of 180 degsFig. 4d and periodic boundary
conditions were imposed in the circumferential directions at the
two ends of the sector. The flow entering the computational model
through one periodic plane was set identical to the flow exiting the
domain through the opposite periodic plane.

Model Validation. The pressure pulsations are affected by the
turbulence model used, especially for separated flows. Therefore,
it is worth considering the errors in thek−« model for CFD study
of pressure pulsation. Model validation was conducted by calcu-

lating the skin friction on a NACA 0012szero camberd airfoil in a
straight channel at zero angle of attack for Reynolds numbersRe,
defined as Re=rUc/m, wherer is the density,U is the inlet ve-
locity, c is the chord of the foil, andm is the dynamic viscosityd of
33106. In Fig. 5, the local friction drag coefficientsCfd distribu-
tion obtained by thek−« model shows reasonable agreementsi.e.,
within 10%d with the numerical results calculated using a bound-
ary layer code by Lombardi et al.f16g. The airfoil skin friction
coefficient rapidly increases from a value of zero at the stagnation
point to a peak value shortly downstream of the leading edge. This
rapid increase is due to the rapidly increasing velocity as the flow
external to the boundary layer rapidly expands around the leading
edge. Beyond the peak,Cf monotonically decreases in the same
qualitative manner as for a flat plate. The results for friction drag
from the boundary layer code of Lombardi et al.f16g had been
validated with experiment and were considered the baseline for
accuracy. Based on this validation case of an airfoil, we have
reasonable confidence in the predicted drag coefficient for at-
tached flows.

For the configuration of interest in this study of a foil moving
near a curved wall, a mesh refinement study has been conducted
for the extreme cases of our test matrix. The pressure and velocity
were shown to be independent of the number of cells used above
the number used in this study.

Results and Discussion
The pulse form for a range of rotor variables was examined

using the aforementioned experimental measurements and CFD
estimates. The technical characteristics and range of variables
tested in the present experimental and numerical study and in
industry applications are listed in Table 1.

The foil shape is defined by the NACA four-digit designation.
The first digit defines the percent camber of the foil, the second
digit defines the location of the camber in tenths of chord from the
leading edge, and the last two digits define the thickness of the
foil as a percent of chordse.g.,f17gd.

The comparison of CFD predictions with the corresponding ex-
perimental measurements is valuable for the assessment of CFD
simulations. It was found that although features and general trends
of the pressure pulses were similar, the overall computed values of
pressure pulse were 40–50% smaller than the measured values.
The reason for the discrepancies might be that the 2D physical
model used in the CFD study did not account the complex three-
dimensionals3Dd flow features in the experimental CSS. The
presence of the side walls at the front and back of the CSS slows
the rotational velocity of the fluid relative to the foil. The in-
creased relative velocity would account for the higher experimen-
tally measured pressure pulses than that calculated. In industrial
pressure screens, there are no front and back walls to slow the
fluid, and we would expect better correlation.

Fig. 3 Representative computational mesh

Fig. 4 Calculation domain and boundary conditions

Fig. 5 Computed skin friction coefficient distributions over an
NACA 0012 airfoil
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Tip Speed. Pressure pulses at the outer wall were calculated
using CFD at five different rotational speeds for 0 deg angle of
attack. The negative suction pressure peaks varied between
10 kPa at 600 rpmstip speed=9.24 m/sd and 60 kPa at 1400 rpm
stip speed=21.55 m/sd for a NACA 0012szero camberd airfoil, as
shown in Fig. 6. The magnitudes of both positive and negative
pressure pulses increased with increased rotating speed for all the
angles of attack studied. Pressure coefficientsCp, defined as
p/ 1

2rUtip
2 , where P is the pressure,r is the density, andUtip is

rotor tip speedd was obtained by normalizing the pressure with the
dynamic pressure associated with the foil tip speed and fluid den-
sity. All the pressure curves in Fig. 6 collapsed into a singleCp
curve, as shown in Fig. 7.

A comparison of the CFD and experimental results for the case
of 0 deg angle of attack can be obtained by comparing the results
of Figs. 7 and 8. The forms of the pressure pulses at the outer wall
are similar, but CFD under predicts theCp magnitude of the nega-
tive pulse by about 40%. Likewise, the agreement of the nondi-
mensional pressure pulse form for a 20 deg angle of attack be-

tween the CFD calculationsFig. 9d and measurementssFig. 10d is
good—but CFD estimates under predict theCp magnitude of the
suction pulse by 50%. The collapsedCp curves in Figs. 7 and 9
indicate that magnitudes of positive and negative suction pressure
pulse peak are proportional to the square of the tip velocity of the
foil.

Angle of Attack. The variation of pressure distribution and
flow pattern with angle of attack for a NACA 0012 foil are shown
in Fig. 11. For a low angle of attacks,10 degd the flow passes
smoothly over the foil and is attached over most of the surface.
However, as the angle of attack increases beyond 10 deg, the flow
tends to separate from the top surface of the foil, creating a vortex
that extends beyond the trailing edge of the foil, as shown by the
streamlines in the figure. One consequence of the separated flow
at high angles of attack is a large increase in pressure drag on the
foil. Under these conditions, the increase in drag will increase the
amount of power required to operate the rotor.

Figure 12 shows the calculated pressure pulse profiles on the
screen cylinder surface for the NACA 0012 foil with five different
angles of attacks0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 degd at a constant clearance.

Table 1 Technical characteristics and variables in present numerical and experimental study
and in industry applications

Characteristics and parameters Present numerical and experimental study Industry applications

Fluid Water s20°Cd Pulp suspensions60–90°Cd
Screen cylinder diameter 0.3 m 0.3–1 m
Foils NACA 0012, 4312, and 8312, all with a

chord length of 40 mm
Hooper etc., chord length from

30–80 mm
Rotor rotating speed 600, 800, 1000, 1200 and 1400 rpm 500–1000 rpm
Clearance between the foil and
screen plate

2, 3, 4, and 5 mm 2–10 mm

Foil angle of attack 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 deg N/A

Fig. 6 Numerical estimates of effect of rotating speed on pres-
sure pulse „0 deg angle of attack constant gap …

Fig. 7 Numerical pressure coefficient versus position,
x/Chord, „0 deg angle of attack constant gap …

Fig. 8 Experimental pressure coefficient versus position,
x/Chord „0 deg angle of attack …

Fig. 9 Numerical pressure coefficient versus position,
x/Chord „20 deg angle of attack …
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The corresponding experimental results for the effect of angle of
attack are shown in Fig. 13. There is a very good correspondence
between the experimental measurements and numerical predic-
tions for the form of the pulses and effect of changes in angle of
attack. Both numerical resultssFig. 12d and experimental results
sFig. 13d show that a 5 deg angle of attack has the highest mag-
nitude of negative suction pressure pulse. Both experimentally
and computationally, the value of negative suction pulse peak for
a 0 deg angle of attack falls between the values for a 15 and
20 deg angle of attack. As the angle of attack increases beyond
5 deg, theCp magnitude of the negative suction pulse decreases

with increased angle of attack.
When the foil is at a nonzero angle of attack, greater than or

equal to 5 deg, the positive pressure pulse at the leading and trail-
ing edges of the foil are,0. The positive pressure pulse is re-
duced for positive angles of attack because the stagnation point at
the leading edge of the foil is located on the surface of the foil
opposite to the screen cylinder and the foil effectively blocks the
high-pressure region around the stagnation point from the cylin-
der. The resulting pressure pulse is flat with a sharp negative peak
only in the vicinity of the foil. Reduction of the positive pressure
pulse while maintaining a high negative pulse may significantly
increase contaminant and fractionation efficiency of the screen by
avoiding any tendency for the rotor to force contaminants through
the apertures, while at the same time providing the strong back-
flushing pulse that ensures good screen capacity.

Figures 12sCFDd and 13sexperimentald both show a pressure
plateau after the negative pressure peak for angles of attack
.15 deg. This plateau would appear to be a result of flow sepa-
ration from the upper surface of the foil. It is not clear that this
aspect of the pulse form offers any particular benefit in the opera-
tion of the pulp screen rotor. What the above data do show is that
the foil angle of attack has a strong effect on the shape andCp
magnitude of the pressure pulse and must be optimized for spe-
cific applications, especially if higher consistency screening is the
desired purpose.

Foil Clearance.The clearance between the foil and screen cyl-
inder may be adjusted in industrial screening applications to en-

Fig. 10 Experimental pressure coefficient versus position,
x/Chord „20 deg angle of attack …

Fig. 11 Pressure contour and particle path lines. degree of
attack „a…=0, „b…=5, „c…=10, „d…=15, and „e…=20

Fig. 12 Numerical pressure coefficient versus position,
x/Chord for five different angles of attack

Fig. 13 Experimental pressure coefficient versus position,
x/Chord for five different angles of attack
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hance the pressure pulsation. Pressure pulses for three different
angles of attacks0, 5, and 20 degd with a range of clearances
2–5 mm s5%, 7.5%, 10%, and 12.5% of chordd are shown in
Figs. 14–16. Although increasing the clearance decreases theCp
magnitude of both the positive and negative pressure pulse peaks,
it appears to have a stronger effect on the suction pressure peak.
The tip speed is held constant at 18.47 m/s.

Figure 17 shows theCp magnitude of the computed negative
suction pressure peaks as a function of clearance for the range of
angles of attack along with experimental results for the zero angle
of attack. The experimental and computed peaks demonstrate the
same trend: reducing the clearance increases theCp magnitude of
the negative pressure pulse. We also see that the foil at 5 deg
angle of attack, which creates the greatestCp magnitude of nega-
tive peak, is the most sensitive to variations in clearance.

Decreasing the clearance increases theCp magnitude of the
pressure pulse and the rotor’s ability to clear plugged apertures. A
smaller clearance also increases the probability of large contami-
nants becoming wedged between the cylinder and the rotor and
potentially damaging the cylinder. For this reason, foil clearances
are seldom below 2 mm.

Foil Camber. Classical aerodynamics theory predicts that a
cambered airfoil will produce more lift than a noncambered airfoil
at a given angle of attack. The same mechanism will result in a
higher magnitude of negative pressure pulse on the screen cylin-
der. The degree of camber is the maximum distance between the
mean camber line and the chord line in percent of chord. To de-
termine the effect of foil camber on theCp magnitude and shape

of the rotor pressure pulse, numerical and experimental studies
were conducted with NACA 0012sno camberd, NACA 4312 s4%
camberd, and NACA 8312s8% camberd foils.

Figure 18 shows the numerically determined pressure pulses for
the three airfoils with 0%, 4%, and 8% camber at 0 deg angle of
attack. The increased camber increases both theCp magnitude and
width of the negative pressure pulse. Figure 19 shows the experi-
mentally determined pressure pulses for the same three airfoils as
Fig. 18 s0%, 4%, and 8% camberd. The experimentally measured
pressure pulses show the same increase inCp magnitude and
width as shown in the numerical results.

Figures 20 and 21 show the flow streamlines and pressure dis-
tribution for the NACA 4312s4% camberd and NACA 8312s8%
camberd at five angles of attack equal to 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 deg.
The filled pressure contours show that the stagnation point pro-
gressively moves downstream of the leading edge over the bottom
surface of the airfoil as the angle of attack is increased. This
results in a decrease of the positive pressure pulse at the screen
cylinder surface near the leading edge of the foil.

As foil camber is increased, the adverse pressure gradient on
the foil surface facing the screen cylinder increases, and the flow
separates at lower angles of attack. The stall angle of attack is
,5 deg for NACA 8312,,10 deg for NACA 4312, and,15 deg
for NACA 0012. More precise determination of the stall angle
would require computation at intermediate angles of attack. The
stalling phenomenon shown in Figs. 20 and 21 is termed “trailing-
edge stall.” We see a progressive and gradual movement of sepa-
ration from the trailing edge toward the leading edge as the angle

Fig. 14 Numerical pressure coefficient versus position,
x/Chord for four different clearances „0 deg angle of attack …

Fig. 15 Numerical pressure coefficient versus position,
x/Chord for four different clearances „5 deg angle of attack …

Fig. 16 Numerical pressure coefficient versus position,
x/Chord for four different clearances „20 deg angle of attack …

Fig. 17 Numerical and experimental suction pressure coeffi-
cient peak versus clearance for three different angles of attack
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of attack is increased. The larger low-pressure region for cam-
bered foils in the gap between the rotating foil and screen cylinder
means that the widthsor durationd of the negative pressure pulse
is larger for cambered foils than for noncambered foils.

Figures 22 and 23 show the numerical and experimental pres-
sure pulse profiles on the screen cylinder wall for a NACA 4312
foil with five different angles of attacks0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 degd.
These figures show that 5 deg angle of attack has the highest
negative suction pressure pulse and, thus, is expected to give the
highest capacity. As the angle of attack increases beyond 5 deg,
the Cp magnitude of the negative suction pulse decreases. The
positive pressure peak near the leading edge of the foil is com-
pletely eliminated for foils operating at a positive angle of attack.

Figure 24 shows the computed pressure pulses at the screen
cylinder for the NACA 8312 foil. This figure indicates that theCp
magnitude of the negative suction pulse decreases as the angle of
attack increases due to the onset of separation. Thus for a NACA
8312 foil the maximum magnitude of pressure pulse occurs at
0 deg angle of attack.

Figure 25 shows the minimum pressure coefficients of the pres-
sure pulses for the three cambers over all angles of attack for both
the experimental and numerical results. The numerical and experi-
mental Cp magnitudes of pressure pulse peak have the same
trends. TheCp magnitudes of negative pressure peak obtained by
experimental measurements are larger than the ones obtained by
CFD calculations. There are substantial deviations of negative
pulse peak for the NACA 4312 at 15 and 20 deg angle of attack

between CFD calculations and the experimental data. The reason
for the discrepancy between the experimental and numerical pres-
sure peaks for these two points is unknown.

For the three foils and five different angles of attack that were
studied, the NACA 4312s4% camberd at 5 deg angle of attack
provided the highest magnitude of negative suction pulse peak. As
angle of attack increased beyond 5 deg, theCp magnitude of the
negative suction pulse decreased with increased angle of attack
because of flow separation. The largest negative peak for the
NACA 8312 foil occurred at 0 deg angle of attack. This is because
flow separation occurred at less than 5 deg angle of attack.

The ideal pulse form has not been established in the published
literature. Intuitively, the negative pressure pulse magnitude and
width would be the key parameters. Figure 26 shows that the
negative pressure pulse width, defined as the width at half the
negative pressure pulse, decreased as angle of attack increased for
NACA 0012, 4312, and 8312 foils. The pulse widths for cambered
foils were wider than that for noncambered foil.

The “normalized pulse strength” is proposed here as an alter-
nate, and perhaps more effective, means of characterizing the ef-
fectiveness of a foil pulse. The normalized pulse strength is de-
fined as the pulse width normalized by chord length multiplied by
minimum pressure coefficient. Figure 27 shows that the normal-
ized pulse strength for NACA 4312 at 5 deg and NACA 8312 at
0 deg had the highest value with almost the same magnitude.

Discussion
The shape and magnitude of the rotor-induced pressure pulses

are widely believed to have a fundamental effect on screen capac-
ity, efficiency, and other key operating parameters. A positive

Fig. 18 Numerical pressure coefficient versus position „x/
Chord … for 0 deg angle of attack

Fig. 20 Pressure contour and particle path lines for NACA
4312: degree of angle of attack „a…=0, „b…=5, „c…=10, „d…=15,
and „e…=20

Fig. 19 Experimental pressure coefficient versus position „x/
Chord … for 0 deg angle of attack
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pressure pulse component is hypothesized to decrease the con-
taminant removal efficiency of the screen. This is because the high
positive pressure pulsesfound at the leading and trailing edge of
the foil at 0 deg angle of attackd might force contaminants through
narrow apertures. This might be especially true for flexible fibers

and deformable contaminant particlesssuch as “stickies”d, which
are adhesives found in recycled pulp. In this regard, the small or
nonexistent positive pressure pulses generated by foils at nonzero
angle of attack would be ideal for removing deformable contami-
nants.

The maximum achievable capacity is thought to be strongly
correlated with the magnitude of the negative pressure pulse. The
negative pulse reverses the flow through the apertures, backflush-
ing the apertures and clearing particles lodged near the slot inlet
and lifting them into the turbulent zone. As the peak strength
increases, the suction pulse is more effective at clearing the
screening apertures. Increasing the rotation speed will increase the
pulse strength and the frequency of pulses. This correlation would
be expected to exist only over a limited range, however, since too
high a backflushing flow would reduce the net volumetric flow
through the screen cylinder without producing any benefit.

Using a foil that produces a strong negative pressure peak pro-
vides the opportunity to reduce the total energy consumed by the
rotor by providing a sufficient negative pulse at a low rotational
speed. Ideally, the rotor speed would be set just high enough to
meet the required capacity and runnability but no higher to mini-
mize energy usage. Optimization of the rotational speed, clear-
ance, angle of attack, and foil camber makes it possible to achieve
increased efficiency at a reduced power consumption for each
pulp type.

As discussed previously, the ability of the foil to remove pulp
accumulation may be due to a combination of pulse height and
width. For this reason, a “normalized pulse strength” term was
defined as a combination of both width and magnitude of the
pulse. The “performance” of the screen is indeed a composite of
several indices, including capacity, efficiency, power, etc. Like-
wise the rotor produces several actions, including the backflushing
duration, backflushing strength, pulp fluidization, rotational accel-
eration, etc. The interrelationships are typically nonlinear, and a
single parameter is very unlikely to capture all of what is sought
in “rotor performance.” However there may be composite param-
eters, such as normalized pulse strength, which more completely
reflect the rotor action and facilitate rotor optimization. This will
facilitate the conduct of more fundamental studies that seek to
understand and optimize the form of the pressure pulse as a func-
tion of variables related to the shape and positioning of the rotor
foil.

One should, of course, be cautious not to overstate the imme-

Fig. 21 Pressure contour and particle path lines for NACA
8312: degree of angle of attack „a…=0, „b…=5, „c…=10, „d…=15,
and „e…=20

Fig. 22 Numerical pressure coefficient versus position „x/Chord …, NACA4312 „five
angles of attack …
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diate industrial impact of this study. The tests and simulation work
shown above was made for water flows, not pulp. There are sub-
stantial differences in the character and behavior of these fluids.
Likewise the lack of a clear model for what constitutes an “ideal”
rotor pulse limits the immediate impact of this work. That said,
this detailed study does point toward some clear opportunities for
improvements in rotor design and for a better appreciation of the
sensitivity of the pressure pulses to common rotor variables.

Conclusions
Using both numerical and experimental approaches, the key

design and operating variables affecting the pressure pulse on the
surface of a pressure screen cylinder were investigated. Although
the general pressure pulse signatures were captured well by the
CFD model over a wide range of foil tip speed, clearance, angle of
attack, and foil camber, comparison with experimental pressure
pulse measurements showed deviations inCp values by up to
50%.

Tip speed, angle of attack, clearance, and camber were all
found to significantly affect the pressure pulse generated by the
foil. In particular, it was shown that:

1. The magnitude of the pressure pulse peak increased linearly
with the square of rotor tip speed for all angles of attack
studied.

2. The maximum magnitude of negative pressure pulse oc-
curred for the NACA 0012 and 4312 foils at 5 deg angle of
attack and NACA 8312 at 0 deg. The positive pressure peak

near the leading edge of the foil was completely eliminated
for foils operating at greater or equal to 5 deg angle of at-
tack.

3. TheCp magnitude of the negative pressure peak increased as
clearance decreased.

4. The stall angle of attack was,5 deg for NACA 8312,
,10 deg for NACA 4312, and,15 deg for NACA 0012. As
the foil camber was increased, the flow separated at lower
angles of attack because of the higher adverse pressure gra-
dient on the foil surface near the screen cylinder.

5. The Cp magnitude and the width of the negative suction
pulse increased with increased camber.

Most importantly, we have shown that CFD is an important
tool for the optimal design and operation of rotors in indus-
trial pressure screens.
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Vortex Breakdown in a
Differentially Rotating Cylindrical
Container
Numerical studies are reported on the vortex breakdown in a differentially-rotating cylin-
drical container in which the top endwall rotates at a high angular velocityV t and the
cylinder and bottom endwall rotate at a low angular velocityVsb . Critical boundaries
and the location and size of the vortex breakdown bubble are quite different from the case
when the top endwall rotates and the cylinder and the bottom endwall are stationary. As
uVsb /V tu is increased, the breakdown bubble moves toward downstream forVsb /V t
,0, whereas the bubble moves toward upstream forVsb /V t.0. The Brown and Lopez
criterion is extended to a differentially-rotating container.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1852482#
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1 Introduction
Characteristics of flows and associated transport phenomena of

a viscous fluid in a rotating vessel have been extensively studied.
General features of rotating flows provide a fertile ground for
basic fluid dynamics research. Also, a proper understanding of the
flow process is vital to the design and operation of modern high-
performance rotating machinery.

One canonical configuration is the flow of an incompressible
fluid which fills a closed cylindrical container. Flow in the cylin-
drical container is characterized by three rotational Reynolds
numbers Re[VtR

2/v, VsR
2/v, andVbR2/v, and the cylinder as-

pect ratioH/R, whereV t , Vs , and Vb denote the angular ve-
locities of the top endwall, cylinder sidewall, and bottom endwall,
respectively;R and H are the cylinder inner radius and height,
respectively; andv is the kinematic viscosity of the working fluid.

Vogel @1# observed experimentally the vortex breakdown in an
enclosed cylindrical container with a rotating endwall (V tÞ0,
Vb50, andVs50), and showed a critical boundary curve, in the
plane of Re5R2Vt /v and H/R, which indicates the boundary of
appearance and disappearance of the vortex breakdown. The vor-
tex breakdown is the term used to describe a flow phenomenon in
which the sudden appearance of a weak meridional recirculation
is observed on the axis of the cylinder. Escudier@2# extended
Vogel’s study and showed the behavior of the flow in
(Re-H/R)-plane, in systematically organized flow visualization
studies, which disclosed the existence of single, double, and triple
breakdown bubbles in an extensive range. Many other researchers
followed Escudier, e.g., Lugt and Hasussling@3#, Lugt and Ab-
boud @4#, Daube and Sorensen@5#, Lopez @6#, Brown and Lopez
@7#, Tsitverblit @8#, Sotiropoulos and Ventikos@9#, and Fujimura
et al. @10#.

The influence of weak co- and counter-rotation of the bottom
endwall on the vortex breakdown in a closed cylindrical container
(uVb /V tu!1 andVs50) was studied experimentally by Roesner
@11# and Bar-Yoseph et al.@12#. It was shown that weak corotation
of the bottom endwall promoted vortex breakdown in a flow with
out meridional recirculation. Weak counter-rotation suppressed an
existing vortex breakdown bubble and changed the meridional
flow to a single vortex breakdown.

Valentine and Jahnke@13# examined numerically the flow field

in which the top and bottom endwalls corotate at a same angular
velocity while the sidewall is at rest (V t /Vb51 andVs50). It
was demonstrated that the stagnation points were visible on the
axis between the midplane of symmetry and the rotating endwalls
for appropriate values of the rotational Reynolds number and the
cylinder aspect ratio. As the Reynolds number increased beyond
the critical value, a toroidal~or ring! vortex surrounding a colum-
nar vortex core in the meridional-plane was discernible.

Gelfgat et al.@14# studied numerically a steady and oscillatory
instability of swirling flow in a cylindrical container with indepen-
dently rotating top and bottom endwalls (21,Vb /V t,1 and
Vs50). For the steady states, they present that weak counter-
rotation of the bottom endwall (21!Vb /V t,0) may suppress
the vortex breakdown. Stronger counter-rotation induces a stable
steady vortex breakdown at relatively large Reynolds numbers for
which a vortex breakdown does not appear in the case of the
stationary bottom endwall. Weak corotation (Vb /V t!1) pro-
motes the vortex breakdown at lower Reynolds numbers than in
the cylinder with stationary endwall. Stronger corotation of the
bottom endwall leads to the detachment of the recirculation zone
from the axis and formation of an additional vortex ring.

Watson and Neitzel@15# carried out numerical studies on the
swirl flow in a corotating container in which the cylinder sidewall
and the top endwall as a unit rotate in the same direction with
respect to the rotating bottom endwall (V ts /Vb!1). They used
as parameter, the relative rotational Reynolds number ReD based
on the angular velocity differenceVb2V ts , and the angular ve-
locity ratio V ts /Vb . With increasing the angular velocity ratio at
a constant ReD5(Vb2Vts)R

2/v, the recirculation zone was found
to locate upstream, and with further increase of the angular veloc-
ity ratio, it finally disappeared. An inviscid breakdown criterion
proposed by Brown and Lopez@7# was examined using the nu-
merical solutions. According to the Brown and Lopez’ criterion,
for the occurrence of vortex breakdown, the helix angle of the
velocity vector must be greater than that of the vorticity vector on
a stream surface in the upstream of the recirculation zone. Watson
and Neitzel concluded that the criterion of Brown and Lopez is
satisfied only within the breakdown bubble itself.

Fujimura et al. @16# investigated experimentally the vortex
breakdown phenomena in a differentially rotating cylindrical con-
tainer in which the top endwall rotates at a relatively high angular
velocity V t , and the bottom endwall and the sidewall rotate at a
low angular velocityVsb . For a fixed cylinder aspect ratio, and
for a given relative rotational Reynolds number ReD5(Vt

2Vsb)R
2/v based on the angular velocity differenceV t2Vsb , the

flow behavior is examined asuVsb /V tu increases. For a corotation
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case (Vsb /V t.0), the breakdown bubble is located closer to the
bottom endwall disk. However, for a counter-rotation case
(Vsb /V t,0), the bubble is seen closer to the top endwall disk.
For sufficiently large values ofVsb , the bubble ceases to exist for
both corotation and counter-rotation cases.

The main objective of the present study is to report the numeri-
cal simulations on vortex breakdown in a differentially rotating
cylindrical container. In the present situation, the top endwall disk
rotates at a relatively high angular velocityV t , while the cylinder
sidewall and bottom endwall rotate in unison at a low angular
velocity Vsb . The present numerical results are compared with
the experimental results. Of interest are the cases when the overall
Reynolds number based on the angular velocity differenceV t
2Vsb is large, but the magnitude of the angular velocity ratio is
small uVsb /V tu!1. Both cases of a corotation (Vsb /V t.0) and
a counter-rotation (Vsb /V t,0) are considered. Numerical stud-
ies on an only corotation case have been carried out by Watson
and Neitzel@15#. It is found that the global flow features undergo
substantial changes by introducing small differential rotations of
the top endwall and cylinder sidewall.

It is noted that, although the previous studies on vortex break-
down have dealt with the various geometries, the numerical re-
sults simulated by Watson and Neitzel@15#, and experimental ob-
servations carried out by one of the authors@16# are the only
reports in the literature on vortex breakdown in a differentially
rotating cylindrical container, in other wordsV tÞ0 andVb5Vs
Þ0. This paper aims to portray the prominent flow characteristics
in a differentially rotating container, which exhibits qualitative
differences from the cases ofV tÞ0 andVb5Vs50.

Several plausible arguments for the physical mechanism of vor-
tex breakdown have been put forth, including boundary-layer
separation, hydrodynamic instability, hydraulic jump, and wave
propagation. Of particular interest is the proposal by Brown and
Lopez @7#, which was based on the production of a negative azi-
muthal component of vorticity. Jahnke and Valentine@17#, as well
as Watson and Neitzel@15#, for similar flow geometries, attempted
to apply and extend the criterion of Brown and Lopez. In the
present paper, assuming a steady, inviscid, axisymmetric swirling
flow in a rotating system which rotates at same angular velocity of
the bottom and cylinder sidewall, we extend the criterion of
Brown and Lopez in a differentially rotating container to make
clear the influence of the bottom and cylinder sidewall rotation on
the appearance of vortex breakdown.

2 Numerical Methods
Rotating cylindrical coordinates are adopted to make clear the

effects of the rotation of the cylinder sidewall and bottom endwall,
in other words the Coriolis force, on the swirl flow in a closed
differentially rotating cylindrical container in which the top end-
wall rotates at a relatively high angular velocityV t , and the side
wall and bottom endwall rotate at a low angular velocityVsb . For
a fixed cylinder aspect ratio, and for a given relative rotational
Reynolds number based on the angular velocity differenceV t
2Vsb , the flow behavior is examined with increasinguVsb /V tu.
For stationary cases (Vsb50), one of the authors stated from the
flow visualization observations and the three-component velocity
measurements that, as ascertained explicitly in the original experi-
ments of Escudier@2#, the global flow patterns were found to be
highly axisymmetric for the governing parameter ranges of Re
,2.603103 andH/R,3.3 @10#. Through the experimental visu-
alization, Spohn et al.@18# showed that the asymmetry appears at
the downstream end of the steady breakdown bubbles. For co-
rotation and counter-rotation cases (Vsb /V t.0 and Vsb /V t
,0), the flow visualization results@16# were consistent with the
basic assumption of axisymmetry in the present parameter ranges.
From the results, a rotational azimuthal symmetry was assumed in
the present numerical calculation ranges. However, in the recent
numerical studies~e.g., Sotiropoulos and Ventikos@9#, Sotiropou-
los et al. @19#, and Serre and Bontoux@20,21#!, the unsteady,

three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations were numerically
solved, and the asymmetrical features of the flow were revealed.
Therefore, the present calculations are incomplete to clarify the
nonaxisymmetric nature of the flow, but relevant to predict cor-
rectly of the onset of vortex breakdown, and reproduce the size
and location of the breakdown bubbles.

Dimensional quantities of the length (r * ,z* ), the timet* , the
velocity components (u* ,v* ,w* ) corresponded to the cylindrical
coordinates (r * ,u* ,z* ), and the pressure (p* 2pe* ) which is the
pressure deviation from its equilibrium valuepe* is scaled by us-
ing the radius of the cylinderR and (V t2Vsb) as follows:

~r ,z!5~r * ,z* !/R, t5t* ~V t2Vsb!,

~u,v,w!5~u* ,v* ,w* !/R~V t2Vsb!,

p5~p* 2pe* !/r~V t2Vsb!
2R2.

Using the above nondimensional quantities, we have the momen-
tum equations in the radial, azimuthal, and axial directions, and
the continuity equation as follows:
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In the above, ReD5R2(Vt2Vsb)/v is the relative rotational Rey-
nolds number and Ro5(V t2Vsb)/2Vsb is the Rossby number,
which are based on the angular velocity difference (V t2Vsb). To
compare with some experimental results, the rotational Reynolds
number Re5R2Vt /v based on the angular velocityV t of the top
endwall, and the Ekman number Ek5v/2VsbR

2(5Ro/ReD) will
also be useful.

The boundary conditions were nonslip on the solid walls and
symmetry at the axis
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As the initial condition, the fluid was stationary att50, and
then the top endwall rotated impulsively at the constant angular
velocity for t.0. The time-dependent calculation was done until
the steady state is reached. The steady state was confirmed when
the average of maximum variation of the velocity components
over 100 iterations of time step was less than 1.031023. Numeri-
cal solutions were obtained by the finite difference method. For
the advection terms, one of the upwind third-order schemes de-
veloped by Kawamura and Kuwahara@22# was applied. Accuracy
at the boundary corresponded to second order. For the method of
coupling momentum and continuity equation, theSIMPLE scheme
was employed. Time integration is carried out by the second-order
Crank-Nicolson scheme. We utilized stretched grids which were
fine near the solid walls and central axis. Typical grid points were
100 ~in radial direction!3200 ~in axial direction! for H/R52.0
and ReD52060. As for this grid size, the increments were 0.004–
0.015 in radial and axial direction and the time interval was 0.001.
In each time step, iterative calculations were stopped when the

value of the left side of the continuity equation, Eq.~4!, was
converged less than 1.031023. The calculation run was also done
for H/R52.0 and ReD52060 on the grid size of 3003500 which
was the finest resolution. Between the results on the grid size of
1003200 and 3003500, no significant difference was found.

3 Experimental Methods
One of the present authors carried out experimental studies on

the vortex breakdown in a differentially rotating cylindrical con-
tainer in which the top endwall rotated at a high angular velocity
and the cylinder and bottom endwall rotated at a low angular
velocity. Since some of the experimental results were compared
with the present numerical results, we explain briefly the experi-
mental apparatus and procedure in the following. The details are
available in the literature@16#.

Figure 1 shows the experimental apparatus consisting of a con-
tainer made of a pyrex glass cylinder, a top endwall, a bottom
endwall, two driving shafts and a transparent outer water bath.
The top endwall, and the cylinder sidewall and bottom endwall
were mounted to the upper and lower driving shaft, respectively,
which were driven by ac servomotors, thus the corotation or the
counter-rotation of the cylindrical container and the top endwall
were attained at different angular velocities, independently. The
working fluid was a glycerine-water mixture of 80 wt %, and was
kept at a fixed temperature 25.060.1°C by a cylindrical outer
water bath controlled thermostatically. Viscosity of the working
fluid was measured after each experimental run. It is notable that
the dependence of the kinematic viscosity on temperature is ap-
preciable. The overall uncertainty in the Reynolds number is less
than 61%. A limited quantity of dye was injected into the con-
tainer through a 1 mmdiameter hole at the center of the bottom
endwall. Dye streaklines in the meridional plane were illuminated
by a sheet of light. The streaklines were photographed by a high-
resolution charge-coupled device camera.

4 Results

4.1 Meridional Flow. Figure 2 shows the contour plots of
stream function together with the photographs of meridional-plane
streaklines forH/R52.0 and ReD52060 with varying Ek. It is
evident that the numerical solutions are substantially consistent
with flow visualization results in terms of the locations and the
shape of the vortex breakdown bubbles. The views of the streak-
lines are distorted in radial direction, due to the lens effect of the
cylindrical sidewalls. This effect was compensated in the mea-
surements of the maximum outer diameter of the breakdown
bubble. Figures 2~a!–2~c!, 2~d!, and 2~e!–2~h! correspond to the
counter-rotation, stationary, and corotation case, respectively. For
the stationary case, as shown in Fig. 2~d!, two breakdown bubbles
are seen. For the counter-rotation case, as Ek decreases, the break-

Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus

Fig. 2 Numerical and experimental results on the vortex breakdown in a differentially rotating container for HÕRÄ2.0 and
ReDÄ2060 with varying Ek. „a…–„c… counter-rotation case; „d… stationary case; „e…–„h… corotation case. „a… zEkzÄ0.0104; „b…
0.0113; „c… 0.0146; „d… EkÄ`; „e… 0.0217; „f… 0.0146; „g… 0.0880; and „h… 0.007
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down bubble shifts toward downstream~closer to the top end-
wall!, and reduces in size. For the corotation case, as Ek de-
creases, the breakdown bubble shifts toward upstream~closer to
the bottom endwall!, and gradually becomes small in size, then
almost disappears, as shown in Fig. 2~h!. Numerical solutions are
in close agreement with the experimental results.

4.2 Location of the Stagnation Point and Radius of the
Breakdown Bubble. Based upon the numerical solutions for
H/R51.75 and various Re, we estimated the axial heighth of the
upstream stagnation point of breakdown bubble from the bottom
endwall. Figure 3 shows the diagram ofh/H versus the angular
velocity ratioVsb /V t . For experimental convenience, the angular
velocity of the top endwallV t was fixed at a constant, while the
angular velocity of the containeruVsbu was increased gradually in
the corotation or counter-rotation direction with respect to the
rotation direction of the top endwall. The numerical results are in
good agreement with the experimental results, as shown in Fig. 3.
For the counter-rotation case (Vsb /V t,0), asVsb /V t decreases,
h/H increases, i.e., the breakdown bubble shifts downstream rap-
idly until the bubble disappears at a certain minimumVsb /V t .
For larger Re, the breakdown bubble disappears at a smaller
Vsb /V t . For the corotation case (Vsb /V t.0), asVsb /V t in-
creases,h/H decreases asympotically until the bubble disappears
at a certain maximumVsb /V t . WhenVsb /V t is slightly smaller
than the maximum value, the location of the bubble shifts slightly
toward the top endwall. With increasing Re, the bubble disappears
at a smaller value of maximumVsb /V t .

The maximum outer diameterB of the breakdown bubble was
estimated, and the values ofB/2R for Re andVsb /V t were com-
pared with the experimental results, as shown in Fig. 4. As de-
scribed in the previous section, lens effect of the cylindrical side-
walls in the experiment was compensated geometrically and
calibrated. For each fixed Re,B/2R grows from the smallest
Vsb /V t , and attains the maximum outer diameter at a certain
Vsb /V t , then diminishes with increasing ofVsb /V t and finally
disappears. As Re increases, the maximumB/2R becomes larger.

For fixed ReD52060 andH/R52.0, with varying Ek, we have
estimatedh/H from the numerical solutions, as shown in Fig. 5.
For the counter-rotation case, asuEku decreases,h/H increases,
whereas, for the corotation case,h/H decreases as Ek decreases.
For the corotation case, the stagnation point disappeared for
smalleruEku than that for the counter-rotation case.

For corotation cases (Vsb /V t.0), numerical simulations were
performed by Watson and Neitzel@15# for fixed values of ReD and

H/R, and withVsb /V t varying. The results illustrated the varia-
tions in the radius of the breakdown bubble for (H/R51.50 and
2.00, ReD51500), and for (H/R51.75, ReD51748). Also, the
locations of the upstream side stagnation point for (H/R51.75,
ReD51748) were computed. These numerical results, the present
numerical results and the experimental observations@16# are in
reasonable qualitative agreement.

4.3 Critical Boundary Curves. Ranges of the vortex
breakdown occurrence in the (ReD-H/R)-plane, based on the nu-
merical data, for the stationary case (Vsb50), and the corotation
and counter-rotation cases (Vsb /V t.0 andVsb /V t,0) at uEku
50.0113 are shown in Fig. 6. We confirmed the present numerical
results and the experimental results@16# of the critical boundary
curves forVsb50 were in close agreement with the Escudier@2#
and Roesner’s@11# experiments~not shown in this figure!. For
uEku50.0113, the present numerical and experimental results

Fig. 3 Locations of upstream stagnation point of the break-
down bubble h ÕH for HÕRÄ1.75 at various fixed Re „experimen-
tal uncertainty in h ÕH: less than Á0.5%; in Re: less than Á1%…

Fig. 4 Maximum outer diameters of the breakdown bubble
B Õ2R for HÕRÄ1.75 at various fixed Re „experimental uncer-
tainty in B Õ2R: less than Á0.5%; in Re: less than Á1%…

Fig. 5 Locations of upstream stagnation point of the break-
down bubble h ÕH for HÕRÄ2.0 and ReDÄ2060 „Experimental
uncertainty in h ÕH: less than Á0.5% in ReD : less than Á1%…
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showed favorable agreement. For the numerical calculation, we
divided ReD-H/R regions for setting grid point sizes with suitable
increments. Minimum radial grid points were 70 for Re<2000
and maximum points were 110 for Re<3000. Figure 6 indicates
that, for the corotation case, the upper and lower critical ReD
become smaller in comparison with the stationary case, and that,
for the counter-rotation case, while the lower critical ReD becomes
larger, the upper critical ReD does not show remarkable difference
in comparison with the boundary curve for the stationary case.
Also, the critical boundary curves for the second bubble were
shown. The critical ReD dividing steady and unsteady states were
not clarified in the present study.

5 Discussion
The effects of the simultaneous rotation of the cylinder sidewall

and bottom endwall, rotating at a low angular velocityVsb , when

the top endwall rotates at a relatively high angular velocityV t ,
are remarkable, even for a considerably small angular velocity
ratio uVsb /V tu!1. When the relative rotational Reynolds number
ReD is fixed, which is based on the angular velocity difference
V t2Vsb , the relative magnitudes of swirls produced by the top
endwall rotation can be considered as almost the same, regardless
of the stationary, corotation, and counter-rotation cases (Vsb50,
Vsb /V t.0, andVsb /V t,0). The nonzeroVsb seems to influ-
ence and complicate the development of the Stewartson layer on
the container sidewall, the Ekman layer on the container bottom
endwall, and the vortex core flow near the axis of the cylinder.

The objective of the present paper is to clarify the effects of the
simultaneous rotation of the cylinder sidewall and bottom endwall
on the vortex breakdown with holding ReD constant. Under the
corresponding geometry, for the corotation case, Watson and Neit-
zel @15# state that with increasingVsb /V t , the swirling flow ap-
proaches a state of the rigid-body rotation, and the breakdown
bubbles reduce in size and move upstream, because Re5R2Vt /v
must increase to hold ReD constant. We consider both cases of a
corotation (Vsb /V t.0) and a counter-rotation (Vsb /V t,0),
and make clear the influences of the Coriolis force quantitatively
by introducing the rotating reference frame, which leads to the
clarification for the effect of small differential rotations of the top
endwall and cylinder sidewall.

In this section, we show the distributions of the angular mo-
mentum and the individual terms in the momentum equation
along the streamlines for the stationary, corotation, and counter-
rotation case. We try to derive a criterion according the criterion
of Brown and Lopez@7# in a rotating reference frame to make
clear the influence of a differentially rotating container on the
appearance of vortex breakdown.

5.1 Angular Momentum Along a Streamline. For fixed
H/R52.0 and ReD52060, contour plots of meridional-plane
streamlines of stream functionC50.0001 and distributions of the
angular momentumrv along the streamlines for the stationary,
corotation, and counter-rotation case (Vsb50, Vsb /V t.0, and
Vsb /V t,0) are shown in Fig. 7. Relatively small and large dif-
ferences between the contour streamlines can be observed in the
Ekman layers on the cylinder bottom endwall and in the vortex
core flows near the axis of the cylinder, respectively@see Fig.
7~a!#. The development of the Ekman layer seems to be sup-
pressed slightly by the corotation and promoted slightly by the

Fig. 6 Critical boundaries for the vortex breakdown in a differ-
entially rotating container for zEkzÄ0.0113 „experimental uncer-
tainty in HÕR: less than Á0.5%; in Re D : less than Á1%…

Fig. 7 Streamlines of CÄ0.0001 and distributions of angular momentum rv
along the streamlines in a differentially rotating container for HÕRÄ2.0 and
ReDÄ2060. : stationary case „EkÄ`…; —: corotation case „EkÄ0.011…; •••:
counter-rotation case „zEkzÄ0.011…
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counter-rotation, which is also observed from the crowdedness of
the streamlines in the Ekman layer~see Fig. 8!. As shown in Figs.
7~b! and 7~c!, in the Ekman layers,rv along the streamline in-
creases for the corotation case (Vsb /V t.0) and decreases for the
counter-rotation (Vsb /V t,0) as compared with the stationary
case (Vsb50). Therv is almost conserved along the streamline
in the vortex core flow around the axis of the cylinder for the
stationary, corotation, and counter-rotation cases. However, there
are no differences between the streamlines and the distributions of
rv in the Stewartson layers.

In the momentum equations, Eqs.~1! and ~2!, the centrifugal
force v2/r and the Coriolis force2uv/r may be interpreted as
main source terms and the Coriolis forcesv/Ro and2u/Ro may
be interpreted as additional source terms due to the rotation of the
cylinder sidewall and bottom endwall for the radial velocityu and
the azimuthal velocityv, respectively. The signs ofv/Ro and
2u/Ro are same asv2/r and2uv/r , respectively, for the coro-
tation case, and reverse for the counter-rotation case. In the Stew-
artson and Ekman layers, and in the converging vortex core flow
near the center of the bottom endwall (v.0 andu,0), v/Ro and
2u/Ro, respectively, act in the radial outward~inward! direction
as to decrease~increase! the negative radial velocityu and act in
the positive ~negative! azimuthal direction as to increase~de-
crease! the azimuthal velocityv for the corotation~counter-
rotation! case@Vsb /V t.0 (Vsb /V t,0)#. In the diverging vor-
tex core flow (v.0 andu.0) near the axis of the cylinder,v/Ro
and2u/Ro act in the radial outward~inward! direction and in the
negative~positive! azimuthal direction, respectively, for the coro-
tation ~counter-rotation! case. Theuuu in the Ekman layer and
converging vortex core flow is larger than that in the diverging
vortex core flow. Consequently, the corotation seems to retard the
decrease of the swirl, and the counter-rotation appears to facilitate
the decrease of the swirl, especially, in the Ekman layer. And, in
the diverging vortex core flow, the corotation~counter-rotation!
seems to extend~narrow! the diverging angle.

5.2 Evaluation of the Terms in Radial and Azimuthal
Equation. According to the criterion for the appearance of vor-
tex breakdown bubble in a closed cylindrical container with one
rotating endwall disk (V tÞ0 andVb5Vs50), Gelfgat et al.@23#
have shown that the convective transport of the azimuthal velocity
v results in a nonmonotone axial distribution of the centrifugal
forcev2/r , which is the main reason for the change of signs of the
azimuthal vorticityh and ](v2/r )/]z. On the concave part of a
streamline near the axis of the cylinder, which corresponds to a
location of incipient vortex breakdown, the radial velocityu
changes its sign from positive to negative. This results in the
change of sign of the Coriolis force2uv/r becausev is always
positive. The negative Coriolis force increasesv such that one can
see weak local maxima and minima in the axial distribution of

v2/r . This local decrease and increase ofv2/r lead to the appear-
ance of additional motion which results in a recirculation. From
the detailed numerical solutions, Gelfgat et al. considered to add
the change of sign of](v2/r )/]z as another necessary condition
to the generation of negativeh for the appearance of the vortex
breakdown bubble proposed by Brown and Lopez@7#.

For fixedH/R52.0 and ReD52060, for the stationary, corota-
tion and counter-rotation cases, the contour plots of the centrifugal
force v2/r , on the right half of the figure, and the Coriolis force
2uv/r , on the left half of the figure, which are overlapped with
the streamlines in the meridional plane, are shown in Fig. 8. The
individual terms of convective, centrifugalv2/r , pressure gradi-
ent, Coriolisv/Ro, and viscous in the momentum equation in the
radial direction Eq.~1!, and convective2uv/r , Coriolis 2u/Ro,
and viscous in the azimuthal direction Eq.~2!, estimated along the
streamline of stream functionC50.00001 by using the present
numerical solutions are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. The
Ekman numbers Ek50.007 and20.0105 are selected, respec-
tively, as a near critical state before breakdown bubble disappears
for the corotation and counter-rotation cases. Figures 8~b!, 9~b!,
and 10~b! correspond to Fig. 2~d! which is the stationary case with
two breakdown bubbles.

As Gelfgat et al.@23# pointed out, the negative and positive
regions of the Coriolis force2uv/r are observed between the
bottom endwall and the upstream stagnation point of the first
breakdown bubble, and local maximum of the centrifugal force
v2/r is observed near the extreme of a streamline as shown in Fig.
8~b!, for the stationary case~Ro5`!. The azimuthal velocityv is
always positive, and the radial velocityu changes its sign from
negative to positive on a convex streamline near the axis of the
cylinder and from positive to negative on a concave streamline.
The distributions of the individual terms in Eqs.~1! and ~2!, ex-
cept the Coriolis termsv/Ro and2u/Ro, as well as the negative
and positive regions of2uv/r and a large hill ofv2/r are com-
pressed toward the bottom endwall for the corotation case@see
Figs. 8~a!, 9~a!, and 10~a!#, and extended for the counter-rotation
case@see Figs. 8~c!, 9~c!, and 10~c!# as compared with the station-
ary case@see Figs. 8~b!, 9~b!, and 10~b!#. These distributions cor-
respond to the movement of the breakdown bubble which shifts
toward upstream, i.e., toward the bottom endwall for the corota-
tion case, and toward downstream, i.e., the top endwall for the
counter-rotation case. As shown in Figs. 9~a! and 9~c!, the Cori-
olis forcev/Ro acts in the radial outward direction for the coro-
tation case (v.0 and Ro.0! and in the radial inward direction
for the counter-rotation case (v.0 and Ro,0!. The centrifugal
force v2/r acts always in the radial outward direction, and is
nearly constant along the streamline near the axis of the cylinder.
The Coriolis force2u/Ro acts in the positive~negative! azi-
muthal direction in the converging flow (u,0), and acts in the

Fig. 8 Contour plots of Àuv Õr „—; positive; ¯; negative, left … and v 2Õr „right … overlapping the streamlines
„ … for HÕRÄ2.0 and ReDÄ2060
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negative~positive! direction in the diverging flow (u.0) for the
corotation~counter-rotation! case, respectively, as shown in Figs.
10~a! and 10~c!. It seems that the influences ofv/Ro and2u/Ro
cannot be ignored as compared withv2/r and 2uv/r , respec-
tively, near the stagnation points.

Taking the curl of the momentum equation, the components of
which are Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and ~3!, the nondimensional vorticity
transport equation in the cylindrical coordinates, rotating atVsb is
derived. The components are
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wherej52]v/]z, h5]u/]z2]w/]r , and z5(1/r )(](rv)/]r )
are the radial, azimuthal, and axial components of the vorticity,
respectively. It is clear from Eqs.~6!, ~7!, and ~8! that the axial
derivatives of the negative Coriolis forceuv/r and centrifugal
force v2/r and the radial deviative of the Coriolis force2uv/r
may be interpreted as main source terms~see Gelfgat et al.@14#!
and the axial deviatives of the negative Coriolis forceu/Ro and
centrifugal forcev/Ro and the radial derivative of the Coriolis
force2u/Ro may be interpreted as additional source terms due to
the rotation of the cylinder sidewall and bottom endwall forj, h,
and z, respectively, in other wordsj, h, and z will be changed
along the streamline due to the axial deviatives of (uv/r
1u/Ro) and (v2/r 1v/Ro), and the radial deviatives of
2(uv/r 1u/Ro), respectively. Consequently, the axial distribu-
tions of u/Ro andv/Ro seem to amplitude~attenuate! the non-
monotone axial distributions of the azimuthal velocityv and ra-
dial velocityu on the convex and concave streamline near the axis
of the cylinder for the corotation~counter-rotation! case@Ro.0

Fig. 9 Evaluations of terms in the radial direction Eq. „1…, along the streamlines of
„CÄ0.00001… for HÕRÄ2.0 and ReDÄ2060

Fig. 10 Evaluations of terms in the azimuthal direction Eq. „2…, along the streamline of „C
Ä0.00001… for HÕRÄ2.0 and ReDÄ2060
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~Ro,0!#. In the Ekman layer and converging vortex core flow
(u,0 andv.0) near the center of the bottom endwall, the mag-
nitude of the swirl, i.e.,z will be increased along the streamline
due to the radial derivation of2u/Ro for the co-rotation case
~Ro.0! and decreased for the counter-rotation case~Ro.0!.
Whereas, in the diverging vortex core flow (u.0 andv.0), the
magnitude of the swirl will be decreased for the corotation case
and increased for the counter-rotation case, but smaller than that
in the Ekman layer and converging vortex core flow.

5.3 Brown and Lopez Criterion Described in Rotating Cy-
lindrical Coordinates. For the enclosed swirl flow in which one
endwall rotates and another endwall and cylinder sidewall are
stationary, Brown and Lopez@7# assumed an axisymmetric steady,
inviscid central core flow, and the conservation of the angular
momentum rv and the total headp1(u21v21w2)/2 on the
stream surfaces. Brown and Lopez derived a criterion for the oc-
currence of vortex breakdown in which the helix angle of the
velocity vector must be greater than that of the vorticity vector on
a diverging stream surface in the upstream of the recirculation
zone.

Watson and Neitzel@15# simulated the flows in a closed con-
tainer under the same geometry and boundary conditions of the
present study as a modified Escudier problem, and using the nu-
merical results, tested the validity of the Brown and Lopez crite-
rion as a predictive tool for the occurrence of vortex breakdown.
However, they seemed to take no interest in estimating the effect
of the container-rotation on the occurrence of vortex breakdown.
In the present study, to make clear the influence of the container-
rotation on the appearance of vortex breakdown, we derive a
modified criterion of Brown and Lopez in a rotating reference
frame.

We applied the methodology proposed by Brown and Lopez for
the criterion of vortex breakdown occurrence to a differentially
rotating cylindrical container under present discussion. It is made
clear in the previous discussion that the Coriolis forcev/Ro can-
not be ignored compared with the viscous force in the central
vortex core flow. Assuming an axisymmetric steady, inviscid, cen-
tral core flow in a rotating coordinate system which rotates at the
same angular velocity of the bottom endwall and cylinder side-
wall, the momentum equation in the radial direction can be ex-
pressed as

u
]u

]r
1w

]u

]z
5

v2

r
2

]p

]r
1

v
Ro

. (9)

In the above, as we mentioned previously, the positive and nega-
tive sign of the Rossby number Ro correspond to the corotation
and counter-rotation case, respectively. According to the proce-
dure of Brown and Lopez, the azimuthal vorticityh on a stream
surface in the central core flow is obtained from Eq.~9! as
follows:

h
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wheres, a5v/w, andb5h/z are the radius of a stream surface,
the tangents of the helix angle for the velocity and the vorticity,
respectively, and subscript 0 indicating the quantities at the refer-
ence point at which s is a minimum radius. Taking
d(h/h0)/d(s/s0), we have a necessary condition for which
h/h0 becomes negative as follows:
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s D 2

11J 211
1

Ro

a0

h0
.0. (11)

It is seen from Eq.~10! that, for h0 positive, ass/s0 increases
from unity, h/h0 can become negative on a diverging stream sur-
face if Eq.~11! is satisfied. Ifh0 , s0 , a0 , andb0 are fixed, since
(a0 /h0)(12s/s0) is negative,h/h0 becomes negative at a
smaller s/s0 for a corotation case (Ro.0, in other words
Vsb /V t.0), and at a largers/s0 for a counter-rotation case

~Ro,0, in other wordsVsb /V t,0), as compared with a station-
ary case~Ro5`!. As uRou decreases,s/s0 at h/h050 decreases
~increases! for the corotation~counter-rotation! case. The decrease
~increase! of s/s0 at h/h050 indicates that the appearance point
of vortex breakdown is located closer to the bottom~top! endwall.
These analytical explanations are in broad qualitative agreement
with the experimental results.

Figure 11 shows the distributions ofh/h0 estimated from the
numerical solutions and Eq.~10! along the stream surfaces of
C50.00001 for the corotation and counter-rotation case. The Ek
50.007 anduEku50.0105 are selected as a somewhat large value
of critical uEku for the corotation and counter-rotation case, respec-
tively. Locations of the upstream stagnation point of the vortex
breakdown~shown by symbol3! are z50.25 and 1.10, respec-
tively, for the corotation and counter-rotation case. Theh/h0 is
positive at the throat at whichs is minimum and, ass/s0 in-
creases,h/h0 decreases rapidly toward the stagnation point for
both cases. Locations ofh/h050 from the numerical calculations
and Eq. ~10! are mostly in agreement. The Coriolis term (1/
Ro)(a0 /h0)(12s/s0) in Eq. ~10!, shown by the dashed line in
Fig. 11, is relatively small, but increases toward the stagnation
point of breakdown bubble. For each case of corotation and
counter-rotation, the left side of Eq.~11!, not shown in Fig. 11, is
satisfied in the entire core region except near and inside the break-
down bubble, and also satisfied at smalleruEku at which the vortex
breakdown can not be seen.

6 Concluding Remarks
Numerical studies were carried out on the vortex breakdown in

a differentially rotating container. The effects of the differential
rotations of the container walls on the vortex breakdown were
notable. The problem for the vortex breakdown with one endwall
rotating in a cylindrical container was also simulated and
considered.

For a fixed relative Reynolds number ReD , for a corotation
case, as the Ekman number Ek decreases, the vortex breakdown
bubble moves toward upstream, whereas, for a counter-rotation
case, the vortex breakdown bubble moves toward downstream.
For each case, the vortex breakdown disappears at a certain value
of Ek.

Fig. 11 Distributions of sÕs0 , hÕh0 †estimated from Eq. „10…
and the numerical solutions ‡ and „1ÕRo…„a0 Õh0…„1ÀsÕs0… in
Eq. „10… along the streamlines „CÄ0.00001… for HÕRÄ2.0 and
ReDÄ2060
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Critical boundaries in the (ReD-H/R)-plane, distributions of the
location of upstream stagnation point and maximum outer diam-
eter of the breakdown bubble were obtained for the stationary,
corotation, and counter-rotation cases. These numerical results
were in excellent agreement with the experimental results.

Discussing the contour plots of stream function2uv/r , v2/r
and the distributions of the individual terms in the radial and
azimuthal direction equations along a convex-concave streamline,
it has been shown that axial nonmonotone distributions of the
Coriolis forcesv/Ro and2u/Ro, accelerate the occurrence of
vortex breakdown for the corotation case and decelerate the oc-
currence for the counter-rotation case.

Using the equation of motion in the rotating frame, the original
methodology of Brown and Lopez for the occurrence of vortex
breakdown is extended to a differentially rotating cylindrical con-
tainer. A criterion for the occurrence of breakdown is derived
which includes the Coriolis term. Analytical explanations of the
criterion clarify the influence of the simultaneous rotation of the
sidewall and bottom endwall on the vortex breakdown.
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A New Class of Synthetic Jet
Actuators—Part I: Design,
Fabrication and Bench Top
Characterization
Although the potential of synthetic jets as flow separation control actuators has been
demonstrated in the existing literature, there is a large gap between the synthetic jet
actuators (SJA) used in laboratory demonstrations and the SJAs needed in realistic,
full-scale applications, in terms of compactness, weight, efficiency, control authority and
power density. In most cases, the SJAs used in demonstrations are either too large or too
weak for realistic applications. In this work, we present the development of a new class of
high-power synthetic jet actuators for realistic flow control applications. The operating
principle of the actuator is the same as that of crankshaft driven piston engines, which
makes a significant part of the technology necessary for the actuator development avail-
able off-the-shelf. The design of the actuator is modular and scalable. Several ‘‘building
block’’ units can be stacked in series to create the actuator of the desired size. Moreover,
active exit slot reconfiguration, in the form of variable exit slot width, decouples the
actuator frequency from the actuator jet momentum coefficient and allows the user to set
the two independently (within limits). Part I of this paper presents the design, fabrication
and bench top characterization of the actuator. Several versions of the actuator were
designed, built and tested, leading up to the development of a six-piston compact actuator
that has a maximum power consumption of 1200 W (1.6 hp) and can produce (for the
tested conditions) peak exit velocities as high as 124 m/s. In Part II, the actuator was
housed in the interior of a NACA0015 profiled wing with a chord of 0.375 m (14.75
inches). The assembly’s performance in controlling flow separation was studied in the
wind tunnel.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1839931#

Introduction
Current research in the area of synthetic jet actuation includes

investigation of the performance of this technology for modifying
the lift, drag and flight control characteristics of unconventional
airfoils as well as flow separation over bluff bodies@1–7#. This
technology could lead to elimination, reduction or manipulation of
steady and unsteady flow separation over a wing/blade, via active
flow control and in a ‘‘hingeless’’ manner~no conventional mov-
ing control surfaces!. An application of this technology may be
active modification of the pressure distribution over an aerody-
namic surface, leading to ‘‘dynamic virtual shaping’’@8,9#. Jet
vectoring is also another area of flow control that can benefit from
the application of synthetic jet actuators@10–12#. This area is of
great importance in the development of jet engine exhaust systems
as well as in the area of control surface augmentation. Flow ma-
nipulation via synthetic jets could open new horizons in vehicle
control and presents an exciting alternative over conventional con-
trol surfaces. Hingeless flow control could allow the optimization
of the aerodynamics without disrupting the physical outside ge-
ometry of the vehicle and, therefore, to a large extent, its radar
signature.

In most efforts in the existing literature, the synthetic jet actua-
tors~SJA! are either powered piezoelectrically@13,14# or are pow-
ered from external hardware. For example, in the work of Green-
blatt and Wygnaski@6#, as well as in Seifert and Pack@5#, the

mechanism used to generate the pressure fluctuations necessary
for the oscillatory blowing was a pneumatic mechanism, with
most of the hardware residing outside the test section. Similarly,
McCormick @15#, presented an electromagnetic based method to
produce the synthetic jet, in which most of the hardware was also
outside of the test section. Several modeling techniques have been
proposed in order to simulate the behavior of synthetic jet actua-
tors and theoretically characterize the flowfields that they produce
@15–18#. Due to the complexity of the flowfield generated by the
synthetic jet actuators, most of the models have had to be ‘‘cali-
brated’’ in order to match the theoretical predictions with the ex-
perimental measurements.

For many air and water vehicle applications, the SJA will need
to be compact in order to be housed inside the control surface of
the body whose aerodynamic–hydrodynamic characteristics it is
trying to modify. Piezoceramic-based synthetic jet actuators offer
a promising alternative since they can be small enough to be
housed inside the control surface. Limitations of piezoceramics-
based SJAs include performance deterioration when operating at
frequencies away from the actuator resonance frequencies and
limited maximum deflection amplitudes. This work addresses the
continuing need for compact, high-power synthetic jet actuators
that can meet the size, weight, efficiency and power density re-
quirements of realistic, full-scale flow control applications. As
such, we present the development of a new class of high power
synthetic jet actuators. The structure of this article is as follows:
First we discuss the principle of operation of the actuator along
with design considerations. Then, the fabrication and characteriza-
tion of a single actuator ‘‘building block’’ is presented. Subse-
quently, the development and characterization of a multi-piston
actuator, consisting of multiple actuator ‘‘building blocks’’ is pre-
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sented. In Part II, the effectiveness of the actuator is demonstrated
in wind-tunnel flow separation control experiments over a two-
dimensional wing.

Actuator Design
As mentioned, piezoceramics-based SJAs exhibit performance

limitations in full-scale flow control applications. To understand
these limitations, let us consider the application of SJAs to flow
separation control over an airfoil/blade. It is acknowledged in the
literature that for such applications, the optimal nondimensional
actuation frequency,F1, is on the order of 1@5#. F1 is defined as:

F15 f
xte

U`
(1)

Moreover, the literature indicates that jet momentum coefficients
(Cm) of at least 0.002, are necessary before any substantial effects
on the flow can be observed. The jet momentum coefficient,Cm ,
has been defined in many ways in the available literature. In this
paper we define it as:

Cm5
h~rumax

2 ! jet

c~rU2!`

(2)

This definition ofCm can also be found in the work of McCor-
mick @15#. Cm may also be defined using the RMS value of the
slot exit velocity@5# or even the average value of the velocity at
the jet exit@19,20#.

For practical separation control applications, in either fixed or
rotary wing configurations, a typical freestream would be on the
order of M50.5. xte would be on the order of the wing/blade
chord or flap which we take it to be on the order of 0.6 m to
illustrate the application perspectives with a practical example.
For typical realistic rotorcraft blade geometry, the entire SJA as-
sembly would have to be accommodated within the internal vol-
ume upstream of the spar. Therefore, per unit span, the size of the
SJA assembly would be on the order of the cross section of that
internal volume. For a typical blade geometry, this dimension was
estimated to be at most on the order of 0.07 m. For these numbers,
using Eq. ~1! we get that the optimal excitation frequency is
around 300 Hz. Using Eq.~2! and incompressible continuity,
while assuming sinusoidal motion of the pistons with two jet exit
width values, 1 and 6 mm~representing the low and high end of a
typical width size spectrum, respectively!, we get:

For h50.001 m: umax5186 m/s, SJA piston oscillation
amplitude51.5 mm

For h50.006 m: umax576 m/s, SJA piston oscillation
amplitude53.6 mm.

Therefore, expected peak-to-peak strokes of the SJA piston
would be on the order of 3 mm at a frequency around 300 Hz.
These results are not optimal for piezoelectric actuation. The re-
quired amplitudes are significantly larger than what piezoceramics
are typically capable of and the required frequencies are lower
than those at which piezoceramics have competitive power densi-
ties. In contrast, these numbers are suitable for reciprocating mo-
tor actuation. Compact electric motors exist, off-the-shelf, with
optimal performance at around 18 000 rpm~or 300 Hz!, measur-
ing 25 mm in diameter and 37 mm in length, weighing 70 grams
~2.5 ounces! and with very competitive power densities~400
Watts per 70 grams, or 5.7 W/gm!.

In this study, the proposed principle of the SJA driving mecha-
nism is well developed, having been extensively utilized in a va-
riety of engines, see Fig. 1. The driving mechanism consists of a
DC motor driving a crankshaft, which in turn drives the piston
through the connecting rod. This design offers the following
benefits:

• It can achieve piston oscillation amplitudes at least an order of
magnitude higher than piezoelectric actuators;

• it eliminates the dependence of oscillation amplitude on the
oscillation frequency, which limits piezoceramic mechanisms;

• with available state-of-the-art, high power-density electric
motors it can match and exceed the power densities of piezocer-
amic mechanisms;

• it requires significantly smaller driving voltages.
One apparent drawback of the proposed design is the fact that

the frequency of actuation~and thusF1) and the achieved jet
momentum coefficient,Cm , cannot be independently controlled,
since, for a fixed exit slot geometry and fixed piston oscillation
amplitudes, the maximum jet exit velocity is determined by the
actuation frequency. However, as will be discussed later, this limi-
tation can be eliminated relatively easily via a variable-width exit
slot.

Fabrication and Testing of a Single Piston SJA
A single piston SJA was first fabricated for testing, as shown in

Fig. 2 in two different views. It was fabricated using spare parts
from an O.S. Engines F.S.52S four stroke model engine. For our
case, the cylinder head is removed from the engine and the piston
cylinder is attached to a plenum chamber as shown in the figure.
The chamber is closed on all sides except for a slot machined on
one of its walls. The chamber’s internal dimensions~depth3width
3length! were 10.1 mm325.4 mm363.5 mm~0.4931.0932.59!,
and it could be configured with one of two possible slots, one
measuring~length3width! 76.2 mm30.8 mm~3.0930.0329! and
the other 76.2 mm31.6 mm ~3.0930.0649!. These two different
exit slot widths were tested~with the same chamber internal vol-
ume! to help assess the effects of slot dimensions on flow com-
pressibility. The engine piston has a diameter of 23.0 mm
~0.9069!, a maximum peak-to-peak oscillation amplitude of 20.6
mm ~0.8119! and a total displacement volume of 8.56 cc~0.52
inches3!. This SJA prototype was driven by a small electric motor,
with a maximum rated power of 325 W.

In order to characterize the flowfield generated by the synthetic
jet actuator, it was installed on a dedicated test bench. The test
bench consisted of a 0.6 m30.9 m optical table~similar to the
ones used for aligning laser optic elements! on which the actuator
was mounted using a mounting plate. A three component travers-
ing system was used to provide accurate placement of the mea-
surement probes. The traversing system was based on a Unidex 12
controller, which was connected to a data acquisition computer via
a serial port. The positioning accuracy of this system is within
0.01 mm. The operating frequency of the actuator was measured
using a Bently Nevada 3300 type proximity probe system con-
nected to a frequency digital display. The proximity probe was
placed in such a way that it sensed a coupling that was designed
for this purpose and that was attached to the shaft of the electrical
motor ~Fig. 2!. The coupling had a notch machined into its sur-
face, which caused a change in the output voltage of the probe
every time the notch passed in front of the proximity probe. This
periodic change in voltage was measured by a Fluke multimeter
with a frequency measurement capability. This system was able to

Fig. 1 Principle of SJA driving mechanism
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measure the frequency with an accuracy of 0.1 Hz and a standard
deviation of 0.03 Hz. A Hewlett Packard 6269B DC power supply
was used to provide the required electrical power to the actuator.
Cooling air was provided to the electrical motor used to drive the
actuators to extend the time period for which the actuators could
be operated continuously at high frequency. Hot-wire anemometry
was employed for the single-piston actuator characterization.
Flow velocity data was obtained at the slot exit for a range of
oscillation frequencies, via a single wire TSI 1201 hot-wire probe
interfaced with an A. A. Lab Systems Anemometer. The system
was operated in the constant temperature mode. The hot-wire data
was acquired by a P.C. equipped with a 16 bit A/D board. The
hot-wire calibration was performed using a TSI 1125 probe cali-
brator while monitoring the chamber pressure with an Edwards
Barocell pressure transducer. For the pressure range of interest the
accuracy of the Barocell was within1/2 6.5 Pa~0.05 Torr!. The
combination of these systems~anemometer, calibrator, data-
acquisition board! yielded a velocity measurement accuracy of 0.9
m/s, with a standard deviation of 0.65 m/s.

Figure 3 presents the maximum velocity magnitude, inside the
exit slot in the middle of its width, for the two different slot
widths, 0.8 and 1.6 mm. In each plot, the theoretically calculated
incompressible velocity maximum~from the incompressible con-
tinuity equation! is also given. Assuming no leaks between the
piston and the cylinder, the difference between the theoretical and
measured curves, gives us an idea of the compressibility effects.
Several observations can be made. First, for this displacement
volume and these slot widths, exit velocities as high as 85 m/s can
be achieved. Deviations from the ideal case~incompressible! are
more pronounced for the narrow slot~0.8 mm! and for higher
oscillation frequencies. The reduction in velocity may be attrib-

uted to compressibility effects as well as greater losses through
the slot orifice for the 0.8 mm configuration. For low frequencies
the compressibility effects are lessened. For the narrow slot, the
curves start diverging from each other sooner~at around 80 Hz!
than for the wider slot~at around 110 Hz!. Note that at the high
frequency end~around 250 Hz!, the measured velocities only dif-
fer by 50%~60 and 90 m/s, for the wide and narrow slots, respec-
tively!, while their incompressible theoretical values differ by
100% ~65 and 130 m/s, for the wide and narrow slots, respec-
tively!. Figure 4 presents the variation of the maximum exit ve-
locity over the slot length. Little variation can be seen, with sig-
nificant magnitude drop only very close to the slot end.

Multipiston Actuator
A schematic of the multipiston actuator is shown in Fig. 5. It is

composed of 6 pistons~acting as reciprocating compressors!
mounted on a crankshaft, which is driven by two DC motors
~Astro-Flight Cobalt 341!. Each piston had a diameter of 27.7 mm
~1.099! with a peak-to-peak piston stroke of 22.0 mm~0.8669!,
which produced a displacement volume of 13.25 cc~0.809 cubic
inches!. Each electric motor measured 67.564 mm~2.669! in
length and 37.3 mm~1.479! in diameter, had a maximum power of
1000 W and weighed 340 grams~12 oz!, giving 2.94 W/gm. For
compactness reasons, the motors were arranged in parallel to the
crankshaft in order to avoid increasing the span of the device.

Fig. 2 Two views of the single piston SJA

Fig. 3 Theoretical and measured maximum velocity at the exit
slot for two slot widths: „a… Slot width Ä0.80 mm and „b… slot
width Ä1.60 mm
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Figure 6 shows a schematic of two different versions of the ple-
num cross section, illustrating the exit slot geometry and slot-
width variation technique. In the version illustrated in Fig. 6~a!
the cross section of the internal plenum volume measured 6.4
325.4 mm2 ~0.2531.00 inches2!. The exit slot was curved in
order to take advantage of the ‘‘Coanda’’ effect in generating an
exit jet that is tangential to the wing surface, as discussed later. In
order to study exit-slot-width effects as well as be able to vary the
exit velocity independently of the actuator frequency, we also de-
veloped a second plenum with a continuously variable exit slot
width. This is shown in Fig. 6~b!. A cam has been used to control
the width of the exit slot of the actuator. This cam stretches over
the entire length–span of the plenum housing–exit slot. Again, the
design forces the airflow to turn with the ambient flow creating a
surface tangential synthetic jet. The cam can be rotated to continu-
ously vary the slot width from 0 to 1.2 mm. The cam is repre-
sented in black and the plenum housing in gray. The use of a
stepper motor allows the cam to be rotated to a desired position.
The range of exit slot width variation was decided upon, based on
the following considerations. The maximum achievable wind tun-
nel speed~see Part II! was 50 m/s. This, along with the given wing
dimensions~chord length of 0.375 m! and anF1 of 1, yielded a
maximum required frequency of about 150 Hz. The frequency of
the SJA could be varied from 0 to 200 Hz. For the given piston
stroke and displacement volume, the exit slot maximum velocity
could be expressed as a function of frequency and exit slot width.
From the above, Fig. 7 was generated, presenting the variation of
the jet momentum coefficientCm and its dependence on frequency

and slot width for a given freestream velocity of 50 m/s. It should
be noted here that Fig. 7 does not account for compressibility
effects. This, along with the fact that the smaller the slot width the
stronger the compressibility effects, and keeping in mind that we
must have aCm of at least 0.002@10# for an optimal frequency of
150 Hz, led us to choose a slot width of 2 mm~0.129! for the
fixed-slot-width configuration. As seen later and as it was intended
in the design, the fixed-slot-width configuration did not generate
any noticeable compressibility effects. In order to be able to study
the effects of compressibility within the SJA, the variable-slot-
width configuration was designed to achieve a range of smaller
slot widths.

Figure 8 shows pictures of the multi-piston SJA illustrating de-
tails on cylinder arrangement, motor mounting, slot geometry~for
the fixed-slot-width configuration! and cylinder phasing. It should
be noted that the cylinders had to be properly phased in order to
reduce array vibration. Referring to the middle picture of Fig. 8
and numbering the cylinders from 1 to 6, starting from the left, the
phasing is as follows: Cylinders 1 and 6 at 240 degrees, cylinders
2 and 5 at 120 degrees and cylinders 3 and 4 at 0 degrees. It was
found that the reduction in vibration severity from the unphased to
the phased SJA operation was dramatic. In turn, this phasing re-
quired the compartmentalization of the plenum, as it is obvious
that if the plenum was not divided into six individual compart-
ments, each one corresponding to one of the six cylinders, the
engine phasing would result in near zero net volume change dur-
ing an operation cycle and thus little synthetic jet effect. More

Fig. 4 Variation of measured maximum velocity over the length of the exit slot

Fig. 5 Schematic of multi-piston SJA
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details concerning the development and design of the actuators
may be found in the work by Gilarranz@21# and by Gilarranz
et al. @22#.

Characterization of the Multi-Piston Actuator
The SJA array was first tested in a stand-alone configuration in

order to document the maximum exit velocity as a function of
frequency and spanwise location as well as investigate the effects
of cylinder phasing and plenum compartmentalization to the flow.
For these tests, the experimental setup, previously described, was
used. For these tests, velocity measurements were acquired via
two different means in order to establish confidence in the mea-
surements: The hot-wire instrumentation described earlier and a
fast-response stagnation pressure probe~Fig. 9!. This pressure
probe used a 50 mm long stainless-steel hypodermic tube with an

inner diameter of 0.25 mm. The end of this tube was interfaced
with a fast-response, differential pressure transducer, an Endevco
Model 8507C-2 with a pressure range of613.6 kPa and a full-

Fig. 6 Plenum cross section showing exit slot geometry: „a…
Fixed slot geometry and „b… variable slot geometry

Fig. 7 Dependence of Cm on frequency and slot width for U`Ä50 mÕs, in-
compressible assumption

Fig. 8 Pictures of multipiston actuator, showing motor mount-
ing, cylinder phasing and exit slot geometry
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scale voltage output of 300 mV. The transducer was calibrated
against the Barocell pressure transducer, over the pressure range
encountered in the measurement, i.e., from 0 to 7.5 kPa. An En-
tran voltage amplifier~model IMV-15/10/100A-WW! with a gain
of 100 was used to amplify the pressure transducer output signal,
which was subsequently sampled by a P.C. equipped with a 16-bit
A/D board. The combination of the above components and proce-
dures resulted in the capability of measuring pressure with a reso-
lution of 1 Pa and an accuracy of 6.5 Pa.

The stagnation pressure probe was also dynamically calibrated
to assess the effect of the 50 mm long pressure tubing. Details of
the calibration can be found in the work of Johansen@23#. Figure
10 presents the probe’s frequency response~magnitude and
phase!. For frequencies up to 400 Hz, the probe’s behavior is

similar to a system with a critically damped dynamic response, as
seen in Fig. 10. Note that for frequencies of up to 400 Hz the
amplification by the pneumatic system~which consists of the
pressure transmitting tubing and pressure transducer cavity!, of
the measured pressure is within 1.5% percent of the actual value.
The phase lag up to 400 Hz is however non-negligible~up to 40
deg!. Since, in these tests our interest was to study the maximum
velocity at the actuator exit and the tests were ensemble averaged,
this phase lag is of no consequence. Thus, no correction was
employed.

Fig. 9 Fast-response stagnation probe

Fig. 10 Frequency response of fast-response stagnation
probe

Fig. 11 Schematic of plenum separation walls

Fig. 12 Maximum exit velocity as a function of actuator fre-
quency: „a… Comparison of hot-wire measurements and predic-
tions using the continuity equation for incompressible flow, for
all six pistons. „b… Comparison of hot-wire and fast-response
stagnation probe measurements for piston #1.
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Initially, due to the difficulty of fabricating separating walls that
extended into the exit slot only the plenum section was compart-
mentalized, as shown in Fig. 11. However, the velocity distribu-
tion in the spanwise direction with this configuration showed that
there were still strong interactions between the jets generated by
adjacent piston due to their different phasing leading to reduced
maximum exit jet velocity. This required the separating walls to
be extended into the exit slot, as shown in Fig. 11. Subsequent
tests performed on the actuator after these modifications were
made, showed that the extension of the walls practically elimi-
nated the adverse effects of the piston interactions on the maxi-
mum exit velocity.

For the fixed-slot-width configuration, the bench tests involved
two studies. The first set of tests consisted of the measurement of
the instantaneous slot exit velocity, for each of the six piston/
plenum compartments, at a fixed position, for a range of actuator
frequencies. Each of the six measurement locations was centered
over a piston. The actuator frequency was varied between 30 and
130 Hz, in 10 Hz increments. The second set of tests consisted of
measuring the slot exit velocity of the actuator as a function of
spanwise location~by traversing the measuring probe! at a fixed
actuator frequency.

Figure 12 presents the maximum velocity magnitude, measured
at the exit of each one of the piston exit slots in the middle of its
width, as a function of actuator frequency. Figure 12~a! shows a
comparison between the hotwire measurements and the theoretical
value calculated using the incompressible continuity equation. As
it may be seen in the figure, the measured values and the theoret-
ical predictions agree quite well, despite the fact that compress-
ibility effects were not accounted for. This is due to the fact that

the exit slot was designed to be wide enough to minimize com-
pressibility effects inside the piston chambers. Also of interest is
the fact that velocities up to 85 m/s were obtained for an actuator
frequency of 130 Hz. The differences between the curves corre-
sponding to measurements made for each one of the pistons may
be due to several factors. Although care was taken during the
machining of the curved surfaces of the exit slots and during the
assembly of the actuator components, small differences in the slot
width for different pistons or uneven wear between the piston
rings and the cylinder lining may account for part of the difference
in the exit velocities measured at different pistons. Also, consid-
ering that the slot has a width of 2 mm, any misalignment of the
probe could affect the measurements. Figure 12~b! shows a com-
parison between the measurements of the maximum exit velocity
acquired with hot-wire anemometry and with the fast-response
stagnation probe. Individual plots were generated for each one of
the pistons, however, to avoid redundancy, we only include here
the one corresponding to piston #1. As may be seen, agreement
between the two measurements is very good.

Figure 13 shows the spanwise distribution of the maximum exit
velocity for an actuator frequency of 120 Hz. The figure shows the
data corresponding to measurements performed before and after
the extension of the separating walls into the exit slot. As seen in
the figure, for the case of the measurements performed before the
extension of the separating walls, the minimum exit velocity was
achieved for pistons 2 and 5. This is because both of the neigh-
boring pistons are out of phase. On the other hand, pistons 1 and
6 present the highest exit velocity, as they each only have one
neighboring piston that is out of phase. Finally pistons 3 and 4
present an intermediate value as these pistons have one out of

Fig. 13 Effects of the extended plenum separation walls on the spanwise
distribution of the maximum jet exit velocity, for an actuator frequency of
120 Hz

Fig. 14 Effect of SJA frequency and slot width on normalized SJA exit
velocity
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Fig. 15 Effect of compressibility on the jet exit parameter K

Fig. 16 Effect of frequency and slot width on SJA exit velocity: „a… Velocity dependence on
frequency, slot width Ä1.2 mm, „b… maximum SJA exit velocity as a function of slot width
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phase piston on one side and one in-phase piston on the other side.
As seen in the figure, this strong interaction between the out-of-
phase pistons was greatly reduced after the installation of the
separating walls within the slot. However, for this new configura-
tion the wake of the separating walls is now evident.

The performance of the variable-slot-width SJA actuator was
subsequently studied. Figure 14 shows normalized time and ve-
locity for four data sets. The velocities have been derectified to
show the correct sign. As may be seen, the exit velocities are
nearly sinusoidal, with little effect due to frequency or slot exit
width variation. Figure 15 investigates effects of compressibility.
The parameterK ~determined from the continuity equation!
should be a constant for a given piston diameter and stroke com-
bination if the flow behaves as incompressible. As may be seen,
for a 1.2 mm slot width, the flow is nearly incompressible. Re-
ducing the slot width induces significant compressibility effects.
Higher SJA frequency is also seen to increase compressibility ef-
fects, but to a far lesser extent than slot exit width. Finally, the
SJA performance, quantified in terms of exit velocity, is presented
in Figs. 16~a! and 16~b!. For a 1.2 mm slot exit, as seen in Fig.
16~a!, the exit velocity is seen to vary almost linearly with actua-
tor frequency~at least for this range of frequencies!, reflecting the
marginal effect of compressibility for this geometry. Figure 16~b!
shows the maximum velocity measured at the slot exit for slot
widths of 0.4, 0.8, and 1.2 mm. Although the sparse nature of the
data mitigates establishment of characteristic trends, the form of
the data suggests a linear dependence of velocity on frequency in
this range. As continuity considerations may infer, reducing the
slot exit width increases jet exit velocity. However, compressibil-
ity effects lessen the relative increase in velocity. Nonetheless, for
a 0.4 mm slot exit, an exit velocity of 124 m/s was recorded at a
frequency of 100 Hz.

Conclusions
In this work, we presented the development and characteriza-

tion of a compact, high-power synthetic jet actuator for flow sepa-
ration control applications. The principle driving mechanism of
the new actuator is well developed and has been extensively uti-
lized in a variety of engines. The driving mechanism consists of a
DC motor driving a crankshaft, which in turn drives a series of
pistons through connecting rods. This design offers significant
benefits over piezoceramic driving mechanisms including piston
oscillation amplitudes at least an order of magnitude higher, elimi-
nation of the dependence of oscillation amplitude on the oscilla-
tion frequency, compactness and high available power, and sig-
nificantly smaller driving voltage requirements. The developed
actuators are compact enough to fit in the interior of a 0.375 m
chord, NACA 0015 profiled wing~see Part II!, have maximum
power of 1200 W and could produce exit velocities as high as 124
m/s.

For the fixed-exit-slot-geometry version of the actuator the fre-
quency of actuation~and thusF1) and the achieved jet momen-
tum coefficient cannot be independently controlled since for a
fixed exit slot geometry and fixed piston oscillation amplitudes,
the jet exit velocity is determined by the actuation frequency. This
limitation was resolved in the actuator version with active exit slot
reconfiguration, in the form of variable exit slot width. Exit slot
width variation allows decoupling of the actuator frequency from
the actuator jet momentum coefficient.

For the case of the single piston actuator, hot-wire measure-
ments at the exit of the SJA plenum showed the existence of
compressibility effects. These effects are greater as the actuator
frequency increases, the exit slot width decreases, or the com-
bined plenum-cylinder internal volume increases. In the multipis-
ton actuator the need to properly phase the motion of the pistons
in order to eliminate vibration lead to the need to compartmental-
ize the plenum. Extension of the compartment separators into the
exit slot eliminated cross-talk between adjacent, out of phase pis-
tons. Study of the variable-slot-width version of the actuator

showed that~for frequencies up to 100 Hz! compressibility effects
are negligible for slot widths larger than 1.2 mm. For smaller slot
widths, significant compressibility effects are introduced. De-
creasing the slot width has a significantly more pronounced effect
on compressibility than proportionally increasing the actuation
frequency.
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Nomenclature

c 5 chord length,@m#
Cm 5 jet momentum coefficient

h 5 width of exit slot,@m#
F1 5 nondimensional actuator frequency

f 5 frequency of actuation,@Hz#
K 5 compressibility parameter
L 5 slot length,@m#
M 5 Mach number
P 5 pressure,@Pa#

U` 5 freestream velocity,@m/s#
u 5 velocity at the slot exit,@m/s#

umax 5 maximum jet exit velocity,@m/s#
^ue& 5 RMS value of the slot exit velocity magnitude,@m/s#

r 5 density of gas,@kg/m3#
xte 5 distance from the actuator exit slot to the wing trail-

ing edge,@m#
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A New Class of Synthetic Jet
Actuators—Part II: Application to
Flow Separation Control
In this work we present the application of the new synthetic jet actuator (SJA) to flow
separation control over a NACA 0015 wing. The actuator is compact enough to fit in the
interior of the wing that has a chord of 0.375 m. The wing was tested in the Texas A&M
University Aerospace Engineering 3 ft34 ft wind tunnel. An experimental investigation
into the effects of the synthetic jet actuator on the performance of the wing is described.
Emphasis is placed on the capabilities of the actuator to control the separation of the flow
over the wing at high angles of attack. The results include force balance measurements,
on surface and off surface flow visualization, surface pressure measurements, and wake
surveys. All of the reported tests were performed at a free-stream velocity of 35 m/s,
corresponding to a Reynolds number of 8.963105. The angle of attack was varied from
22.0 deg to 29.0 deg. For the results presented, at angles of attack lower than 10 deg, the
actuator has minimal effects. At higher angles of attack, the SJA delays the onset of stall.
The use of the actuator causes an 80% increase in the maximum lift coefficient, while the
angle at which stall occurs is increased from 12 to 18 deg. The drag on the wing is
decreased as a consequence of SJA actuation. For angles of attack larger than 18 deg,
where the wing experiences massive separation, the SJA still provides a moderate amount
of lift augmentation compared to the unforced case. At angles of attack larger than 25°, a
larger frequency of actuation is required to produce significant effects.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1882393#

Introduction
For the case of flows over solid surfaces, the separation of the

boundary layer is associated with large energy losses, and in many
applications adversely affects the aerodynamic loads in the form
of lift loss and drag increase. Therefore, there is a strong incentive
to delay, eliminate, or manipulate the occurrence of flow separa-
tion. For example, if the separation of the boundary layer formed
over a bluff body is delayed, the pressure drag is greatly reduced;
also, separation delay will permit the operation of an airfoil/wing
at higher angles of attack. In turbomachinery flows, for example,
the delay or elimination of separation can increase the pressure
recovery in a diffuser.

Many researchers have developed and tested methods of sepa-
ration control in a variety of applications. Chang@1# presents an
extensive review of flow separation techniques prior to 1976.
Gad-el-Hak and Bushnell@2# provide a comprehensive review on
the research in the area of separation control prior to 1991. Typi-
cally, the separation control techniques are grouped in two catego-
ries: passive and active. Most of the techniques developed for
passive separation control may be found in the review by Gad-el-
Hak and Bushnell@2#. However, our interest focuses on dynamic
separation control techniques. The use of moving boundaries,
which utilize the no-slip condition at the surface in order to ener-
gize the fluid close to the wall, has been explored in the past. For
example, rotating cylinders have been used to delay separation at
the leading and trailing edges of airfoils and control surfaces as
well as at flap junctures~Johnson et al.@3#, Mokhtarian and Modi
@4#, Modi et al.@5#, and Alvarez-Calderon@6#!. The momentum of
the boundary layer may also be enhanced by means of injection of
a fluid into the near wall vicinity. This fluid may be injected par-
allel to the surface~tangential blowing! in order to directly in-
crease the momentum of the boundary layer or may be injected

perpendicular to the wall~normal blowing! in order to increase the
mixing rate in the shear layer. There is a great amount of literature
that is readily available in the area of steady blowing. Gad-el-Hak
@7# provides an extensive review of this area. The use of tangential
jet blowing over highly curved surfaces~utilizing the ‘‘Coanda’’
effect! has proved to be a very effective way of augmenting aero-
dynamic forces without the need of moving surfaces. This type of
flow control is often referred to as circulation control. Englar@8#
presents and discusses a large variety of proven uses of the circu-
lation control concept for boundary layer control as well as for
augmentation/modification of the aerodynamic characteristics of
aircraft and fluid handling machinery.

The use of pulsed jets emanating from the surface has been
shown to have benefits as separation control devices~McManus
et al. @9# and McManus and Magil@10#!. These pulsed jets have
the ability to produce a large amount of vorticity and to enhance
the momentum transport within the boundary layer, thus achieving
fairly good stall suppression. Other active methods of controlling
boundary layer separation and reattachment include acoustic ex-
citations~Huang et al.@11#, Hsiao et al.@12#! and periodic forcing
of the velocity field by means of an oscillating flap or wire~Koga
et al. @13# and Bar-Sever@14#!, etc. The publications by Lachman
@15# and Chang@1# and the reviews by Gad-el-Hak@16# and Gad-
el-Hak and Bushnell@2# provide extensive information and further
references on this topic.

In the recent years the development of the so-called ‘‘synthetic
jet’’ or ‘‘zero net mass flux’’ devices and their potential for flow
control; especially separation control, mixing enhancement and
fluidic thrust vectoring has received a great amount of attention
from the fluid dynamics community. The existing literature pre-
sents promising applications of the synthetic jet technology to
flow separation under both laboratory and real flight conditions
~Greenblatt and Wygnaski@17#, Greenblatt et al.@18#, Seifert and
Pack @19#, Pack and Seifert@20#, and Seifert and Pack@21#!. A
large quantity of numerical computations and simulations have
been produced in the area of flow separation control over lifting
surfaces via synthetic jet actuators~Donovan et al.@22#, Hassan
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and Munts@23#, He and Kral@24#, and He et al.@25#!. Another
application of synthetic jet technology is the control of the aero-
dynamic performance of lifting surfaces through fluidic modifica-
tions of their apparent aerodynamic shape~Amitay et al. @26#,
Honohan et al.@27#, and Parekh and Glezer@28#!. Jet vectoring
has also become an area of flow control that can receive benefits
from the application of synthetic jet actuators~Smith and Glezer
@29#, Smith et al. @30#, and Pack and Seifert@31#!. This is of
importance in the development of jet engine exhaust systems as
well as in the area of control surface performance augmentation.

The application of synthetic jets to flow separation control is
based on their ability to energize the boundary layer. The synthetic
jet actuator~SJA! that will be discussed in this work adds momen-
tum to the boundary layer in several ways. During the suction part
of the cycle, it draws the low momentum fluid in the boundary
layer inside the cavity, thereby bringing the higher momentum
fluid at the boundary layer edge nearer to the surface. During the
blowing part of the cycle, it adds the same fluid with higher mo-
mentum to the flow, almost tangentially to the surface. The aver-
age ‘‘effective’’ momentum added over the entire cycle replen-
ishes part of the momentum deficit in the boundary layer. The
actuator not only produces momentum itself, but also enhances
the ability of the boundary layer to overcome adverse pressure

gradients downstream. This is achieved through mixing of the low
momentum fluid near the surface with the high momentum exter-
nal flow. The effectiveness of this mixing process relates to the
high receptivity of the shear layer emanating from the point of
separation. Proper excitation of the shear layer promotes the de-
velopment of its natural instability causing resonance, which leads
to the formation of large vortical structures. These flow structures
in turn promote boundary layer mixing and hence momentum ex-
change between the outer and inner parts of the boundary layer.

In this part of our work, the effectiveness of the actuator, char-
acterized in Part I, is demonstrated in wind-tunnel flow separation
control experiments over a two-dimensional airfoil.

Experimental Setup and Procedures

Wing Model. In order to test the separation control capabili-
ties and performance of the actuator, it was placed inside a NACA
0015 profiled wing with a chord of 0.375 m and a span of 0.358
m. Testing was conducted in the 3 ft34 ft wind tunnel at the
Department of Aerospace Engineering of Texas A&M University.
Figure 1~a! shows the geometric details of the wing model. The
wing was fabricated out of Freeman Industries REPRO 95 alumi-
num filled epoxy. In order to provide easy access to the actuator
and other instrumentation that was to be installed inside the wing,
as well as to facilitate the fabrication process of the wing, it was
fabricated in two halves~top and bottom! with a chamber to house
the actuator and auxiliary instrumentation. The bottom half of the
wing with the actuator and an ESP pressure scanner installed on it,
is shown in Fig. 1~b!. The exit slot of the actuator was placed at
12% of the chord~measured from the leading edge!, on the top
half of the wing~Fig. 1~c!. This location was selected to provide
sufficient volume to accommodate the SJA in the wing. As dis-
cussed in Part I, the exit slot was machined so that the jet exits
tangentially to the surface of the wing. The slot has a width of 2
mm and a length~spanwise! of 44.7 mm.

The wing was equipped with 32 pressure taps distributed on the
upper and lower surfaces. Table 1 shows the nondimensional
chordwise locations of the pressure taps measured from the lead-
ing edge of the wing. The pressure taps were located close to the
center of the wing span and were slightly offset with respect to
each other in the spanwise direction in order to reduce interfer-
ence. The pressure ports were connected, via Tygon tubing, to a
32-channel ESP electronic pressure scanner with a pressure range
of 65.0 kPa. Repeated measurements indicated a standard devia-
tion of 3.2 Pa. The pressure scanner was also installed inside the
wing, as shown in Fig. 1~b!.

In order to enforce a two-dimensional flow field over the wing
~i.e., to eliminate the three-dimensional effects due to its finite
span! the wing was placed between two Plexiglas end plates~Fig.

Fig. 1 Wind tunnel model: „a… Geometric details. „b… Internal
assembly details of the wing showing the ESP pressure scan-
ner and the synthetic jet actuator. „c… Assembled wing showing
the SJA exit slot location.

Table 1 Chordwise location of the pressure taps

Tap
number

Chordwise location (x/c)

Top Bottom

1 0.000 0.003
2 0.003 0.014
3 0.012 0.027
4 0.027 0.051
5 0.054 0.083
6 0.085 0.136
7 0.156 0.197
8 0.200 0.254
9 0.251 0.325
10 0.315 0.386
11 0.386 0.488
12 0.464 0.580
13 0.546 0.661
14 0.631 0.780
15 0.715 0.888
16 0.824 ¯

17 0.942 ¯
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2!. The end plates were not physically attached to the wing; hence
they did not transfer any forces to the wing. There was a small
clearance between each plate and the wing~0.8 mm! @32#. This
was necessary to ensure that no contamination of the wing aero-
dynamic forces was introduced by the end plates. The fact that the
motors extended from the sides of the wing required that the mo-
tors be shielded from the free-stream in the wind tunnel, such that
they did not contaminate the aerodynamic force measurements.
This was achieved by installing hollow cylinders attached to the
Plexiglas end plates, as shown in Fig. 2, which shows the final
configuration of the wind-tunnel experimental setup.

Wind Tunnel Facility. The aerodynamic tests were per-
formed in the Texas A&M University’s 3 ft34 ft continuous wind
tunnel at a free-stream velocity of 35 m/s, with a resulting Rey-
nolds number, based on the wing chord, of Re58.963105. The
wind tunnel has a turbulence intensity of 0.3% at a freestream
velocity of 35 m/s. The free-stream velocity was determined using
a wall mounted Pitot tube, manufactured by United Sensors, with
a tip diameter of 3.175 mm. Differential pressure was measured
using an Omega PX139 series pressure transducer with a range of
62.0 kPa, which can resolve pressures down to 1 Pa. Repeated
tests using this transducer to calculate velocity indicated a stan-
dard deviation of 0.22 m/s. The output of a thermocouple, in-
stalled in the test section, was measured by an Omega I-Series
temperature and process monitor with a voltage measurement
resolution of 1mV. This monitor was interfaced with the wind
tunnel data acquisition code via an Ethernet connection. The un-
certainty for the temperature measurement was estimated to be
61 K. The uncertainty in the measurement of the free-stream
velocity was 0.46 m/s.

Force Balance. A three component Aerolab pyramidal bal-

ance was used for force and moment measurements. The balance
measures two forces~lift and drag! as well as pitching moment.
These components are measured directly by three strain gauge
load cells. The accuracy of the balance was estimated at 0.5% of
full scale for lift, drag, and pitching moment. Through repeated
data runs, repeatability of the balance for lift, drag, and pitching
moment was estimated to beDCL50.001, DCD50.001, and
DCm50.0008.

The model pitch~angle of attack! was adjusted using a stepper
motor, which was connected to a worm-gear mechanism. A high-
resolution optical encoder was connected to the mechanism and
its output was fed into the data acquisition setup via a digital read
out display with a RS232 output. Model angle of attack could be
set and measured with an accuracy of 0.05 deg. Force balance
data as well as wind tunnel dynamic pressure and temperature
were acquired using a PC equipped with a 16 bit A/D board.

The force balance measurement part of the tests consisted of
pitching the model through an angle of attack range from22 to
29 deg. Data was typically recorded at 2 deg intervals. In the
vicinity of the maximum lift coefficient, smaller increments were
used where necessary. Pitching moment was taken about the quar-
ter chord. Data was taken both with and without SJA actuation.
The data taken with the actuator off provided a baseline for com-
parison. For the actuated case~SJA on!, data was taken with the
actuator operating at frequencies of 60, 80, 100, 120 and 130 Hz.
In this study, solid and wake blockage were corrected for using
the method presented in Rae and Pope@32#.

Flow Visualization. Both on- and off-surface flow visualiza-
tion techniques were used. The on-surface visualization was ac-
complished using titanium dioxide suspended in a mixture of
kerosene, linseed oil and oleic acid. In addition to this method,
tufts were also placed on the upper surface of the wing in order to
provide a second means of surface flow visualization. For off-
surface flow visualization, smoke was injected upstream of the
wing. All of the tests were run at a free-stream velocity of 35 m/s,
at angles of attack of 8, 12, 16, 18, and 20 deg. All of the flow
visualization tests were performed with and without operation of
the synthetic jet actuator. For the case in which the actuator was
not operated, the exit slot of the actuator was covered so that the
titanium dioxide mixture did not enter the actuator plenum. For
the case in which the actuator was used, it was operated at a
frequency of 120 Hz. Video footage and digital still images were
recorded during these tests and analyzed subsequently to deter-
mine the characteristics of the flowfield for the above-mentioned
conditions.

Surface Pressure Measurements. Surface pressures were
measured for an angle of attack range from22 to 29 deg. The
tests were run at a free-stream velocity of 35 m/s. Data was taken
both with and without actuation. For the actuated case, data was
taken with the actuator operating at frequencies of 60, 80, 100,
120, and 130 Hz. The surface pressures were evaluated using a
32-channel ESP pressure sensor with a range of65.0 KPa. Cali-
bration of the ESP was checked by sequentially comparing a ref-
erence pressure imposed on each channel against the value mea-
sured by an Edwards Barocell pressure transducer~which has an
accuracy of66.5 Pa!. Agreement between the Barocell and the
ESP was generally within 1%. Prior to each test the ESP was
zeroed to reduce drift. After completing each test the ESP was
rezeroed to ascertain if the zeros had drifted significantly during
the test. The pressures measured by the ESP were digitized using
a 12 bit A/D board. With this configuration, the uncertainty in the
pressure coefficient measurements was calculated to be 0.03. Each
time data was taken; the pressures at each location were sampled
200 times and averaged. After the conditions of the experiment
changed~i.e., a change ina or a change in the actuator fre-
quency!, data measurement was delayed for 5 s toallow the pres-
sures to stabilize.

Wake Surveys. In order to better evaluate the performance of

Fig. 2 Final configuration of the wind-tunnel experimental
setup
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the actuator as a flow separation control device, wake surveys
were performed downstream of the wing by traversing a Pitot rake
placed at a distance of x/C51.2 behind the trailing edge~mea-
sured when the wing is at an angle of attack of 0 deg!. The rake
was fabricated with 32, 1.5 mm diameter~O.D.! tubes, spaced
25.4 mm apart, which were connected to a 32-channel ESP pres-
sure scanner. Gilarranz@33# provides details of the wake rake
construction and installation within the wind tunnel. Due to the
fact that the separation between the tubes was rather large, a good
resolution of the wake profile was obtained by traversing the rake
vertically to nine positions for each operating condition. This
yielded a vertical spatial resolution of 2.54 mm between the data
points. For each location, the pressures were sampled 200 times
and averaged. Data was taken both with and without actuation.
For the actuated case, data was taken with the actuator operating
at frequencies of 60, 80, 100, 120, and 130 Hz.

Results and Discussion

Force Balance Measurements. Figures 3 through 6 present
the effect of SJA operation on the aerodynamic performance of
the wing. Table 2 presents a summary of SJA performance param-
eters. As seen in Fig. 3, at angles of attack below 10 deg, an
increase in the actuator frequency causes a slight increase in the
lift curve slope. It was found that, for actuator frequencies be-
tween 60 and 130 Hz, the increase in the lift curve slope scales
linearly with actuator frequency. The use of the SJA causes a
dramatic increase in the value of CLmax ~Fig. 3!. This is also
shown in Fig. 4, which presents the increase in lift coefficient
~DCL! vs angle of attack as a percentage of the lift without SJA
actuation. The operation of the SJA~at any frequency! extends the
range of angles of attack for which the wing may be operated
without stalling. The angle of attack for which stall occurs was
increased from 12 deg for a basic wing to 18 deg for the case of
SJA actuation. As shown in Fig. 3, in the range of frequencies that
were tested, the frequency of actuation does not seem to have a
significant effect on the magnitude of CLmax, in fact, the data

suggests a frequency or momentum saturation. For these tests
CLmax had a low value due to the fact that the Reynolds number of
the tests is relatively low~Traub @34#!.

Figure 3 also shows that the basic wing has a docile stall, which
is typical of an aft stall~also referred to as trailing edge stall!. This
type of stall mechanism is typical for thick airfoils~with thick
leading edges! and is characterized by the gradual upstream
movement of the separated flow region from the trailing edge, as
the angle of attack increases. With SJA actuation, the stall mecha-
nism is more analogous to so-called leading edge short bubble
stall. This mechanism is characterized by the formation of a short
bubble near the leading edge. The size of the bubble generally
does not vary much with incidence~it may shorten slightly! until
it bursts, with the consequent massive separation, indicating stall.
As seen in the figure, the lift curve presents a sharp peak close to
CLmax, and decreases rapidly above the stall angle. This behavior
is very similar to that corresponding to the leading edge stall
mechanism.

For a.18 deg, once massive stall has occurred on both airfoil
configurations~basic and actuated!, the operation of the synthetic
jet still provides a small amount of lift augmentation, however, the
effects of the actuator are relatively small. It may be seen that for
angles of attack larger than 25 deg, a high frequency of actuation
is required to produce any noticeable effects, i.e. only actuation at
frequencies above 100 Hz seem to produce any appreciable lift
augmentation. For angles of attack higher than 25 deg, SJA actua-
tion still provides lift augmentation as high as 40%~Fig. 4!.

Figure 5 shows that the use of the SJA reduces drag at highCL .
This was further verified by an inspection of the wake surveys that
will be discussed later. For lift coefficients below 1.0~a,10 deg!,
the use of the SJA does not seem to have any significant effect
over the drag coefficient~Fig. 5, lower branch!. The decrease in
drag at angles of attack between 10 and 18 deg (CL between 1.0
and 1.4, respectively! is due to the suppression of the separated
region over the wing, with its resulting reduction of pressure drag.

Figure 6 shows the effect of the synthetic jet actuators on the
pitching moment of the airfoil. The slight slope of the pitching
moment curve is due to the fact that the pitching moment coeffi-
cient was calculated about the quarter chord position measured
from the leading edge (x51/4C), which is the theoretical posi-
tion of the aerodynamic center for NACA symmetrical profiles.
However, our calculations showed that the location of the aerody-
namic center for the wing is at 30% of the chord~Gilarranz@33#!.
It is suspected that this difference is caused by the relatively large
thickness of the trailing edge of the airfoil. Summers and Page
@35# showed experimentally that as the trailing edge thickness of
their test wing was increased, more lift was carried over the rear
portion of the airfoil section, with an increase in the slope of the

Table 2 Summary of SJA performance parameters

f , Hz Cm umax, m/s F1 umax/U`

60 0.0051 36 0.57 1.03
80 0.0093 48 0.75 1.37
100 0.0147 61 0.94 1.74
120 0.0123 75 1.13 2.14
130 0.0254 81 1.23 2.31

Fig. 3 Effect of the synthetic jet actuator on the aerodynamic
performance of the test wing. Lift coefficient „CL… vs angle of
attack „a….

Fig. 4 Effect of the synthetic jet actuator on the aerodynamic
performance of the test wing. Percentage change in the lift co-
efficient „DCL… vs angle of attack „a….
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pitching moment curves. This would explain a rearward shift in
the aerodynamic center of the wing. Furthermore, asymmetry in
the construction of the wing halves may also be a contributing
factor to this shift. Returning to Fig. 6, it may be seen that stall is
characterized by a strong nose-down pitching moment. The effects
of the SJA are to delay stall, hence the occurrence of the strong
nose-down pitching moment is delayed for the actuated case. Note
that for lift coefficients lower than 1.0~i.e., before the basic wing
stalls!, higher actuation frequencies result in a larger nose-down
pitching moment. This is due to the fact that wing loading moves
farther aft @33#. At lift coefficients between 1.0 and 1.2 the fre-
quency of actuation does not seem to have any effect over the
pitching moment, however, as the lift coefficient increases beyond
this value, the higher frequencies of actuation delay the occur-
rence of stall to higher lift coefficient values.

Flow Visualization. Figure 7 shows smoke flow visualization
without ~top! and with~bottom! actuation for an angle of attack of
25 deg and a free-stream~right to left! velocity of 35 m/s. Without
actuation the flow separates close to the leading edge and the wing
is in the post-stall region. With actuation, the flow appears to
remain attached over the wing chord.

Figure 8 shows the limiting streamlines downstream of the SJA
exit slot. The image was taken with the actuator operating at a
frequency of 120 Hz with no free stream imposed on the wing,
i.e., quiescent conditions. Note that for this case, there are five
distinct flow regions clearly visible in the pictures. Notice that the

Fig. 5 Effect of synthetic jet actuator on the aerodynamic per-
formance of the test wing. Drag coefficient „CD… vs lift coeffi-
cient „CL….

Fig. 6 Effect of synthetic jet actuator on the aerodynamic per-
formance of the test wing. Pitching moment coefficient „CM… vs
lift coefficient „CL….

Fig. 7 Flow visualization over the wing at aÄ25 deg and a
free-stream velocity of 35 m Õs: „a… without SJA actuation and
„b… with SJA actuation at 120 Hz

Fig. 8 Oil surface flow visualization of the test wing. Synthetic
jet actuator operating at a frequency of 120 Hz. Wind tunnel off
„U`Ä0 mÕs….
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center region encompasses the exit of the two center slots, which
are in phase. The other four regions correspond to the exit of each
one of the other four pistons, which are out of phase with the
pistons located on either side. The curvature of the surface stream-
lines suggests the possible presence of streamwise vortices, at the
edge of each individual jet, which may be produced as a result of
the strong shear caused by the difference in the phasing of the
pistons. No evidence of such structures was encountered in the
rest of the tests performed on the wing in the presence of free
stream.

Figures 9–11 show images of the limiting surface streamlines
for the tests performed at a free-stream velocity of 35 m/s. These
images include pictures of the limiting streamlines with and with-
out actuation at 120 Hz, for angles of attack of 12, 16, and 20 deg.
At a512 deg~Fig. 9!, for the case of the flow without actuation,
image ~a! shows clear evidence of the presence of trailing edge
separation, with two very distinct counter-rotating open recircula-
tion regions close to the trailing edge of the wing. For the actuated
case, image~b! shows that the synthetic jet actuators have com-
pletely reattached the flow, eliminating the trailing edge separa-
tion. Figure 10 shows the limiting streamlines for the wing at
a516 deg. For this case, image~a! shows almost complete upper
surface separation, i.e., the extent of the separated region almost
reaches as far upstream as 20% of the chord~measured from the
leading edge!. Note that there are two recirculating regions: a
large one close to the center of the wing and a smaller one close to
the top edge of image~a! ~the left side of the wing when seen

from behind!. For the actuated case, image~b! shows that the
synthetic jet actuator has kept most of the flow attached over the
center span of the wing, however, there is still a sizable recircu-
lation region on the right-hand side of image~b!, and a smaller
one on the left-hand side of image~b!. The presence of these
separated regions may be due to the fact that the SJA does not
cover the entire span of the wing; hence it has no control authority
over regions that are close to the side plates. Ata520 deg~Fig.
11! for the case of no control, it may be seen that the flow is now
completely separated and that the velocity of the flow close to the
surface has a strong upstream component~physically observed
during the experiment!. This is shown by the large oil deposits
close to the actuator exit. The controlled case showed that for this
angle of attack, the synthetic jet actuator was able to keep the flow
attached over the whole chord line for half of the wing. It is of
particular interest to mention that if the actuators were turned on
after the free stream had reached its value of 35 m/s, the flow
separated over the left half of the wing~Fig. 11~b!!. However, if
the actuator was turned on before the wind tunnel, then the flow
separated on the right half of the wing~Fig. 11~c!!. The presence
of these separated regions are due to the fact that the SJA exit slot
does not cover the entire span of the wing, but there is a small
distance between the slot edges and the wing end plates. The
alternating of the separation region between the right and left
halves of the wing indicates the presence of an instability, which
is sensitive to the initial conditions~actuator on first or tunnel on
first!. The instability’s nature is as yet unknown.

Fig. 9 Oil surface flow visualization of the test wing at aÄ12
deg, U`Ä35 mÕs. „a… corresponds to no control, and „b… corre-
sponds to control at 120 Hz.

Fig. 10 Oil surface flow visualization of the test wing at aÄ16
deg, U`Ä35 mÕs. „a… corresponds to no control „U` from right …,
and „b… corresponds to control at 120 Hz „U` from the top ….
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Surface Pressure Measurements. Figure 12 shows surface
pressure measurements on the wing at a free-stream velocity of 35
m/s and several angles of attack. The pressure taps on the upper
and lower surfaces were placed close to the midspan of the wing.
Therefore, the pressure measured by some of the pressure taps on
the bottom surface of the wing were affected by the wake of the
sting that supported the wing. The area of the flow field that was
affected by the wake of the sting is clearly marked in the figures.
Figure 12~a! shows the pressure distribution for an angle of attack

of 8.75°. Note that for this angle~as well as for all angles of attack
for which the flow is attached! SJA actuation, irrespective of ac-
tuation frequency, does not appear to have anysignificanteffect
on the pressure distribution over the wing. The effect of the sting
on the pressure distribution over the aft part of the lower wing
surface is evident.

For the case ofa512.6 deg~Fig. 12~b!!, comparing the pres-
sure distribution of the basic wing and the one generated with
actuation of the SJA, it is evident that the synthetic jet has a global
effect over the pressure distribution on the suction surface of the
wing. For the basic wing~no actuation! trailing edge separation is
now visible and extends from about 60% of the chord to the
trailing edge. Increasing the actuation frequency only has an effect
on the front 20% of the upper wing surface. Higher frequency
causes higher suction. The pressure distribution on the lower sur-
face of the wing is only marginally affected by SJA actuation.

An increase of the angle of attack produced a further increase
of the suction peak for the actuated case. The pressure also in-
creased on the windward~pressure! side of the wing with SJA
actuation compared to the basic wing. Upper surface suction de-
creased significantly over most of the basic wing due to large
trailing edge flow separation extending over approximately 80%
of the chord~see Figs. 12~c! and 12~d!!. The suction peak for the
actuated cases reaches a maximum at an angle of attack of 17.6
deg ~Fig. 12~e!!. In this range of angles of attack~approximately
between 12 deg and 18 deg!, the frequency of actuation has a
small effect on the pressure distribution over the wing. This is of
practical importance, since for the case of the dc motor-driven
SJA, the power input to the actuator increases for an increase in
actuator frequency and jet momentum coefficient, hence using a
lower actuation frequency~without compromising the beneficial
effects of the actuation on the pressure distribution! would require
less power.

Figure 12~f! shows the pressure distribution fora518.6 deg. It
is interesting to note that within just 1 deg, the suction peak~for
the actuated cases! has decreased drastically and 70% of the air-
foil suction is lost. This indicates a violent stall, and although
there is no doubt that for this case the separation mechanism is a
trailing edge stall, its characteristics are more similar to the case
of short bubble leading edge stall. A further increase of the angle
of attack to 19.4 deg~Fig. 12~g!! continues to reduce the suction
peak for the actuated case with concomitant massive separation
over the top half of the wing. On the other hand, the suction peak
of the basic wing has increased, and the pressure on the bottom
surface of the wing no longer seems affected by the SJA. For the
case of 25.4 deg~Fig. 12~h!!, the basic wing is totally stalled
~there is no suction peak and the pressure distribution has the flat
appearance associated with separation!, while for the actuated
case the suction peak near the leading edge is still maintained. As
the angle of attack increases, only actuation at higher frequencies
is able to sustain a suction peak on the upper surface of the wing.
For example, ata526.4 deg~Fig. 12~i!! only the curves for 120
and 130 Hz produce a suction peak over the upper surface of the
wing, while at 27.3 deg~Fig. 12~j!!, only the peak at 130 Hz is
visible. Finally, at 28.4°~Fig. 12~k!! the SJA loses all control
authority ~for the actuation frequencies and amplitudes tested
here! and the wing is stalled for both actuated and nonactuated
cases.

Wake Surveys. Figure 13 shows the results from the wake
surveys of the flow field at a location ofx/C51.2 downstream of
the wing trailing edge~measured with the wing ata50 deg!. For
these plots, the free-stream velocity was 35 m/s. Figure 13~a!
shows the wake of the airfoil for an angle of attack of 0 deg. For
this case the wake is very narrow and the effects of the SJA are
very small. Ata58 deg~Fig. 13~b!!, the wake becomes wider and
the peak velocity deficit is higher, representing the manifestation
of profile drag. The effects of the SJA are now noticeable, and
although the flow for the basic wing is completely attached, the
SJA narrowed the wake and reduced the velocity deficit, suggest-

Fig. 11 Oil surface flow visualization of the test wing at aÄ20
deg, U`Ä35 mÕs. „a… corresponds to no control „U` from right …,
while „b… and „c… correspond to control at 120 Hz „U` from the
top ….
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ing a reduction in profile drag. For the range of angles of attack
between 12 and 18~Figs. 13~c!–13~e!! the flow for the basic wing
shows signs of separation as the wake becomes wider with in-
creasinga and the magnitude of the velocity deficit increases. For
the actuated case, the trend seems to be that higher frequencies of
actuation produce narrower wakes and a smaller velocity deficit.
For an angle of attack of 20 deg, the wake widens dramatically

due to massive separation, and the actuator seems to have no
control authority over the characteristics of the wake.

Conclusions
The synthetic jet actuator developed and characterized in Part I

was applied toward flow separation control over a NACA0015

Fig. 12 Effects of synthetic jet actuation on the wing surface pressure distribution at U`Ä35 mÕs and for the following angles of
attack: „a… 8.75 deg, „b… 12.6 deg, „c… 15.7 deg, „d… 16.6 deg, „e… 17.6 deg, „f… 18.6 deg, „g… 19.4 deg, „h… 25.4 deg, „i… 26.4 deg, „j…
aÄ27.3 deg, „k… 28.4 deg
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profiled wing. The actuator was housed inside the wing and was
tested in a wind tunnel. An experimental investigation into the
effects of a synthetic jet actuator on the performance of the wing
was undertaken. Emphasis was placed on the capabilities of the
actuator to control the separation of the flow over the wing at high
angles of attack. The investigation included the use of force bal-
ance measurements, on-surface oil flow visualization, off-surface
smoke flow visualization, surface pressure measurements, and
wake surveys. The tests were performed at a free-stream velocity

of 35 m/s, corresponding to a chord Reynolds number of 8.96
3105. The angle of attack was varied from22.0 to 29 deg.

For a,10 deg, the lift curve slope shows a weak dependency
on frequency, with a small increase in slope withf. For this range
of a, static pressure distribution measurements showed that the
SJA only affected the flow over the first 25% of the chord. At
higher angles of attack, the SJA extends the range ofa for which
the wing may be operated without stalling. The use of the actuator

Fig. 12 „continued …
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causes an 80% increase in the value of CLmax, and the angle at
which stall occurs is increased from 12 to 18 deg. In this range of
a, the effects of the SJA are global, i.e., the actuator affects the
flow over the whole wing, including the flow over the pressure
surface. The actuation frequency has a small effect over the pres-
sure distribution in this range ofa. For a.18 deg~massive stall!,
the operation of the SJA still provides a small amount of lift
augmentation. Fora.25 deg, a large actuation frequency is re-
quired to produce any noticeable effects. For this range ofa, it
was shown that the effect of the actuator once again became lo-
calized, affecting only the first 25% of the chord.

The operation of the SJA augments the available lift by delay-
ing the occurrence of separation, with its associated losses. The
drag on the wing is decreased as a consequence of SJA actuation;

this was verified with the force balance measurements and by an
analysis of the wake surveys. The basic wing showed a very doc-
ile stall typical of thick airfoils with trailing edge separation, how-
ever, with actuation, the stall was violent and abrupt.
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Nomenclature

c 5 chord length@m#
Cm 5 jet momentum coefficient
CL 5 lift coefficient
CD 5 drag coefficient
CP 5 pressure coefficient

CM 5 pitching moment coefficient
F1 5 nondimensional actuator frequency

f 5 frequency of actuation@Hz#
L 5 slot length@m#
M 5 Mach number

U` 5 freestream velocity@m/s#
umax 5 maximum jet exit velocity@m/s#
^ue& 5 RMS value of the slot exit velocity@m/s#

sw 5 slot width @mm#
X 5 chordwise co-ordinate@m#
a 5 angle of attack@°#
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Development of an Experimental
Correlation for a Pressure Loss at
a Side Orifice
An experimental study has been carried out to measure the pressure loss at the side
orifice of a liquid metal reactor fuel assembly. The characteristics of the pressure loss at
the side orifice are investigated using the experimental data measured from 17 different
types of side orifices that have different geometric shapes, dimensions, and arrangements
of nozzles, and a correlation that covers the whole flow range by one equation is devel-
oped. The error range of the correlation is within610%, and most of the errors occurred
in a region where the Reynolds number is small. The range of Reynolds numbers based
on the hydraulic diameter of the orifice is 2000–350,000. It is found that the geometric
factor is the most important parameter for the pressure loss when the Reynolds number is
.30,000. As the Reynolds number becomes smaller, its effect becomes larger, and when
the Reynolds number is small, it is the most important parameter for the pressure loss at
the side orifices. The measured data shows a trend that the pressure loss coefficient
increases as the number of orifices increases, and the effect of the longitudinal arrange-
ment is small.fDOI: 10.1115/1.1881694g

1 Introduction
The fuel assemblies of a liquid metal reactor are contained in a

hexagonal-shaped duct to control the flow rate of the coolant in a
normal operation and to prevent the propagation of the sodium
vapor in an abnormal accident. The flow rate of the coolant is
controlled by the side orifice, which consists of several nozzles in
the lower part of the fuel assembly. The pressure loss at the side
orifice is affected by several parameters, such as the geometric
dimension, shape, and the number of nozzles and their arrange-
ment. The pressure loss in a fuel assembly is also an important
parameter for reactor safety to control the flow redistribution in
the transient state and natural circulation. Thus, the pressure loss
at the side orifice should be clearly understood for the whole flow
range during the operation of a liquid metal reactor. However, the
experimental correlations for the pressure loss in a side orifice
reported in the literature to date are limited, and the existing cor-
relations show considerable differences from the newly measured
data.

When the lateral flow enters into the tube through the side
orifice, the pressure loss is much larger than that with a straight
entrance and sudden expansion. On the basis of the visual obser-
vation f1g, the jet swhich enters through an orifice into the tubed
flows to the opposite wall, spreads in all directions, and forms two
rotating streams. In the Idelchik handbookf2g, the pressure loss at
a side orifice can be obtained from a diagram using relative area
and relative distance from the orifice to the downstream pipe. The
pressure loss coefficient for the side orifice given in this handbook
is limited to the rectangular-shaped orifice in a pipe wall having
one or two nozzles, and the range of the Reynolds number based
on the hydraulic diameter of the nozzle is above 10,000. The
number of nozzles in the fuel assembly of a liquid metal reactor is
usually six to nine, and the typical ratio of the area of the nozzle
and that of the downstream pipe is about 0.15. Thus, the pressure
loss coefficient given in this handbook is not sufficient for the
design of the orifice in the fuel assembly of a liquid metal reactor.

The objective of the present study is to investigate the pressure
loss at the side orifice and to develop a pressure loss coefficient
correlation for a whole flow range. We have carried out two types
of experiments to measure the pressure loss coefficient at the side
orifice. The first experiment is performed to measure the pressure
loss in several shapes of orifices at a lower flow-rate range. There
are one to six nozzles in a side orifice, and the shapes of the
nozzles are circular, rounded rectangular, and rectangular. In the
case when the number of nozzles is six, two types of arrangements
srectangular and staggered rectangulard are considered. The ex-
periments are conducted for 16 different geometric shapes. The
second experiment is conducted for a full-scale fuel assembly us-
ing water as a working fluid. In this experiment the side orifice
consists of nine nozzles, whose shapes are sharp edged and
rounded rectangular. The nozzles are arranged in such a way that
there are three in the transverse direction and three in the longi-
tudinal direction in a staggered arrangement. A correlation for the
pressure loss coefficient, which covers the whole flow range, is
developed using the data produced from the experiments. The
flow range considered in the present study is higher than that of
the practical reactor operation.

2 Experiment

2.1 Test Section of Experiment 1.The test section used in
experiment 1 is shown in Fig. 1. The water flows into the large
tank and passes through the side orifice which consists of several
nozzles installed at the side wall of the 80 mm dia pipe. The inlet
nozzle edges are sharp, and the shapes of other nozzles are circu-
lar, rounded rectangular, and rectangular. A side orifice consists of
one to six nozzles at the side wall of the pipe. When the number of
nozzles is,6, the nozzles are installed with an equal angle in the
circumferential direction. When the number of nozzles is 6, three
orifices are installed equally in the circumferential direction with
two lines in the longitudinal direction. In this case, two types of
arrangements, regular and staggered, are considered. Thus, the
experimental data is produced for a total of 16 different cases.
Table 1 shows the dimensions and arrangements of the orifices
considered in the present study. The flow rate is measured by two
magnetic flow meters, and the pressure drop is measured by a
combination of two OMEGA differential pressure meters accord-
ing to the flow rate. The range of Reynolds numbers based on the

1Corresponding author.
Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF

FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division March
25, 2004; revised manuscript received, October 27, 2004. Review conducted by J.
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hydraulic diameter of the orifice for this experiment is 2,000–
50,000 and a total of 529 experimental data is produced. The
temperature of the water is about 20 °C.

2.2 Test Section of Experiment 2.The test section of
experiment-2 is shown in Fig. 2. In this experiment a full size fuel
assembly based on the conceptual design of KALIMERsKorea
Advanced Liquid Metal Reactord is considered. The side orifice
with 9 rounded rectangular shaped nozzles is installed in a stag-
gered way such that 3 nozzles are in the transverse direction with
3 lines in the longitudinal direction, as shown in Fig. 2. The di-
mensions and shapes of the orifice are shown in the last line of
Table 1. In this experiment the flow rate is measured by a combi-

nation of 3 turbine flow meters installed parallel to each other
according to the amount of the flow rate. The pressure loss was
measured by two OMEGA differential pressure meters. The ex-
perimental range of the Reynolds number based on the hydraulic
diameter of the orifice is 10,000–350,000 and 134 experimental
data are produced from this experiment.

2.3 Measurement Method of the Pressure Drop.The pres-
sure loss at the side orifice is measured between the two locations,
a location where the flow is injected into the orifice and a location
at a fixed distance from the end of the orifice, to install the differ-
ential pressure meters easily. Thus, the pressure drop measured in
this way includes the pressure drop from the end of the orifice to
the fixed distance from the orifice outlet in the downstream direc-
tion. The measured pressure drop includes the pressure drop in the
pipe in the experiment-1 and the pressure drop in the pipe and
diffuser in the experiment-2. The pressure drop at the side orifice
dPor can be obtained by subtracting the pressure drop in the
downstream direction from the orifice outletdPd from the total
pressure dropdPm by the following equation:

dPor = dPm − dPd s1d
The friction factor for a flow in a circular pipe in the down-

stream direction is calculated byf =64/Re when the Reynolds
number is smaller than 2000 and byf =0.3164/Re1/4 when the
Reynolds number is greater than 3500 and byf =6.1310−6sRe
−2000d+0.032 in between those numbers. In the experiment-2
there exists a diffuser with a 60° angle and an area ratio of 2.4 in
the lower part of the test section. The pressure loss coefficient for
the diffuser is set as 0.37 regardless of the Reynolds number since
the Reynolds number is high enough to use this value in
experiment-2. The pressure loss coefficient for the side orifice can
be expressed as follows:

for =
2dPor

rVo
2 s2d

wherer is the density of the water and theVo is the velocity at the
nozzle.

2.4 Experimental Error. The experimental data was ob-
tained by averaging 100 data per one case using the HP3852 mea-
suring device with an integral voltmeter. Thet-value is 1.99 to
have a 95% confidence. We can neglect the error by a density
difference since the temperature difference is maintained to within
±0.5°C. Most of the errors for the pressure drop originated from
the measurement of the flow rate and the differential pressure. The
flow rate was measured by the magnetic flow meter in
experiment-1 and by the turbine flow meters in experiment-2. The
accuracy of the magnetic flow meter is 0.5% of a span and the
error of the turbine flow meter is 0.5% of a reading or 0.25% of a
span. Thus, the maximum error of a flow rate is 2.5% for
experiment-1 in the lower flow rate region and the maximum
value of the standard deviation of the measured flow rate is 0.2%.
The errors of measuring the flow rate except that from the mea-
suring device itself are the error from the standard deviation of the
data, the error from the calibration and that from measuring the
geometry of the experimental apparatus. The maximum total error
is less than 0.6%. Thus, the measuring error for the flow rate is
0.8±2.7%. The differential pressure is measured by the OMEGA
PX750 series differential pressure meter. The accuracy of this dif-
ferential meter was 0.2% of a span. Several differential pressure
meters are used according to the magnitude of the differential
pressure, and the maximum error occurred at a lower differential
pressure range and its maximum value was around 8%. The pres-
sure loss at the downstream regiondPd is less than 1/10 of the
measured pressure lossdPm. If we consider that the error for the
calculation of the friction factor is 10%, the error of the pressure
loss at the downstream regiondPd is less than 1%. Thus, the
maximum error for measuring the differential pressure is around

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the test section for experiment 1

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the test section for experiment 2
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8.1%. If we apply the error propagation for the calculation of Eq.
s2d, the maximum error of the measurement of the pressure drop
coefficient is less than 9% in the low flow rate range. If we con-
sider the 4.5% error as having a 95% confidence in the curve
fitting, the maximum error is around 10%.

3 Experimental Results and Discussion

3.1 Pressure Drop in the Side Orifice.The pressure loss in
the side orifice of a liquid metal reactor fuel assembly where the
flow passes through the side orifice turns in a 90 degree direction
and flows in a singular downstream direction is larger than the
pressure loss in the orifice installed in the straight pipe or that in
the abrupt expansion pipe. Figure 3 shows the expected flow paths
in the orifice having one or two nozzles. The jet type flow which

passes through this nozzle flows in all directions and turns
180 deg at the opposite side wall and forms two recirculating-type
flows on the incoming side wall. Thus, the ratio of the diameter of
the downstream pipe and the hydraulic diameter of the nozzle as
well as the distance between the nozzle inlet and the opposite side
wall are important parameters for analyzing the pressure loss in
this type of orifice. When the number of nozzles is 1 and the ratio
of the area of the orifice and the area of the downstream pipe is
,0.8, the pressure loss coefficient increases with the increase of
the area ratio. It also increases with a decrease of the ratio be-
tween the width of the nozzle and the diameter of the downstream
pipe. Idelchikf2g found that the pressure loss at the side orifice
with two nozzles in an opposite direction is higher than that with
one nozzle and explained that this phenomenon is due to an in-
crease of the area ratio.

There are many parameters that influence the pressure loss in
the side orifice, and the following parameters should be consid-
ered in developing the experimental correlation:sid the pressure
loss in the orifice itself,sii d the ratio between the dimensions of
the orifice and that of the downstream pipe,siii d the effect of the
arrangement of the orifice in the transverse direction, andsivd the
effect of the arrangement of the orifice in the longitudinal
direction.

According to the experimental data as shown in Fig. 4, when
the Reynolds number is high, the effect of the Reynolds number
on the pressure loss in the side orifice is small and the pressure
loss coefficient depends greatly on the geometric factorFg. But in
the low Reynolds number region, the pressure loss coefficient

Table 1 Dimensions and arrangements for the orifices

Fig. 3 Types of flow paths at the side orifice according to the
number of nozzles: „a… one nozzle and „b… two nozzles

Fig. 4 The pressure loss coefficient according to the nondi-
mensional parameter for several types of orifices
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rapidly increases with the decrease of the Reynolds number. Thus,
the pressure loss coefficient of the side orifice can be written as
follows:

for = s1.0 +FRedFg s3d

In the above equation,FRe represents the effect of the Reynolds
number on the pressure loss coefficient, which should be con-
verged to zero when the Reynolds number is high and, thus,
should increase with the decrease of the Reynolds number. The
geometric factor in Eq.s3d can be written as follows for the
present experiment:

Fg = Fd p Fo + Fc + Fr s4d

whereFo is the pressure loss coefficient in the orifice itself andFd
represents the mutual effect between the orifice and the down-
stream pipe.Fc andFr represent the effects of the arrangements in
the transverse and longitudinal directions, respectively.

3.2 Pressure Loss Parameters.The pressure loss coefficient
for one nozzle in the straight pipe can be generally written as
follows:

Fo =
Dp

1
2rVo

2
= j8S1 −

Ao

A1
D + S1 −

Ao

A2
D2

+ tS1 −
Ao

A1
D0.5S1 −

Ao

A2
D

+ j fr s5d

wherer is the density of the fluid andVo is the fluid velocity in
the nozzle. In the Eq.s5d the subscripts 1,o, and 2 represent the
inlet condition, nozzle, and outlet condition, respectively;A rep-
resents the area; andj8 is a coefficient that depends on the shape
of the nozzle inlet edge and varies from 0.5 to 1.j fr is the pressure
loss coefficient due to friction in the nozzle and can be neglected
when the ratio between the thickness and diameter of the nozzle is
small.t is the geometric parameter that affects the flow when the
fluid passes through the orifice, and it can be written as follows
when the ratio between the thicknessto and the hydraulic diameter
dh of the nozzle is,0.4 f2g:

t = 1.4 − 0.8
to
dh

s6d

Equations5d can be written as follows when the upstream inlet
area is largesA1=`d and we neglect the pressure loss due to
friction sj frd in the orifice

Fo = j8 + S1 −
Ao

A2
D2

+ tS1 −
Ao

A2
D s7d

According to Idelchik f2g, the pressure loss coefficient in-
creases with an increase of the area ratio between the orifice and
the downstream pipe. If we consider the graph given in Idelchik
and the experimental data, then this effect is approximately pro-
portional to sAo/Add1/3. If we usedh

2 instead ofAo for a better
correlation with our data, then the pressure loss coefficient is pro-
portional to sdh

2/Add1/3. Then, the first term of Eq.s4d can be
written as follows:

FdFo = Fj8 + S1 −
Ao

A2
D2

+ tS1 −
Ao

A2
DGS dh

2

Ad
D1/3

s8d

Through a comparison of the above equation with the experi-
mental data, the value ofj8 is set atj8=0.6 for the circular orifice,
and j8=1.0 for the rectangular and rounded rectangular nozzles.
The value ofAo/A2 is a form loss factor, which is a very important
factor. When the number of nozzles is 1, the jet type flow from the
nozzle reaches the opposite wall directly. In this case, if we con-
sider that the outlet condition of nozzle is the same as the down-
stream condition, we can useA2=Ad. When the number of the
nozzles is.1, the jet-type flow reaches the center of the pipe
because of a collision with the other jet flow. In this case we set

A2= 1
2Ad.

Figure 5 shows the pressure loss coefficient averaged for all the
types of side orifices considered in the present study when the
Reynolds number is,30,000, where the geometric shape is a
more important factor for the pressure loss than the Reynolds
number. In this figure, thex coordinate is the number of orifices,
and we can observe that the pressure loss coefficient increases
with an increase in the number of the orifices. The diagram of
4-22 in Idelchikf2g shows the pressure loss coefficient when the
flow passes through the circular screen for the two cases of the
transverse and longitudinal arrangements. The pressure loss coef-
ficient is expressed in terms of the velocity ratio between the main
flow and the screen flow. If the velocity ratio is increased, then the
pressure loss coefficient decreases a little and has its minimum
value when the ratio is 0.5. The pressure loss coefficient is zero
when the ratio is 1 and increases linearly if this ratio is further
increased. However, it is difficult to use this behavior for devel-
oping the experimental correlation. According to the analysis of
the experimental data, we could express the effect of the trans-
verse arrangement forAo/Ad as,0.2 as follows:

Fc = 2.5sNc − 1d2/3Ao

Ad
s9d

It is difficult to describe the effect of the longitudinal arrange-
ment in the downstream flow direction due to the lack of experi-
mental data. We describe it here by using a some of the experi-
mental data we have produced. In our experiment it was observed
that a more-than-two longitudinal arrangement results in a larger
pressure loss coefficient than a single longitudinal arrangement,
however, the difference between the two and three longitudinal
arrangements was small. The effect of the arrangement is unclear
in our experiment. For a rounded-rectangular orifice the staggered
arrangement results in a larger pressure loss coefficient than the
regular arrangement; however, for a circular orifice, the staggered
arrangement results in a smaller pressure loss coefficient than the
regular arrangement. Thus, the effect of the longitudinal arrange-
ment can be expressed in terms of the number of longitudinal
arrangementsNr, the ratio of the number between the transverse
and longitudinal arrangementsNc/Nrd, the ratio of the pitch and
the hydraulic diameter of the orificesps/dhd, and the ratio between
the height and width of the orificesh/wd. If the ratio between the
height and width of the nozzle is high, then the form loss factor
can be increased as in the case of the expansion pipe, and if the
length of the orifice is increased, then the pressure loss coefficient
can be increased due to the effect of the nozzle in the opposite

Fig. 5 Experimental data of the average pressure loss coeffi-
cient for the different orifices when the Reynolds number is
È30,000
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side wall. From the analysis of the experimental data, we could
express the effect of the longitudinal arrangement as follows:

Fr = 0.14sNr − 1d1/4Nc

Nr

h

w

ps

dh
s10d

3.3 Experimental Correlation and Validation. If we insert
Eqs. s8d–s10d into Eq. s4d, the geometric factorFg of the orifice
can be written as follows:

Fg = Fj8 + S1 −
Ao

A2
D2

+ tS1 −
Ao

A2
DGS dh

2

Ad
D1/3

+ 2.5sNc − 1d2/3Ao

Ad

+ 0.14sNr − 1d1/4Nc

Nr

h

w

ps

dh
s11d

If we divide the pressure loss coefficient obtained from the
experiment data shown in Fig. 4 by the geometric factor given by
Eq. s11d and plot it in terms of ResAo,t /Add1/4, we can obtain Fig.
6. In this figure,Ao,t is the total area of the nozzles. If we curve-fit
the data in Fig. 6, we obtain the following equation for the effect
of the Reynolds numbersFRed in Eq. s3d:

FRe=
4.53 106

FReSAo,t

Ad
D1/4G7/4 s12d

If we insert Eq.s12d into Eq. s3d, we can obtain the pressure
loss coefficient correlation for the side orifice as follows:

for = Fg51 +
4.53 106

FReSAo,t

Ad
D1/4G7/46 s13d

whereFg is given by Eq.s11d. Figure 7 shows the comparison of
the pressure drop obtained from the experiment and that calcu-
lated by Eq.s13d.

4 Conclusions
An experimental study has been carried out to measure the

pressure loss at the side orifice of a liquid metal reactor fuel as-
sembly. The pressure loss at the side orifice is investigated using
the experimental data measured from 17 different types of side
orifices, which have different geometric shapes, dimensions, and
arrangements. A simple correlation, which covers the whole flow
range by one equation, is developed for the pressure loss at the
side orifices. The range of Reynolds numbers based on the hy-

draulic diameter of the orifice is 2000–350,000. The error range of
the correlation for the pressure loss at the side wall orifice devel-
oped in the present study is within ±10% to obtain a 95% reliabil-
ity according to the ASME error analysis. Most of the errors oc-
curred in a region where the Reynolds number is small.
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Nomenclature
A 5 area
d 5 diameter of orifice

dh 5 hydraulic diameter of orifice
F 5 factor
f 5 pressure loss coefficient
g 5 end gap
h 5 height of orifice
N 5 number of orifice

Dp 5 pressure drop
ps 5 pitch of orifice

Re 5 Reynolds number
to 5 thickness of orifice
V 5 flow velocity
w 5 width of orifice

Greek
r 5 density
t 5 geometric parameter of orifice

Subscript
c 5 pertaining to column
d 5 pertaing to downstream
g 5 pertaining to geometric factor
o 5 pertaining to single orifice

or 5 pertaining to side orifice
r 5 pertaining to row
1 5 pertaining to inlet condition
2 5 pertaining to outlet condition
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Introduction
There has been considerable controversy during the past few

years concerning the validity of the universal logarithmic law that
describes the mean velocity profile in the overlap region of a
turbulent wall-bounded flowf1,2g. The present authors recently
advanced a generalized logarithmic law to describe such overlap
region f3,4g. This law was derived based on a consequent exten-
sion of the classical two-layer approach to higher-order terms in-
volving the Kármán numberd+ and the dimensionless wall normal
coordinatey+. As compared to either the simple log law or the
power law, the Reynolds-number-dependent generalized law pro-
vides a superior fit to existing high-fidelity data.

Written in terms of inner variables, the generalized log law
reads

u+ = o
j=0

`

« jF 1

k j
lnsy+ + Djd + Aj exps− BjhdG s1d

whereu+=u/ut, y+=yut /n, h=y/d, ut=stw/rd1/2, u is the mean
streamwise velocity,y is the coordinate normal to the wall,n and
r are, respectively, the kinematic viscosity and density of the
fluid, ut is the friction velocity,tw is the wall shear stress, andd is
the boundary layer thickness. The parameter« is the reciprocal of
the Kármán number,d+=dut /n, which is the ratio of the outer to
inner length scale. The parametersk j, Dj, Aj, andBj are, in gen-
eral, Reynolds-number dependent and have to be obtained from
experiments. Following Lindgren et al.f5g, we assume that all the
additive constants in the argument of the logarithm,Dj in s1d, are
a single, Reynolds-number-independent constantD. Equations1d
can then be rearranged to read

u+ = S 1

k0
+

1

d+

1

k1
+

1

d+2

1

k2
+ ¯ Dlnsy+ + Dd + A0 exps− B0hd +

A1

d+ exps− B1hd +
A2

d+2 exps− B2hd + ¯ s2d

For the inner layer,h→0 and all the exponential terms become of
order one. Equations2d can then be rewritten as

u+ =
1

k
lnsy+ + Dd + A s3d

where

1

k
= o

i=0

`
1

d+i

1

ki
and A = o

i=0

`
1

d+i Ai

The additive constantD changes the linear velocity distribution
in a semi-log plot of the overlap region to a concave shape. For
d+→`, the leading term of the generalized logarithmic law in the
inner layer reads

u+ =
1

k0
lnsy+ + Dd + A0 s4d

which is identical with the logarithmic mean velocity profile de-
rived from first principles by Oberlackf6g, who used Lie-Group
analysis. That law was subsequently validated by Lindgren et al.
f5g, who used the experimental database of Österlundf7g.

Although the parameters of the simple logarithmic law,k0 and
A0, are usually termedKármán constantandadditive constantand
understood to be Reynolds-number independent, the generalized
logarithmic law in the inner-layer limits3d shows a clear Reynolds
number dependence of these parameters. The dependence of fully
developed turbulent boundary layer and channel flow on the Rey-
nolds number is real, as illustrated by the following three physical
arguments, previously detailed in Ref.f8g. First, the Reynolds
stress gradient and not the Reynolds stress itself appears in the
streamwise momentum equation. To balance the inevitable pres-
sure gradient in channel and pipe flows, viscous forces must be
important—at least in these types of flows—in a region that has
traditionally been claimed to be inertialf9g. Second, in a truly
inviscid region, a complete turbulence energy cascade that in-
cludes a dissipation range cannot take placef10g. However, from
experiments such a region is not known to exist within turbulent
boundary layer, pipe, or channel flows. Third, from experiments it
is known that viscous structures reside in the so-called inertial
sublayerf11g. That consequently leads to the conclusion that tur-
bulence quantities expressed in wall units must depend on Rey-
nolds number, however weakly.

If we grant thats3d—and at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers
s4d—describes the streamwise mean velocity profile in the overlap
region of the canonical wall-bounded flow, the question is then,
how to extend that description all the way to the wall, i.e. to the
buffer layer and viscous sublayer? The resulting velocity profile is
of significant practical importance. For example, such profile can
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be used for the appropriate construction of CFD codes and for
proper calibration of certain near-wall probes such as Preston
tubes. In this technical brief, a mixing-length approach is used to
extend the generalized log law to the wall.

Mixing-Length Approach
Like the standardsuniversald log law, the generalized log law in

the near-wall regions3d does not reach all the way down to the
wall. Algebraic turbulence modelsse.g., mixing-length and eddy-
viscosity approachesd represent the simplest form of turbulence
modeling and are traditionally used to close the gap between the
wall and the onset of the log law. A detailed review of such mod-
els is given by Granvillef12g. None of the known approaches thus
far takes into consideration the additive constant inside the loga-
rithm, D, because they are all designed to reproduce the standard
log law in the overlap region. As a matter of fact, the additive
constant perceptibly changes the profile right above the buffer
layer, precisely the region that is described by an algebraic turbu-
lence model. Therefore,D has to be included in such an approach.
Moreover, none of the previous mixing-length or eddy-viscosity
approaches takes into account the Reynolds-number dependency
of the parameters of the mean velocity profiles. This is an impor-
tant physical feature of the flow, however, and will be considered
herein.

The concept of mixing length was originally introduced by
Prandtlf13g. Based on an analogy with the kinetic theory of gases,
Prandtl concluded that there must be a mixing length forfluid
parcelsthat should be analogous to the molecular mean-free path,
but much larger. Thus, the Reynolds stress is written in terms of
the mean velocity gradient

− ru8v8 = rl2S ]u

]y
D2

s5d

where l is the mixing length, andu8 andv8 are the velocity fluc-
tuations in, respectively, the streamwise and normal direction. The
total stress consists of a viscous and a turbulent part,

t+ =
]u+

]y+ + l+2S ]u+

]y+D2

s6d

wheret+=t /tw, and l+= lut /n. Solving the above quadratic equa-
tion, leads to the mean velocity gradient

]u+

]y+ =
2t+

1 + s1 + 4t+l+2d1/2 s7d

Finally, the mean velocity profile in the inner layer results from
integratings7d and recognizing that in this layert+<1, see, for
example, Ref.f12g. Thus,

u+ <E
0

y+
2dy+

1 + s1 + 4l+
2
d1/2

s8d

This integral can readily be performed numerically once an ex-
pression for the mixing length is assumed. In the log region, l
=ky, and in the viscous sublayer and buffer layer, van Driestf14g
proposed a damping function to slow down the growth of the
turbulent stress in the vicinity of the wall. He assumed

l+ = ky+F1 − expS−
y+

l
DG s9d

where l is the damping factor, which is related to the additive
constant in the log law. In fact, the van Driest’s approach, applied
to the universal log law, leads to an overcorrection of the turbu-
lence stress behavior near the wall,

− u8v8 =
k2y+4

l2 + Osy+5
d s10d

Subsequent improvements in the damping function by Chap-
man and Kuhnf15g and Granvillef12g resulted in the correct
near-wall behavior of the Reynolds stress, i.e., −u8v8,y+3

.
In the present paper, we similarly modify the van Driest’s

damping function to achieve the correct asymptotic behavior of
the Reynolds stress near the wall, as well as to adapt to the gen-
eralized log law farther away from the wall. Thus,

l+ = ksy+ − DdF1 − expS−
y+

l
DG3/2

s11d

At sufficiently largey+, the exponential term diminishes and the
generalized log laws3d is recovered. Using a Taylor series expan-
sion aroundy=0, the Reynolds stress in this formulation is readily
computed as

− u8v8 =
D2k2y+3

l3 + Osy+4
d s12d

which preserves the correct near-wall behavior of the Reynolds
stressf16g.

Determination of the Parameters
The Kármán-number-dependent parameters ins3d have to be

determined from high-quality experimental data that cover a wide
Reynolds number range. Such a data set is provided by Österlund
f7g. Using the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithmf17g, a nonlinear
fit of each velocity profile in this data set was carried out. The

Fig. 1 Parameters of the velocity profile „3…. Solid lines repre-
sent formulas in the small boxes. Dashed lines show param-
eters for simple log law according to †7‡, k=0.38 and A =4.1,
and according to †5‡, D=5.0.
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outcomes of this procedure are the parametersk andD appearing
in the velocity profiles3d and the damping factorl from the
mixing-length expressions11d. The parameterA is obtained by
equatings3d and the integral ofs7d

A =E
0

yB
+

]u+

]y+dy+ −
1

k
lnsyB

+ + Dd s13d

whereyB
+ is sufficiently large to be within the region wheres3d is

valid f12g. The resulting parameters are compiled in Figs. 1 and 2.
Both k andA show a Kármán-number-dependent behavior and

asymptote to values very close to the values proposed by Öster-
lund f7g for Reu.2000,k=0.38, andA=4.1. The reverse trends
for data belowd+<1,200 are clear indication of the customary
low-Reynolds-number effects, not to be confused with the
moderate-to-high Reynolds number effects considered hereinf4g.
The parameterD has an average value of 8.2, which is compa-
rable to the valueD=5 reported by Lindgren et al.f5g. The larger
scatter in the values ofD as compared to those fork and A is
caused by the diminutiveness of the region whereD has an influ-
ence. This region is typically represented by only a few experi-
mental data points. In the nonlinear fit we conducted, those points
are much “weaker” than the many data points from the entire
logarithmic region. Therefore, the parameterD is somewhat over-
whelmed by the other two parameters, and the uncertainty in its
value approaches ±20%. Had there been denser data taken closer
to the wall, the scatter inD would have been moderated.

Figure 2 shows, as expected, that the damping factorl also has
a clear Reynolds-number dependence. The first coefficient,FC
=D2k2/l3, of the Taylor series expansion of the Reynolds shear
stress expressed ins12d is also shown in Fig. 2, and is almost
constant throughout the entire Kármán number range analyzed
herein. It has an average value of about 6.5310−4, which is well
within the range of 4310−4−8310−4 given for this coefficient by
Gersten and Herwigf18g. The three parametersk, A, andl can be
reasonably well represented as functions of the reciprocal of the
Kármán number, as depicted in the boxed formulas in Figs. 1 and
2.

Using the present approach, three calculated mean velocity pro-
files and their gradients are compared in Fig. 3 to the experimental
data of Österlundf7g. The profiles are staggered vertically for
clarity. Over the broad range of Reynolds numbers tested, the
agreement between the experiment and the present theory is ex-
cellent throughout the entire inner layer of the boundary layer. The
slight concave shape of the profiles in the usual log region results
from the additive parameterD inside the argument of the loga-
rithm. Consequently, this parameter also leads to a slight under-
shoot in the slope of the profile.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of our mixing-length theory with
data from two other experiments, Nockemann et al.f19g and De-
Graaff f20g. The necessary parameters were calculated using the
functionsk(d+) andA(d+) and the constantD, as depicted in Fig.
1. The agreement between the experimental data and the calcu-
lated mean velocity profiles is very good. Note that the depicted
experimental profiles were not used to determine those three pa-

Fig. 2 Damping factor of the proposed mixing-length expres-
sion and first coefficient of the Taylor series expansion of Rey-
nolds shear stress in the vicinity of the wall. Solid lines repre-
sent formulas in the small boxes. Dashed lines show the range
of first coefficient values according to †18‡, FC=4Ã10−4−8
Ã10−4.

Fig. 3 Mean velocity and velocity gradient profiles for different
Kármán numbers. Solid lines result from the proposed mixing-
length theory and numerically integrating Eq. „8…. Dashed lines
are according to Eq. „3…, without mixing-length approach. Data
from Ref. †7‡, l d+=1,092 „Reu=4,312…; j d+=1,661 „Reu

=6,930…; and m d+=6,147 „Reu=27,320….

Fig. 4 Comparison of experimental mean velocity profiles and
the new mixing-length theory. Data from Ref. †19‡, Ðd+

=7,274 „Reu=20,920…; j d+=19,926 „Reu=57,720…. Data from
Ref. †20‡, l d+=10,022 „Reu=30,850….
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rameters, which earlier were extracted from the independent ex-
periment of Österlundf7g, thus attesting to the universality of the
Reynolds-number dependency that we derived for each of the
three parameters.

Conclusions
A mixing-length approach applied to the generalized logarith-

mic law for high Kármán numbers has been presented. The new
theory exhibits the correcty+3

dependence of the Reynolds shear
stress in the vicinity of the wall. It has been found that all param-
eters appearing in the velocity profile and in the expression for the
mixing length are Kármán-number dependent. Extending the gen-
eralized log law to the wall provides precise mean velocity pro-
files to be used for many practical applications over a broad range
of Reynolds numbers.
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Background
In many aeronautical applications the interaction between fluid

flow and a high-speed vehicle is of crucial practical relevance, in
view of vehicle performance as well as mechanical and thermal
loading of the structure. Viscous flow effects, such as frictional
drag and thermodynamic heating, usually play a dominant role in
high-speed flight. Surface heating due to frictional effects be-
comes a design concern for flight Mach numbers of two and
above. The elevated temperature that is reached under thermal
equilibrium conditionssadiabatic wall temperatureTawd is de-
scribed by the recovery factorr, asf1–3g

Taw = Te + r
ue

2

2cp
s1d

where ue and Te are the velocity and temperature outside the
boundary layer and with the specific heatcp constant. In the con-
text of the incompressible flat plate boundary layer the recovery
effect was investigated already in 1921 by Pohlhausenf4g, who
showed thatr <ÎPr, where Pr is the Prandtl number. Several stud-
ies have revealed that this applies also under more general condi-
tions, i.e., with arbitrary pressure gradientf1–3g. A recent pertur-
bation analysis by the present author confirmed that indeed the
first-order pressure-gradient effect on the Prandtl number influ-
ence onr is absent, in the case of constant fluid propertiessden-
sity, viscosity, and conductivityd f5g.

However, at the conditions where thermal effects become sig-
nificant the approximation of constant fluid properties is no longer
accurate. A common engineering approach to predict the recovery
factor in compressible flow is that it can still be computed with the
above approximation, provided that fluid properties are evaluated
at an appropriate “reference temperature”f1–3g. Van Driest f6g
showed, however, that for the flat plate flow there is also a direct
effect of the viscosity variation on the recovery factor, whereas in
the case of compressible flow there is a non-negligible effect of
the pressure gradient as wellf7g.

The above arguments indicate that accurate recovery tempera-
ture data in compressible flow cannot rely on theoretical predic-
tions derived from incompressible flow conditions. Instead, one
has to resort to accurate numerical solutions to the viscous flow
equationssboundary layer or Navier-Stokesd, to determine the ac-
tual surface temperature for the case under studyf1–3g. Rather
than analyzing the complete surface it may be sufficient and more
convenient to analyze only critical details of the design, say at
locations where strong nonequilibrium conditions occur. This sug-
gests starting thesboundary layerd computation at some conve-
nient upstream location with appropriate initial profiles of the re-
quired flow variables. The common procedure for this is to
generate an initial velocity profile with an appropriate value of the
momentum thickness, which models the integrated drag of the
upstream surface. The initial temperature profile is then typically

derived from the velocity profile by invoking the Crocco-
Busemann relationf1–3g, modified for incomplete recovery

T = Te + r
sue

2 − u2d
2cp

s2d

and using an estimate for the recovery factor, sayr <ÎPr. Any
inaccuracies in the initial velocity and temperature profiles are
assumed to diffuse out when advancing the computation from the
initial position downstream.

However, one may not be aware that the initial temperature
profile given above introduces an error that may seriously affect
the computation of the adiabatic wall temperature development.
This is explained by realizing that in the absence of heat transfer,
the boundary layer has to satisfy the following integral energy
relation f1g:

d

dxE0

d

rusH − Hed = 0 s3d

whereH is the total enthalpy. For an adiabatic wall boundary layer
starting from uniform initial conditions, the integral in Eq.s3d
should be zero, expressing that thesmass flux weightedd average
value of the total enthalpy should be constant and equal to its
free-stream value. This is a simple and direct consequence of the
integral conservation of energy. This implies that whenr ,1,
hence, the recovery temperature being lower than the free stream
total temperature, this needs to be balanced by another region in
the flow where the total temperature is higher than that in the free
streamf2g. For the temperature profile of Eq.s2d, however, the
total enthalpy in the boundary layer is everywhere smaller than
He. So, although giving possibly a reasonable estimation of the
recovery temperature initially, it introduces an energy defect in the
boundary layer, which affects the ensuing computation of the re-
covery temperature development downstream. If this energy de-
fect is assumed to be redistributed over the boundary layer in a
similar way as the total enthalpy itself, it is likely that it will result
in a decrease of the recovery temperature, which will only gradu-
ally vanish as the boundary layer grows and the energy defect is
redistributed over an increasing mass flow. In the following sec-
tion this effect of the initial temperature profile is illustrated and
assessed by means of a simple numerical test case.

Test Case: Flat-Plate Boundary Layer
The compressible flat-plate boundary layer is chosen as a test

case. A linear relation between viscosity and temperature is as-
sumed, for the attractive feature that it makes the problem inde-
pendent of the Mach number, without losing the major aspects of
compressibility. This allows the analysis to be focused on the
effect of the initial temperature profile. In view of the self-
similarity of the exact solution, the problem is conveniently for-
mulated by applying a standard compressibility transformation
f1–3g

f8sx,hd = u/ue, usx,hd = sh − hed/
1

2
ue

2, h =Î ue

2remex
E

0

rdy

s4d

where a prime indicates a derivative with respect to the similarity
coordinateh. Expressing the energy in terms of the enthalpy,
rather than temperature, allows the results to be applicable to the
case of variable specific heat. It may be noted that the recovery
factor is equal to the value ofu at the wallsh=0d. The equations
to solve for velocity and enthalpy in the case of constant pressure,
linear viscosity law, and constant Prandtl number are then given
by, comparef1–3,5g
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f- + f f9 = 2xS f8
]f8

]x
− f9

]f

]x
D s5d

u9

Pr
+ fu8 + 2f92 = 2xS f8

]u

]x
− u8

]f

]x
D s6d

This reveals that all variable-property effects have been absorbed
in the transformation, making the analysis and recovery results
independent of Mach number. The equations were solved numeri-
cally with a finite-difference scheme, fourth- and second-order
accurate in the wall-normal and streamwise direction, respec-
tively. Numerical accuracy was assessed for the chosen settings,
showing the error in the computed recovery factors to be below
10−6 for self-similar solutions and below 10−4 for nonsimilar
cases. Computations were started at an initial stationx=x0 with
the exact velocity profile and using different algebraic expressions
for the initial temperature profile:

• Case 1: The initial temperature profile is taken asu=r0s1
− f82d, which corresponds to the standard Crocco-Busemann
relation, Eq.s2d, estimating the recovery factor asr0=ÎPr.

• Case 2: The same as above, but now withr0=1. Clearly the
initial value of the recovery factor is incorrect, but no en-
thalpy defect is introduced.

• Case 3: The initial temperature profile is taken asu=r0s1
− f82d+2s1−r0df f9, which corresponds to a modified
Crocco-Busemann relation that is the asymptotically correct
first-order extension obtained from perturbation analysisf5g
and that introduces no enthalpy defect. The estimate forr0 is
the same as for case 1.

Results of computations are displayed in Fig. 1, which depicts the
initial temperature profilessleftd and computed recovery factor
development with streamwise distancesrightd, for Pr=0.7. The

solid lines indicate the exactsself-similard solution. Further quan-
titative assessment of the error with respect to the exact solution is
given in Table 1.

The results show that for case 1 the enthalpy defect that is
introduced indeed lowers the computed recovery value and intro-
duces an appreciable errors.5%d that persists and decays only
very gradually, notwithstanding that the initial temperature profile
appears in reasonable agreement with the exact solution. The final
decay behavior approximately follows the dashed line, which cor-
responds to a relative error of 0.11sx/x0d−1/2, the inverse square-
root behavior being in agreement with boundary layer growth ac-
cording to laminar flow theory. Case 2, without enthalpy defect,
although starting with much larger initial error on the recovery
factor sas much as 20%d, rapidly approaches the correct value.
The error has dropped below 1% after five initial distancessx
−x0=5x0d, whereas for case 1 this value is reached only after 100
initial distances. Finally, case 3 clearly gives the best results with
a relative error never more than 0.7%.

Conclusions
The effect of the initial temperature profile on the computation

of compressible boundary layer development over an adiabatic
wall was discussed and assessed numerically for the laminar flat-
plate boundary layer. It was shown that an initial temperature
profile that contains an integral total-enthalpy defect, as is the case
for the classic Crocco-Busemann relation, gives rise to significant
errorssup to 5% underestimation ofr for the present case of Pr
=0.7d that decay only very gradually. In this sense, it is to be
advised that the initial temperature profile should not contain such
a defect. The use of an initial profile with constant total enthalpy
may, therefore, be more acceptable because although the error is
initially relatively large it decays rapidly and is therefore already
after one initial length much better than the first choice. The best
result was obtained with an extended Crocco-Busemann expres-
sion, which models the temperature-velocity relation more cor-
rectly. Errors are almost an order smaller than for case 2.

Although the present computation was performed for the lami-
nar flow of a perfect gas, in view of the fundamental underlying
mechanism it is to be expected that similar effects of the initial
temperature profile occur under more general conditions, for ex-
ample, with turbulence or real gas effects present.
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Introduction
The transition region plays a critical role in the design of tur-

bine blades, as it is accompanied by higher lossesf1g and higher
heat transfer ratesf2g. Most of the transition onset and length
correlations have been developed from incompressible measure-
ments with only a limited number of investigators addressing the
effect of Mach number. Narasimhaf3g investigates the ReusSTd and
concludes that it increases with Mach number; thereby delaying
transition onset. In contrast, Schook et al.f4g found the ReusSTd
from compressible measurements to be consistently lower than
that correlated by Maylef5g for the incompressible range. Thus
the experimental evidence is contradictory.

Dey and Narasimhaf6g suggest a variation in the spot forma-
tion rate with no change up to a Mach number of 2, which would
suggest that the incompressible correlations could be used when
predicting the transition length for the Mach numbers of turboma-
chinery. In Contrast, Clarkf7g found a significant decrease in the
spot-spreading angle for Mach numbers,1. This combined with
the data of Simonf8g implies a change in the transition length.
Again, the data are conflicting. Boyle and Simonf9g implemented
the model of Simonf8g in a prediction code and found the result-
ant agreement with measurement to improve substantially from
that of neglecting Mach number effects.

This work aims to provide an additional set of experimental
data to help resolve the contradicting evidence through an experi-
mental investigation on the suction surface of a linear transonic
turbine cascade. By adapting the incompressible correlations in
the literature to account for the effect of Mach number reasonable
agreement with the current measurements is found.

Experimental Facility
The transonic facility, shown in Fig. 1, is an open circuit, blow-

down wind tunnel that operates from a reservoir of compressed
air, with its operation and control system described in detail by
Davies and Breathnachf10g. The working section is fitted with a
linear cascade consisting of eight blades representing the midspan
of the turbine blade designed by Santoriello et al.f11g. Steady-
state conditions are achieved for approximately 0.6 s in an experi-
mental run, during which time a measurement window is avail-
able. From hot-wire measurements upstream of the cascade Walsh
f12g found the turbulence intensity to be 3.5%. The integral length
scale was calculated from a single hot-wire measurement by ap-
plying the method of Roachf13g. This is achieved through the use
of

Lx = UE
0

`

Rstddt s1d

whereRstd is the autocorrelation function. From Roachf13g the
micro length scale equation is given by

lx = UÎ − 2

s]2Rstd/dt2dt=0
s2d

Following the technique of Butler et al.f14g the first two temporal
terms of the autocorrelation are used to approximate the second
derivate. The second derivative in Eq.s2d may be determine to be
equal to 2fRsDtd−2g /Dt2 from a finite-difference method by
knowing that the autocorrelation function is one when time equals
zero and also knowing that the function is symmetric about time
zero. The resultant values of the integral and micro length scales
for this work were 15.5 and 7.2 mm, respectively. It should, how-
ever, be noted that the sampling frequency did not satisfy the
criterion set forth by Roachf13g for the determination of the mi-
cro length scale and thus this value should only be used with
caution. The other variable parameters of the test cases considered
in the experimental investigation are summarised in Table 1, along
with the inferred transition onset locations.

Experimental Techniques and Data Acquisition
The transition region was measured by utilizing hot film an-

emometry, the full details of which are given by Walshf12g. The
cascade was instrumented with an array of Senflex nickel heated
hot film sensors at the midspan on the suction surface of the
central blade, with a spacing of 5 mm between each measuring
element. This distance corresponded to increments of 10% SSL.
The hot film sensors were operated in constant temperature mode
at an over heat temperature of 110 °C. After sampling at 50 kHz
for a period of 0.2 s, the skew function was applied to the raw hot
film voltage to determine the transition region. Figure 2, taken
from Walsh f12g, shows a typical set of measurements obtained
from the hot films on the suction surface of the linear transonic
cascade. By applying the hot film interpretation technique of Hod-
son et al.f15g transition is seen to have commenced by 55% SSL
and is completed by 75% SSL.

To determine the boundary layer edge Mach number distribu-
tion for the compressible test cases, pressure measurements were
obtained in the settling chamber and at a number of locations on
the suction surface. Owing to the small chord length of the tran-
sonic blade profile the number of pressure measurements on the
suction surface was insufficient to determine the entire Mach
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Fig. 1 The transonic blow-down wind tunnel facility utilized in
this investigation
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number distribution. Thus invisid calculations, usingFLUENT 5,
were performed for all test conditions to complete the Mach num-
ber distribution on the suction surface. The agreement between the
predictions and measurements was found to be reasonably good
and are used in this analysis; a comparison is shown in Fig. 3.
Further details may be found in Walshf12g.

Transition Region Parameters
Numerous techniques have been developed over the years to

reduce the probability of making an incorrect turbulent/
nonturbulent decision from measurements in transitional flows.
For the present work the technique employed is similar to that of
Clark f7g, which was based on a technique described by Hedley
and Keffer f16g in a detailed review on the subject. Figure 4
illustrates the resultant indicator function as obtained from one set
of hot film data. The top plot shows a portion of the raw hot film
voltage. The second plot illustrates the normalized detector func-
tion, which is applied to emphasize the high-frequency compo-
nents, which, as noted by Keller and Wangf17g, is equivalent to
conducting a digital high pass filter, and is calculated from

Di = mV̇i8 s3d

where the relative magnitude of the signalm and the first derivate

of the instantaneous voltageV̇8 are given, respectively, by

m=
V̇i − V̇min

V̇max− V̇min

V̇8 =
V̇i+1 − V̇i−1

2h

The probability of making an incorrect turbulent/nonturbulent de-
cision is further reduced by smoothing or short-term integrating

the detection function, the result of which is the criterion function
as shown in the third plot of Fig. 4. This is achieved by applying
the following equation to the detector function:

Cri =
h2

1 + sts/hd o
j=i−sts/2hd

j=i+sts/2hd

Dj

Finally, a threshold level is set, with the first approximation of this
value obtained from the “dual slope” method of Kuan and Wang
f18g and refined using the judgment of the authors. Such judgment
was particularly necessary for the high intermittency measure-
ments. The result of this process is shown in the bottom plot of
Fig. 4 as the indicator function, which was ultimately used to
determine the intermittency at the hot film locations. When the
indicator function is high the flow is taken to be turbulent and
when it is low the flow is taken to be laminar. Thus, time averag-
ing the indicator function over the entire sampling period results
in an intermittency of 28% for the data of Fig. 4.

Experimental Measurements
Figure 5 shows the resultant data obtained from the hot film

sensors, with the predicted acceleration parameter at transition
onset also displayed. The results shown in the bottom plot of Fig.
5 are for all the choked flow measurements, Rec above 369 k
stests 3–9 from Table 1d, and for the lowest Rec number of 163 k
stest 1 from Table 1d as indicated on the plot. For the Rec of 163 k
the inlet Mach number was,0.2. Interestingly, above a Rec num-
ber of 369 k all the data points fall on a single linear curve fit,
while below this Rec number a distinct shift in both the slope and
the intersection of the data points with thex-axis is found. This is
as expected since the pressure gradient parameter changes only

Fig. 2 Measured hot film signals and skew distribution show-
ing the transition region along the suction surface of the linear
transonic cascade with an inlet Re c and exit Mach numbers of
283 k and 0.61, respectively

Fig. 3 Comparisons between measured and predicted Mach
number

Table 1 Summary of examined test cases

Case number
Rec number at inlet

*10−3, measured
Mach number at
outlet, measured

Transition onset
%SSL, inferred

Test 1 163 0.37 47
Test 2 283 0.61 46
Test 3 369 0.74 39
Test 4 382 0.79 33
Test 5 418 0.86 31
Test 6 452 0.91 29
Test 7 489 0.97 28
Test 8 514 1 27
Test 9 551 1.06 26
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slightly after the flow has choked, as shown in the middle plot of
Fig. 5. Therefore the Rex value at transition onset would also be
expected to remain constant as the turbulence intensity remains
unchanged. The data indicates no evidence of a subtransition pro-
cess.

The value ofns is found from the square of the slope from a
linear fit of Fsgd after Narasimhaf3g. A distinct reduction inns is
evident between the choked flow Mach number cases and the low
Mach number case. This may not be explained singularly by a
Mach number effect, as the change in pressure gradient at transi-
tion onset is most likely playing a substantial role. Data on the
behavior ofns in favorable pressure gradients remains scarce and
thus comparisons with the literature is attempted but should be
treated with caution. Maylef5g provides a plot of spot production
rate normalized on the value of flat plate flow,ns=1.5
310−11Tu7/4, over a range of acceleration parameters where it is
noted that the turbulence intensity plays a large role in adverse
pressure gradients but is less critical in favorable pressure gradi-
ents. Applying an inlet turbulence intensity of 3.5% and using the
correlation of Steelant and Dickf19g, which is a best fit of the plot
of Mayle f5g, gives predictedns values of 4.06310−10 and
2.46310−11 for the low Mach number flow and the choked com-
pressible flows, respectively. Adapting the correlation as sug-
gested by Narasimhaf3g to account for the effect of Mach num-

ber,ns proportional tos1+0.38 M0.6d−1.5, results in predictedns
values of 2.86310−10 and 1.35310−11, respectively. This adapta-
tion results in an improved prediction of the low Mach number
case, but an increase in the deviation between measurement and
prediction for the choked flow case, where the data agrees reason-
ably well with the incompressible measurements found in Mayle
f5g. A possible hypothesis to explain this may be that in favorable
pressure gradients not only is the spot formation rate weakly de-
pendent on the turbulence intensity as shown by Maylef5g, but it
may also be weakly dependent on the Mach number. Thus making
spot formation rate predictions dependent only on the acceleration
parameter in favorable pressure gradient flows. Such a hypothesis
requires a detailed examination before general use.

The location of transition onset was determined by the intersec-
tion of the Fsgd distribution with thex-axis in accordance with
Narasimhaf3g. This gives the location of transition onset in terms
of Rex. The first point to note is that the RexsSTd decreases for the
lower inlet Mach number when compared to the choked com-
pressible flow measurements. Thus indicating a delay in transition
onset. This delay may not be solely a Mach number effect as the
pressure gradient is varying. By using the transition onset location
found from the intermittency measurements and the predictions of
the Mach number distribution, the ReusSTd may be calculated by
using the approximate solution for compressible laminar boundary
layers due to Gruschwitzf20g. The top plot of Fig. 5 shows the
resultant ReusSTd data with error bars applied representing the lo-
cations of the hot films before and after transition onset and
completion. Also shown in this figure is the predicted ReusSTd us-
ing the incompressible transition onset model of Abu Ghannam
and Shawf21g, with the inlet turbulence level applied, adapted to
include the Mach number variation of Narasimhaf3g. These mod-
els are given as

5ReusM=0d = 163 + expFFsAd − SFsAd
6.91

TuDG
FsAd = 6.91 + 12.75lu + 63.64lu

2 for lu , 0

FsAd = 6.91 + 2.48lu − 12.27lu
2 for lu . 0

6 AbuGhannam and Shawf21g

Fig. 4 Method to determine the intermittency from the hot film
measurements. Raw voltage was captured from 55% suction
surface length of the linear transonic cascade with an inlet Re c
and exit Mach numbers of 283 k and 0.61, respectively; fulltime
trace shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 5 Measured transition region parameters: „top … Reu at
transition onset, „middle … acceleration parameter at transition
onset and „bottom … spot formation rate.
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hReusSTd = ReusM=0dÎ1 + 0.38M0.6j Narasimhaf3g-Mach numbers between 0.2 – 2.4

Good agreement is found for all the choked flow calculations.
The lower Rec numbers addressed do not show such good agree-
ment. This implies that the correction factor for Mach number
effect on ReusSTd may need some modification to distinguish be-
tween favorable and adverse pressure gradients just as in the tran-
sition model of Abu-Ghannam and Shawf21g for incompressible
flows. From this novel set of data it may be concluded that the
effect of Mach number on the transition region needs further work
before prediction methods can be used reliably. The current data
set being a contribution to this work.

Conclusions

• All the intermittency measurements in the choked flow ex-
periments were found to fall on a linearFsgd line for the
current data set. This interesting result would need further
validation before its widespread use was feasible.

• The introduction of correlations to include the effect of
Mach number for transition onset, in general, resulted in
better agreement with the measurements. Again, further ex-
perimental evidence is needed under a variation of condi-
tions to fully resolve this issue.

Nomenclature
Fsgd 5 intermittency functions2d

Kt 5 acceleration parameter,sy /Ue
2d / sdUe/dxd

M 5 mach number,
Rec 5 inlet Reynolds number,Uic/v
Rex 5 local Reynolds number,Uex/v
Reu 5 momentum thickness Reynolds number,Ueu /v
SSL 5 suction surface length, m

Tu 5 percentage turbulence intensity, %
c 5 chord length, m
h 5 sampling period
n 5 dimensionless spot formation rates2d
T 5 time
U 5 mean velocity, m/s
V 5 hot film voltage, V
X 5 curvilinear streamwise coordinate, m

Greek
Lx 5 integral length scale, m

g 5 intermittency,s2d
u 5 momentum thickness, m

lu 5 pressure gradient parameter,su2/yd / sdUe/dxd
lx 5 micro length scale m
s 5 spot propagation parameters2d
ts 5 smoothing period
v 5 kinematic viscosity, m2/s

Suffices
s dST 5 start of transition

s d8 5 fluctuating measurement
s dc 5 chord length
s de 5 boundary layer edge conditions
s di 5 inlet conditions
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